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1. Investigating Neolithic and Copper Age Textile Production in Transylvania (Romania). Applied Methods and Results

Paula Mazăre

The functional, practical and symbolic importance of textiles in everyday life, and also during special events (ceremonies, celebrations, rituals, etc.) within human communities, has been highlighted by numerous studies in anthropology, history and archaeology.1 The textile remains found during archaeological excavations are seen, according to researchers like Penelope Walton and Gillian Eastwood (1983), as being “the remains of one of man’s more intimate artefacts”. However, the importance of textile products and that of the activities devoted to textile production in prehistory was generally ignored by Romanian archaeologists. This is due to the scarcity of such archaeological remains.2

The significant advances made by researchers in the West compared with the sporadic and inconsistent efforts from Romania3 now fully justifies the need for a systematic and scientific approach, intended towards aligning Romania with the Western European map of discoveries and research on prehistoric textiles. This is particularly true since the new trends for this field of study suggest a growing interest in this area of research.4

This paper aims to summarise the research performed as part of my PhD thesis, entitled “The craft of textile production at Neolithic and Copper Age communities in Transylvania” which was finalised in July 2012. The main focus of the research was to characterise the craft of textile

---

2 As far as is known, for Romania only one prehistoric textile product was found; more precisely, the remains of a burnt bedspread discovered in Sucidava-Celei. According to the strata in which it was found, it was chronologically dated at the beginning of 3rd millennium BC (Nica 1981).
production (with all its economic, social and symbolic implications) during the Neolithic and Copper Age, within the geographical context of Transylvania. This was archived using the main evidence preserved in the local soil conditions (specific for the entire southeast of Europe): the pottery textile imprints and textile tools (spindle-whorls, loom-weights and spools).

The unusual character of this paper in the context of Romanian archaeological research justifies to a large extent the limitation of the research area to a confined geographical unit, represented here by Transylvania. Among the obstacles encountered during this research were the difficulty of finding and gathering the material necessary for such a study (over 15 museum collections were browsed and not always successfully), the absence of data for the context of discovery, and the difficulty of cultural and chronological affiliation/classification for some of the artefacts.5

**Area of the research**

Transylvania as an entity is defined as the Inner-Carpathian area of Romania, a historical region which was known during the Middle Ages as “The Voivodate of Transylvania” or “Voivodal Transylvania”. Geographically, it corresponds to the Depression of Transylvania, bordered by segments of the Carpathian Mountains on the East, South and West.

Figure 1.1 shows that the sites examined for this study do not cover the entire surface of Transylvania evenly. This is partly due to the fact that only some specific Neolithic and Copper Age sites were archaeologically excavated and even these were not always systematically and exhaustively researched. In addition, access to museum collections were in some cases restricted. As a result there is an uneven distribution of the analysed material within the area of study. In order to compensate, the research and analysed materials belonging to some north-western settlements, situated beyond the geographical limits previously established, were used.

Materials originating from 54 sites, consisting of textile imprints, spindle-whorls, loom-weights and spools were studied. There is a clear disproportion among the three categories of materials. The most representative are the loom-weights (identified in 45 sites, including three sites with discoveries of spools), then the spindle-whorls (23 sites) and the textile imprints (identified only in 11 sites).

**Cultural and chronological framework**

Defining the Neolithic and Copper Age and establishing a chronology is somewhat of a difficult task if one considers the different periodisation systems proposed by the literature.6 The terminology used is also a subject of interpretation and dispute. In Romanian archaeological literature the term *Aeneolithic* or *Chalcolithic*7 is found and used to broadly designate the same period known in the Western literature as ‘Copper Age’ (or ‘Kupferzeit’ in German). The author preferred the term Copper Age instead of Aeneolithic in order to align with an older current8

---

5 The absence of references and methodological models in the Romanian scientific literature was compensated mostly with a three month research internship (May–August 2009) at the Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for Textile Research (CTR), University of Copenhagen.


7 Petrescu-Dîmboviţa and Vulpe 2010.

that aims at adapting the archaeological realities from present day Romania to the central and western European terminology.

Since there are many contradictory opinions regarding the final phase of the Copper Age (Late Copper Age or Late Aeneolithic), that time period was not included as part of the research. Therefore, the research is carried out upon the following cultures/cultural groups which are chronologically situated between c. 6000–3500 BC: Starčevo-Criş (c. 6100–5300 BC), Vinča (c. 5400–4500 BC), Cluj-Cheile Turzii-Lumea Nouă cultural complex (c. 5200–4900 BC), Linear Pottery culture (Notenkopf horizon c. 5000–4950 BC), Iclod (c. 4900–4600 BC), Suplac (c. 5200–4650 BC), Oradea-Salca-Herpály (c. 5000–4500 BC), Turdaş (c. 5050–4930 BC), Foeni (c. 4750–4450 BC), Petreşti (c. 4600–4000 BC), Ariuşd (Cucuteni A1–A4 – c. 4600–4050 BC), Tiszapolgár (c. 4500–4000 BC) and Bodrogkeresztúr (Scheibenhenkel horizon – c. 4050–3500 BC).

Although quite disregarded lately there is still a theory that states that the realities of the Late Aeneolithic/Late Copper Age are better described by a “transitional” period, ranging from Neolithic (Eneolithic) to the Bronze Age. This theory was launched in Romania by M. Petrescu-Dîmboviţa (1950, 119) and was later adopted by most researchers. It is still being used, as shown by Fl. Gogăltan, by the followers of the ‘Thracological School’ (Gogăltan and Ignat 2011, 7). There is also no common ground among specialists on defining the end of the Copper Age and the beginning of the Bronze Age respectively. According to some authors, the Copper Age ends somewhere c. 2500 BC (Gogăltan 2008, 81; Gogăltan and Ignat 2011, 7) while others still place it around 3500 BC (Vulpe 2010, 218, 222–223, fig. 30). According to these last opinions, some of the cultures regarded as belonging to the final stages of the Copper Age actually belong to the Bronze Age.

In order to place the finds chronologically the author used the 14C data (including the calibration diagrams) from the IPCTE Radiocarbon Database (http://arheologie.ulbsibiu.ro/radiocarbon/download.htm), against the relative dates and cultural synchronizations published by various specialists.
The analysis of textile imprints

Even though there is a great resemblance between the textile products and the half-rigid or rigid basket-like or mat-like structures (basketry or wickerwork), the author supports the definition of Elisabeth Barber in separating these two categories of artefacts. According to Barber, textiles represent all types of woven and non-woven materials that look like “thin sheets of material made from fibres, which are soft and floppy enough to be used as coverings for people and things”. As previously stated, the only evidence of archaeological textiles for the Neolithic and Copper Age uncovered in Transylvania were textile imprints found on the base and on the sides of pottery. During this research 27 imprints have been analysed. They were discovered within 11 archaeological sites belonging to the Starčevo-Criş, Vinča, Turdaș, Tiszapolgár cultures as well as to the Foeni and Iclod cultural groups (Table 1.1).

Woven textile structures (Fig. 1.23. 1–3)

The research of archaeological textiles, especially the woven structures, has lately seen a considerable progress from the application of new and advanced methods of interdisciplinary scientific research. Applying these methods also depends on the conservation status and of the preservation form of the archaeological textiles. From this perspective, the textile imprints have restricted possibilities of investigation. Moreover, some factors like the properties and the quality of the textile product, the clay shrinkage factor, the deformation caused by the burning process (for ceramics) and so on can alter the original aspect of the textile product. This is why, in the case of textiles imprints, only the most visually noticeable properties were registered, these included: the structure of the textile product (binding type, the technological procedure through which the textile product was made, the thickness of the thread systems, the type of edge), the characteristics of the threads (torsion direction, torsion angle, thickness), the decoration, some technological errors, the joining and some wear traces. Therefore, each imprint was registered within a database according to a thoroughly defined set of criteria.

For classifying the woven textiles imprints the structural categorisation proposed by Lena Hammarlund, who defined 28 different categories of fabrics, has been adopted. The primary differentiation of the fabrics was made according to: 1. the binding type (the characteristic of the Neolithic period is the plain weave) (Fig. 1.2); 2. the fineness group (defined according to the fibres’ thickness) and 3. the thickness group (defined according to the value of the cover factor).

As Table 1.1 illustrates, there was an opportunity to analyse only four such woven textile imprints, even though, at least for Tiszapolgár culture levels there are records of more imprints. With the exception of the narrow woven textile found in the Neolithic site of Limba (Fig. 1.23.1), all the others are dated into the Copper Age. All the structures were made using the tabby weave technique, but displayed different morphological and technological particularities, thus dividing them into:

I  warp-faced narrow tabby band;
II  balanced tabby weave. According to the ratio between thickness and density the woven textile imprints were distributed into four different classes (Fig. 1.3).

---

12 Andersson Strand et al. 2010.
13 For more details see Mazâre 2010.
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The woven textiles were created using simple or plied yarns. With the exception of the narrow cloth, made of z-twisted yarns, all the others were made using s-twisted yarns. The twist angle varies between 30º and 53º. The thickness of system A threads is almost identical to those threads from system B. The thinner threads (0.32mm) are found within the weaving imprint from Lumea Nouă belonging to the Foeni cultural group (Fig. 1.23.2), and the thicker ones (1.4mm) recovered at Dorolţiu belong to the Tiszapolgár culture settlement (Fig. 1.23.3).

**Twined textile structures (Fig. 1.23.4–7)**
They represent the majority of textile structures identified as imprints on Transylvanian pottery fragments (Table 1.1). With the exception of the Foeni imprints, belonging to Copper Age, all the others are within the Neolithic period.

Twining is a recently defined textile technique in the Romanian archaeological literature. 16 Analysing the twined textiles’ structure meant running through the same methodological

---

16 Mazăre 2011c.
stages as in the case of woven textiles. Due to the fact that both the manufacturing technique and the structural aspect are different from those of the woven materials, the twined textiles were treated separately. Therefore, they were characterised based on the following criteria: raw materials, the thread diameter, the thickness and density of textiles, the orientation of the rows of active elements, the edges (margins), technological details (and faults), use-wear traces.

Fig. 1.2: Tabby weave: naturalistic representation of the main structural elements (after Walton and Eastwood 1983); schematic representation by squares (after Cioară 1998).

Fig. 1.3: Types of woven textiles identified as imprints on Neolithic and Copper Age pottery fragments: a. I-5c = medium-coarse and dense narrow band, warp-faced plain weave (LBT.1050); b. II-2a = thin and open plain weave (ALN.1001); c. II-6b = coarse and medium-dense plain weave, (DAC.58024); d. II-7c = very coarse and dense plain weave (DOR.61329).
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An older study by James M. Adovasio was utilised for classifying the twined structures along with the work of Irene Emery and Annemarie Seiler-Baldinger regarding the classification of the textile structures and techniques and the methodology of investigating the twined structure discovered in the Neolithic lake dwellings of the Swiss Plateau. Thus, the twined structures have been divided according to the following classification model, displayed by Table 1.2:

Applying this system assigns a code to each twined structure, as in the following examples:

I₂-z-A₁ Simple Twined Structure, Two Z Twist Warps;
I₂-s-C₃ Open Diagonal Twining, Two S Twist Wefts (see Fig. 1.4).

---

17 Adovasio 1977, 15–52.
Among the textile imprints from Transylvania three types of twined textiles and several subtypes were identified (Fig. 1.5). Of these the majority were created in diagonal twining with more or less closed rows. A single imprint revealed a simple twined structure (III2-s-A1; ALN-0018, Foeni culture). Also, a single imprint revealed a twined structure with an inversed active system. (IV2-S-C2b; TRD-5271, Turdaş culture). In all of the structures the active strands (weft threads) were twist in S direction.

Table 1.2: Typological classification levels for defining the twined textile structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification level</th>
<th>The defined typological category</th>
<th>Classification criteria</th>
<th>Numbering (Coding system)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Technological class</td>
<td>The active-passive relation between the thread systems</td>
<td>I, II, III... (I2,3...; II2,3...; ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Technological type (binding type)</td>
<td>Twist direction</td>
<td>z, s, zs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The passive strand’ layout</td>
<td>A, B, C...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The distance between the rows</td>
<td>1, 2, 3...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Subtypes/variants</td>
<td>Structural and technological features</td>
<td>a, b, c.../1, 2, 3...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1.5: Examples of the twined textile structures identified as imprints on Neolithic and Copper Age pottery from Transylvania.
All of the twined textiles were made using stripes or bundles of vegetal fibres, some looking similar to decorticated stems/fibres, used in a raw form. The strands’ diameters are between 0.7 and 3.6mm with an average between 1 and 2.67mm. All these textiles are thicker than all other woven textiles analysed, although there are variations in thickness that allow a separation into four classes. The thickest are more similar to mats than textiles structures. Some display rows of curvilinear active elements, a clue that they were manufactured freely, without any tension frame or device (Fig. 1.23.4–7).

**Uncertain textile structures**

A textile imprint from the Starcevo-Criş IIIB-IVA settlement at Hunedoara-Grădina Castelului was analysed.\(^{20}\) It is an unidentified structure, and represents the oldest textile imprint from Transylvania so far. Even if the structure and its functionality are uncertain the fragment reveals a rugged character, most likely produced using unspun fibres, with a diameter between 1 and 3.9mm.

**String type elements**

Although it is not actually a textile structure, a segment of a string imprinted on a pottery fragment belonging to the Iclod cultural group was included in this study. It has a diameter of 3.5mm and was made using two elements secondary twisted in the Z direction, with a torsion angle of 24°.

**The analysis of textile tools**

The textile tools are all artefacts which had a functional role in the technological chain of manufacturing textiles and identifying them archaeologically is not always an easy task. The most certain functional interpretation is that of the spinning and weaving tools: spindle-whorls, loom-weights and spools. The author analysed these categories of textile tools during this research project. Bone, antler and stone tools that might have been used as textile production tools were also considered in this study. Their role is rather uncertain, as they lack use-wear analyses or similar specialised studies.

There are several methodological models of analysing textile tools. One of the most recent and well structured systems, organised in the form of a database, is that of the Centre of the Textile Research in Copenhagen (CTR Textile Tools Database). A Microsoft Access database was created using a fairly similar analysis and registration protocol. The intention was to record exhaustively all data related to the tools (spindle-whorls, loom-weights, spools). In the database, each artefact is characterised by: piece code, location, settlement type, the context of discovery; cultural and chronological frame; preservation status, typological assignment; raw material; morphology; surface treatment; decoration and signs, firing; dimensions; details of the perforation; wear traces; functional interpretations and observations; holding institution, collection, inventory number and bibliography.

The database contains over 690 records of textile tools, but parts of these were excluded from the analysis due to their uncertain cultural and chronological coordinates. Therefore, the final number of analysed artefacts was reduced to 652. Of these, 458 artefacts are of certain cultural affiliation, with a total of 12 cultures and/or cultural groups. The remaining 194 are recorded as uncertain from the point of view of their cultural affiliation (Table 1.3).

\(^{20}\) Bărbat 2012, 59, Pl. 5:4–5.
In total, from the 51 archaeological sites investigated, 563 loom-weights, 3 spools and 58 spindle-whorls and potential spindle-whorls (perforated ceramic fragments, representing 34% of spindle-whorls) were analysed. Although recorded as loom-weights, a number of 28 artefacts have an uncertain functionality (either classified as loom-weights or spindle-whorls because they were either too big to be considered spindle-whorls, too small to be loom-weights or heavy enough to be considered as loom-weights but with a shape more easily related to spindle-whorls).

**Archaeological context**
From 235 textile tools, 36% were recovered from 81 features and structures of various types; most of them from surface houses. In contrast to spindle-whorls, that usually appear alone within a feature, the majority of loom-weights are in groups of at least two. Although a feature/structure

### Table 1.3: Numerical distribution for categories of textile tools in relation to their uncertain cultural affiliation (certain, uncertain).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture/Cultural group</th>
<th>Spindle-whorls</th>
<th>Loom-weights</th>
<th>S-W/L-W</th>
<th>Spools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-C Starčevo-Criş</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIN Vinča</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN CCTLNI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL Linear Pottery Culture (Notenkopf)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD Turdaš</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL Icled</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUP Suplac</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSH Oradea-Salca-Herpály</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOE Foeni</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET Petreşti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARI Ariuşd-Cucuteni</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSZ Tiszapolgár</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDK Bodrogkerezsürt</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIN/TRD Vinča/Turdaš</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCL/PCC Linear Pottery Culture/ Precucuteni?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD/FOE Turdaš/Foeni?</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD/PET Turdaš/Petreşti</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/FOE Petreşti (Foeni?)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICL/PET Icled/Petreşti</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET/COT Petreşti/Coţofeni?</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA Copper Age (?)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= uncertain cultural affiliation (u.c.a)
can contain more than one loom-weight, they are found functionally associated in only a few exceptional cases (Figs 1.6–7). For example, two Copper Age houses (of Ariuşd and Petreştii cultures) provided groups of 28 loom-weights. Other unusual contexts that provided weights and fragments of weights are a ritual pit from Limba (Vinča culture), a pole pit from Petreştii and several ovens from Ariuşd.
Spindle-whorls
Spindle-whorls are a category of artefacts poorly represented in the Neolithic and Copper Age settlements from Transylvania. In total 58 artefacts, of which 38 are fired clay spindle-whorls and 20 pierced rounded shards, have been collected and analysed. Although the numerical repertory is not representative for such a small number of artefacts, one can observe that most spindle-whorls were recovered in Copper Age habitation layers or features and most pierced rounded shards come from Neolithic settlements.

The analysis of the spindle-whorls regarded mainly their functional attributes, which were registered following all measurement rules illustrated in Fig. 1.8. When the artefacts are fragmentary, an estimation of the overall loom-weight and the maximum diameter was taken. The following abbreviations were used: $w$ – weight (g); $\Theta$ – the maximum diameter of the spindle-whorl (mm); $h$ – height = thickness (mm); $\Theta P$ – the (exterior) maximum diameter of the perforation (mm); $\Theta Pm$ – the minimum diameter of the perforation (mm).

A spindle-whorl classification was formed from the model that had been proposed by F. Médard.\(^{21}\) This model was adapted and modified to create a hierarchic typological system that has several levels of classification (Table 1.4). According to this system, each artefact is defined by a typological code.

Examples:
I1-A-3b very small, flat fired clay spindle-whorl of convex shape with a concave upper end
II4-B-3b perforated ceramic fragment, big, medium-flattened, with an irregular form, curved profile.\(^{22}\)

\(^{21}\)Médard 2006, 50–54.
\(^{22}\)For a detailed presentation of the spindle-whorls’ classification system see Mazâre 2012.
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Fig. 1.9: Defining typological groups of spindle-whorls in accordance with the ratio between height and diameter (h/diam.) (drawing: P. Mazăre apud Médard 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1.10: Basic shapes used in defining the types of spindle-whorls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1.11: Examples of subtypes defined for spindle-whorls belonging to group B (flattened spindle-whorls, h/diam. < 0.65).
For fired clay spindle-whorls eight base types were identified, some with sub-types and variants (Fig. 1.13). Most of them can be classified as small sized (class 2) = under 25g and medium sized (class 3) = 25–50g. On average the heaviest are those of biconical shape from the Linear Pottery culture (groups B–C), and the lightest are those of discoid shape (group A) belonging to the Ariuşd Culture. Even so, the heaviest spindle-whorl was recorded for Ariuşd Culture, estimated around 174g, much heavier than the values recorded for the entire lot of spindle-whorls (Fig. 1.12).

In the case of pierced rounded shards another system of classification was developed, in accordance with their morphological and functional attributes: shape, width and finishing degree. Thus most of the pierced rounded shards are of circular shape (type 1), only a few displaying an ellipsoidal morphology (type 2) and one irregular (type 3). With the exception of two artefacts of large size (Starčevo-Criş culture), the majority have weight values under 20g, lighter than most of the fired clay spindle-whorls.

**Loom-weights**

The loom-weights represent the majority of textile tools investigated (563 items). With the exception of a fragment of (un-fired) clay loom-weight found at Turdaş (and most likely belonging to the Turdaş culture), all the others are made of fired clay. As in the case of spindle-whorls, the loom-weights were analysed based on functional attributes which the technological weaving optimum depends upon, as the tensioning and the equal distribution of warp fibres. The weight and the thickness are seen as main functional attributes for the loom-weights. Other important features are the width and/or diameter and height and the diameter of the hole (Fig. 1.14).

![Fig. 1.12](image)

*Fig. 1.12: Relationship between the degree of flattening (type group) and weight (size class) for fired clay spindle-whorls against their cultural affiliation.*
Fig. 1.13: Types of spindle-whorls identified compared to cultural affiliation.
For classifying loom-weights, similarly to the spindle-whorls, a hierarchic typological system with several classification levels were adopted. In the end, a typological code is assigned to each artefact according to the structure depicted by Table 1.5.

Examples:
I1-A-1.a  upper perforated (with a single perforation), very small flat, of irregular form and elongated loom-weight
I4-C-6.c  upper perforated, large-sized, thick flattened, conical, short and wide loom-weight
III3-B-3  medium-sized, centrally perforated, medium flattened, of circular form loom-weight

Table 1.5: Hierarchic typological system for classifying the loom-weights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Morphological type</td>
<td>Subtype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Presence/lack and the</td>
<td>(Size = weight):</td>
<td>(The flattening</td>
<td>(The elongation</td>
<td>(The elongation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>position of the attaching</td>
<td>1. Very small: w &lt; 50g</td>
<td>degree = thick</td>
<td>degree = width)</td>
<td>degree = width)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hole):</td>
<td>2. Small: 50 ≤ w &lt; 250g</td>
<td>/wide):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I – Single upper hole</td>
<td>3. Medium: 250 ≤ w &lt; 750g</td>
<td>(Fig. 1.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II – Two upper holes</td>
<td>4. Large: 750 ≤ w ≤ 1250g</td>
<td>(Fig. 1.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III – Central hole</td>
<td>5. Very large: w &gt; 1250g</td>
<td>(Fig. 1.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV – Without hole</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Fig. 1.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1.14: Criteria for defining the loom-weights and the measurement.
Fig. 1.15: Defining typological groups according to the ratio between the thickness and width of the loom-weights.

Fig. 1.16: Defining subtypes according to the elongation (slimness) degree of the loom-weights, the ratio between height and width respectively.

Fig. 1.17: Loom-weight types defined according to the primary morphology (examples of the upper-perforated loom-weights).
Given the large number of artefacts and their diverse typological variations, the analysis was conducted according to their cultural affiliation. For each culture several types of loom-weights were identified, some of them being rather similar in terms of artefact morphology. The centrally perforated loom-weights, belonging to the Vinča, Turdaș, Foeni and Petrești cultures presents the highest similarity in terms of morphology, weight and thickness. The most diverse types were recorded for upper perforated loom-weights of the Ariuşd (Fig. 1.19) and Petrești cultures, also presenting the highest variety of subtypes and variants.

The weight of the loom-weights are similar, most of them found in between 150 and 700g. The majority of loom-weights are classified as medium sized (class 3), between 250 and 600g. There are also exceptions, for example the loom-weights belonging to the Linear Pottery culture, all under 60g. Also for Starčevo-Criș culture, the upper perforated loom-weights are of small size and weigh between 80 and 250g thus being generally smaller even compared to the majority of centrally perforated ones from the same culture. Of small size (under 250g) are the upper perforated loom-weights from the Vinča and Foeni cultures and some of those belonging to the Ariuşd culture. All the centrally perforated weights of Ariuşd culture and most of the Bodrogkeresztűr weigh under 250g. The heaviest loom-weight was found in Ariuşd culture, 937g.

The thickness of all loom-weights is between 20 and 80mm. For Petrești and Ariuşd upper perforated loom-weights elongation and flattening was observed, thus entering group B (according to the ratio between thickness and width). Also in group B there is a majority of centrally perforated loom-weights. In general these have a larger perforation than the upper perforated ones (Fig. 1.18), and in the case of the Vinča and Turdaș cultures they are mostly decorated.

![Fig. 1.18: Relationship between perforation diameter, weight (size class) and typological category (I, III) for Vinča culture loom-weights.](image-url)
Fig. 1.19: Types of upper perforated loom-weights belonging to Ariuşd culture.
Spools

All small fired clay artefacts designated as spools have in general a maximum length of 10cm and weighted between 8 and 245g. They mostly present with cylindrical shapes, often with prominent ends, resembling the spools or reels currently used for coiling threads.

Only three artefacts that have the characteristics of spools were analysed (Fig. 1.20). One of these artefacts originates from the Ariuşd culture settlement at Şoimeni-Dâmbul Cetăţii (SDC-8765), and the other two from Tărtăria (TAR-13991) and Pianul de Jos (PJP-10385), with an uncertain cultural affiliation (Petreşti or Coţofeni cultures). All of these artefacts are of small sizes, with weights between 55g and 75g. They display similar sizes: the maximum diameter varies between 32/30 and 40/41mm and height between 46 and 56mm.

Other tools potentially used in the textile manufacturing technology

Besides spindle-whorls and weights for looms, identifying other tools among the artefacts recovered archaeologically is rather difficult due to many circumstances, the most crucial being the lack of wear trace analysis to clearly discern the artefact’s functionality. This is the reason why these artefacts were not included in this research strategy and I have not approached them with the same analytical eye as in the case of spindle-whorls and loom-weights. Only additional observations were made considering these tools, mainly based on bibliographical sources and in a small percentage on direct analysis. They are structured from general to particular, from defining the main artefacts involved in textile production to a case-study of artefacts from bone tools found within the Neolithic settlements of Limba. These sites have provided a number of 174 bone tools, extensively studied and published. They originate from the Starčevo-Criş III B and Vinča (phases A2–A3 and B1–B2) habitation layers. Of these a number of 89 artefacts may have been used in textile production practices: pin beaters, weaving needles, shed or patterning sticks used in small weaving implements, warp spacers, tips of combs used for fibre separation, shuttles, weaving knives, instruments for detaching the fibres from stalks/bark, needles used in nålbinding or looped-needle netting.

Fig. 1.20: Types of spools.
The functional interpretation of textile tools

Spindle-whorls

Fired clay spindle-whorls

The literature offers plenty of discussions for the usage of spindle-whorls, from simple notions to complex experimental interdisciplinary studies. Among these are the recent studies of the researchers from the Centre for Textile Research (CTR). The studies of Médard, T. Chmielewski and L. Gardyński or A. Verhecken with physical descriptions of artefacts and analyses of the moment of inertia and rotational speed, based on their mechanical properties are also important. The limitations of these studies are that they mainly deal with a single type of spinning (with suspended spindle), thus excluding the functional evaluation of spindle-whorls in relation with other types of spinning that might have been used in prehistory.

These studies provide an argument for the current interpretation of Neolithic and Copper Age spindle-whorls from Transylvania. These spindle-whorls are divided into two main categories, corresponding to typology groups and to different mechanical properties. In one category there are the flattened discoid spindle-whorls of group A, and in the other, the medium and tall ones from groups B and C. Items from group C are usually heavier than the rest, with an average weight of 1.6 to 1.7 times that of groups A and B. Taking into account the relationship between the radius of spindle-whorls and the moment of inertia on one side and the relation between the radius and rotation speed on the other side it can be calculated that, on average, the rotation of group B spindle-whorls is about 1.3 times faster and 1.8 shorter than the flat discoids of group A. In exchange the added weight from group C (with an increased height) indicates a higher moment of inertia and thus a longer time of rotation compared to group B. These observations suggest that, if the technique of spinning would have been that of suspended spindle, the different spinning whorls would have been used to produce threads of various qualities.

Observations were also made on the relationship between weight, diameter and height of spindle-whorls and the diameter of the perforation. Other observations were made on the perforation’s degree of alignment in relation to the centre of the spindle-whorl. All usage traces and/or external notches on discoid spindle-whorls were also analysed. The characteristics of Neolithic and Copper Age spindle-whorls from Transylvania might actually indicate two ways of spinning, with the resulted threads being of varied quality, and probably originating from different fibres:

1. spinning with suspended short and thick spindles, with the spindle-whorl either on the upper or lower part; these would have produced finer threads (possibly from flax);
2. spinning with suspended or supported longer and thinner spindle, with the spindle-whorl located on the upper side. These would be used to spin/twist long fibres or filaments of fibres (possible tree bast?) or plying the yarn.

25 Mårtensson et al. 2005–2006; Mårtensson et al. 2006a, b.
26 Médard 2006, 105–118.
27 Chmielewski and Gardyński 2010.
28 Verhecken 2010.
Pierced rounded shards
In this case the balance between diameter and height, that allows modelled clay artefacts to be used as spindle-whorls, are exceptionally found. Perhaps most of these pieces were used for other purposes and only a few can be related to actual spinning practices. An interpretation for the items lighter than 20g is that they might have been used as pairs of discs fixed on the spindle and acting as supplemental weight next to a spindle-whorl. Other uses are also possible besides this one.29

Loom-weights
Currently, most of the ‘weights’ (made from fired clay) found in archaeological sites are named and defined functionally by Romanian archaeologists mainly as loom-weights (the upper perforated/bored ones) and fishing net sinkers (the centrally perforated ones). Besides these, there are other functional possibilities, mentioned by the literature: “firedogs” (“andiron”) or other functions related to fire, “link-stones” (“loop-stones”) used for fixing the thatched roofs, counter-weights, door-stoppers, weapons or prestige items; tools for twisting fibres/yarns.30 The main criteria for differentiating loom-weights from the other types are both the context of discovery (the most obvious contexts are those that provide weights in rows or groups) and the wear traces, although all of these can be interpreted differently.31 As opposed to upper perforated weights, the centrally perforated ones rarely provide use-wear marks that would sustain a suspended usage. This also provides a clue that they were actually used for something quite different.

The function of weights within the warp weighted looms
Ethnographical data as well as the experimental studies by Médard32 or those performed within CTR33 have shown that the weight (mass) and maximum width are the fundamental functional parameters of loom-weights. The density and uniform, balanced distribution of threads depends on these properties, and a relation can be established with the ease of weaving and the width of the resulted textile. Choosing the loom-weight according to width and weight is done in relation with the type of weaving that is aimed at and the type of fibres used (Table 1.6; Fig. 1.21).34

Evaluating the functional parameters of the loom-weights and estimating the aspect and properties of textiles based on these parameters. Case studies
It is the merit of Mårtensson et al. (2009) of setting the bases of a method for reconstructing the production of a tabby-weave using different loom setups, starting from the functional attributes (weight and width) of a given loom-weight. The calculation proposed allows also the evaluation of the efficiency of weights usage in the production of textiles. This method was used on representative samples from each studied culture. As a novel element the method was also applied for sets of loom-weights (Table 1.7).

According to this evaluation, apart from a single exception, all the weights analysed could have been used to tension the yarn threads in a vertical loom. According to the calculations, the most

29 Raymond 1984, 19–20, fig. 5; Crewe 1998, 12.
31 Mazăre 2013, 37–46.
33 Mårtensson et al. 2007a; Mårtensson et al. 2009.
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Fig. 1.21: Relationship between the width of loom-weights, the orientation of yarn threads and the width of the textile at the upper (starting) and lower (ending) border (drawing by P. Mazăre after Médard 2000; Mårtensson et al. 2007a; Mårtensson et al. 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of fabric</th>
<th>Type of yarns</th>
<th>Type of loom-weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse, open fabric</td>
<td>Thick yarns</td>
<td>Heavy, thick loom-weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse, dense fabric</td>
<td>Thick yarns</td>
<td>Heavy, thin loom-weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin, open (weft-faced) fabric</td>
<td>Thin yarns</td>
<td>Light, thick loom-weights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin, dense fabric</td>
<td>Thin yarns</td>
<td>Light, thin loom-weights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

efficient weights, able to properly tension threads of variable thicknesses, are the elongated and flattened weights such as those from the Petrești culture as well as the round upper or centrally perforated weights from the Vinča, Turdaș and Bodrogkeresztúr cultures. The quantity of threads necessary for producing one square metre of textile is also dependant of the density and thickness of threads used.

**Spools**

The main functions of spools as interpreted by J. Carrington Smith³⁵ and more recently by M. Gleba³⁶ were considered, and several hypotheses can be concluded. If one accepts the idea that they were indeed connected to the production of textiles the most plausible interpretation for the

---

³⁵ Carrington Smith 2000, 228.
³⁶ Gleba 2008, 140–143.
use of spools is as small weights to tension the threads in textiles created by weaving or by using other techniques. According to this functional role they should be found in archaeological context as groups or ensembles. The issue of their functionality is left open by the fact that in the Neolithic and Copper Age habitation layers from Transylvania have been recovered only as isolated finds so far.

### The functional role of Neolithic and Copper Age textile products

The archaeological discoveries from Europe compared to the ethnographical sources and historical writings show that the textile products were used as domestic and practical items as well as personal articles of clothing. Their function could also pass over the daily life and become symbolic and spiritual artefacts. In general, it can be assumed that there is a correspondence between the quality of a textile product and its value and function.

---

37 Carington Smith 2000, 228; Ræder Knudsen 2002, 228–229; Mårtensson et al. 2007b; Gleba 2008, 141.
The role of textiles in pottery manufacturing

The textile imprints analysed, as well as the numerous imprints of mats on Neolithic and Copper Age vessels are proof of frequent usage of perishable fibres products in the technology of pottery manufacturing. From the various interpretations given by archaeologists on the basis of experiments and ethnographical analogies several ways of using textiles can be distinguished:

1. As support for setting the vessel to dry after shaping;
2. As support on which the vessels were raised (a primitive variant of a rotational device);
3. As implements used to create an imprint for better adhesion between separately created vessel components;
4. As actual items within the structure of vessels, for consolidation of walls and bottoms (in this case being fired along with the vessels);
5. They also served for decorating the vessels.\(^{38}\)

Even if we do not know the degree of usage, it is obvious that textiles were a common, usual presence. It is certain that these textiles were either of an inferior quality, at the end of their intended usage or representing pieces from items created for a different purpose. Even so they are proof that textiles, especially woven ones, were quite a common presence among these communities.

The Neolithic and Copper Age anthropomorphic representations and their importance in reconstructing the functions of textiles

The anthropomorphic representations are the main source of interpretation on the usage and functionality of textiles and their actual role as clothing, and this is the case for the South-Eastern Europe. The archaeological literature is abundant in interpretations on clothing representations on anthropomorphic figurines.\(^{39}\) Based on this literature and the actual analysis of the figurines, several types of garments and clothing accessories specific to these representations have been identified. A repertory for the representative cultures of the Neolithic and Copper Age cultures for Romania was also created. The difference between textile clothing and that created using other materials is quite difficult. Several criteria for establishing these differences were adopted and the following questions were adressed:

- Which of the clothing pieces depicted on figurines or other representations were made from textiles and what was the technique used in their production?
- Are the realistic representations of full garments (dresses) from the Copper Age female figurines a consequence of a wider phenomenon taking place at the end of the 5th millennium and the beginning of the 4th millennium BC? Could this phenomenon be linked also to the emergence of weaving imprints on Cucuteni-Trypillian and Tiszapolgár vessels or the frequency of weight ensembles from Kodjadermen-Gumelnița-Karanovo VI (KGK VI) culture settlements, some of them engraved with female silhouettes?
- Is the clothing depicted on the figurines the actual clothing worn by the members of the community on a daily basis? Is there a correspondence between the clothing depicted and

\(^{38}\) For more details see Mazăre 2011b; Mazăre et al. 2012.

\(^{39}\) With strict reference to Romanian literature there are several authors that have interpreted the ornaments on these figurines as actual depictions of clothing: Mateescu 1959; Cucoc 1970; Dumitrescu 1974, 1979; Comșa 1974, 1988, 1995, 1995–1996; Luca and Dragomir 1987; Luca 1990; Mantu 1993; Monah 1997; Andreescu 1997, 2002; Sorochin 2001, Sorochin and Borziac 2001; Frânculeasa 2004; Sztáncsuj 2009.
the status and social identity of the one wearing it (in terms of sex, role and social status)? In this respect, are these figurines an expression of societal stratifications within prehistoric communities and if so in what manner did the textile contribute to the expression of these differences?

Discussion on the Neolithic and Copper Age textile production in Transylvania

The data presented in this paper, although reduced to only a few categories of artefacts, provides sufficient arguments to support the existence of a textile production in the Neolithic and Copper Age communities in Transylvania.

Types of textile structures and techniques of production
Based on the analysis of textile imprints from the Neolithic and Copper Age, two types of textile structures that were made using two different fabrication techniques could be identified: twining and weaving. They complement the data already known from Romania with regard to fabrication techniques and textile structures used in the Neolithic and Copper Age (Fig. 1.22).

Imprints of fabric reveal two types of structures that indicate the use of two different methods of weaving, involving different tools: woven fabric bands using small implements, and loom weaving for larger textiles. Fired clay weights found in most Neolithic and Copper Age sites suggest the use of a vertical warp weighted loom as the main technique for producing larger woven textiles.

Much like the twined archaeological textiles discovered in the Swiss Plateau or those found in the form of imprints in the Vinča cultural area south of the Danube, the ones identified in the form of imprints in Transylvania were made without the use of a tension frame.

Raw materials – Selection and differentiated exploitation in textile production
The lack of textile remains in the analysed geographical area makes it impossible to identify precisely what types of raw materials were employed. However, textile imprints show two different patterns in the usage of fibres: raw fibres (for twined textiles), and processed fibres (spun threads/yarns) (for woven textiles). In both cases plant fibres were utilised, but it is possible that the raw material was of a different sort, an indication of this aspect being the textile artefacts from the Neolithic of the circum-Alpine area (4th–3rd millennium BC). In that case, twined textiles were largely made from tree bast fibres, while woven fabrics were made almost exclusively from flax (Linum usitatissimum L.) yarns.

Therefore, it is possible that the textiles produced in Neolithic and Copper Age Transylvania followed the same strategy in the usage of the fibres. However, other cultivated textile plants from the spontaneous flora might also have been used, as shown by the prehistoric archaeological textiles found for different periods. For instance, the fibre or decorticated stem characteristics seen with twined textile imprints from Transylvania corresponds with the assumptions made by J. M. Adovasio.

---

40 Mazăre 2011a.
41 Médard 2010, 145.
43 Médard 2010, 145–146.
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and R. F. Maslowski that twined textiles might also have been made using decorticated stems of *Artemisia* sp.\(^{45}\) On the other hand, the recent find in the site of Hódmezővásárhely-Gorzsa (Tisza culture, 5th millennium BC) of velvetleaf seeds (*Abutilon theophrasti* Medic.)\(^{46}\) could support the early use of the *Malvaceae* as cultivated textile plants. Moreover, researchers believe that the importance of nettle as textile plant in prehistoric times was greater than that currently estimated, and its resemblance with other vegetal fibres making its identification almost impossible up to very recently.\(^{47}\) Given these circumstances it is impossible to determine how often flax was used as a textile plant by Neolithic and Copper Age communities of Transylvania since the archaeobotanical data from Romania is hardly sufficient to support an earlier cultivation of flax.\(^{48}\) As flax is considered to be part of the so-called ‘Neolithic crop package’\(^ {49}\) it must have been brought over to Transylvania with the arrival of the earliest Neolithic communities. The reduced amount of fibre provided by the oleaginous flax variety cultivated during the Neolithic\(^ {50}\) leads us to believe that it was used only for certain textiles, probably thin and open woven fabrics, as seen in the case of the imprint found on Foeni pottery at Alba Iulia (Figs 1.3.b, 1.23.2).

---

\(^{45}\) Adovasio and Maslowski 1988, 353.
\(^{46}\) Medović and Horváth 2012.
\(^{47}\) Médard 2006, 27; Bergfjord and Holst 2010; Bergfjord *et al.* 2012.
\(^{48}\) To my knowledge, up to this day, in the area of Transylvania there is a single flax seed published, identified for the middle Bordogkeresztúr culture habitation at Cheile Turzii-Peștera Ungurească (Nisbet 2009, 172–173, table 5).
\(^{50}\) As the recent archaeobotanical studies of Herbig and Maier (2011) for the Late Neolithic wetland settlements in southwest Germany show, the transition from cultivating linseed to that of the fibre flax type began in the Horgen culture (3400–2800 BC). The data would indicate the fact that flax was cultivated during Neolithic mainly for its seeds; its fibres were also used, but not in large quantities.
Preparation and transformation of raw materials. Yarn production

With the exception of the transformation of raw fibre into yarn, proven by the existence of spindle-whorls and woven textile imprints, there are no other direct evidence of the methods used in fibre processing for the Transylvanian area. A method of processing/spinning the fibres, similar to that practiced in ancient Egypt, and also highlighted by the analysis of U. Leuzinger and A. Rast-Eicher \(^{51}\) in the case of Neolithic flax vestiges in the northern Alps, is most likely corresponding to that practiced by the Neolithic communities in Transylvania. This idea is supported by the existence of the S plied yarn, observed in textile imprints, and the methods of spinning suggested by the study of spindle-whorls.

The use of spindle-whorls of different sizes and shapes within Neolithic and Copper Age communities of Transylvania could be related to several possible scenarios:

1. use of different kinds of fibres;
2. production of different quality yarns;
3. use of different techniques;
4. gender differentiated handling of textile tools within the same community.

However, the small number of spindle-whorls found raises questions about the importance of spinning and indirectly about the importance of weaving in the Neolithic and Copper Age communities in Transylvania, although the number of loom-weights found is considerably higher.

Textile production. Weaving and the differentiated use of the weights in the loom

Production of various quality fabrics using fibres of different properties and probably of a different nature is demonstrated by the morphological and ponderous variety of the weights (if they were indeed used as parts of a loom). The fact that this variety is registered at a cultural level (in the same cultural area or even within the same site) could be an indication that fabrics of different qualities were being produced and used within the same communities. The diversity of weavings corresponding to the varied typology of weights seems to have been higher for the Copper Age in comparison with the Neolithic period. At the end of Neolithic (c. 5000–4500 BC) several technological changes and improvements, were later picked up and developed during the Copper Age, providing a superior textile production. These changes are suggested by the use of larger clay weights, with top perforations and a much more flattened appearance than those of the Neolithic period.

Even if an attempt to explain the dilemma of a parallel existence, within the same settlement, of two types of weights (with top and central hole), the question of their functionality remains open. Although they could have been used as weights in the loom, I suspect that centrally perforated weights, mostly from the sites of the Vinča and Turdaş cultures, had other functional purposes than those perforated at the top.

Although loom-weight rows were not discovered in the Neolithic and Copper Age sites of Transylvania, the two sets of 28 loom-weights found in two Copper Age dwellings (in Păuca-Homm and Ariuşd) could be an indication of two such looms. In Romania several sites (mainly of Copper Age) were also found with dwellings containing between 20–32 loom-weights: Caransebeş-Balta Sărată, house L18, B1/B2 Vinča culture (26–28 loom-weights), \(^{52}\) Padea-Dealul Viei, house

\(^{51}\) Leuzinger and Rast-Eicher 2011.

\(^{52}\) Lazarovici and Lazarovici 2007, 172, fig. IIIa. 56.
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L2, Dudeşti-Vinča culture (20 loom-weights), Turdaş-La Luncă, house L₂/1994–1995, Petrești culture (27 loom-weights), Radovanu-La Muscalu, house C, Boian-Gumelniţa culture (36 loom-weights in first level; 20 loom-weights in second level), Pietrele-Gorgana, house B/2006, KGG VI culture (23–24 loom-weights), Sultana-Malul Roşu, house L2, KGG VI culture (30 loom-weights), Poduri-Dealu Ghindaru, house L2/2006, B1 Cucuteni culture (32 loom-weights), Sâlcuţa-Piscul Cornișorului, house L2, Sâlcuţa culture (28 loom-weights), Almăjel, a house of Sâlcuţa culture (31 loom-weights). In conclusion, the group of weights analysed here integrates within a broader technological area, defined by similar preferences or rather subject to the same technological standards.

The time and the amount of raw materials necessary to produce fabrics

According to ethnographic analogies, the whole process of textile production was long, hard and ran sequentially throughout the entire year. For the prehistoric period it is difficult to approximate the time allocated for textile production. According to experimental data and the calculations regarding the loom-weights, the time needed to produce enough yarn to weave a square metre of fabric can be estimated between 2–7 days, depending on the thickness of yarn and fabric density. The act of weaving required, in turn, its specially allocated time. The time taken to complete the fabric was determined by the quality of the yarn being woven, the fabric density, and, of course, its physical dimensions. For instance, for a woven cloth 50cm wide (like the one suggested by the 28 loom-weights group found at Păuca-Homm, Petrești culture) with a medium density of 12 threads per cm, one weaver could possibly weave about 120–130cm per day.

The comparative studies on the fibre development of different fibre flax and linseed types of modern *Linum usitatissimum* L. show a great degree of variability into the total yield of fibre, variability influenced by the cultivation and harvest methods, by the retting and the extraction processes. According to the experimental results of D. L. Eason and R. M. Molloy, the total fibre dry yield yields by an average seed rate of 1000 flax seeds per square metre could vary between 600 and 2200 kg/ha for fibre flax and between 500 and 860 kg/ha for linseed. Developing this information one may approximate that 1000 plants/m² could produce an average of 140 grams and about 70 grams of total fibre for fibre flax and linseed respectively. In other terms, a single fibre flax plant/stem could yield in average about 0.14g of fibres and the linseed only about 0.07g. Considering this and applying several formulas, an attempt to estimate the quantity of fibres and the number of plants required for the production of a square metre of woven cloth, resembling those found as imprints in Transylvania was made (Table 1.8).

---

53 Nica and Niţă 1979, 41, fig. 6.
54 Luca 2001, figs. 9–11.
55 Comşa 1990, 50.
56 Hansen et al. 2007, 49–52; Toderaş et al. 2009, 46, 55, 60.
57 Andreescu et al. 2010, 10.
58 Monah et al. 2007, 275; Dumitroaia et al. 2009, 41.
60 Galbenu 1983.
61 Mårtensson et al. 2009, 393.
62 Andersson 2003, 46.
63 Sankari 2000; Eason and Molloy 2000.
64 The average of the three seed rates (of 500, 1000 and 1500 seeds/m²) tested by Eason and Molloy 2000.
65 Eason and Molloy 2000, 366–367, fig. 4.
This data pertains to modern flax and it is well-known that back in the Neolithic and Copper Age plants were less developed than today and thus produced less fibre. Possibly less than 0.07 grams yield fibre per plant/stem was likely for Neolithic and Copper Age flax. Thus the area needed to be cultivated in order to produce 1m² of fabric could reach or exceed 5m², given a density of about 1000 plants/stems per square metre. To this a number of variable factors that are impossible to quantify, like the density of seeded plants, climate and weather and soil quality can be added. These make predictions of fibre production harder to establish. It is possible to imagine that, if an entire settlement were to use flax as textile raw material, the resulting cultivated land would have to be of large size, and the labour and time involved in cultivating, maintaining and preparation of fibres would have been considerable. The important amount of processed flax plant remains, found in several late Neolithic (c. 3500–2500 BC) settlements of the Swiss Plateau and south-east Germany, correspond to this scenario. Unfortunately it does not fit with the absence of vegetal macro-remains of flax in the Neolithic and Copper Age of Transylvania (and Romania in general), both being periods that predate the habitations of the circum-Alpine area. On the other side other species of textile plants could have been used, some even with a higher potential for fibre quantity. For example, a single nettle stem (*Urtica dioica* L.) is capable to provide between 0.45–1.30g spinnable fibres (an average of 0.744g), while the velvetleaf (*Abutilon theophrasti* Medic.) is also known to provide a quantity of 1.8–2.4 t/ha of retted, dried fibres from 12 t/ha of green plant. This implies that their cultivation and gathering were involving less time and effort than flax and also a smaller cultivated area. Even more, their usage together with the tree bast would diminish the time and labour allocated for obtaining flax fibres considerably.

66 Herbig and Maier 2011; Maier and Schlichtherle 2011.
67 This absence is surely a consequence of the early stage of archaeobotanical research in Transylvania.
68 Hurcombe 2010, 135.
69 Medović and Horváth 2012, 219.
A different observation that rises from these calculations is that, given the quality of a textile, there is an inverse ratio between the quantity of raw material needed and the time spent in spinning and weaving. More precisely, the coarser the weaving is (implying larger diameter fibres), the lesser time is involved but also a larger quantity of processed fibres is required. For fine weavings less material is used but more time and effort is needed. The comparison is valid only with the use of the same raw material.

**Textile production: a common, prestigious, or ritualistic activity?**

Ethnographic sources indicate that the activities dedicated to textile production generally occurred outdoors, within settlements.\(^\text{70}\) The locations of discovered loom-weights, especially the concentrations of weights, show that weaving on warp-weighted looms was an activity mostly performed indoors. Therefore, the question arises of whether the weaving was performed in family homes or inside special buildings.

Loom-weights are not found in every dwelling of Neolithic and Copper Age settlements and this has led some researchers to believe that the weaving was a craft held by only a small group of individuals, being practiced only in buildings designated for the textile activities.\(^\text{71}\) Thus, holding the monopoly over the knowledge related to the production of specific categories of textiles, with special purpose and function, and perceived within the society as prestige goods, might have been a premise for the emergence of an elite of textile craftsmen. At the same time, the discovery of clusters of loom-weights in some areas of worship, such as the shrines from Parţa\(^\text{72}\) and Uivar\(^\text{73}\) (Banat province, Romania) might equally suggest a specialization of a particular social class (sacerdotal elite?), and a symbolic, ritual function of weaving.\(^\text{74}\)

If referring to workshops within the houses or the sanctuaries, it is clear that textile production in these spaces was limited and aimed at textile categories with a specific destination and for the benefit of selected individuals within that community. Given the fact that even a small piece of woven cloth implied plenty of raw materials, time and labour, it is hard to believe that there was only one specialised building for creating textiles, with only one loom, and that this was also able to supply all the needs of the entire community. One suggestion is that probably each household had an individual way to produce textiles and it did not necessarily imply weaving. The twining technique, identified as imprints in the pottery of the Vinča and Turdaş cultures (c. 5400–4900 BC) was intensely used also in later times, as shown by the discoveries from the Swiss Plateau, those of the Bronze Age from Ukraine (Yamnaya culture, c. 2500 BC)\(^\text{75}\) and Russia\(^\text{76}\) and also by ethnographical similarities with the North-Western Canada coast Amerindians.\(^\text{77}\) Therefore it is possible that twining represented the current way of producing textile for the Neolithic and Copper Age of Transylvania. The usage of unspun fibre strands for the production of daily coarse textiles could also generally explain the scarcity of spindle whorls finds within the Neolithic settlements.

---


\(^{71}\) Todorova 1978, 71; Comșa 1990, 51.


\(^{73}\) I am grateful for the information provided by Prof. Florin Drașovean, Muzeul Banatului, Timișoara.

\(^{74}\) It is possible to make deeper interpretations on the subject of loom-weights found in cult areas by taking into account the analogies of Antiquity, even if they are of a much later time (Gleba 2008, 178–181; 184–185).

\(^{75}\) Gleba and Nikolova 2009.


\(^{77}\) Gulbrandsen 2010, 151–153, 158–159; Médard 2010, 90–91, 93, figs 69–70, 74.
The discovery context for the loom-weights studied here is not sufficiently clear to allow a comprehensive argumentation of the hypotheses stated above. A big question mark is raised by the weights or weight fragments found isolated, both inside and outside homes. When a craft implies care for the tools involved and the valuing of those tools, the opposite must also be true – displaying negligence toward or abandoning them suggests that they were ordinary, even worthless. Another question is raised by those weights found within kilns or nearby hearths and also by those with several other context and associations, either as complete pieces or fragmentary, isolated or in groups. These might suggest at least three possible situations:

1. a post-functional character (the breaking and consequent discarding of loom-weights);
2. a functional re-conversion (their re-use for a different purpose);
3. an extra-functional manipulation that has a profound symbolism and ritual connotation, suggested by the spiritual character of this craft in general. For the latter explanation, one could find examples of loom-weights recovered from ritual pits and foundation pits of houses from Transylvania. Even though they appear much later, the deposition of loom-weights as part of the foundation ritual of houses, temples and city walls from the 7th to 3rd century BC Italy\(^{78}\) can be considered as analogies.

**Concluding speculations**

Evidence of textile production is hard to read and interpret, and can even provide contradictory information. They are far from offering a clear view of the textile production characteristics of Neolithic and Copper Age communities, like the specific production process, place and time reserved for textile activities, as well as their extent and degree of specialisation. Even so, it is obvious that textiles were produced and used in the Neolithic and Copper Age communities in Transylvania, this area being part of a larger unit\(^{79}\) in which textiles are documented way back to the Mesolithic (unwoven) and Early Neolithic (woven and unwoven fabrics).

Although difficult to capture, there are several pieces of evidence that could indicate an evolutionary shift in the craft of textile production, and an increased production of woven fabrics in the Neolithic communities, compared to the Copper Age ones, not just for Transylvania but also for the neighbouring regions:

1. the presence of woven textile imprints on Copper Age pottery (in the areas of Tiszaplogár and Cucuteni-Trypillian Culture);
2. morphological and ponderous differences between loom-weights, the Copper Age ones being adapted for production of more robust fabrics;
3. the groups of loom-weights reported in several settlements (most of them in the KGK VI area), anthropomorphic representations of women clothed in dresses (mainly in the areas of KGK VI and Cucuteni-Trypillian civilisations), which could be an indication of woven garments usage and also that of social differentiation, etc.


\(^{79}\) The author is considering here both the European area and also the Near East, as the origin of the Neolithic phenomenon and also of other innovative flows that have propagated periodically towards the Balkans and South-Eastern Europe.
If we are to believe the statement by J. Winiger, according to whom, throughout the Neolithic, woven fabrics remained secondary to those made by twining, and rely on evidence from textile imprints, it can be stated that the spontaneous vegetation was the main source of raw textile material during the Neolithic. Flax would have been but a plant with limited textile potential, used only to produce certain rare and valuable types of textiles, a statement sustained also by Médard in connection to the flax weavings of the Swiss Neolithic period. This would also justify their absence as textile imprints on Neolithic pottery from Transylvania. Changes observed during the Copper Age could be related to standardisation, at least for some settlements, of the cultivated textile plants (either flax or other textile plants). A movement towards the cultivation of textile plants would have been a natural consequence of the depletion of resources provided by the spontaneous vegetation due to the form of economy specific to Copper Age settlements (especially those of tell type). The difficulties involved in growing textile plants (flax in particular), as well as the entire process of extracting the fibres further magnified their value. Sets of loom-weights discovered in dwellings at the periphery and the outside of settlements (examples are found either in Copper Age of Southern Romania and Bulgaria or in Swiss Neolithic) may indicate a monopoly on the textile raw material as well as on the weaving technology. Perhaps it is premature to promote such theories, but it is possible that the development of this ‘invisible’ craft of textile production, that can hardly be documented archeologically, contributed to the emergence of a social hierarchy and elite among Copper Age communities, which, in turn, are well represented from an archaeological point of view. This inequality projected onto a cultural-symbolic level and illustrated mainly by the rich clothing of anthropomorphic figurines could suggest that women were the ones knowing the craft.

Although highly speculative due to a lack of sufficient archaeological material available for analysis, the theories presented reflect a current textile research in Romania. Further continuation of the research involving interdisciplinary studies, by attracting specialists in archaeobotany, zoology, anthropology, microwear traces etc. will lead to the enrichment of our knowledge of the evolution of prehistoric textile production and to the confirmation and/or rebuttal of the theories that exist today.

80 Winniger 1995, 178.
81 Médard 2010, 146.
82 The site of Radovanu I and II (Comşa 1990, 50–51).
83 Golyamo Delchevo IV and Ovcharovo X (Todorova 1978, 71).
84 Chalain 19 (Médard 2010, 150).
85 This supposition might be true if these dwellings were in fact workshops or weaver houses located close to the lands where textile crops were cultivated or the textile raw material could be found.
Fig. 1.23: Examples of textile imprints found in Neolithic and Copper Age sites (positive casts): Woven textiles – 1. LBT.1050, Limba-Bordane, B1–B2 Vinča culture; 2. ALN.1001, Alba Iulia-Lumea Nouă, Foeni group; 3. DOR.61329, Doroļtu-Castel, Tiszapolgár culture; Twined textiles; 4. LVL.3385, Limba-Vărăria, B1–B2 Vinča culture; 5. TRD.5257, Turdaș, Turdaș culture (?); 6. TLL.16309, Turdaș-La Luncă, Turdaș culture; TRD.5278, Turdaș, Turdaș culture (?). Repository: University “1 Decembrie 1918” of Alba Iulia (1–2, 4); The National Museum of Transylvanian History, Cluj-Napoca (3, 5–7).
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2. Spindle Whorls From Two Prehistoric Settlements on Thassos, North Aegean

*Sophia Vakirtzi, Chaido Koukouli-Chryssanthaki and Stratis Papadopoulos*

The economic importance of fibre crafts in prehistoric communities is manifested by the spindle whorls which usually appear in abundance during the excavation of settlements. Ropes, cords and yarn for weaving can be manufactured from plant or animal fibres, with various techniques,\(^1\) one of which requires the implementation of the spindle.\(^2\) The spindle does not survive in the archaeological record since it is usually made of wood, a perishable material.\(^3\) Spindle whorls, however, are traditionally and cross-culturally made of clay, stone or bone,\(^4\) and have much better chances of good archeological preservation. For this reason they constitute one of the most critical categories of archaeological data for the study of prehistoric yarn production. They are technological, economic and cultural markers of a craft which is otherwise archaeologically invisible.

The significance of spindle whorls as technological markers of yarn production lies in the function of the spindle. Experimental spinning performed with replicas of prehistoric spindle whorls has provided important information on the relationship among raw materials, whorls and products.\(^5\) Fibres are attached to the spindle and yarn is formed while they are twisted along with the rotation of the tool. The rotation is enhanced if a whorl is added on the spindle.\(^6\) The spinner must pick a whorl large and heavy enough to allow for the fibres to twist better and faster than before, yet not cause them to break. Small and light spindle whorls are suitable for softer and shorter raw materials and finer products, while larger and heavier ones are optimal for harder and longer fibres and coarser yarns.\(^7\) Evidently, the size of the spindle whorl is crucial for the success of the endeavor. It must be chosen with regards both to the raw materials and the end product. It thus becomes apparent that spindle whorls of significantly different sizes are suitable for spinning different kinds of fibres into different kinds of yarns. Thus the degree of whorl size differentiation reflects the degree of product differentiation in terms of raw material, quality of end product, or both.

---

\(^1\) Barber 1991, 41.
\(^2\) Barber 1991, 42.
\(^3\) Barber 1991, 51; Tzachili 1997, 118.
\(^4\) Barber 1991, 43.
\(^6\) Barber 1991, 43.
\(^7\) Barber 1991, 52.
A preliminary evaluation of yarn production at two prehistoric settlements on the island of Thassos is attempted on this basis. The two settlements are Aghios Ioannis on the south-east coast and Skala Sotiros on the west coast of the island (Fig. 2.1). At Aghios Ioannis a concentration of architectural features (stone substructures of probably perished superstructures), hearths, pottery, stone and clay tools of various functions (Fig. 2.2) was attested in an area of 50 square meters in the so-called “North Sector” of the site. The settlement is dated between the Final Neolithic and the earliest phase of the Early Bronze Age in terms of relative chronology according to pottery styles, or in the last third of the 4th millennium BC in terms of absolute dating. Skala Sotiros on the west coast is a fortified settlement of the Early Bronze Age. A circuit wall, architectural remains of large stone buildings, pebbled and clay floors, narrow alleys are some of its characteristics (Fig. 2.3). Two distinct but subsequent occupational phases are attested architecturally, Skala Sotiros II and Skala Sotiros III, while there is evidence for an even earlier one. In terms of absolute dating phase II is dated between 2580 and 2030 BC, and phase III is dated between the two last centuries of the 3rd millennium and the two first centuries of the 2nd millennium. The two settlements partly overlap chronologically, but it is certain that Aghios Ioannis preceded Skala Sotiros by a few hundreds of years.

Aghios Ioannis yielded 39 spindle whorls from a surface of about 50 square meters and Skala Sotiros 169 items from a much broader area. The two assemblages are examined within the frame of a PhD research. The typology and the size range of the whorls were determined for each assemblage and their subsequent comparison revealed interesting similarities and differences, which are discussed in this paper.

Methodology

The typological classification of the spindle whorls is based on the shape of the section of each object. The main typological categories are thus discerned and designated. Further sub-categories and type variations are created with reference to morphological details. There are a few cases when typological classification is difficult either due to poor preservation, or because of poor manufacture quality, which resulted in shape asymmetry. For such whorls an “undiagnosed” category is created. The size can be determined on more accurate criteria such as the metrological data which are assimilated by recording the maximum and minimum diameters, the height, the weight and the maximum and minimum diameters of the central perforation. In case of fragmentary objects, any available dimensions are also measured. In this paper, two categories of metrological data are used, the diameter and the weight, because these are the most crucial functional parameters of spindle whorls. Only intact items are taken into account in this approach, since the original dimensions and mass of the objects are not available in the case of fragmentary pieces.

Practically each object has a unique size, in the sense that the combination of specific diameter, height and weight values is hardly ever repeated in a second case. But given the fact that value

---

8 Lespez and Papadopoulos 2008, 675.
10 Koukouli-Chryssanthaki et al. (forthcoming)
11 A surface of a little more than 500 square meters has been excavated at Skala Sotiros from 1986 to 2006. The overall volume of the deposits excavated there is estimated to be larger than the one at Aghios Ioannis as well.
12 Vakirtzi S., University of Crete
Fig. 2.1: Map of the region with Thassos showing Skala Sotiros on the west and Aghios Ioannis on the east coast.

Fig. 2.2: Aghios Ioannis, aspect of the habitation level.
deviations can be minor from one case to the other, spindle whorls of similar sizes can be grouped together in one size class. In order to standardize the size classes of these objects, scales of diameter and weight values were formulated using division units of 0.5cm in the first case and 10g in the second case (Table 2.1). In this way diameter and weight categories were created and the recorded values were grouped accordingly. On this basis it is possible to observe the dominant size classes within each assemblage. It is also possible to compare the represented size classes of each site on a percentage scale. Given the fact that spindle whorl size is relevant to its functional potential, one can ultimately estimate the dominant trends of spinning production in terms of comparatively different raw materials and/or manufactured yarns, on an intra-site and inter-site level.

Table 2.1: Spindle whorl Diameter and Weight scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter categories (in cm)</th>
<th>Weight categories (in grs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–0.5</td>
<td>0–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–1</td>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–1.5</td>
<td>20–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5–2</td>
<td>30–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–2.5</td>
<td>40–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5–3</td>
<td>50–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–3.5</td>
<td>60–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5–4</td>
<td>70–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–4.5</td>
<td>80–90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5–6</td>
<td>90–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–6.5</td>
<td>100–110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5–7</td>
<td>110–120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–7.5</td>
<td>120–130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5–8</td>
<td>130–140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–8.5</td>
<td>140–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5–9</td>
<td>150–160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimentation suggests that a difference of 10g maximum in the overall spindle weight can affect the result of spinning in terms of yarn fineness (Andersson and Nosch 2003, 198).
The archaeological data

a) Aghios Ioannis

The 39 spindle whorls of Aghios Ioannis are made of fired reddish-orange or brownish clay with small inclusions.\textsuperscript{14} They are classified into three main typological categories: the discoid, the conical and the biconical. Three pierced sherds and one spool\textsuperscript{15} are also included in the assemblage. The discoid type can be further distinguished into varieties according to the shape of the object’s section, which can be lentoid, plano-convex or plano-concave. The biconical type includes symmetrical and asymmetrical varieties of bicones, with regard to the point of the carination. The conical type includes low, middle and high cone varieties, with regard to the diameter/height ratio (Fig. 2.4). The discoid is the predominant type. The conical and the biconical types come next in frequency, and they were found in almost equally small numbers.

\textsuperscript{14} Clay characterizations which appear in this paper are based on macroscopic observations of S.Vakirtzi.

\textsuperscript{15} Spools have various interpretations in the archaeological literature. They are interpreted either as spindle whorls, loomweights or reels. This preliminary paper aims at a first evaluation of the material and for this reason they are included in the presentation, regardless of issues of interpretation which will be addressed elsewhere.
Only 18 of the total 39 spindle whorls were found intact. The most common type, the discoid, is the worst preserved. The metrological data of the intact items was recorded and the main points derived from this analysis are the following:

- The diameters range from 3.5 to 7.5cm.
- The most frequent diameter values occur between 4 and 5cm and between 5.5 and 6cm. In the first cluster pierced sherds, conical and biconical whorls are included, while in the second only discoid whorls are represented.
- The discoid whorls have the largest diameters which do not fall below the limit of 5cm. On the contrary, all the other types are smaller than 5cm in diameter.
- Weight values range between 20 and 80g. Only two items fall below the limit of 20g and they are two pierced sherds which weigh 19 and 19.2g respectively.
- The most frequent weight values are observed between 30 and 60g, and more particularly between 40 and 50g. All typological categories are represented in this cluster.

On the basis of the above data, a distinction between the discoid and the rest of the types emerges: the discoid whorls are more numerous and larger in terms of diameter. The rest of the spindle whorls are fewer and have smaller diameters. This distinction could point to a differentiation in use. However, in terms of weight there is no such distinction among types. Moreover, weight values cluster rather within a narrow value range.

Although the sample of intact spindle whorls from this site is small, it could be argued that yarn production at Aghios Ioannis was relatively homogeneous. It can be deduced that the fibres spun necessitated relatively heavy whorls. A very small degree of deviation from this dominant trend can be observed, by the presence of a few spindle whorls which fall out of the dominant weight categories. However the distinction between the preponderant, large discoid whorls and the rest of the types which are less numerous, must not be underestimated, as it certainly reflects a choice mechanism, triggered either by functional or cultural factors.

**b) Skala Sotiros**

The 169 spindle whorls of Skala Sotiros are made of fired red or brown clay with inclusions. They are classified into four main typological categories, the biconical, the conical, the spheroid and the cylindrical, and in the less numerous truncated conical, discoid, spool type and pierced sherd categories. Four objects from this assemblage are typologically undiagnosed. Each one of the four main types is distinguished into low, middle or high varieties according to the diameter/height ratio. The biconical type can present particular morphological details such as a hollow cavity around the hole on one end of the whorl, or a slightly elevated rim around the central perforation, resulting in a “collar-like” profile. The biconical type can also include the symmetrical/asymmetrical varieties depending on the point of the carination. The degree of curvature of both the carination and the sides can also result into further variations. Characteristic examples of the spindle whorl typology at Skala Sotiros are shown in Fig. 2.5. The predominant type in this assemblage is the biconical. Conical and spheroid spindle whorls come next in frequency and the cylindrical is represented by only a few items.

The intact spindle whorls of the assemblage are 77. All types except for the conical are preserved at a 50% of their original mass or more. From the metrological recording of their diameters and weights emerge the following points:
The diameters range from 1.5 to 6.5cm. Within this range the most frequent values are observed between 2.5 and 4cm, and particularly between 3 and 3.5cm. The types found within this diameter category are the biconical, the truncated cone and the spheroid.

The preponderant biconical type is represented in almost all diameter categories. The next most popular types, the spheroid and the conical are contradictory in this sense, because the spheroid has small diameters in general, while the conical has larger ones. The cylindrical type is present in various diameter categories in the middle of the scale.

The weight range starts from values below 10g and reaches values over 150g. The biconical type is present throughout this range.

The most frequent weight values are observed between 20 and 30g. This weight category includes mostly biconical spindle whorls. The numbers of whorls weighing more than 60g decrease significantly.

As in the case of diameter values, the spheroid and the conical types manifest contradictory weight trends, with the spheroid type clustering around smaller weight values (under 40g) and the conical around larger weight values (over 60g). All the remaining types weigh under 80g. Therefore, on the basis of the intact spindle whorls, it can be deduced that only the biconical and the conical types were being manufactured in the biggest possible sizes.
In conclusion, the above analysis points to a high degree of diversification of whorl types and sizes. The picture that emerges implies that yarn production focused mainly on products achievable with spindle whorls belonging to the dominant category, i.e. biconicals weighing between 20 and 30g and with diameters measuring between 3 and 3.5cm. A much smaller production of finer or coarser qualities than the basic one can be deduced from diameter and weight categories with a minor percentage of representation. The factor of differentiation could be the raw materials, the desired thread quality, or both. However at this point of research it is not possible to go any further into interpretation. Skala Sotiros appears to be a complex settlement both in a synchronic and in a diachronic aspect, and the attribution of all the spindle whorls into their proper, detailed spatial and stratigraphical contexts, an endeavor still in progress, should help us reach a more refined estimation of the yarn production at the site. Despite this, the first results provide an important frame both for the evaluation of spinning activities at the settlement, and for a broad comparison with the Aghios Ioannis material.

c) Comparison of the spindle whorl assemblages of Aghios Ioannis and Skala Sotiros

The comparison of the two assemblages in terms of typological composition and size diversity shows that both similarities and differences occur between them. The similarities can account for some sort of “common denominator” in their spinning equipment. The differences, on the other hand, show that for some reason spinning at these two settlements differed in certain aspects. The comparison of types, diameter and weight values, is pictured in Charts 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 and is commented below.

The comparison of the typology shows that the biconical, the conical, the discoid, the pierced sherd and the spool were common at both sites. The cylindrical, the spheroid and the truncated cone are present only at Skala Sotiros. Even within the common types, however, significant differences occur, in terms of percentage representation. The popular discoid whorl of Aghios Ioannis is almost non existent at Skala Sotiros. The biconical, being a minority in the Aghios Ioannis typological
Chart 2.2: Aghios Ioannis – Diameter range per type.

Chart 2.3: Aghios Ioannis – Weight range per type.

Chart 2.4: Skala Sotiros – Typological categories and undiagnosed items.

Chart 2.5: Skala Sotiros – Diameter range per type.
Chart 2.6: Skala Sotiros – Weight range per type.

Chart 2.7: Typological categories percentages at Aghios Ioannis and Skala Sotiros.

Chart 2.8: Weight group percentages at Aghios Ioannis and Skala Sotiros.

Chart 2.9: Diameter group percentages at Aghios Ioannis and Skala Sotiros.
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repertoire, becomes the dominant type at Skala Sotiros. Interestingly enough, the conical type has similar percentages of representation in the two assemblages. The pierced sherd appears to have a larger representation at Aghios Ioannis (Chart 2.1).

In terms of diameter dimensions, two observations are striking: a) the much wider range of diameter size at Skala Sotiros and b) the comparatively bigger diameters of the Aghios Ioannis assemblage. The “popular” large sizes of Aghios Ioannis are decreased on average at Skala Sotiros. On the other hand, no need for spindle whorls with diameters as small as the minimum Skala Sotiros category where needed at Aghios Ioannis (Chart 2.2).

The wider size range of Skala Sotiros is confirmed in terms of weight, too. Although spindle whorls with larger diameters are observed at Aghios Ioannis, the heaviest examples, although in small numbers, come from Skala Sotiros. Whorls weighing more than 80g are not recorded from Aghios Ioannis. But within the common area of their weight range (10–80g) this impression is changed. The Aghios Ioannis spindle whorls have higher percentages of representation in the heavier categories, and lower in the lighter categories. It is interesting, however, that both assemblages manifest almost equal percentages in the weight category of 70–80g. The most striking contrast between the two assemblages occurs in the weight categories where each assemblage has its highest representation, i.e. the weight categories 20–30g in Skala Sotiros, and 40–50g in Aghios Ioannis (Chart 2.3).

The diversified representation of the various weight categories shows that despite the fact that these communities possessed whorls of similar size ranges, the focus of the production at each settlement was different. What seems to be the “main line of production” at one site is a minor operation at the other site. The basic production at Skala Sotiros is clearly achieved with lighter whorls than at Aghios Ioannis. But for some reason, very heavy objects were also necessary at the former site, although in very small quantities.

Discussion

On the basis of the analysis of intact spindle whorls, it appears that spinning at Aghios Ioannis was concentrated on a production which either relied on harder fibres or aimed to coarser yarns than at Skala Sotiros, the latter being characterized moreover by a less homogeneous production: a larger variety of either fibre or yarn qualities and thus fabric qualities must be assumed on the basis of the wider whorl size range at Skala Sotiros. The few, very heavy spindle whorls attested there could be attributed to some special production, related to either plying, or to spinning very hard fibres or ropes. Although both plant and animal fibres can be rendered more or less fine, depending on their processing before spinning, it is generally accepted that plant fibres such as flax are harder to spin than wool, and that plant fibres necessitate heavier spindle whorls.16 If the difference of spinning equipment between the two settlements is to be interpreted on the basis of raw material, it could be argued that plant fibres were the dominant material at Aghios Ioannis while wool was more popular at Skala Sotiros. Alternatively, it could be argued that plant and animal fibres were being exploited at both sites, but finer varieties of these materials were available at Skala Sotiros. On the basis of spinning equipment alone, there is no evidence to support one argument more than the other. But an examination of the wider chronological context of the two assemblages could provide more criteria of interpretation.

16 Barber 1991, 52.
According to radiocarbon dating, Aghios Ioannis was founded towards the second half of the 4th millennium BC. The ceramic assemblage of the site is characterized by elements of the transitional Final Neolithic/Early Bronze Age period. Aghios Ioannis therefore predates Skala Sotiros. The settlement of Aghios Ioannis therefore seems to belong to the transitional period which is characterized by both remnants of the Neolithic tradition and advances towards the Early Bronze Age. It should not be considered impossible that the spinning equipment of the site belongs rather to the Final Neolithic tradition. Comparison with the assemblage from Skala Sotiros, well fixed into the Early Bronze Age, certainly provides arguments of differentiation. But why such a chronological and cultural distance should matter as far as spinning is concerned?

The transition from Neolithic to Early Bronze Age economies was affected, among other factors, by the outcome of the long and slow process of animal domestication. It has been argued that in this process, the exploitation of the domesticated species gradually expanded from single-target to multiple benefits. The hypothesis of such a transition includes a set of innovations which altogether consist of “a critical phase of change” in human economic practices, also designated as “the Secondary Products Revolution”, the exploitation of wool for yarn and textiles being among these innovations. According to this model, a popular shift from plant fibres to wool fibres for textile production must have occurred two or three millennia after the beginning of the Neolithic cultural phase. Albeit geographically distant, the near eastern region provides evidence in support of this model, as recently accumulated research on textiles and fibre exploitation shows. Moreover, archaeozoological studies support the hypothesis that the development of woolly fleeces must have been achieved around the end of the Neolithic and the beginning of the Early Bronze Age. The settlement at Aghios Ioannis falls within this economically transitional period.

The metrological data presented from Thassos Island seem to match this interpretative scheme. If indeed a shift from plant fibres to wool fibres occurred in the beginning of the Early Bronze Age, it would have left its “mark” on the spinning equipment. Such a “mark” would be the decrease of the average spindle whorl size from one period to the other, and this was indeed demonstrated in the case of the two settlements of Thassos, presented in the above analysis: the introduction and the popularization of smaller whorl sizes in the spinners’ toolkit at Skala Sotiros may be due to the availability of softer fibres.

Fibre craft studies and archaeozoological research can have a mutually beneficiary interaction, as has been suggested elsewhere. Therefore, in the case of Thassos, too, the archaeozoological analyses from both sites could further contribute in the interpretation of the spinning tools. At Skala Sotiros animal husbandry was proven to have an orientation towards mixed economy, therefore the exploitation of wool for yarn is a reasonable suggestion. The presence of ovicaprids has

---

17 Papadopoulos and Maniatis (forthcoming)
18 Papadopoulos 2007, 323.
19 Sherratt 1983, 90–104.
20 Sherratt 1983, 93.
23 Frangipane et al., 2009, 27. See also Andersson-Strand, Frei, Gleba, Mannering, Nosch and Skals 2010, 154–155.
24 Yannouli 1994, 332.
been testified at Aghios Ioannis as well, but the archaeozoological analysis is still in progress.\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, aspects of this analysis which are crucial for the investigation of fibre crafts, such as the age composition of sheep and goats, are not published yet and the archaeozoological material of Aghios Ioannis cannot contribute in this discussion yet.

The interpretation suggested in this paper remains an open working hypothesis, eligible for future testing against more artifactual and archaeozoological data. But for the moment, the analysis of the spindle whorl assemblages from these two settlements seems to support, on a local scale, a shift from plant to animal fibres in the advent of the Early Bronze Age. More importantly, however, it stresses the potential of interdisciplinary collaboration between archaeozoological research and textile tool analysis in an effort to address the question of fibre domestication and exploitation in precise scales of time and space, and in particular geographical and temporal frames.
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3. Textile Texts of the Lagaš II Period

Richard Firth

The Lagaš II period largely precedes Ur III but, in terms of modern interest, it has been rather overshadowed by this later more prolific period. However, there are a substantial number of cuneiform clay tablets from Girsu, dating to Lagaš II (c. 2200–2100 BC), that are directly concerned with textiles. These show that many of the textiles and textile processes of Ur III were already known during Lagaš II.

The aim of this paper is three-fold. Firstly, consideration will be given to the administration of the textile industry. This will be done by focusing on a group of 19 textile tablets from the same year and probably from the same two month period, during the 16th year of Gudea, the ruler (ensi) of Lagaš.1 Secondly, the paper considers the terms used to describe textile quality during the Lagaš II period, as these are rather more complex than the Ur III terms after they were standardised during the reign of Šulgi. Thirdly, the paper considers some of the textiles that were used during the Lagaš II period.

Administration of the Textile Industry

There are over a hundred tablets, dating from the Lagaš II period, that are directly concerned with textiles.2 By closer analysis, it is also possible to associate some of the other tablets from this period with the administration of the textile industry.

Many of the Ur III tablets were excavated illegally and sold on the antiquities market. It is fortunate that most of the Lagaš II tablets from Girsu were excavated, although, because of the early date of the excavation, details of find-places are extremely limited. Nevertheless, it is possible to gain some insight by an analysis of museum inventory numbers. Amongst the Lagaš II tablets there are examples of clusters of tablets from the same year. One particularly clear example shows 19 tablets bearing the year name, mu mi-i-tum sag-ninnu ba-dim-ma (or abbreviated forms of this), which corresponds to the 16th year of Gudea’s reign. Further investigation shows that 8 of these 19

---

1 It is convenient here to use the attribution of year names given by Sigrist and Damerow (http://cdli.ucla.edu/tools/yearnames/yn_index.html), although it is recognised that these are subject to some uncertainty for the Lagaš II period.

2 The abbreviations used for identifying texts here are based on those used by CDLI, cdli.ox.ac.uk/wiki/abbreviations_for_assyriology (downloaded October 2014).
Richard Firth

Table 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Museum no.</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L7521</td>
<td>MVN 6 492</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7522</td>
<td>MVN 6 493</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Textiles by weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7526</td>
<td>MVN 6 497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wool tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7527</td>
<td>MVN 6 498</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Textiles by weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7529</td>
<td>MVN 6 500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>List of slaves by name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7531</td>
<td>MVN 6 502</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7533</td>
<td>MVN 6 504</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7534</td>
<td>MVN 6 505</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>List of men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7535</td>
<td>MVN 6 506</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>List of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7537</td>
<td>MVN 6 508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7540</td>
<td>MVN 6 511</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Textiles by weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7542</td>
<td>MVN 6 513</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>List of workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7545</td>
<td>MVN 6 516</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td></td>
<td>Textiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7549</td>
<td>MVN 6 520</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>✑</td>
<td>Textiles for fulling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7551</td>
<td>MVN 6 522</td>
<td>Gudea</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Textiles by weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7557</td>
<td>MVN 6 528</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offerings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The reading of the year name for MVN 6, 520 is [            ] sag-ninnu [ba-d]im-ma. In view of the above discussion, it is almost certain that the reading should be modified to [mu mi-i-tum] sag-ninnu [ba-d]im-ma, i.e. Gudea year 16, in order to fit in with the remainder of the tablets in this group.

tables appear within a restricted range of the Istanbul museum inventory numbering, L7521–L7560 (ITT 4, 7521–7560). The items in this part of the inventory list show a mixture of approximately equal numbers of tablets from Girsu during the Lagaš II and Ur III periods.

In practical terms, the sheer volume of tablets being excavated at Girsu would have forced an orderliness on the way the tablets were processed and stored on the excavation site and then transported to the museum. Nevertheless, it is important to ask whether this arrangement of the tablets reflects the way the tablets were found or whether it was imposed by archaeologists at some later stage. In this case, the fact that the sequence of Lagaš II tablets was thoroughly interspersed with Ur III tablets can be taken as evidence that this grouping of Lagaš II tablets was not imposed by archaeologists re-arranging the tablets after they had been excavated.3 Thus, the most likely explanation for this mixture is that two (or more) parts of the Girsu tablet archive were being excavated around the same time and found their way together, first into the excavation storage trays and later into the museum inventory lists.

Thus, there are 19 Lagaš II tablets within the range L7521–L7560 and, most importantly for this paper, these show a clear emphasis towards textile records. Furthermore, all the dates noted in the tablets in the range L7521–L7557 are not only from the 16th year of Gudea’s reign but, more specifically, they are from the two months (ezem) šu-numun and ezem munu₃-gu₇, which correspond to the 4th and 5th months (see Table 3.1).

3 Firth (1998, 2002) describes the successive re-arrangements of the Linear B tablets from Knossos by Sir Arthur Evans and an analysis of the Iraklion museum numbers of these tablets.
Table 3.2 lists four additional textile tablets from the same two month period as those listed above that probably formed part of the same archive.

The latter tablet in Table 3.2 is in the Louvre Museum because the excavated tablets from Girsu were divided between the museums in Istanbul and Paris. The author of RTC, Thureau-Dangin, was particularly interested in year-names and it seems highly likely that he ‘cherry-picked’ tablets for the Louvre collection that gave the widest range of year names.4

The tablets listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 will form the basis for the discussion that follows. However, it will be necessary to supplement these by introducing other Lagaš II tablets to represent features of textile administration which would otherwise not be sufficiently represented. One particular example of this is in the collection, storage and distribution of wool and flax to the weavers, which is considered next.

Collection, storage and distribution of wool and flax
AOAT 25, p. 80, 6 records c. 33 tonnes of wool in store. MVN 6 497 and RTC 185 are not well preserved but appear to be recording transactions involving wool.

Tablets such as RTC 182 and 183 each record the distribution of about 1 tonne of wool, including wool to lú-dumu-zi, an overseer of the weavers. MVN 7 393 also records wool that is being issued to lú-dumu-zi from the é-mí.5 There are 16 Lagaš II tablets that name lú-dumu-zi and he features in the discussion that follows.6

Table 3.3 lists records of wool being issued by weight for the manufacture of specific textiles. It is not clear whether this is raw wool or wool that has been washed.

There is much less evidence for flax than for wool. However, MVN 8 85 records the distribution of 2254 bundles of flax to šu-na most of which was from the palace administrative centre. It is interesting to note that both wool and flax have been shown to come from palace stores, demonstrating that the tablets are recording a textile industry that was a royal enterprise.

Listing of manufactured textiles
There are three types of tablets listing textiles within the group 7521–7577. These probably correspond to:

• Textiles listed according to the leaders of the weaving teams and their overseer
• Textiles listed by weight according to the overseer of the workshop
• Tablets recording the distribution of textiles, noting the overseer of the workshop.

---

4 There is further discussion of this in Firth 2013b.
5 The è-mí in Lagaš is an administrative centre. Strictly, the term means the queen’s household but Maekawa (1973–4) argues that it came to mean the “temple” of Ba-ú administered by the queen of the earthly ruler of Lagaš.
6 MVN 6 358, 363, 377, 493, 504, 520; MVN 7 311, 378, 384, 393, 435; RTC 182, 183, 190, 209, 264.
MVN 6 502 and 516 fall into the first category. Table 3.4 details the contents of MVN 6 502\(^7\); it will be shown below that some of these textiles also appear on MVN 6 498 and 522, where textiles are listed by weight.

The textiles produced by the weavers are also listed by weight. This could be to check that the weight of textiles produced is comparable to the weight of materials provided and/or a check on the

---

\(^7\) The overseers, ur\(_3\)-bi-šè and lugal-ezem also appear on MVN 6 516 together with their weaving team leaders.
3. Textile Texts of the Lagaš II Period

Within the L7521–7557 series, there are four such tablets listing the weights of textiles and each one records the month and year when the tablet was written. Table 3.2 above lists a further three tablets with the same characteristics. It is interesting to note that the only other known Lagaš II tablet of this form is MVN 7 390 also from Gudea 16, but written in the 7th month (iti UR). The consistent inclusion of the month and year on all of these tablets implies that these tablets record a particularly important step within the administrative process. It is reasonable to assume that the information on these tablets was used to monitor the productivity of the textile overseers and probably formed a basis for payment.

It is evident from these tablets that the workshops of ugula gù-dé-a and lú-ub-ú specialised in linen textiles. However, there are some examples of woollen textiles produced in the workshop of ugula gù-dé-a and also linen textiles being produced in workshops that otherwise specialise in woollen textiles. Thus, it is clear that there was not a rigid delineation between workshops weaving woollen and linen textiles.

It is interesting to list the contents of MVN 6 498 and 522 in some detail (Table 3.5). It is clear that the identical textiles, which are found on MVN 6 502 for overseers lugal-ezem and gù-dé-a also appear on MVN 6 498 and 522. These tablets all have the same date (Gudea 16, 4th month) and the numbers of each type of textile match almost exactly. From an administrative point of view, it is interesting to note that MVN 6 502 includes the details of the quality of each of the woollen textiles but this information is completely absent from MVN 6 498 and 522. Similarly, the tablets listing the weights of textiles do not identify the weaving teams that produced the textiles. Furthermore, since the textiles of the same type are bundled together for weighing (irrespective of the team that produced them), it is generally not possible to calculate the exact weights of textiles produced by each team.

---

Table 3.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet (date)</th>
<th>Textile</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Overseer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVN 6 522 (Gudea 16.04)</td>
<td>9 gada du 1 gₐ₄dam-šè-lum 6 gₐ₄sag-g₄š₄-g₄u 2 gₐ₄sag-g₄sag-g₄₁₃ bala 1 [ ₁₁₂₂]mu-du₈-um 1 [ ₁₁₂₂]gú-l₆</td>
<td>14 ma-na 1²₃ ma-na 8 gín 1₁⁄₃ ma-na 2 gín 1₁⁄₃ ma-na 5 gín 2 ma-na lá 5 gín 1 ma-na lá 9 gín</td>
<td>ugula gù-dé-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 MVN 6 493, 498, 511, 522; MVN 7 382, 435, 440.
9 However, it is possible that some of the workers specialised in either working with wool or with linen because there are differences in the techniques involved.
10 1 gú = 30kg, 1 ma-na = 500g, 1 gín = 8.33g.
11 Note that 1 gada x dam GI₄.LUM on MVN 6 502 can be identified with 1 gₐ₄dam-šè-lum on MVN 6 522. Similarly, 2 gₐ₄sag-g₄sag-g₄₂ bala on MVN 6 502 can be identified with 2 gₐ₄sag-g₄sag-g₄₁ bala on MVN 6 522. [Note that capitals letters are used in transliterations of a sign if it is not clear how it should be rendered.]
12 Strictly, it remains possible that such tablets records did exist but have not been preserved.
It seems reasonable to assume that tablets such as MVN 6 502 precede the tablets with details of textile weights because the former include details of the people directly responsible for the teams weaving the textiles, whereas these details are omitted from the latter, where the sole person named as being responsible for the manufacture of the textiles is the overseer.

MVN 6 504 sets down the distribution of the textiles that have been manufactured (see Table 3.6). In this case, the people who have received (i₃-dab₃) the textiles are named as well as the overseers of the workshops where the textiles were made.

On MVN 6 504, the name of the recipient, mu-du₁₀-ga appears separately three times and the names of ur-gá and eren-da both appear twice. Thus, the primary listing of the textiles is under the names of the overseers, rather than the recipients. This is interesting because, from an administrative point of view, it would appear to indicate that the emphasis is being given to ensuring that each of the textiles that has been produced is distributed, rather than simplifying the actual process of distribution.

The above tablet can be compared with the contents of MVN 6 377 (see Table 3.7), where the date has not been preserved, although it is evidently from a similar date because the same group of people are named.

There is also a receipt (MVN 7 63, Gudea 16) for 2 ᵉᵍᵃᵈᵃšag-gá-šà-gu received by lugal-é-gíd-e cf. Table 3.7 (see also MVN 7 390).

In Tables 3.6 and 3.7 there are not only textiles from the same workshops but the list of recipients is very similar, i.e. mu-du₁₀-ga, ur-gá, ur-níg, eren-da, a-KU-gu-ni, ᵉᵍⁱᵍⁱʳ-re, ha-al-ka. This strongly suggests that these are not the ‘end-users’ of the textiles but part of a distribution chain.¹³

---

¹³ The term giri is very often used on tablets of Lagāš II and Ur III to denote the man who is a simple intermediary between the man disbursing and the man receiving. However, the term giri is not used in MVN 6 377 and 504, where the named men are listed as recipients, although it is suggested that they are probably not the ‘end-users’. This tends to
There is some evidence for the next stage in this distribution chain in the tablet, RTC 197 (Gudea year 16, 2nd month), which describes textiles being sent to officials from ur-níg and gešgigir-re, amongst others. In addition, MVN 6 388 sets out the receipt by [l]ú-sa₆₆ in Nippur of a number of textiles from ur-gá.

Finally, in this section, it is interesting to note MVN 7 378 which records lú-d₆₆umu-zi delivering of a small number of textiles to named individuals.

### The fulling/finishing of textiles

There is one tablet within the series L7521-7557 that relates to textiles being sent to a fuller/finisher of textiles (lú azlag₂). MVN 6 520. Its text is not very well preserved, but it lists textiles being sent to the fuller/finisher who works for the overseer, lú-d₆₆umu-zi. This latter point is interesting because lú-d₆₆umu-zi has already been noted as an overseer of weavers, so this tablet shows that his responsibilities included both the weaving and the fulling/finishing operations.

RTC 198 (Gudea 16, 4th month) also lists textiles being sent to the fuller/finisher. It appears to include the name of the weaving team leader for each textile and also the overseer, although they are not specifically identified as such on this tablet. The overseers include ba-zi-ge who is identified as such (ugula ba-zi-ge) on MVN 6 531.

MVN 14 220 describes the sending of two textiles, one from a fuller and the other from ṣarā-i-sa₆₆, to gù-dé-a. Since this concerns textiles, then there is a possibility that this is ugula gù-dé-a, though, in principle, it could be any man named Gudea including the ruler of Lagaš.

MVN 6 282 is a list of payments that includes ṣa₆₆ิง-lám being given to both fullers in the list. MVN 7 43 records the giving of 5 Akkadian baskets of barley to the fuller/finisher, šeš-šeš.

---

14 For a discussion on fulling/finishing at Girsu see Firth 2013a.
Waetzoldt (1972, 173–174) notes that fullers could have used barley to brew a beer that was used in the cleansing process, although, in this case, the use of the barley could simply have been for consumption. It is interesting also to note two tablets recording the fulling agents, im-babbar, (gypsum) and naga (alkali): RTC 221 and 222, where, in the former, the alkali may be associated with the washing of wool.

**Rations and offerings**

One of the clearest examples of a ration tablet in the Lagaš II textile industry is MVN 6 105. Lines 1–13 set out the rations of barley for the workforce of ugula šu-na (see, for example, MVN 7 440 above). In the 2nd month, the five most senior women each had a ration of 80 litres of barley, the 25 other women each had a ration of 40 litres of barley and the four children each got 20 litres. Thus, the work force included a total of 32 women and 4 children. Three of the women are described as door-keepers or porters (i-du₉, ePSD). Three of the women are described as elam.¹⁵ Seven of the women are described as elam kas₈, which can be interpreted as elam couriers and these women had two children. The weavers are not identified as such but, by elimination, this leaves 17 women who were weavers. The size of the monthly barley ration is typical of that found in more general surveys for ancient Mesopotamia.¹⁶

MVN 6 492 has similar details for the workshop of [ugula] šu-na for the 5th month, except that here the size of the workforce is much larger, so that there are 5 senior women weavers, 112 women weavers, 25 children with half rations, 10 children with quarter rations, 2 porters, 20 women from the highlands with 12 children and 7 elam couriers with 2 children.¹⁷ Although the overall size of the workforce is very different between these two tablets, there are clearly some signs of continuity. For example, there are 5 senior women and 7 elam couriers with 2 children on both tablets. This large change in workforce could be interpreted as showing an expansion (reduction) in the size of a single weaving workshop. However, it is possible that all of these weavers did not work in a single textile workshop but a series of small workshops. Following this line of reasoning, the change in the size of the workforce could have resulted from a difference in the number of workshops being considered.

MVN 6 358 records flour being given to lú₄-dumu-zi and MVN 7 311 records wheat being given to his wife, a-ba-ba (dam lú₄-dumu-zi). MVN 6 508 and 528 are offerings of barley and wheat flour, butter and dried dates to a number of deities. It is not clear that these are concerned with the textile industry, even though they are Lagaš II tablets within the range L7521–7557.

**Lists of workers**

MVN 6 529 (Gudea 20) records the payment of silver to a list of men including 83₉ to ur₅-bi-šē, overseer of weavers, whose name was noted above on MVN 6 502 and 516. RTC 211 also records the payment of silver to a list of men and, whilst there is no direct confirmation that they were

---

¹⁵ Michalowski (2008) suggests that a translation of elam as Elamite is too specific and that it is preferable to interpret it as women from the highlands.

¹⁶ See, for example, Gelb 1965, also Maekawa 1980, 94–96.

¹⁷ See also MVN 6 335, for month 11, which is similar to the above, though not so well preserved. Nevertheless, it appears to be showing a workforce very similar to that found on MVN 6 492. It is interesting to note that the number of small children has changed from 10 to 15. This could be interpreted literally as an increase of 5 small children, however, it is possible that these are ‘rounded’ numbers and the increase is approximately rather than exactly five.
involved in the textile industry, there are a number of names on the list that have already been seen in the tables above: eren-da, ur-\textsuperscript{ba-ú} and šu-na.

MVN 6 500 sets out the issuing of slave women (sag-munus) and their children to named individuals. The connection with the textile industry is not made explicit, although the fact that these are female slaves together with this tablet appearing amongst a group of textile tablets must increase that likelihood. On the other hand, it is not clear that the men listed on MVN 6 505 and 513 have any connection with the textile industry.

MVN 6 506 is a list of officials headed by the administrator of the temple of dnanše. The only one with a clear link to the textile industry in lugal-ti, who is specifically identified as an overseer of weavers (ugula uš-bar).

\textbf{Textile Quality}

Waetzoldt (1972) gives a discussion of textile quality, however some aspects of this were questioned by Carroué (1994). Therefore, the aim of this section is to re-consider textile quality for the Lagaš II period in the light of Carroué’s contribution.

The main factor determining textile quality is the quality of the wool or linen used. Quality differentials could then be enhanced by the amount of fulling woven fabrics received.\(^{18}\)

The terms used to describe textile quality were standardised around the 32nd year of Šulgi’s reign.\(^{19}\) Following this, there were 5 levels of quality:

\begin{itemize}
  \item lugal (or šàr) royal quality
  \item ús (lugal) the quality following royal quality
  \item 3-kam ús 3rd quality
  \item 4-kam ús 4th quality
  \item du (or gin) normal quality
\end{itemize}

Occasionally the top quality (lugal) textiles are denoted by the name of the king Šu-Suen or Ibbi-Suen (Pomponio 2010). Alternatively, if the textiles are garments specifically for females, then nin (lady) can be used in place of lugal.\(^{20}\)

Prior to this standardisation, a different set of qualities were used:

\begin{itemize}
  \item sag\textsubscript{10} (or sig\textsubscript{5} or saga) good quality
  \item ús sag\textsubscript{10} the quality following good quality
  \item ús the following quality
  \item du (or gin) normal quality
\end{itemize}

In addition, there were the qualities, ensí, lugal and nin to denote the highest quality, together with ús lugal for the following quality.

Table 3.8 lists details of textiles designated as having quality ‘ensí’.\(^{21}\)

---

\(^{18}\) Firth 2013a.

\(^{19}\) The earliest examples of textiles with quality designated as 3-kam ús or 4-kam ús are on SNAT 259 (Š32), BCT 1, 134 (Š33). The latest known use of ensí to denote quality is Š11.

\(^{20}\) Since Šu-Suen, Ibbi-Suen and nin were used in the same context as lugal (or šàr) then it seems preferable to use lugal rather than šàr.

\(^{21}\) This table excludes SAT 3, 1402 (ŠS4), 1 gada du ensí, where the quality is designated as “du” and “ensí” is the
Table 3.9 demonstrates the use of lugal (or šār) and nin in association with textiles during the same period that is represented in Table 3.8.

Waetzoldt (1972, 46–49) suggests that in these tablets, the terms lugal and nin designate the quality of the textiles. Carroué (1994, 57–60) rejects this suggestion and argues instead that these are examples of textiles specifically for a king and queen. In doing this he notes specifically the unpublished tablet, AO 3379, which lists textiles for the king's son (dumu lugal). Carroué’s discussion is part of a larger study demonstrating that some of the Lagaš II tablets describe gifts for visiting royalty. In the present context, Carroué’s interpretation of these tablets is attractive because it removes some of the confusion apparent in Waetzoldt’s proposals, by explaining why some Lagaš II textiles are described as lugal despite the ruler being an ensi. However, note that Carroué (1994, 57, 59) lists šà-ga-du lugal on MVN 7 157 as an example of a textile recipient. It also excludes ITT 4 7007 (as listed by Waetzoldt 1972, 49) following the new reading given as MVN 6, 7.

Table 3.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tug-da₅ ensi</td>
<td>MVN 6 520 (GU16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-ša-ga-du ensi</td>
<td>MVN 6 493 (GU16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-nig-lâm ensi</td>
<td>MVN 6 327; ITT 5 6713 (Š8), 6810 (Š11); RTC 276 (Š4-Š7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-būr ensi</td>
<td>MVN 6 377, 493, 504, 520 (all GU16 except 377)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-bar-dab ensi</td>
<td>RA 65, 20 8 (Š8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gadaša-ga-du ensi</td>
<td>DCS 49 (Š9); ITT 5 6738 (Š10), 6805 (Š9), 6813 (Š10), 6820 (Š7), 6826; MVN 7 29 (Š7); RTC 276 (Š4-Š7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9 (*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tug-aktum lugal</td>
<td>RTC 276 (Š4-Š7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-aktum guz-za lugal</td>
<td>RTC 198 (GU16) (†)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-aktum guz-za sag₁₀ lugal</td>
<td>MVN 6 377, 493 (GU16), 531 (GU16), AO 3379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-aktum guz-za ús lugal</td>
<td>MVN 6 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-gu-da₅ lugal</td>
<td>MVN 6 520 (GU16), AO 3323 (GU 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug-lugal</td>
<td>MVN 7 413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gada-ù-lá lugal</td>
<td>RTC 232 (Ur-Namma.I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gadaša-ga-du lugal</td>
<td>MVN 7 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug[NIG.SAG.LAL.SAL</td>
<td>nin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug[tug-aktum guz-za [sig₁₀] dumu lugal</td>
<td>AO 3379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(* For the AO (Louvre) tablets in this table see Carroué (1994, 59).
It seems reasonable to presume that textiles designated as lugal were of a high quality. Thus, even though lugal may have been used to denote (visiting) royalty, there would have been an implication of quality. For example, MVN 6 520.8–9 lists “1 tūgú-da₄ lugal, 1 tūgú-da₅ ensî” and it would seem reasonable to presume that these two tūgú-da₄ were of a similarly high quality, although one was for a king and the other for the ensî.

The question arises whether the quality of textiles designated ensî is equivalent to sag₁₀ or superior to it. There would seem to be two obvious possibilities. One is to assume that the textile quality implied by ensî is equivalent to sag₁₀. On this basis, during the Lagaš II period, there would have been four levels of textile quality and then, at some later stage, in the early Ur III period, the textile quality grading would have been thoroughly re-configured to give the later, standardised 5 levels of textile quality. However, there is the problem that ensî and sag₁₀ can both appear on the same tablet.²⁴ Therefore, the most satisfactory way to resolve this question is to assume that there were 5 basic quality levels for textiles throughout the Lagaš II and Ur III period which were determined by wool quality. The underlying assumption here is that the change of denoting quality did not arise because of a radical re-appraisal of textile quality but rather because it was recognised that the old system was somewhat confusing. On this basis, it is possible to draw up the equivalences given in Table 3.10.²⁵

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earlier textile qualities (Lagaš II and early Ur III)</th>
<th>Standardised textile qualities (later Ur III)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ensî, lugal (or šâr), nin</td>
<td>lugal (or šâr), nin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sag₁₀ (or sig₅, saga)</td>
<td>ús (lugal or šâr, nin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ús sag₁₀</td>
<td>3-kam ús</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ús</td>
<td>4-kam ús</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du (or gin)</td>
<td>du (or gin)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²⁴ MVN 6 327, 377, 493, 504, 520; RTC 276.
²⁵ It is open to question where Lagaš II textiles labelled as sag₁₀ lugal or ús lugal fit into this scheme. However, intuitively, one might presume that a textile designated as sag₁₀ lugal was of the same quality as one designated lugal.

The textiles of the Lagaš II tablets

The aim of this section is to consider some of the textiles that are included in tablets from the Lagaš II period. For reasons of space, the paper excludes discussion of textiles such as tūgúm guz-za, tūgúm lam and tūgúm bar-dul, which are widely found both in the Lagaš II and Ur III periods and considered elsewhere.²⁶

It is worthwhile beginning by considering examples of names of textiles that include two textile terms, i.e.

tūgúm-lám guz-za

for a queen, although this tablet also lists tūgúm ensî, so it is possible that nin is from the family of the ensî of Lagaš, rather than visiting royalty. Similarly on MVN 7 152, ṭūg[NIG.SAG.LAL.SAL] nin appears in a list of textiles, with no evidence of a lugal or ensî, so again nin is not necessarily associated with visiting royalty. For a discussion on the rendering the term as ṭūg[NIG.SAG.LAL.SAL] see Firth 2012.

²⁴ MVN 6 327, 377, 493, 504, 520; RTC 276.
²⁵ It is open to question where Lagaš II textiles labelled as sag₁₀ lugal or ús lugal fit into this scheme. However, intuitively, one might presume that a textile designated as sag₁₀ lugal was of the same quality as one designated lugal.
In a discussion on Ur III textiles from Garšana, Waetzoldt (2010) hypothesised that, in such cases, the first term denotes the piece of clothing and the second term refers to the weave of the fabric. Applying this hypothesis to the Lagaš textiles would imply that guz-za and uš-bar are types of fabric and níg-lám, aktum, bar-dul₅ and šà-ga-dû are garments.²⁷

**tüg aktum guz-za**

There are 20 examples of texts listing tüg aktum guz-za. Of these, 17 are from a known location and all of these are from Girsu. In addition, all but one of these examples are from the Lagaš II period.

There are a number of examples of weights of tüg aktum guz-za. These show that the weights of higher quality tüg aktum guz-za (i.e. ús, sag₁₀, sag₁₀ lugal) are c. 7.5kg (MVN 6 493), whereas the weights of ordinary (unqualified) tüg aktum guz-za are c. 4.5kg (MVN 6 498, MVN 7 440).

There are also details of the weight of wool provided for weaving a tüg aktum guz-za. For ordinary tüg aktum guz-za the weight is slightly larger than the finished product (c. 4.8kg).²⁸ It follows from this that the wool has been washed before it was allocated, because raw wool looses half its weight when it has been washed and combed.²⁹

The weight of wool allocated for the lugal quality textile (MVN 6 531) is 13.3kg, which is considerably larger than the typical weight of c. 7.5kg. This seems to imply that a substantial proportion of the wool was discarded prior to spinning the thread for the higher quality textile.

Durand (2009, p. 139) interprets tüg aktum as a garment which covers completely, possibly a cloak.

**tüg bala**

tüg bala appears in texts from ED IIIb onwards. In the Lagaš II period, it appears on ITT 5 6674 and MVN 6 108.³⁰

**tüg bar-dul₅ guz-za**

There are 17 tablets including tüg bar-dul₅ guz-za. Two tablets are from Ur, and the remaining 13 tablets with known provenience are from Girsu. Four of the tablets are from the Lagaš II period, and (with the exception of LB 2505 and UET 3, 1671) all those with known dates, are from the 10th year of Šulgi or earlier. For the Lagaš II tablets most of the tüg bar-dul₅ guz-za listed are of sag₁₀ quality and on one tablet this textile is described as elam. Two of the Ur III tablets include information on weights and in both cases the average weight of a tüg bar-dul₅ guz-za is 1kg.

²⁷ However, note tüg bar-dul₅ |NİG.SAG.LAL.SAL| on Ur III tablet HSS 4, 6, which does not conform with this hypothesis.
²⁸ MVN 6 531; MVN 7 437, 568.
²⁹ Firth and Nosch 2012.
³⁰ This textile is noted by Gelb et al. 1991, 294.
3. Textile Texts of the Lagaš II Period

`tubar-si` (Akk. *paršigu*, “a sash often used as a headdess”, CAD P 203).

Amongst the Lagaš II tablets, `tubar-si` appears on: MVN 6 12, 59, 388, 493, 520; MVN 7 152, 378.

Weights for a `tubar-si` can be calculated from Ur III tablets: ITT 5, 6713 (7 gin on lines 5f. and 2.5 gin on lines 9f.); HLC 68 pl. 43 (5 gin); MVN 5, 292 (9 gin); CUSAS 3, 747 (4 gin); and TMH NF 1–2, 227 (3.5 gin for a `tubar-si bu-ra`). This gives a range of 21–75g with an average weight of 43g.

`tubur`

`tubur` appears on a total of 16 inscriptions (excluding two lexical tablets). Eight of the inscriptions are from the Lagaš II period, including an inscription on a ‘statue’ (RIME 3/1.1.7, St.L iii.4). There are two qualities listed: ensi and sa\(\_\)10.

It is interesting to note that the only three tablets containing `tubur` from the Ur III period all date to the first ruler of the Ur III period, Ur-Nammu (year i; MVN 7, 459; RTC 232, 270). There are two Old Akkadian tablets (OIP 14 153, 181) that give details of the weight of the textiles, giving an average weight of 146g on OIP 14, 153 and 108g on OIP 14, 181.

`tuguda\(\_\)5`

`tuguda\(\_\)5` is found on 10 tablets. There are three Lagaš II tablets (MVN 6 504, 520; RTC 197) and two tablets from the early years of Šulgi (ITT 5 6713, Š8; RTC 276, Š7). In addition, there are three Old Akkadian tablets and two tablets from later in the Ur III period (SANTAG 6, 48; UNT 39 rev.I.5). With the exception of SANTAG 6, 48 (Umma) all these tablets are from Girsu (but see below).

There are two indications of weight. On ITT 5 6713 there are four `tuguda\(\_\)5 with an average weight 1.5 kg. On ITT 5 9297, 1 `tugna-\(\_\)aš-ba-ru-um plus 4 `tuguda\(\_\)5 weigh 24+ ma-na. On the basis of estimates given below a `tugna-\(\_\)aš-ba-ru-um is relatively light, weighing c. 330g. This implies that on this tablet, the `tuguda\(\_\)5 weighs c. 3kg.

Taken literally, `tuguda\(\_\)5` is a garment that goes around the neck. If account is taken of the weight, then this might imply that `tuguda\(\_\)5 is a cloak. On SANTAG 6, 48, `tuguda\(\_\)5-anše is a textile that goes around the neck of a donkey.

`tugula` (Akk. *hullānu*, a blanket or wrap of (linen or) wool, CAD H, 229)

`tugula` (tugula) appears on about 50 tablets and 11 of these are from Girsu in the Lagaš II period. There are also a number of examples from EDIII and Ur III. Of the 48 tablets 37 are from Girsu from a wide range of periods. The general impression is that `tugula` were widely used in Girsu over a long period but, on the available evidence, they only gained some limited usage in other locations during Ur III.

31 According to Waetzoldt (1972 128, note 419) the readings on MVN 6 493.4 and 520.12 should be `tubar-si-ša-\(\_\)kuššuhūb, i.e. footcloths (cf. the published readings `tubar-si \(\_\)x \(\_\)x \(\_\) and `tubar-si ša-KUŠ.DINGIR \(\_\), respectively).
32 However, MVN 6 493 appears to suggest that 1 `tubur` ensi plus 70 `tubar-si` have a combined weight of c. 35 gin. Even if it was suggested that the 70 `tubar-si` alone weighed ~35 gin, then each `tubar-si` would still only weigh 0.5 gin (4.2g). [Note Waetzoldt’s interpretation considered in the previous footnote.]
33 SF 64, ED IIIa, from Fara; SLT 11, Early Old Babylonian from Nippur.
34 Note also UET 3, 1682, which includes 20 `tubur-zi, with an average weight of 192g.
It is possible to derive an average weight based on MVN 6 522, where a түг гў-ла weighs 51 гиин, and MVN 7 382, where 4 түг гў-la weigh 3 ма-na 7 гиин. This gives an average weight for these 5 textiles of 400г.36

төгму-ду₈-ум (Old Akk., mudû, CAD M2, 168).

There are over 30 tablets listing төгму-ду₈-ум and the overwhelming majority of these were excavated from Girsu. A large proportion of these tablets are from the Lagaš II period. In addition, there are three Ur III tablets recording this textile and these are all from Girsu; RTC 270 (Ur-Nammu i), ITT 5 6812 (Š11) and MCS 8, 89, BM 100462. The clear implication is that, on the available evidence, төгму-ду₈-ум were essentially restricted to Girsu and were primarily found during the Lagaš II period and the early years of Ur III.

A number of the Lagaš II tablets include the weight of төгму-ду₈-ум and these vary from 0.9 to 2.6 kg, with an average weight of 1.16 kg (based on 14 textiles). There are also two tablets which include the weight of wool required to make a төгму-ду₈-ум and this varies from 1.86 to 2 kg per item.37 In addition, the Ur III tablet, MCS 8, 89, BM 100462 includes the weight of 7 төгму-ду₈-ум, which have an average weight of 0.88kg.

Amongst the Lagaš II tablets, the qualities of the төгму-ду₈-ум listed, when specified, are either саг₁₀ or úš, with 19 examples of the former and 131 of the latter.

Gelb (1957, MAD 3, 169) makes the tentative suggestion that төгму-ду₈-ум, mudû could be a head covering (cf. muttatu, muttu, headband?, CAD M2, 310, 313). However, in view of the weights given above, this seems unlikely.

төга-аš-ба-ру-ум (Old Akk., našparu, CAD N2, 77).

In the Lagaš II period, this textile is found on Girsu tablets, MVN 6 108, 343, MVN 7 407. These appear to be amongst the latest known uses of this textile.

There are no weights given for the төга-аš-ба-ру-ум on these Lagaš II tablets. On Nik 2, 86 (Old Akkadian) 3 linen төга-аš-ба-ру-ум plus 3 linen šа-ga-дû together weigh 2.3kg. Assuming that an Old Akkadian woollen šа-ga-dû weighs c. 450г (see below) and that a woollen and linen šа-ga-dû are approximately the same weight, then it can be estimated that the weight of a linen төга-аš-ба-ру-ум was approximately 330г.

The textile, našparu is clearly related to the word, našparu, ‘messenger, envoy’. CDA 245 suggests that našparu is a garment for a messenger or envoy. An alternative suggestion from Foster (2010) is that našparu is a ‘sending container’ or within a textile context, a ‘garment bag’.38

36 There is also a weight associated with this textile on MVN 6 498, which appears to suggest that 4 [түг] гў-ла weigh as little as 1 ма-na (500г), however, the text is damaged.

37 The tablets listing weights of wool are MVN 7 437, 568.

38 As an example, Foster (2010, 140–141) discusses the Old Akkadian tablet, NBC 1141, which gives a listing, headed by 2 našparu, of 120 төгшиг-лам, 120 төгšа-га-дû, 120 төгšа-ги-da, and 7 төгш бар. However, it is evident that 2 ‘garment bags’ weighing roughly 330г would be inadequate for carrying the large numbers of textiles listed.
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 tog-nig-lám guz-za

There are only two examples of tablets listing tog-nig-lám guz-za. One is from Girsu in the Lagaš II period (MVN 7 568) and the other is from Umma during Ur III (SAT 3 2070). The Girsu tablet includes the information that one tog-nig-lám guz-za requires 3.5kg of wool.

tog-nig-lám uš-bar

There are 15 examples of tablets including tog-nig-lám uš-bar. Of these, 13 are from Girsu. Ten of these inscriptions are from the Lagaš II period, four from the Old Akkadian period and one from Ur III.39

tog|nig.sag.lal.sal |

Headband (see discussion by Firth 2012).

tog|gadašà-ga-dù |

(Akk. šakattû, CAD Š1, 158; also gadadšà-ga-du nēbahum, belt or sash40). This textile is found frequently in the texts. In the Lagaš II period, the woollen togšà-ga-dù appears on: ITT 5 6853; MVN 6 57, 440, 493, 531; RTC 197, 198. Similarly, the linen gadadšà-ga-du appears on ITT 5 6826, 6851; MVN 6 314, 327; MVN 7 157.

On MVN 6 493, a single togšà-ga-dù of ensi quality weighs 83g. On the Ur III tablet, MVN 5 292, a togšà-ga-dù weighs 141.6g. However, three Old Akkadian tablets (OIP 14 145, 146 and 181) imply that togšà-ga-du have an average weight of c. 450g.

Durand (2009, 162) interprets gadadšà-ga-du as nēbahum implying that it is a belt or sash. Foster (2010) suggests instead that it is a short-sleeved undershirt or mid-body wrapping.

Concluding remarks

It is worthwhile concluding with a few general remarks about the nature of the administration of the textile industry compared to the following Ur III period.

Waetzoldt (1972) notes that the nature of the administration of textile workshops varies with location in the Ur III period and so it is necessary to use the Lagaš II tablets, rather than try to apply conclusions drawn from other locations and periods. On the basis of the above discussion, at Girsu in the Lagaš II period, it appears that at least one overseer (lú-dùmu-zi) had responsibility for both the weaving and fulling workshops. In addition, in the discussion of MVN 6, 105 and 492 above, there was also an indication that ugula šu-na might have overseen female textile workers in more than one workshop. It follows that if lú-dùmu-zi and šu-na were responsible for more than one workshop then they would have employed people to oversee each of the individual workshops in their absence. These may in part correspond to the people designated above as weaving team.

39 In principle, a tog-nig-lám uš-bar could be a tog-nig-lám for a weaver (uš-bar). However, tog-nig-lám is a common type of fabric and there are many weavers so this interpretation would not explain why there are so few tog-nig-lám uš-bar and why they were largely concentrated on Girsu in the Lagaš II period. Note also togšà-ga-du uš-bar; there are only three tablets including these textiles. All three are from Girsu, with two from the Old Akkadian period and one from Lagaš II.

40 Durand (2009, 162) equates gadadšà-ga-du with nēbahum, belt or sash (see also CAD Š1 158, N2 143).
leaders (see for example, Table 3.4). In addition, the ration tablets list women who receive double the rations of the other women and these presumably had a role as supervisors. Thus, it is possible to perceive something recognisable as a management structure.

In terms of gender in the textile industry, the situation in the Lagaš II persisted through the Ur III period. The textile industry was usually managed by men and men were also responsible for fulling. The task of spinning and weaving fabrics was undertaken by women, géme, and this word has an implication that the women were slaves, recompensed by monthly rations. This implication is re-enforced by the listing of even small children, who only required quarter rations. Such children would be unlikely to have made a large contribution to the work but nevertheless there was an obligation to supply them with rations, and it seems more likely that this arose from ownership than benevolence.41

The aim of this paper has been three-fold. Firstly, it has considered the administration of the textile industry by focussing on a group of 19 textile tablets from the same year and probably from the same two month period, during the 16th year of Gudea’s reign. Secondly, the paper has considered the terms used to describe textile quality during the Lagaš II period and, thirdly, the paper has considered some of the textiles that were used during the Lagaš II period.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Chicago Assyrian Dictionary, Oriental Institute of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDA</td>
<td>Concise Dictionary of Akkadian, Wiesbaden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIME 3/1</td>
<td>Edzard, D. O. 1997 <em>Gudea and his Dynasty</em>, RIME Vol. 3/1, University of Toronto Press</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

41 It is interesting to note, by contrast, that rope and cord making was a male task (túg-du₃). At Ur, during Ur III, these workers were organised along with other craftsmen, metalworkers, goldsmiths, stone-cutters, carpenters, blacksmiths, leatherworkers, and reedworkers (Van de Mieroop 1987, xiii).
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Ariane Thomas

On sentait que Madame Swann ne s’habillait pas seulement pour la commodité ou la parure de son corps ; elle était entourée de sa toilette comme de l’appareil délicat et spiritualisé d’une civilisation.

Marcel Proust, A l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs

One felt that Mme Swann did not dress simply for the comfort or the adornment of her body; she was surrounded by her garments as by the delicate and spiritualised machinery of a whole form of civilisation.

Marcel Proust, Within a Budding Grove

Introduction

In the late nineteenth century, Léon Heuzey, curator at the Louvre Museum, took a great interest in Ancient Near Eastern costume. He subsequently worked on numerous publications, gave various lectures, and even recreated costumes on living models at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts (Fig. 4.1). Thus, he inaugurated a scientific approach to ancient costume, which until then had been explored only by artists.1 Yet, despite several ensuing studies, Ancient Near Eastern costume remains generally unfamiliar. Following Heuzey, the first scholars dealt with the subject in rather broad terms and without combining all available sources.2 Then, with the exception of some general articles in encyclopedias,3 more recent publications focused on specific chronological and geographical fields or themes.4 Given this background of several general preliminary studies along with a few specialized ones on limited themes, the subject of Ancient Near Eastern costume remains relatively unexplored. Drawing on research on the deliberately broad subject of Mesopotamian royal costume between the third and first millennium BCE,5 this paper will focus on examples from the Amorite kingdom of

1 For instance, Gustave Courbet and Joséphin Péladan were inspired by images of Assyrian costumes (Gustave Courbet, La Rencontre ou Bonjour M. Courbet, 1854, oil on canvas, 132 × 150.5cm., Montpellier, Musée Fabre, inv. 868.1.23; Portrait du Sâr Peladan, vers 1895, photograph, Paris, Musée d’Orsay, inv. PHO1992-18). These were also imitated for the opera Semiramide by G. Rossini as early as 1860 (André-Salvini 2008 (2), 481).
2 See Reimpell 1916; Houston and Hornblower 1920; Speleers 1923; Lutz 1923 or Van Buren 1930.
Mari. The aim of this contribution is to stress the need for an interdisciplinary approach to research costume as it is understood here. Such a study requires a specific methodology to collect basic data spanning as many approaches as possible for a more in-depth analysis. Thus, we will initially discuss three general points: the definition of costume itself, the interest in studying it, and the main sources available for the study of Ancient Near Eastern costume. We will then focus on the specific case of royal costume in the Mari kingdom in Amorite times.

What does the term “costume” imply?
Originally, the word “costume” denoted a whole way of being and now qualifies the manner of dressing of a country, a period, or condition. As such, it can designate any items worn contributing to a person’s artificial appearance. According to this broad understanding of the term, a costume may include clothes, hats, hair arrangements, belts, shoes, jewels, weapons, and anything else that may be worn, including cosmetics and perfumes.

This approach to costume as global attire probably coincides with the Mesopotamian conception based on clothing ensembles identified in written sources. Additionally, depending on its function, a particular costume piece could potentially be more important than others while garments, although systematically worn and visually dominant, could form a minor part of the costume. For example, the wearing of some protective gem may have been as least as important as the clothes themselves since the gem’s purported magical protection or ostentatious power would take precedence over the practical protection from cold or the sun and the “decency” afforded by clothes. In the same way, the symbolic importance of certain body parts such as the head – and consequently hats and hair arrangements – could take precedence over garments.

Sources
Understanding a costume requires not only an accurate analysis of a specific costume but also an exploration of any other sources that may explain its significance. Paradoxically, Ancient

---

7 See Durand 2009, 12.
Mesopotamian costume is omnipresent in iconographic and epigraphic documents, but its material aspect has almost completely disappeared as only very few remains of costume pieces have been discovered. Nevertheless, it is still possible to employ several types of documents, written and figurative, for the identification of existing costumes and their linkage to a broader historical context.

Archeological survivals

Although Mesopotamian costume might include other materials, especially metals and/or minerals, it was primarily made of organic materials, such as textile and leather. Unfortunately, due to geo-climatic conditions unfavourable to their conservation in Mesopotamia and the Ancient Near East, remains of such clothing are very rare or highly deteriorated.8 Furthermore, costume pieces composed of metal or stone, such as jewels and weapons, have also largely disappeared because these materials were reused.

The few exceptional surviving vestiges are priceless direct sources of knowledge on costumes in Mesopotamia. However, due to their rarity, these remains may be neither representative of their period or region nor of royal costume. For instance, very few examples of the jewels or weapons that have been found in Mari and date back to the Amorite period could have been royal.9

Iconography

Iconography thoroughly illustrates costume, especially royal attire. Different types of images give us practical information on how it was worn, in which circumstances, and by whom. Nevertheless, while being very informative, these documents are more questionable than material remains because they are indirect sources on costume.

First, it is necessary to question the realism of representations that were mainly intended to deliver a religious or political message. In this respect, monuments might provide a fair image of a reality now lost, especially as regards royal costume because religious and/or formal requirements had to be faithfully reproduced. The correlation sometimes possible between representations made on different mediums using various techniques, such as paintings and sculptures,10 seems to confirm the value of information provided by iconography.11 This value is further substantiated by a correspondence with several archaeological finds and more hypothetically with written records. However, the intentions underlying Mesopotamian images may also have been motivated by a system of iconographic conventions which produced a relatively distorted vision of reality. One should always keep in mind the fundamental specificity of Mesopotamian images, especially compared to our modern western way of thinking. Unlike the Platonic concept of mimesis, according to which images imitate reality, Mesopotamian images would have had an ontological rather than aesthetic value. Hence, these images would not have presented a copy inferior to the original subject, but rather a repetition with enough equivalence to serve as a substitute for the original reality.12 Thus, even if artists might have been inspired by reality, their images were stylized so as to achieve a

8 Breniquet 2008, 55–58.
9 See for instance at the Louvre Museum, AO 18318 (medallion; silver; Palace of Mari), AO 18440 (pin; bronze; Palace of Mari, throne room) or Alep Museum, M 790 (pin; electrum; Palace of Mari, throne room).
10 Although they are not exactly identical, see, for instance, representations of a short piece of cloth on a cylinder-seal (Amiet 1960, 230, fig. 13), a stele (André-Salvini 2008 (2), 68, no. 23) or a painting (André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27).
11 For instance, see below on circular medallions and the kubšum hat.
more or less successful and faithful transposition of reality. For instance, the folds of wrapped clothing often appear more rigid than what would occur in reality.\(^\text{13}\) Also, many figures are very schematic and consequently quite imprecise, but the presence of some details on relatively inaccurate representations may indicate their importance.\(^\text{14}\) More generally, only three-dimensional sculpture can give a comprehensive insight into the shape and arrangement of costumes. Therefore, numerous examples in various forms obviously contribute to a better understanding of each type of clothing and allow for identifying its corresponding period and the way in which it was worn.

Using iconography is also difficult because representations are often fragmentary and incomplete. They also may have been modified from their original state by alterations. For instance, paintings from the palace of Mari are among the very few pieces of evidence for the colours of royal costume, although the rapid degradation of these fragile colours after their discovery and further contact with air has sometimes altered original hues.\(^\text{15}\)

In addition, as contexts depicted on monuments are relatively limited and largely depict the king before gods engaged in ritual or in battle scenes, they may reveal only a few aspects of the royal wardrobe. Some images were perhaps even intended to portray a timeless archetype of kingship,\(^\text{16}\) reflecting archaic clothes rather than contemporary ones. Royal ceremonial dress and robes worn by gods are cases in point.\(^\text{17}\)

Finally, except for a minority of works inscribed with the names of royal figures\(^\text{18}\), most images lack any inscription that would allow an identification of the figures.

**Epigraphy**

As words survive better than clothing,\(^\text{19}\) epigraphic sources supply a wealth of information on Mesopotamian costume.

An abundant nomenclature of fabrics/garments\(^\text{20}\) and to a lesser extent other clothing items is present in texts, but many of these terms are still not well understood. Archives may provide information on sizes, weights, colours, qualities, prices of costume pieces, or time required to produce them.\(^\text{21}\) A few written sources also relate to the way in which costume pieces were worn, their users, their provenance, and even technical specificities or decoration.\(^\text{22}\) But many texts are “dry enumerations”\(^\text{23}\) of terms without any other indication of meaning. As a result, it is difficult to glean any descriptive element since most of these texts were written by and for insiders who knew

---

\(^{13}\) As noted by Heuzey 1925, 166. For instance in Mari, the numerous folds that probably existed are not depicted even on paintings, arguably a technique more easily suited to reproducing such details.

\(^{14}\) For instance jewels on female figures (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 18393 or AO 18999: Barrelet 1968, pl. LXIV nos. 695 and 690).

\(^{15}\) See for instance Pierre-Muller 1990, 499.

\(^{16}\) Barrelet 1987, 58–59.

\(^{17}\) Collon 1996, 883.

\(^{18}\) Such as for the Mari kingdom, the statues of shakkanakku-rulers (see below note 44).

\(^{19}\) Barber 1991, 260.

\(^{20}\) It is difficult to distinguish whether the terminology refers to fabrics or to clothes with a specific shape (Durand 2009, 10; Michel and Veenhof 2010, 261–264).

\(^{21}\) For instance a few clothes are said to be light (Rouault 1977 (1), 25, l. 9), heavy (Kupper 1983, 139, l. 1), large (Durand 1983, 318, l. 1) or small (Rouault 1977 (1), 49, l. 9) in the texts of Mari. On qualities and colours, see Durand 2009, 14–16, 172–174; for prices and time of manufacture of the clothes, see Durand 1983, 194.

\(^{22}\) For instance Durand 1997, no. 138, 276–277 (=Dossin et al., 1964, 12 (= Durand 1997, no. 138)); see below.

\(^{23}\) As regrets for instance Jean-Marie Durand concerning the Amorite archives of Mari (Durand 1983, 394).
what to expect. Such a lack of detail precludes a full understanding of these documents, which are moreover frequently incomplete or deteriorated.

Due to this fragmentary information, translations of a single term might evolve over time. Indeed, any interpretation is likely to be contradicted or revised by still unknown texts, which may also multiply the number of terms.

Although it has been suggested,\(^\text{24}\) it is not certain whether obsolete or new words reflected the existence of fashions, even though the nomenclature of costume would probably have changed depending on time and region. Depending on the location, the same item might have been referred to differently\(^\text{25}\) or, conversely, different types of clothing could have been designated in the same way. For instance, within the same area, the name of a given item may evolve over a certain period of time while still referring to the same object.\(^\text{26}\) The movement of people, trade or diplomatic exchanges in Ancient Mesopotamia may have been factors in this.

Moreover, as in the case of iconography, not all texts may necessarily have depicted the costumes of their time. For example, even though they might have been inspired by costumes of the period in which they were recorded (especially in the second millennium BCE), epic and mythological texts evoke ancient times and spheres removed from human reality. Consequently, they do not necessarily reflect the actual costumes of their age. On the contrary, Mesopotamian rulers, notably Zimrî-Lîm of Mari, exchanged many letters in which costumes were discussed. Tablets have also been found that discuss the involvement of some king’s servants in related issues. The terms found in these letters and in economic documents, which constitute the major part of the records utilized for this paper, were certainly linked to contemporary reality.

\textit{Methodology}

Combining the three complementary sources – figurative monuments, ancient texts and material remains of costumes – provides the only way of rediscovering Mesopotamian royal costume despite its almost complete material disappearance.\(^\text{27}\) Unfortunately, each individual source has its own limitations, and it is difficult to connect these partial and largely indirect sources as their correlation is sparse. One must also remain objective in order to avoid anachronistic prejudices in analyzing these documents, including the unconscious use of contemporary patterns to understand Ancient Mesopotamian costumes or the use of technical, cultural, or historical assumptions that are sometimes deeply rooted in the archaeological literature.

Due to the large number of fields of study related to costume, it is necessary to initially focus on some specific aspects. As a means for exploring costumes in Ancient Mesopotamia, the present investigation is based on iconographic data, systematically linked to material remains and written sources when relevant. This typological catalogue of Mesopotamian royal costume pieces forms the basis for exploring other aspects of the subject.

\(^{24}\) Durand 2009, 9.
\(^{25}\) Michel and Nosch 2010, xi.
\(^{26}\) Perhaps due to variations in one given type of cloth (for instance see below on decorated dresses).
\(^{27}\) Foster 2010 combined textual data and images to study the Sargonic royal costume and its evolution.
4. In Search of Lost Costumes

The case of the Mari Kingdom in Amorite times

This article focuses on the specific case of the Mari kingdom in Amorite times. This specific case, delimited in time and space, enjoys a very rich and well-researched corpus of texts. By connecting this written information with iconography and material remains, a typology of costume pieces was established. Some of the points raised by the study are presented here.

The king’s clothes: garments cut in a specific shape and custom-made fabrics with rich ornaments

As Amorite texts of Mari contain a very rich nomenclature of clothing and/or fabrics, it is not surprising that the iconography should depict various types of clothes, among which several were probably very sophisticated. As such, representations seem to depict high quality cloth fragments of various sizes that were designed to be wrapped around the body while other images show fabrics that were cut in a specific shape and did not need to be wrapped.

Some monuments of Mari depict headgear and clothes made of textiles that are marked with two vertical and parallel lines of alternate colours. Such fabrics were probably woven or made of different strips cut apart and then sewn together. The fabric called kaunakes might also have been woven in a particularly complex way or made of a specific material, not necessarily textile, as its various aspects on images may refer to different types of manufacture.

Some clothes had to be cut into a special shape and then sewn. One example of this would be the dress of shakkanakku (ruler) of Mari Iddin Ilum. Its length and complexity of its arrangement, if reflecting reality, suggest a particular pattern of design. Apart from this unique example, several monuments seem to show sleeved dresses with round or V-cut collars. The sleeves may have been cut separately before being sewn onto the dress, but if so, could this correspond to the term ahâtum, which might have designated removable sleeves? This type of garment may also have been cut from a piece of textile directly in the shape of a sleeved dress. In this case, the sleeves would have been part of the complete garment. In any event, the dress would have been first cut into a predefined shape, including holes for the neck and arms, with sleeves (if these were not made separately). This shape would then have been sewn, probably on the sides, to close it. Such

28 Ancient Mari (modern Tell Hariri) was a very important city, located in modern Syria, on the western bank of the Euphrates, a fundamental transit hub for people and exchange. Founded at the beginning of the third millennium BCE, it was sacked by Hammurabi of Babylon in 1759 BCE. After this destruction, it was inhabited only sporadically. During the so-called Amorite period until its destruction by Hammurabi, the city was led by several Amorite kings who had conquered it: under Iahdun-Lim (c. 1815–1799), the kingdom of Mari seems to have been prosperous and powerful. But his son Sumu Yamam was defeated after only two years by Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum who put his youngest son Yasmah-Addu on the throne. After this Assyrian domination, Zimrî-Lîm (c. 1775–1761), who is said to have belonged to the dynasty of Iahdun-Lim, became the last king of Mari for fourteen years until he was defeated by his former ally Hammurabi of Babylon.

29 Amiet 1977, pl. 64; Pierre-Muller 1990, 481–483, pl. VIII et IX.
30 Concerning this matter, a piece of textile found in Susa showed stripes of different densities woven in the same textile (Breniquet 2008, 61).
32 Ariane Thomas, forthcoming.
33 Amiet 1977, no. 413.
34 Parrot 1959, 20: hypothesis for a pattern of shakkanakku (ruler) Iddin-Ilum’s dress by Jean Lauffray.
35 For instance: André-Salvini 2008 (2), 68, no. 23 (it should be noted that this stele, related by its inscription to Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum who conquered Mari, does not come from the kingdom of Mari); Aruz 2008, 31–32, no. 7; Spycket 1948, 92, fig. 5. These sleeves appear to be short: they stop before the elbow to cover only the upper arm.
36 Durand 2009, 29.
long dresses were meant to be slipped on over the head and the arms, and worn with nothing over them, except perhaps a shawl. Such dresses may therefore correspond to the Sumerian term (tūg) gú.ê.a or its Akkadian equivalent nahlaptum. Indeed, these terms would signify “the dress by which the neck goes out”, that is to say “where one slips on” according to Amorite texts from Mari. It could thus designate a garment cut to a specific shape.

However, these cut and sewn garments were certainly not the only high quality clothes. Despite their apparently simple shape, wrapped garments could also be the result of a very sophisticated tailoring according to iconographic and written evidence, especially for the so-called royal dress. The latter resembles a long robe wrapped around the body while leaving one shoulder uncovered. It was probably made of one large and apparently plain piece of textile. This style using a single large piece of cloth appeared in the time of Akkad, but the dress itself would be a legacy from Neo-Sumerian Kingdoms. Iconography depicts the rulers of Mari wearing this dress from the end of the third millennium BCE into the Amorite period as well as in other contemporary kingdoms of Mesopotamia. Monuments of Mari also indicate the use of the dress in a slightly different shape. On several representations (Fig. 4.2) this long and asymmetrically wrapped dress leaves the legs of the wearer uncovered. It thus reveals a short garment worn under the dress, in accordance with written sources, such as a letter from Queen Shibtu according to which she sent her royal husband two garments – one was to be worn on top of the other. Another type of wrapped dress appears on images of Mari. It is shorter, falling approximately to the knee, and held in place by a belt.

Despite their differences, these wrapped dresses, self-supporting or held in place by a belt or pins, must have been made from the arrangement of a single quadrangular fabric, given its visible angles. Such garments support the idea that the tūg or šubātu, generally accepted as a generic name for textiles or garments, could indicate both the fabric and the dress since the two could not be dissociated. But it does not exclude the possibility that these fabrics could have been made-to-measure for the intended wearer in a style dependent upon the type of clothing desired. Despite their basic shape, fabrics used as clothing had to be of sufficiently accurate dimensions in order to achieve the desired appearance of proper length. This presumption is suggested by its exceedingly precise indications conveyed by the king of Mari.

---

38 Durand 2009, 69.
39 For instance: Aruz 2003, 427; André-Salvini 2008 (1), 16.
41 See for instance Aruz 2003, nos. 304, 306.
42 See the statues of shakkanakku (rulers) Ishtup-Ihum and Puzur-Ishtar (Amiet 1979, figs 55–56).
43 See for instance Parrot 1959, 148, pl. XXXIX/788.
44 See representations of Hammurabi of Babylon or other Mesopotamian rulers in Amorite period (for instance André-Salvini 2008 (1), figs 13, 15, 23, 28).
45 See also for instance Amiet 1960, 230, fig. 13.
46 Dossin 1978, 17 (Durand 2000, 306 (1129)).
47 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, nos. 27 and 68, no. 23.
48 Some scholars thus suggested rectangular patterns for these pieces of cloth (Houston and Hornblower 1920, 49, fig. 26a: suggestion of pattern for the garment of Gudea of Lagash).
49 http://psd.museum.upenn.edu/epsd/nepsd-frame.html (tūg (5078x: ED IIIa, ED IIb, Old Akkadian, Lagash II, Ur III, Early Old Babylonian, Old Babylonian) wr. tūg “textile, garment” Akk. šubâtu).
50 Thus “the detailed requirements of the King [of Mari in the Amorite period] on his ceremonial dress lead to conceive of this garment as a made-for-measure one” (Bry 2005, 74).
Not only are these wrapped dresses intriguing because of the way they were made, but also because of their identification with some written mentions of royal garments. It is indeed quite tempting to compare the clothing represented on royal figures in ceremonial contexts (investiture, sacrificial procession) to the precious royal dresses worn for ceremonies according to the royal letters of Mari. However, these letters mention that the dresses were decorated with added or embroidered patterns that are not visible on representations of royal dress, although these images depict other ornaments, such as large fringes or decorative trimmings (Fig. 4.2). A painting fragment might even illustrate a gather detail according to the hypothetical understanding of the term himṣum in a letter of Zimrî-Lîm. Even if these decorative details are depicted, other ornaments, as valuable as they were, might have been omitted in iconography. Such may have been the case of added decorations, including precious metal or stones, although sources also sometimes refer to textiles. Yet, other
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51 Parrot 1958, 103 fig. 80.
52 Durand 2009, 45.
53 Such as the flower arzallum made of wool while zimum ornaments were very probably metallic according to Durand 2009, 140 and 142.
representations do show this kind of decoration (Figs 4.3–4). They especially depict circular designs comparable to golden discs – the so-called “buttons” – discovered in large quantities in the Amorite royal tombs of the kingdom of Ebla and also in smaller quantities in Mari. Such images of dresses with circular ornaments could correspond to the *taddētum* or *tandûm* (*taddi’u*) for which the king of Mari specifically requested a solid workmanship because of the weight of its ornaments. Nevertheless, it is interesting that this dress is also described with hems in the style of Yamhad, which might have been the festoons visible on monuments of Mari. This garment is also thought to have been made for the coronation. Consequently, this kind of dress could correspond to the long royal wrapped dress, such as the one worn by the king on the “Investiture painting” of Mari (Fig. 4.2), even if no ornaments other than festoons are visible on the dress. Although it does not depict an exact coronation in front of the population as described in the letter about *taddētum* dress, this image shows an investiture scene of the king amidst the gods, and was visible in the courtyard leading directly to the throne room in the palace.

Other terms to be considered here include *hatûm*, which would have designated clothing decorated with trimmings, or *uṭba*, which was a luxurious dress omnipresent in texts that might have been the usual garment for the king and dignitaries. One of these terms could potentially refer to images of other wrapped dresses that carried separately produced festoons as, for example, on the royal figure and dignitaries of a sacrificial cortege.

Nevertheless, other texts of Mari describe various figurative patterns that could relate to Mesopotamian Amorite representations although they were discovered outside of the kingdom of Mari. Among them, a description of a *nahlaptum* dress with *sagikkum* ornaments made of thirty
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55 Such as a so-called gold button with repoussé decoration (Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 87, fig. 65 c). Other examples were probably taken away from Mari in antiquity because of their preciousness.
56 Durand 2009, 112. The author considers this cloth as being the *tuttubum*.
57 Durand 2009, 112.
58 Burnt in antiquity, this painting is unfortunately highly damaged.
59 Durand 2009, 45.
60 Durand 2009, 130.
61 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27.
62 Durand 1983, no. 342, l. 1 (referring to a 1st quality *mardatum* shawl representing a *lamassatum*); Beaugeard 2010, 285 and 288 (about the words *zīnum* and *nahzabum*).
63 For instance on a figurine found in Larsa: Barrelet 1968, 315, no. 578, pl. IV (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 20193).
pieces of blue stones and coral and weighing 11 shekels and 5/6 of silver,\footnote{Dossin et al., 1964, 12 (=Durand 1997, no. 138)} suggests that different types of clothing could be richly decorated. This demonstrates the difficulty in connecting terminology and iconography since the correlation may only be partial but also because of the variation in shapes or decoration for the same type of clothing.

**Royal hats and the question of gender distinction**

As mentioned above, it is not easy to connect images of clothing worn for special occasions with the ceremonial garments described in written sources. The same issue arises with royal hats in iconography and in the texts of Mari. Iconography shows the king wearing a cap surrounded by a brim, inherited from Neo-Sumerian rulers (in the same way as the long wrapped dress). Except for one that displays stripes,\footnote{Amiet 1960, 230, fig. 13. Another monument of Mari shows a likely striped hat but its shape is seemingly different (Amiet, 1977, pl. 64). Elsewhere in Mesopotamia, another monument shows a cap with a large brim much closer to the royal hat model which presents comparable strips (Louvre Museum, inv. 9061).} the cap appears to be made of a plain, seemingly rigid, fabric. Since the brim of the cap consistently appears high\footnote{Covering almost the entire forehead and part of the ears, it must have measured just under half the height of the whole hat, that is to say about 18–25cm high according to the average dimensions of the forehead.} and thick,\footnote{It might have been 2–5cm large.} it was probably rather a part of a hat made in a specific shape than a simple turned-up brim. It also could have been separately fabricated before being added to the round shape. Alternatively, the overall shape of the whole hat might have been made of a hard surface then covered with textile. This type of hat had to be quite rigid in order to stay in shape, and it apparently consisted of one large piece of material rather than bands of textile.\footnote{Durand 2009, 53 c.} Thus, it could also have been made of some rigid material, such as felt, leather or even thick wool without any support.

In the texts of Mari, a *kubšum* hat appears to have been worn by the king for major ceremonies. One letter of King Zimrî-Lîm seems especially to prove the importance of this hat and describes him as worrying about the delay in its production as he had an upcoming encounter with other kings in Sagarâte. The king also demanded that stones (certainly precious since another letter mentions onyx and carnelian)\footnote{Durand 1983, 223.} and gold be sent quickly to adorn the hat.\footnote{Rouault 1977 (1), 8 (= Durand 1997, 111); Bardet et al. 1984, 202.} Should this royal *kubšum* be considered as the royal cap surrounded by a brim as has been suggested?\footnote{Durand 2009, 52.} Despite the fact
that this hat is depicted without any ornament, it characterizes the king in Mesopotamian iconography, and it is possible that the kubšum existed with different degrees of ornamentation. However, the king of Mari on the “Investiture painting” is shown wearing a hat that is slightly taller and oval-shaped rather than round (Fig. 4.2). Furthermore, other monuments from Mari (Fig. 4.5) depict similar hats that are decorated with circular patterns, which are likely to match the kubšum’s ornaments. This taller and oval-shaped hat could be the kubšum of Mari. As already mentioned, it is perhaps a local and richer variant of the royal Mesopotamian round cap with a brim that was also used in Mari. In this case, there would be, on the one hand, the cap with a brim and, on the other hand, the very valuable kubšum. However, the term kubšum could also more generally refer to the fabric of these hats, which was probably both quite rigid and made in the same way except for their shape and decoration. The difficulty in distinguishing between them underlines the importance of understanding whether a term designated the item of clothing or the fabric.

Unlike the king, the other members of the royal sphere, men or women, are shown wearing hats without a brim. Some of these hats seem to be quite rigid while others appear to have been made of different pieces of fabric wrapped around the head like turbans. Should the latter be compared to the haziqatum turban or to the agûm since texts indicate that it was composed of strips held in place by a golden kamkammatum or namarum ornament?

Iconography also depicts men and women wearing a headband. For men at least, it might have indicated high status, since it was worn by the princes of Qatna or Alalakh. While both women could wear turbans or headbands apparently similar in shape to those of men (even the royal kubšum was worn by a great priestess), written sources indicate that only women wore veils. Thus, the wife of king Zimrî-Lîm was veiled as well as the king’s concubines. Considering that King Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum conquered Mari, it seems that the veil was used

Fig. 4.5: Male head; ceramic; H. 4,5; l. 2,5; Mari; Amorrite period; Musée du Louvre, département des Antiquités orientales, inv. AO 19004. © Musée du Louvre/Philippe Fuzeau.

72 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27.
73 Parayre 1982, 77, no. 65; André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27 (first man behind the king).
74 Durand 2009, 44.
75 Durand 2009, 28.
76 Parrot 1958, 20, fig. 18.
77 Parrot 1959, 22, pl. XIII (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 19521).
78 Aruz 2008, fig. 72; Amiet 1979, fig. 63.
79 Durand 2009, 53.
80 Durand 1988, 103–104.
81 Vogelsang-Eastwood 2008, 23.
during the marriage ceremony, as was the case in Assyria according to Assyrian sources. Other texts also mention a veil as something worn by the bride. Unfortunately, without any existing images, iconography is of no help; it is consequently rather difficult to know the aspect of these veils and what they covered. Texts attest only that they could have been decorated as a luxurious textile and with figurative patterns called zêmum. The embroidered fabric called mardatum could also have been used as a veil. It is hard to determine whether the veil was worn only during the wedding ceremony or if it was a constant obligation for married women.

Following these remarks, one may wonder whether there was a gender distinction in costume at the court of Mari. More generally in Mesopotamia, several texts describe a form of transvestism in a religious context. One Amorite period text recounts an unusual worship ritual dedicated to the goddess Ishtar, during which, the participants wore costumes said to be specific to the opposite sex in a procession of symbols of the goddess. These practices may have been particularly linked to the cult of the goddess Ishtar who had a dual aspect as both warrior and seductress. Yet these texts indicate a clear recognition of the distinction between male or female clothing or, at least, of particular costume elements that were gender specific. Nevertheless, it has been stressed that the Amorite texts of Mari do not contain any indication about gender distinction in costume pieces between men and women, except for a few references that are considered to allude more to difference of size than to real specificities.

However, both iconography and texts do suggest that specific costume elements were likely exclusively reserved for women while others were prohibited. Among them, veils and perhaps double-breasted clothes in the front and back (possibly a legacy of coats crossed over in the back and worn by Neo-Sumerian princesses) seem to be have been worn only by women. Conversely, the elements reserved for men would reflect the position of women in the Mesopotamian royal sphere. As women were neither armed and therefore warriors, nor governing as suggested by the lack of insignia, women of the court enjoyed a privileged status, which is suggested by the luxuriousness of some female clothing and jewellery. They are represented with jewels apparently heavier than those of men, such as multi-strand necklaces that covered more and were certainly less convenient.

**Jewels and ceremonial dress in Mari: a specific taste for adornment?**

While some statues of shakkanakku (rulers) from the late third millennium BCE wear robes decorated with rather simple fringes and without any jewels, the Amorite iconography of Mari represents the king and other members of the royal sphere as quite richly dressed. Indeed, various written sources indicate that both clothing and hats appear to have been abundantly adorned with
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82 Durand 2009, 55–56 suggests the existence of a kutummum veil for the bride.
83 Michel 2006, 161.
84 Démare-Lafont 2008, 239. The author notably quotes the description of Enkidu’s face veiled as a bride in the Epic of Gilgamesh.
85 Beaugeard 2010, 285 and 288 but see also Durand 2009, 56, 64 and 140.
87 Groneberg 1997, 291–303. According to the author, it could be a purification ritual in which the King would participate.
89 Spycket 1948, 92, fig. 5; Aruz 2008, 31–32, no. 7. However, the very small number of examples is certainly not sufficiently representative.
90 See Parrot 1948, 194, fig. 39 A, 186, fig. 39 B, 190–191, fig. 41a (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 43, AO 226, AO 295, AO 297).
91 Amiet 1977, nos. 80 and 415.
various types of trimming elements,\(^92\) including trimmings in the manner of Yamhad.\(^93\) Precious ornaments could also decorate clothes, hats or shoes.\(^94\) Written sources indicate that the colours and the high quality fabrics of these numerous embellishments give the impression that ceremonial dress in the Amorite court of Mari was gaudy compared to that of previous eras or of contemporary Mesopotamian courts that favoured, for instance, a sparser use of trimmings.\(^95\) Thus, although it is difficult to determine any local or specific “fashion” at that time, it has been noted that the “taste for abundant ornaments belong[ed] to the Syrian [including Mari] rather than the Mesopotamian iconographic area [even if] this type of dress was worn by the king of Babylon”.\(^96\) Thus, one can compare clothes from the wardrobe of the kingdoms of Mari and Eshnunna to garments worn by the rulers of Babylon, or earlier in Lagash and Ur.\(^97\) The former appear to have been richly decorated with (sometimes double) rows of festoons and possibly lined with braid and tassels while the others, although they were apparently the same type of clothes and might have been made of noble fabric, appear less adorned. Furthermore, iconography of Mari testifies that this ceremonial manner of dressing was complemented by many jewels, which can be listed in a brief typological inventory.\(^98\)

Images show that men in a ceremonial context could wear simple bracelets of beads, as documented in written descriptions. Thus, the white hue of one of the two bracelets worn by the leader of a sacrificial procession on a wall painting of Mari’s royal palace\(^99\) suggests it could have been silver, gold or even iron, such as examples described in texts,\(^100\) since the metallic brilliance may have been depicted by the colour white. His second bracelet seems to have been made with three groups of beads arranged in different colours. The first four are white and could therefore be metallic; an orange bead likely symbolizes carnelian; and the last one resembles agate. Other monuments show women and goddesses wearing multiple bracelets closely together. Their various colours, as depicted on paintings of Mari,\(^101\) suggest they might have been made of different materials.

Similarly, necklaces with multiple strands of often decreasingly sized beads,\(^102\) which covered the entire neck like “chokers”,\(^103\) were certainly made of various beads since they are depicted with different colours on paintings. Images show this type of collar was frequently worn in association
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\(^{92}\) If some credence is given to iconography, it shows not only a majority of more or less identical festoons with rounded edges, but also festoons which seem to “fly in the wind” because of a greater than the average length (Parrot 1958, 100, figs 77–78), while others are represented as rectangular (Parrot 1958, 95, fig. 72).

\(^{93}\) See for instance Rouault 1977 (= Durand 1997, no. 136).

\(^{94}\) See above and Durand 1985, 164, note 64. Copper is said to have decorated the boots of the Great Priestess.

\(^{95}\) See for instance Aruz 2003, figs 103, 106, 107, nos. 304–308 (rulers of second dynasty of Lagash with no jewellery and a “simple” fringed dress); Aruz 2008, fig. 10 (Hammurabi of Babylon with jewels and a fringed dress without trimmings).

\(^{96}\) André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27. Southern Mesopotamia may have followed patterns from inner Syria (or the Levant, highly influenced by Egypt). For example, long-sleeved dresses appeared very early in Mari compared to southern kingdoms; likewise, the development of festoons in Mari could prefigure the borders so well-represented in the Neo-Assyrian period.

\(^{97}\) André-Salvini 2008 (2), 33–36, 69, 71–73.

\(^{98}\) This article does not claim to be exhaustive, but only to summarize some data.

\(^{99}\) André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27.

\(^{100}\) Dossin 1952, 5; Birot 1960, 20, l. 7 and 10; Dossin 1978, 61.

\(^{101}\) See for instance Amiet 1977, no. 65.

\(^{102}\) See for instance Amiet 1977, no. 65.

\(^{103}\) Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 85.
with necklaces apparently made of rectangular beads; the whole collar appears striated. Both of these collars only grace women in the court of Mari. On the contrary, necklaces with pendants and beads appear specifically on men. Thus, single-strand necklaces with a large circular pendant at the centre are characteristic of male dignitaries in religious scenes.\textsuperscript{104} They may have been made of very large beads\textsuperscript{105} — perhaps metallic beads or chain(s) as they are also depicted in white. Another figure wears an ochre-dyed collar, which may have symbolized leather.\textsuperscript{106} Other necklaces were perhaps more specifically royal and might correspond to the necklaces of magical stones described in texts.\textsuperscript{107} This type of necklace could be represented by an exceptionally preserved jewel said to come from Dilbat.\textsuperscript{108} This elaborate granulated example was made of a triple-row of fluted melon-shaped beads and seven crescent-shaped pendants with a fork lightning symbol, a pair of presumed Lama goddesses,\textsuperscript{109} two circular rosettes, and a circular pendant with rays.\textsuperscript{110} Some pendants found in Mari\textsuperscript{111} are very comparable to the crescent-shaped and circular ones. These circular pendants adorned with astral designs correspond to artefacts in gold or silver, which were widespread in the Middle East in the second millennium BCE. It has been assumed that these pendants could correspond to the GUR7-ME term, šamšum in Akkadian.\textsuperscript{112} Indeed, it designated golden medallions, more or less precious, that are supposed to be amulets with religious significance. Based on this assumption, an example found in Larsa resulting from a very fine granulation work\textsuperscript{113} might reflect these valuable models that may symbolize a whole country.\textsuperscript{114}

Many collars are represented with long counterweights. These large elements, which were very valuable according to textual sources,\textsuperscript{115} likely contributed to the ceremonial dress of the Mari court. Their practical function probably prevailed as they appear on certainly heavy necklaces with multiple rows worn by high-ranking women,\textsuperscript{116} as well as on lighter necklaces with pendants\textsuperscript{117} and beads such as those worn by male figures.\textsuperscript{118} Counterweights are depicted as long and smooth-looking strands,\textsuperscript{119} of a reddish brown colour reminiscent of a leather cord, or similar to a lock of hair\textsuperscript{120} that could have been made of braided metallic threads.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{104} Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 85; André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27.
\textsuperscript{105} Parrot 1958, pl. D, 1.
\textsuperscript{106} André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27 (dignitaries from left to right).
\textsuperscript{107} Durand 1983, nos. 247, 236. Concerning this question, see Schuster-Brandis, 2008.
\textsuperscript{108} Aruz 2008, 24, no. 4.
\textsuperscript{109} Compare with André-Salvini 2008 (2), 82, nos. 37–38 (Louvre Museum, inv. 4636).
\textsuperscript{110} Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 89.
\textsuperscript{111} Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 87, figs 65 a, b.
\textsuperscript{112} Durand 1990; Charpin 1990.
\textsuperscript{113} Durand 1990, 158.
\textsuperscript{114} Durand 1990, 149, 157.
\textsuperscript{115} Durand 1983, 233. Counterweights could be very large, with ten to thirty beads of different shapes, made of gold and precious stones. In fact, the counterweight was probably slightly heavier than the collar, as suggested by texts from Mari indicating that the composition of a counterweight or pitu included a higher number of beads than those of the collar itself (Durand 1983, 219 and 247).
\textsuperscript{116} For instance: Spycket 1948, 92, fig.5; Parayre 1982, pl. 77, no. 65; Aruz 2008, 31–32, no. 7; Parrot 1959, 23–25, pl. XV.
\textsuperscript{117} For instance: Barrelet 1968, 358, no. 694, pl. LXIV; Parrot 1958, pl. D, 1.; Amiet 1960, 230, fig. 12 (?).
\textsuperscript{118} Parrot 1958, pl. D, 1 and 92, fig. 69, no.14 (too fragmentary to identify any figure or collar); Maxwell-Hyslop 1971, 87, fig. 66.
\textsuperscript{119} Aruz 2008, 31–32, no. 7.
\textsuperscript{120} Spycket 1948, 92, fig. 5
\textsuperscript{121} Spycket 1948, 92.
Paintings from Mari show male figures wearing circular single bead earrings whose colour recalls precious stones such as carnelian or lapis-lazuli. The king of Mari, Zimrî-Lîm, himself wore earrings. On the other hand, women are represented with much larger earrings, including triply fluted ones. These earrings also appear with complicated arrangements composed of several pieces formed as a crescent and fixed into a circular ring. Another example is a very large earring with multiple fluted bodies. For women at least, this last example (as well as several schematic figurines, which contain the multiple holes designed for earrings) testifies that multiple earrings could be worn on each ear. Iconography and texts also demonstrate that earrings were always worn in pairs.

Texts of Mari mention several poorly represented jewels, such as an ankle bracelet sent to a king of Karana. If the king had personally worn this item, this type of jewel may have been part of the royal wardrobe. Although well documented in texts, rings are not visible in Mari iconography; nor are beads in the shape of fruits such as dates, which might have resembled some Egyptian remains. Texts also mention pendants in the shape of animals, such as flies, that could be illustrated by fly-shaped material examples dating to the end of the third millennium BCE. It is also possible that jewels were worn in the hair, as suggested by one female head showing a chignon held in place by a kind of large hair ring.

Although jewellery contributed to the royal pomp of appearance in Mari, the luxurious royal settings may have been offset by a kind of simplicity or even austerity. A letter of a Yamnite nomad criticizes the faults of a sedentary lifestyle affording a taste of expenditure and idleness as opposed to the simple and authentic values of nomadic life. Knowing that Amorite kings were descendants of nomads or semi-nomads, could the Amorite kings have possessed these same thoughts, regardless of their actual relations with nomads? In such a case, the appearance of the royal court might have shown humility in certain situations, although this is not well documented and requires further investigation. Nonetheless, it may be necessary to moderate the statement that ceremonial costumes worn at the court of Mari were considered as luxurious. Indeed, the analysis of the king’s wardrobe, which texts have described as the richest of the court, is estimated as being suitable but not sumptuous in that it consisted of approximately one garment per week (in practice less than this due to the combination of several pieces). In fact, the fortune of King Zimrî-Lîm, which is the best documented among the Amorite kings of Mari, appears to be rather modest as compared to the kings of Yamhad or Ekallatum even if he likely became richer over
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122 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27; Parrot 1958, 104, fig. 83.
123 Arkhipov 2012, 73.
125 Barrelet 1968, 359, pl. LXIV, nos. 695 and 690 (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 18393 and AO 18999).
126 Spycket 1948, 92, fig. 5 for instance ; Arkhipov 2012, 79.
127 Talon 1985, 280.
129 Bottéro 1957, 247, l. 12; Durand 1983, 235.
130 For instance at the Louvre Museum, inv. E 24591.
132 See for instance at the Louvre Museum, inv. AO 18309; 18273. It is tempting to relate to those pendants with jewels in the shape of insects found in the Middle Bronze Age Crete (see for instance Aruz 2008, 102, fig. 32).
133 Parrot 1959, 22, pl. XIII (Louvre Museum, inv. AO 19521).
135 Durand 2009, 23.
time.  

Despite some exceptionally luxurious costume pieces with many precious ornaments and colours, which certainly required expensive materials and specialists, the royal wardrobe in the kingdom of Mari may not have been overly precious despite the suggestions of iconography. This humbler aspect of the royal costume of Mari may well have been linked to a will for humility.

**Outfits and accessories: belts, baldrics, shoes, weapons, seals, insignia and other items**

The basic royal costume seems to have included clothes, hats, and often jewels. Apart from certain circumstances such as rituals, it also extended to shoes, belts and weapons, at least for men. Underwear must also have composed the wardrobe for men and women. Five groups of costume pieces are discussed here: shoes, belts, weapons (with baldrics), insignia and other items.

**Shoes**

Shoes were perhaps not worn indoors as suggested by the possible equivalence between the words šēnum and kuš-e-sir, which literally means “the leather object [worn] when going out in the street”. If shoes were worn neither in the palace nor for rituals, the lack of their representation in Mari might be significant. Sandals are described on several Mesopotamian monuments, including the Hammurabi stele. It is feasible that mešēnum referred to sandals or more generally low shoes, rather than boots. Boots are possibly described in texts as kuš-šuhub or šuhuppatum and also represented in iconography as worn by a goddess figure since some women could wear them. Unless referred to only as kaballum, they could also be viewed as gaiters, which were made of wool, possibly dyed in blue. Additionally, the term kaballum often coexists in texts with the word šuhuppatum, which is explicitly said to be made of leather, as boots should have been. Sometimes called Cretan, the latter might have come from Crete or have been inspired by some Cretan models. Contemporary Cretan images apparently depict boots and/or gaiters worn on shoes.

**Belts**

Belts do not seem to have been systematically worn. This may have depended on the nature of the costume (whether or not it needed to be held in place), and probably on the nature of the belt itself. According to images and texts of Mari, at least three types of belt might have existed. First, a kind
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137 For instance for the mardatum fabric (Durand 2009, 64).
138 Durand 2009, 12, 33, 72, 76 and 118–119 (notably about didûm for women and nahramum for men which may have served as slips).
139 Durand 2009, 170.
140 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 36.
141 Durand 2009, 166.
142 Durand 1983, 422–423, nos. 330, 331, l. 8 and 333, l. 8’, 19’, 39’; Durand, 2009, 168, 171 (he underlines that the translation of this term as boots or gaiters is convenient but not certain).
143 Amiet 1960, 230, fig. 13.
144 Rouault 1977 (1), 22.
146 Durand 1983, no. 365.
147 Rouault 1977 (1), 35 (= Durand 1997, no. 222).
148 Durand 1983, no. 342, l. 5–6.
149 See for instance Aruz 2008, 132, fig. 42.
of cord wrapped around the waist that could have been made of either leather or a dyed and hard textile, according to its brown and flexible appearance. Although it is a mere hypothesis, a second variety of belt may have been fabricated from textile since it has fringes, which might evoke the *patinnum*. A third type of belt would be the metallic ones mentioned in written sources. Nevertheless, the terminology suggests that other types of belts existed in Mari, including the *nasmadum*. This term, which was documented at the time of Yasmah-Addu (who was the son of Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum) and is illustrated on a stele that is said to be of Samsî-Addu, would have designated a kind of shawl that served as a belt to attach weapons.

**Baldrics and weapons**

Baldrics and weapons, which were logically used for fighting, were worn with short or opened garments particularly suitable in this context. Yet the precious ceremonial weapons may have been held in other contexts as potentially illustrated in the painting of a sacrifice leader. Indeed, he seems to wear a sword probably hanging from his belt or from an invisible baldric. Its white colour evokes a metallic brilliance, such as that of gold or silver as quoted in written records. Among the ceremonial weapons belonging to the king, the mace-head could correspond to the *katâpum* since it is described in texts as having a skull and a body as its head and handle respectively. Texts also mention a curved weapon brought for the coronation of King Asqur-Addu, a *hubûsum*, which could be a sacrificial dagger worn by the king at his waist, as well as other daggers and gold or silver-plated spears.

**Insignia**

Although not systematically, insignia of the royal status, such as the controversial rod and ring, and signs of prestige might also be part of the costume. The rod and the ring appear on investiture scenes as if they were given to the king by the gods, but it is possible that he never actually held them as he is not seen touching them in the scenes. However, these items may have materially existed if they correspond to the *haṭṭum* and *kipattum*-ring described as being made of bronze and gold. According to a rare mention, the rod, which appears similar to a sceptre, might have actually
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150 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27 (leader of the procession).
151 Parrot 1958, 9, fig. 7.
152 Durand 2009, 169.
154 Durand 2009, 75–76.
155 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 68, no. 23 (on the side of the victorious king’s dress, an element looks like an arrow and may be a part of this type of belt. It seems comparable to the one visible on King Naram-Sin of Akkad on his victory stele against the Lullubis (Louvre Museum, inv. Sb 4)).
156 André-Salvini 2008 (2), 72, no. 27.
157 Durand 1983, nos. 345, 222.
158 See for instance Arkhipov 2012, 105 (belonging to Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum); Lerouxel 2002, 439 (sent for the death of King Yarim-Lim of Yamhad).
159 Bottéro 1957, 238; Durand 1983, 342–343.
162 Arkhipov 2012, 110, 115, 121 (about some *imittum, marhašum* and *qaštum*).
been a component of the king’s costume. Among the costume pieces serving particularly royal
prestige, a fan or flyswat is described in texts as a nêZaBBum. Written sources also mention a
parasol if this is really what designated the an-du l object, said to be composed of sappum, probably
the structure to stretch the fabric which could be woven in a mardatum fabric or as a zîrum ša
andulli.

Seals and other costume items
The royal costume in Mari also included seals and possibly other items, such as gloves, which
might be designated by the rare mention of rittum and described as fabricated from textile or
leather.

Clothing ensembles
As discussed above, the royal wardrobe in Mari may not have been overly sumptuous with a
relatively small number of pieces for a year, except for large quantities of shawls. Concerning
the number and the quality of costume pieces worn together, the most easily detectable in texts
and iconography is the way of dressing with a piece of cloth meant to be worn over another one,
namely an undergarment. This secondary dress, which was worn against the body, could have
been a long robe or a short tunic or skirt of varying length (Fig. 4.2 – such a short piece of costume
is visible under the king’s dress). It may also have been a type of underwear. As such, it would
have been totally or partially covered by the overcoat. This pattern seems more common for men,
but long garments worn by women could simply conceal such an undergarment.

Analysis of the associations of costume pieces also reveals different costumes, some of which
might have been specific to ceremonies, travels, fighting, etc.

Finally, the issue of the clothing outfit particularly calls into question the documentary sources.
Texts of Mari mention rather precisely what neither material evidence nor iconography reveal – for instance, shoes which were indisputably part of the royal wardrobe. Similarly, a flyswat
or fan, as well as some jewels, are not visible on Amorite images but are described in texts. On
the contrary, iconography alone shows the possible associations of different costume pieces as
they were worn, while the existing material remains, although scarce, provide direct evidence
and can correct the deficiencies of written and figurative sources as in the case of medallions/
circular pendants.

---

165 Arkhipov 2012, 123.
166 Durand 2009, 76–77.
168 Durand 2009, 141.
169 Durand 2009, 90, 169.
170 Durand 2009, 23.
171 This distinction was already used by Heuzey 1935, 102 before Durand 1997, 268. It appears clearly in a letter
of Queen Shibtu to the king of Mari (Dossin 1978, no. 17, l. 12 (= Durand 2000, 1129)) and it even seems to be
depicted in the legend of Gilgamesh who is said to put on new clothes followed by a coat (Épopée de Gilgamesh,
VI, col. I, l. 1–5).
172 Durand 2009, 72 d) on the term nahramum.
173 A. Thomas, PhD, op. cit.
Hair arrangements, cosmetics and perfumes: natural or artificial?

In Mesopotamia, great importance was given to hair and consequently to its care and arrangement, for reasons of hygiene, notably against headlice and parasites,\(^{174}\) as well as for self-adornment or symbolical background. Indeed, hair appears to have been considered as a sign of virility for men and was particularly important for the king. This is suggested by the reproaches of King Samsî-Addu of Ekallatum toward his son Yasmah-Addu whom he made king of Mari. Samsî-Addu wrote in a most likely metaphorical fashion that his son was still a child with no beard on his chin instead of being a man and a king.\(^{175}\) According to the Amorite iconography of Mari, men appear to have had short hair, but whether the king also had short hair or a chignon under his hat remains largely unknown. On the contrary, women seem to have worn their hair long in a chignon. This chignon was occasionally detailed as being plaited, which was perhaps accomplished by one of the hair-braiding specialists mentioned in some texts.\(^{176}\) In fact, though images depict apparently simple hair arrangements, it is not clear whether these arrangements were natural or artificial as several texts mention the use of wigs.\(^{177}\)

Finally, perfumes and cosmetics contributed, even if in an immaterial way, to building one’s appearance, particularly in the royal sphere, as witnessed through the words of a king’s courtier concerning the manner in which he is covered by his master’s perfume.\(^{178}\) Nonetheless, it is difficult to find any positive illustration of this.\(^{179}\) Texts of Mari testify only that the king used perfume quite regularly, even when away from Mari, as did the queen and the women of the Harem. Perfume is also said to have been used in religious and banqueting ceremonies.\(^{180}\)

The question of local fashions

After focusing on several of the pieces that could have formed part of the royal wardrobe in Mari, this section briefly addresses the issue of local fashions. This may call into question the specificity of the royal costume of Mari as compared to other contemporary kingdoms, as well as ancestral costumes.\(^{181}\) As mentioned above, the ceremonial royal costume of Mari appears to have been more richly adorned than in Southern Mesopotamian kingdoms. But these added ornaments also appear on monuments associated with the courts of Ekallatum or Eshnunna as well as Yamhad or even Byblos according to written sources about taddêtum. In fact, it has been suggested that the royal costume of Mari could have illustrated the importance of Eshnunna’s traditions in Mari.\(^{182}\) Though the richly-festooned royal costume may have come from the wealthy Diyala region, braided ornaments would probably have been local, being attested in Mari, Yamhad and up to the coast in Ougarit.\(^{183}\) Some fashions probably developed in a particular area due to political connections between kingdoms. One example of this is the ceremonial and highly adorned dress of the king of Mari or the mardatum fabric apparently characteristic of North and West Mesopotamia.\(^{184}\)

---

\(^{174}\) Contenau 1950, 71.
\(^{175}\) Dossin 1950, no. 61, l. 10; no. 73, l. 44–45; no. 108, l. 6, no. 113, l. 7–8.
\(^{176}\) Durand 2009, 39, note 36.
\(^{177}\) Durand 1991, 35; 2009, 45–46.
\(^{178}\) Ziegler 1996.
\(^{179}\) Some details such as the black outlines of paintings of Mari may reflect the use of cosmetics.
\(^{182}\) Durand 2009, 112.
\(^{183}\) Durand 2009, 95.
\(^{184}\) Durand 2009, 63.
In addition, ancient texts mention many pieces of clothing under foreign names. Even if they were local productions influenced only by foreign models evoked by their name, the variety of provenances recalled by such names suggests that fashions or at least pieces of clothing circulated widely. They were notably exchanged between kingdoms as diplomatic gifts. Specific types of clothing and fashion patterns, such as sleeved dresses which appeared very early in Mari compared to southern kingdoms, may have circulated through these exchanges.

**Conclusion**

This article summarises various data on the royal wardrobe and focuses on specific points within the case study of the Amorite kingdom of Mari. It was largely intended to demonstrate that although facing an almost complete disappearance of its original components, the study of costume could lead to identifications supported by evidence but also a number of interesting conjectures based upon sometimes tenuous foundations. It would certainly be beneficial to expand the study of this vast subject, combining as many methods and therefore sources of information as possible.
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5. Elements for a Comparative Study of Textile Production and Use in Hittite Anatolia and in Neighbouring Areas

**Giulia Baccelli, Benedetta Bellucci and Matteo Vigo**

1. Introductory Overview

“Words survive better than cloth”.¹ This statement is certainly valid for the ancient Near Eastern study of textiles.

Although our general knowledge regarding trade and use of textiles in the ancient Near East seems to be secure, particularly due to studies in the economic and administrative texts of Mesopotamia in the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC,² we do not yet have significant archaeological remains to confirm information provided by philologists. Over the last 50 years, scholars have been specifically investigating technical terms referring to textiles within texts.

If we look at the study of textile terms of the 2nd millennium Anatolia before the rise of the Hittite kingdom (17th–13th centuries BC), we observe the same lack; the information provided by textual evidence cannot be confirmed by iconography nor by the very scant archaeological remains.³

Monographs which address Assyrian trade in Anatolia during the 19th–18th centuries BC,⁴ provide information on textile production, costs and selling prices, workmanship, quality and shape of the fabrics, trade routes, “textile topography” (that is, the provenance and the final destination of particular fabrics).⁵ We are able to detect details regarding certain types of fabrics among the records of the Old Assyrian traders (personal letters written in Akkadian) found in the private archives of the commercial quarters of kārum Kaneš (modern Kültepe, near Kayseri, Turkey).⁶ These texts (written in a foreign language) speak of a foreign trade market controlled by a structured business system between the indigenous (Anatolians) and the traders (Assyrians).

What then can be said about the supposed Hittite textile production and economy of the following centuries in Anatolia?

¹ The present motto of emerita textile scholar Elizabeth Barber (Barber 1991, 260) was successfully recalled in the introduction of the recent proceedings on Textile Terminologies in the Ancient Near East and Mediterranean from the 3rd to the 1st millennium BC (Michel and Nosch 2010a).
² Among others Waetzoldt 1972; Veenhof 1972; Zawadski 2006; Breniquet 2008; Pomponio 2008; Verderame 2008; Biga 2010.
³ It is worth to note that Cécile Michel (CNRS-ArScAn-Nanterre) and Eva Andersson Strand (CTR-SAXO Institute-University of Copenhagen) have recently started a systematic study of textile (and basketry) imprints on sealings from Kültepe.
⁴ Above all, Veenhof 1972.
⁵ Michel and Veenhof 2010; Wisti Lassen 2010a.
⁶ For such letters, see Veenhof 1972, 103–115; Michel 2001; Wisti Lassen 2010b.
Thanks to the information provided by other cuneiform texts found in Anatolia, such as administrative accounts of goods stored in the Hittite palaces, Hittitologists have produced indexes of realia (i.e. a presentation of the evidence of everyday objects used by the Hittites), in which luxurious textiles (or fabrics) and clothes often occur. Moreover, Hittite official texts such as the accounts of royal victories, the descriptions of cult activities and the diplomatic correspondence between royal courts almost always contain lists of precious textiles and garments as gifts given to gods or allocated to the palatial storehouses. Such documentation has contributed to the development of several important studies on textile terminology of Hittite Anatolia. Albrecht Goetze was one of the first Hittitologists who interpreted a number of Hittite words closely related to types of garments, most of which were worn by Hittite kings on different occasions (official ceremonies or worship). Although he rigorously analysed these Hittite textile terms from a linguistic perspective, Goetze made misleading comparisons with modern textile categories, in the quasi-absence – at that time – of evident archaeological data and technological experimentations. Nevertheless, because of his study scholars were able to obtain more information about types of garments, their colours, and, most notably, their supposed place of origin.

During the 1980s two fundamental editions of the Hittite palace inventories were published. This corpus consists of few, often fragmentary, cuneiform tablets in the form of lists and memoranda of terms indicating items, supplies and materials, containers and places of storage, most of which are still awaiting a strict semantic interpretation. We may, therefore, define Košak’s first edition of the Hittite inventory texts as a preliminary research on the “Hittite economic history” characterized by a strong lexical slant.

A few years later the Czech scholar Jana Siegelová, in order to study some aspects of the metallurgy of Bronze Age Anatolia, also investigated these inventories and increased the corpus (thanks to the discovery of new fragments and the study of many duplicates and joins). Her aim was to analyse each text to better understand the structure of the Hittite administration, the role of the various institutions and the officials involved in the process of storing of goods and their possible redistribution. The final result is a useful survey of the Hittite administration during the 13th century BC; however, with regards to the study of textiles (that represent almost 80% of the items listed in these inventories) we have not yet made significant progress. Most of the terms that are thought to indicate the manufacturing, workmanship or shape of the fabrics remain difficult to determine, classify and translate.

Recent studies have updated and improved our knowledge of Hittite textile terminology. This is due, in part, to progress in the field of Hittite language studies and the discovery of new economic or administrative clay tablets from excavations of the Hittite capital, Ḫattuša, and provincial centres. After recent archaeological investigations we are now able to better define the function of a number of urban structures (storehouses, treasuries, archives). However, we still have no idea where the textile workshops were located and, most notably, how they worked.

---

7 See the principle editions of Hittite palace inventory texts: Košak 1982; Siegelová 1986.
8 Goetze 1947a; Goetze 1955; Goetze 1956.
9 See the bibliography provided in note 7.
10 Such documents were first classified by Laroche in his CTH and thereafter updated by Košak (2002) according to the new archaeological discoveries.
11 See recent observations by Mora 2007, 535–536.
12 Siegelová 1984.
14 See, for example, Klengel 2008; Vigo 2010.
1.1. Issues and Goals

The geographical and chronological range is limited, as far as possible, to Hittite Anatolia of the 2nd millennium BC (Middle and Late Bronze Age),\textsuperscript{15} crossing these limits, when necessary. Likewise, as a comparative study we cannot exclude close examination of those neighbouring areas from which we are able to obtain much more archaeological information on textile production and use than from the core of Anatolia. These neighbours encompass places located in the periphery of the Hittite Empire, especially Northern Syria.

The selected framework allows us to compare information provided by epigraphy, archaeology and iconography.\textsuperscript{16} However, an exhaustive research project on textile production and use in Anatolia during the 2nd millennium BC would require too extensive a study to be covered here. Hence, we present some elements for a comparative study, as a \textit{vade mecum}, actually attempting to join the information provided by the rarely surviving archaeological finds in Anatolia and its neighbours with the written documentation. On the other hand, we also make an effort to fill gaps left by texts, in particular where “Hittite textile production” is concerned, matching archaeological data. For example, the study of the unearthed weaving tools could help to fill the almost absent information on crafting and weaving techniques in the written sources. The interdisciplinary approach is extended, where necessary, to an iconographical and iconological overview of the objects presenting processes of textile production.\textsuperscript{17}

As with the majority of the interdisciplinary investigations, we would like all the issues to be solved or, at least, debated. This cannot be possible for many reasons, but we can provide glimpses on different matters. Since one of the most productive terminological Bronze Age categories for textiles seems to be “textile topology”, we should establish whether items were simply channelled through the area or whether they are typical of that location because they were, for instance, crafted there.

Finally, pertaining to the use, as the majority of the written documentation deals only with luxurious textiles and does not give a complete overview of the many types of textile used in antiquity,\textsuperscript{18} the exact definition of a “garment”, “cloth” or “textile” is still a problematic issue, even if in recent times many studies have been devoted to clothing worn by rulers and elite.\textsuperscript{19} Any future interdisciplinary research should aim at understanding which are the untailored fabrics or the ready-to-wear costumes among those probably recorded in the Bronze Age archive documents of Anatolia and to better define the luxurious textiles carved on seal representations or on rock reliefs.

The same research methodology could be applied for colour indications, even if it is difficult to establish if a “coloured fabric” consists of dyed textile, a natural pigmentation, or both.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{15} Period designations suffer many problems of synchronization between the different chronologies proposed by scholars of each single ancient Near Eastern culture. For an in-depth study on this topic see the international research project \textit{Associated Regional Chronologies for the Ancient Near East} (ARCANE: \url{http://www.arcane.uni-tuebingen.de/}), even though limited for now to the 3rd millennium BC. For the archaeological period designations in Anatolia see, for example, Sharp Joukowsky 1996, 30–33.

\textsuperscript{16} For the importance of these comparisons see Michel and Nosch 2010b, x–xi. Cf. the interdisciplinary research programme on the Bronze Age textile production at Ebla (Syria) realized through a collaboration agreement between the Italian Archaeological Expedition at Tell Mardikh-Ebla (MAIS) and the Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for Textile Research (CTR). See Andersson \textit{et al.} 2010.

\textsuperscript{17} Such studies have recently been proposed as regards the new reading of the proto-dynastic iconography (Breniquet 2008; Breniquet 2010) and the Sargonic iconography (Foster 2010).

\textsuperscript{18} See Michel and Nosch 2010b, xiii, with the bibliography provided in notes 51, 52.

\textsuperscript{19} Among others Biga 1992; Pasquali 2005; Sallaberger 2009; Michel and Veenhof 2010, 260–266; Vigo 2010.

\textsuperscript{20} Cf. Michel and Nosch 2010b, xiii–xiv.
2. Sources for Textile Production from Archaeology, Epigraphy and Iconography

2.1. In Pursuit of Workshops

The context of archaeological findings is particularly significant when focusing on textile tools, because by inspecting the environment in which these remains are found, scholars can better understand the tools themselves.

Through the analysis of archaeological objects within their context, it is possible not only to delineate the importance of textile production in the 2nd millennium BC in Anatolia and Syria, but also to define the techniques and kind of products involved.

Besides the archaeological value of textile tools, this analysis will also look at real textile remains or impressions on other materials: they complete and enrich the whole picture of textile production and use in daily life and within funerary contexts.

It is not possible to identify leading sites for textile production of the second half of the 2nd millennium BC in Anatolia only through archaeological data. It is worth mentioning the early 2nd millennium “Old-Assyrian” sites of Kültepe/Kaneş and Kaman-Kale Höyük. The former yielded materials for epigraphic and archaeological documentation concerning textile production; the latter yielded archaeological remains. Scholars have identified some textile workshops within houses or housing units for both these sites.

Workshops are often determined by the presence of weaving tools (loom weights; holes for loom structures). There are, in fact, two relevant situations in which the presence of loom weights can be found in an archaeological context. In the first one, the rows of the loom weights are intact, indicating that the loom was in use at the time of destruction/abandonment. The Gordion excavation provides an example dating to the 7th century BC; fourteen large loom weights were found in two 60cm long rows. In the second case the loom was no longer in use and loom weights were found grouped on a floor, probably because they were stored in a basket or a ceramic container. Hence, they indicate a sort of storage room, as in the so-called Gordion “Royal Storage House”.

The workshop of Gordion, now fully examined by Brendan Burke, is one of the most important for the study of the areas of textile production. The great finds in Gordion indicate mass textile production and provide archaeological evidence for a large number of textile workshops.

Regrettably, we do not have similarly clear workshops unearthed in Late Bronze Age Anatolian sites. But other possible workshops are presented in section 2.2., analysing the contexts of some findings.

2.2. Archaeological Evidence: Tools and Contexts

From an archaeological perspective there are a number of tools that refer to spinning and weaving in Anatolia as well as the surrounding areas during the 2nd millennium BC. Therefore, the following section examines tools such as spindles, spindle whorls and loom weights beginning with their morphological features and analysing the archaeological evidence.

---

21 In particular, Veenhof 1972; Michel and Veenhof 2010.
23 Loom weights are surely the most abundant archaeological evidence regarding weaving because of the less perishable material of which they were made compared to the wooden structure of the loom.
24 Bellinger 1962.
26 Bellinger 1962.
Despite the small number of spindles found in archaeological sites, due to the perishable nature of the items, these objects are significant because of their symbolic value.28 Evidence from Alaca Höyük, dating back to the second half of the 3rd millennium BC, is particularly important. In grave L archaeologists excavated a silver implement with an electro head and a disc at its centre, the features of which resemble a spindle with a spindle whorl.29 A second spindle composed of precious metal was discovered in grave H in the same site.30 Similar metal tools, dating back to the 3rd millennium BC, have been found in graves of Horoztepe,31 Merzifon32 and Karataş-Semayük.33

These remains are important because of their extraordinary features and funerary significance; they were found in the graves of high-ranking people. These tools did not meet functional needs because precious metals were not suitable for common use. They represent, instead, identity markers for social status.34 There is constant evidence of spindles made of precious material in funerary contexts and grave goods throughout the ancient Near East and the possible votive and ritual meaning of these tools highlights the symbolic value often related to textile manufacturing.35

During the Late Bronze Age and as early as the end of the Middle Bronze Age, spindles of bone or ivory often decorated with engravings also appear in archaeological records. This particular kind of spindle, mainly known from the neighbour Jordan/Region in Megiddo’s graves,36 is attested during the Late Bronze III and the Iron I in Syria, Palestine and Cyprus,37 but recent findings in Troy also indicate a larger spreading over Anatolia.38

The spindle whorl is a pierced tool used in the spinning process, located on a spindle to weight it down and ease the work. It allows the thread to spin in addition to accommodating the manufactured thread. In order to more precisely define this object it is helpful to delineate its main morph-dimensional features. Therefore, it is important to measure consistently the weight and diameter of the object and the diameter of the perforation. An additional consideration that has to be taken into account is the spindle whorl’s inertia, hence the ability of the object to perform its function.

At Arslantepe/Malatya (Anatolia) a significant number of spindle whorls have been excavated in both private and public contexts, dating back from the 4th to the 2nd millennium BC.39 The analysis conducted on the objects from Arslantepe is very important in the investigation of morphological parameters, like the diameter, the weight and the type of thread that can be obtained from their use. Through a careful treatment of the data, it was possible to underline a correspondence between the spindle whorl’s shape and material. The majority of the spindle whorls from Arslantepe are made of bone and exhibit a convex or conical profile. However, others are made of clay, stone

28 See infra 2.4; 3.2.
29 Koşay 1951, 169, L. 8, Pl. 197, fig. 1.
31 For the deposition in Horoztepe, see Özgüç and Akok 1958, 43–44; Pl. V–VIII.
33 These objects are usually about 15cm-long and they present a metal spindle whorl put in the middle of the object while a tip presents a more or less elaborated surface. Cf. Bordaz 1980, 256.
36 Guy 1938, 170–172, fig. 175:6, Pls. 84, 1–16, 95, 41–50.
38 In this case the spindle whorl from Troy is probably made from hippopotamus-ivory. Cf. Balfanz 1995; Völling 2008, 257–258.
39 Frangipane et al. 2009, 6 and table 1. A new study by R. Laurito on Late Bronze Age textile tools found at Arslantepe was issued after the submission of the present paper (March 2014).
and metal: the stone spindle whorls are mostly discoid or convex, while those made of clay often have a conical or bi-conical profile.  

Period VA, corresponding to the first centuries of the 2nd millennium BC, presents a variety of spinning tools. Spindle whorls continue to be made of clay or stone, although, archaeologists have recorded a wider range of diameters and weights. “There may have been a change in the textile production with a larger variety of yarns being produced in later periods”.

A second example is the Anatolian site of Beycesultan, where we observe the presence of a large amount of fired clay spindle whorls, dating from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age. Almost all of them present a bi-conical profile and small dimension. In most cases the spindle whorls are decorated on the surface with curvilinear incisions. This geometrical decoration involving lines, zigzags and dots is typical of the Anatolian region and was also found in Tarsus as well as at Yanarlar.

Turning to Syria, it is useful to recall a group of spindle whorls (55 objects) found at Ebla, dating to the first half of the 2nd millennium BC. They are remarkably homogenous in shape and represent various typologies. The group appears to be rather standardized in terms of materials and shapes. It includes various types of stone such as agate, serpentine, basalt, soapstone and limestone, and commonly used materials such as clay and bone. The only spindle whorl dating back to the Late Bronze Age IA is made of serpentine and was found in a cistern-pit (P. 5213).

The contexts of these findings are spread and it is interesting to note how their distribution can be non-homogeneous and without relevant concentration. Few objects come from the votive cisterns in the holy area of the Ištar Temple (dating to the Middle Bronze Age). The spindle whorls were often linked to domestic and productive contexts or, as in the Western Palace of Ebla, to some craftsmanship quarters inside the palace. Sometimes these tools are also connected to symbolic or ritual contexts as in the Royal Hypogaeum located under the floor level of the southeast part of the palace. There are two spindle whorls that could be part of the funerary deposit of the “Tomba delle Cisterne”; one is made of limestone, the other of agate. A third one, made of bone, was uncovered in the corridor, between the “Tomba della Princepessa” and the “Tomba del Signore dei Capridi”.

The Late Bronze Age corpus of spindle whorls from the site of Ugarit represents the best-preserved documentation for these instruments for the period. They were found both in public

---

40 Frangipane et al. 2009, 6–7, figs 2, 3, 8, 13.
41 Such as spindle whorls, loom weights, brushes, beaters, spools, needles (Frangipane et al. 2009, 22).
43 Mellaart and Murray 1995, 118–120, 163, fig. O.13, 164, fig. O.14, 166, fig. O.16, 167 fig. O.17 195.
44 They display profiles different from those of Beycesultan, despite the fact that they share the same geometrical decoration. Goldman 1956, 331–334, figs 447–450.
45 Emre 1978, 113, Pl. 44. Spindle whorls with geometric decorations were found also at Gordion, in graves dating back to Early Bronze Age. Cf. Mellink 1956, 43, Pl. 24.
48 On the contrary, in the Early Bronze Age levels a great concentration of spindle whorls was found in the same contexts. Cf. Peyronel 2004, 100–104; Andersson et al. 2010, 161–163.
49 These cisterns were used until Late Bronze Age for votive and religious purposes after the destruction of the old Syrian city at the end of the 17th century BC. Cf. Peyronel 2004, 70.
50 Peyronel 2004, 171.
51 The use of rare materials is an indicator of a probable elite destination of these objects. Cf. Peyronel 2004, 172.
52 Matthiae et al. 1995, 429.
53 For Ugarit’s spindle whorls, see in general Yon et al. 1987, figs 7, 22, 27, 49, 53, 57, 66, 68, 85. For stone spindle
buildings and private houses. Through the study of these textile tools it is possible to note the typological evolutions of this kind of instruments in the second half of the 2nd millennium BC.\(^{54}\)

The majority of the spindle whorls found in Ugarit are made of stone and presents: a) a circular flat base with a dome-shape profile (almost conical in some cases),\(^{55}\) b) a circular flat base, conical profile but concave sides.\(^{56}\) Spindle whorls made of bone and ivory present similar shapes but are less tall in profile (sometimes, almost flat disks) and exhibit a polished surface.\(^{57}\) Bone or ivory spindle whorls with a conical shape and concave sides are common in the Syro-Palestinian area in the last phase of the Late Bronze Age.\(^{58}\) The production of tools made of precious materials (e.g. ivory) was particularly well known in Syria and Palestine during the Late Bronze Age and required highly specialized workshops. In Ugarit it was proven that there were specialized local manufacturers for these instruments. Similar typologies of spindle whorls found in Ugarit but also in Cyprus and in the south Palestinian area, suggest the possibility of contact among these regions.\(^{59}\)

Taking into account the archaeological context, Ugarit provides two very interesting cases. The first example was the discovery of ten spindle whorls in Building F; the fact that at least six of the objects were from one room (No. 1222) suggests the existence of a specialized area which was devoted to spinning.\(^{60}\) The second case regards a small group of spindle whorls found in the “Temple aux Rhytons”. It suggests that spinning activities could have been practised in the room nearby the sanctuary, directly connected with cultic activities.\(^{61}\)

The site of Alalaḫ is one of the most important centres for the production and diffusion of textile technology because of its strategic position for the trade routes between Syria and Anatolia.\(^{62}\)

According to Woolley, spindle whorls made of different materials like stone, bone and clay were present in all the levels of the site.\(^{63}\) A selection was found on the floor of some rooms in the palatial building of the king Niqmepa, dating to the Late Bronze Age I.\(^{64}\) In Alalaḫ, spindle whorls exhibiting low dome-shape profiles are prominent.\(^{65}\)

A loom weight is an object used in the weaving process to give tension to the warp in a warp-weighted loom. It must have a certain weight to keep the warp in traction. In the case of perforated loom weights a string, to which the warp is fastened, should pass through the hole. Loom weights were commonly found in Anatolian archaeological sites, with few examples from the Middle and Late Bronze Age Syria and Palestine.\(^{66}\) It is likely that the warp-weighted loom was already in use

---

\(^{54}\) Spindle whorls are not generally recorded for other Syrian sites. In Hama there is no evidence of these objects for the Late Bronze Age II. Also in Qatna there are scanty traces of these instruments. Cf. Peyronel 2004, 175; Baccelli 2011.

\(^{55}\) Elliot 1991, 43, fig. 13 (4–14).

\(^{56}\) Elliot 1991, 44, fig. 13 (5–21).

\(^{57}\) Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 19, 116, Tav. 75.

\(^{58}\) Peyronel 2004, 148.

\(^{59}\) Peyronel 2004, 178; Elliot 1991, 44–45.

\(^{60}\) Yon et al. 1983, 213–214.

\(^{61}\) Mallet 1987.

\(^{62}\) Woolley 1955.

\(^{63}\) Woolley 1955, 271, Pl. 68c. Unfortunately, only a few decorated spindle whorls are shown in this publication.

\(^{64}\) In rooms 6, 7, 8, 16 and 17 were found spindle whorls usually made of bone and mostly decorated with incised geometric motifs. Woolley 1955, 119–122.

\(^{65}\) Peyronel 2004, 177.

\(^{66}\) Peyronel 2004, 200. For the evidences of warp-weighted loom in the 4th and 3rd millennium BC, see Breniquet 2008, 274–277, figs 71, 72; 294–295, figs 84, 85; 297–300, figs 87–89.
in Syria in the 2nd millennium BC, together with the ground horizontal loom. Loom weights in Anatolia and Cyprus date back to the Neolithic period.\(^{67}\) Scholars suppose that the warp-weighted loom was brought to Syria through Anatolia. This kind of loom could have come from Europe (where it was in use since the Neolithic period) through the Aegean regions to Ancient Near East.\(^{68}\)

The presence of looms \textit{in situ} can be inferred from archaeological evidence not limited to loom weights. The case of Troy is clear: four rows of loom weights found on the floor of a room indicate the use of looms \textit{(in situ)} and the specific designation of this room for weaving.\(^{69}\)

More than one hundred loom weights coming from documented archaeological layers were found in the site of Arslantepe (Malatya).\(^{70}\) They were made of different materials: stone, fired and unfired clay. The object shape was determined by its material; for example, unfired clay loom weights were usually hemispheric in profile, while fired clay loom weights were generally conical or discoid in shape. Loom weights dating back to the 2nd millennium BC show more diversification.\(^{71}\) The majority of these tools come from the same domestic context. A large square room (A 58) contained 55 loom weights made of either stone or clay.\(^{72}\)

In many Anatolian sites a significant amount of loom weights exhibit a typology characterized by a crescent profile with two perforations. This represents a variant common in central-western Anatolia during the 2nd millennium BC.\(^{73}\) Remarkable is the case of 300 such items found in Karahöyük, 70 of them in the same room.\(^{74}\)

In the \textit{Absidenhaus} in Demirci Hüyük were found 12 loom weights of the crescent typology together with a basin and a series of vessels. These objects were likely to be used in the preparation of thread and for weaving.\(^{75}\)

A similar situation is found at Beycesultan, where a vessel and 31 unfired clay loom weights were excavated.\(^{76}\)

Loom weights with conical and tronco-conical profiles were found in the 2nd millennium BC levels in Alişar Hüyük, Tarsus, Troy and Boğazköy.\(^{77}\)

Almost 50 loom weights were found in Alaca Hüyük, dating back to the Hittite period. These objects were characterized by crescent or discoid shapes.\(^{78}\)

Also belonging to this period are four weights found in Maşat Hüyük\(^{79}\) (exhibiting a crescent profile) and those found in Korucutepe (showing spherical profile).\(^{80}\)

---

\(^{67}\) The very first evidence comes from the Neolithic levels of Çatal Hüyük with the presence of pierced loom weights. Burnham 1965, 173.

\(^{68}\) Mellaart 1962, 56; von der Osten 1937, 42, 93, 214; Barber 1991, 300. From the site of Alişar Höyük come some pyramidal loom weights with hole made of clay and dating back to the Neolithic period, founded direct on the floor of the domestic contexts.

\(^{69}\) Blegen \textit{et al.} 1950, fig. 461; Blegen 1963, 72.

\(^{70}\) Frangipane \textit{et al.} 2009, 8, 9, 13, 23, 25. fig. 9, fig. 25.

\(^{71}\) The experimental analysis conducted on these tools from Arslantepe show that it was possible to weave the same kind of thread using loom weights with different weights and shapes. Cf. Frangipane \textit{et al.} 2009, 22–25.

\(^{72}\) Frangipane \textit{et al.} 2009, 27.

\(^{73}\) Völling 2008, 140. For the crescent shape loom weights in Anatolia, see now Wisti Lassen 2013.


\(^{75}\) See Kull 1988, 10–11.

\(^{76}\) Lloyd and Mellaart 1965, 51, fig. F2, 22; Völling 2008, 140. The same quantity of tools from Kusura were found in a context together with animal bones.

\(^{77}\) For a general view of the sites with evidence of loom weights see Völling 2008, 137, tab. 3.

\(^{78}\) Koşay and Akok 1966, 160–162, fig. 21.

\(^{79}\) Özgüç 1982, 120, fig. 61.

\(^{80}\) van Loon 1978, 90, fig. 130.
As suggested before, the discovery of such a large quantity of loom weights collected together could indicate either the employment or the storage and conservation of these tools in a specific room, probably designated for weaving activities.

Loom weights were also found in Syria, which allows scholars to draw geographical comparisons.

Only two loom weights from Ebla dating to the Middle Bronze Age are recorded. Their shape is elliptic with the superior part of the tool quite rounded and the base flattened with an ovoid section. They were brought into light in the North Area P, in a layer linked to the later structures of the “Archaic Palace”. Unfortunately, the complexity of the stratigraphic layers, does not allow a more precise collocation of these objects.

In Ugarit, evidence of loom weights dates to Late Bronze I. A great number of clay tools with discoid shapes was analysed and found to be analogous to Cypriot loom weights. It is reasonable to assume that these objects have a Cypriote provenance, rather than being an evolution of the conic loom weights employed usually in the Syrian region.

Loom weights from Alalah were collected from a small area of the north corner of the southwest wall of the private building (Level XIIB Room 10). Fifty loom weights made of lightly fired clay were found together with some pottery fragments. This evidence suggests that a specific corner of the house was designated to weaving with a warp-weighted loom. The second very interesting example is that of loom weights found in the palace of Niqmepa, (Level IV), in Room C8. This evidence could suggest the use of a warp-weighted loom during the Late Bronze Age, perhaps due to Anatolian influence.

In conclusion, we can confirm the existence of spinning activities in Anatolia. However, because of the limited quantity of spindles and spindle whorls, we cannot assume that the production was comparable to that of Syria, which enjoyed a large and complex spinning production.

Taking into account the Middle and Late Bronze Age, weaving technology can be summarized as follows: weaving techniques remain the same throughout the Middle and Late Bronze Age in Anatolia and scholars observe the continuous use of the warp-weighted loom in domestic contexts. This would have been the most common instruments employed in weaving production in this area, although the well-known horizontal loom and the vertical two-beam loom were also used.

2.3. Written Sources (Part One: The Production of Textiles)

As already pointed out in the “Introductory Overview”, even though textile production was of prime importance in the ancient Near East, not much evidence seems available both from archaeological.

---

81 Peyronel 2004, 199.
83 Elliot 1991, 40, 41, figs 12 (7–14); 13 (1–3).
84 Woolley 1955, 23; Peyronel 2004, 201.
85 Woolley 1955, 130, fig. 51B.
86 Peyronel 2004, 201.
87 See, in general, Bier 1995.
88 We have many archaeological finds (textile tools) from different excavations. We know less about the real workshops. Cf. section 2.1. It is important here to remember the interesting database project of the Bronze Age Eastern Mediterranean textile tools. See Andersson et al. 2010, 160.
and epigraphic contexts,\textsuperscript{89} excluding a few representational pieces of evidence.\textsuperscript{90} The 2nd millennium Anatolia does not represent an exception.\textsuperscript{91}

Agnete Wisti Lassen has recently rightly stressed: “The perishable nature of archaeological evidence means that certain aspects of some crafts are completely lost, and it is often not possible to reconstruct processes and social religious aspects of the ancient crafts on the basis of physical remains alone. Studies in terminology can therefore corroborate both the archaeological evidence we possess, and shed light on issues not illuminated by archaeology at all”;\textsuperscript{92} hence, in this section are analysed many passages belonging to different text categories, selected as samples among the Hittite written sources; always bearing in mind that: “Textile production belongs to the periphery of the literate world, as it is frequently associated with the private sphere and the female gender”.\textsuperscript{93}

Private letters found in the ancient site of Kaneš (modern Kültepe, Turkey), provide us with interesting information about what was on demand on the markets in Anatolia during the first half of the 2nd millennium BC. Probably, they reflect a first stage of economic administration, essentially structured on local textile production in Aššur and, at the same time, on large scale distribution in Anatolia. Sifting through these letters, one can find some references to weaving techniques of that time. But these documents just inform us about textile production in Aššur.

Textile production in Aššur during the Old Assyrian Period was based on the labour of women, who actually spun and wove in their own homes. If we read the texts that regulated such domestic commitments, we can infer specifications of what was in demand on the markets in Anatolia, for example, through the detailed description on how a woven textile had to be processed. This is the case of a letter from the merchant Puzur-Aššur to the craftswoman, lady Waqqurtum (TC 3, 17).\textsuperscript{94}

In his letter, Puzur-Aššur instructs Waqqurtum in how she should make her textiles in order for him to sell them on market. Lines 11–13 seem to be concerned with the finishing treatments of one side of such a textile;\textsuperscript{95} lines 14–18 with the warping;\textsuperscript{96} lines 19–22 with the finishing treatments of the other side of textile\textsuperscript{97} and lines 33–36 with the size of textile.\textsuperscript{98} Hittite documentation lacks analogous and precise information.

\textsuperscript{89} With the valuable exception of written sources coming from capital centres of Sumerian Mesopotamia (e.g. Isin), Northern Syria (Ebla), or Egypt (Amarna). See, therefore, Waetzoldt 1972; van de Mieroop 1987; Pomponio 2010 (amounts of wool supplied); Biga and Milano 1984; Archi 1985; Pomponio 2008 (entrusted textiles); Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood 2001.

\textsuperscript{90} See section 2.4.


\textsuperscript{92} Wisti Lassen 2010b, 270.

\textsuperscript{93} This statement is purposefully paraphrased from Wisti Lassen 2010b, 271. In addition to this the author adds: “Also, as in many other ancient societies, Mesopotamia was home to a large textile production administered by palaces and temples and recorded by bureaucrats. Yet, the terminology of administrative records kept in such large organisations tends to be generalised and focus on raw materials and products rather than on actual work procedures and tool repertoire”.

\textsuperscript{94} Refer to Michel and Veenhof 2010, 249–250, for the latest treatment of this document.

\textsuperscript{95} ša subātim pānam ištēnamma limšudū lā iqattupūšu: “One must strike the one side of the textile, and not shear it”.

\textsuperscript{96} šutišu lu mādat iṣṣēr panîm subātim ša tušēbilinni šaptam 1 mana-ta raddīma lu qatnū: “Its warp should be close. Add per piece one pound of wool more than you used for the previous textile you sent me, but they must remain thin”.

\textsuperscript{97} pānam šaniam i-li-la limšudū šumma šārtam itaš’û kīma kutānum liqtupūšu: “Its second side one should strike only lightly. If it proves still to be hairy, let one shear it like a kutānum”.

\textsuperscript{98} gamram subātam ša tepšiši tiše inammitim lu urukšu šamānē ina ammitim lu rupuššu: “A finished textile that you make must be nine cubits long and eight cubits wide”.
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LÚ.MENUS UŠ.BAR (Male/Female Weaver)

We can assume from a passage of the “Hittite Laws” that weavers were considered professionals:

“If anyone gives (his) son for training either (as) a carpenter or a smith, a weaver or a leather worker or a fuller?, he shall pay 6 shekels of silver as (the fee) for the training. If he (the teacher) makes him (i.e. the son) an expert (and retains him in his own employ?), he (the teacher) shall give to him (i.e. to the parent) one person.”

We know that weavers involved in the palace system were sometimes assigned to different duties as skilled labour. For example, this cult inventory reports:

“[In the ci]ty of Uwalma, His Majesty has assigned to the gods what follows: one estate, wherein ten deportees [of?] high ranking state dependents(?); one estate, wherein 16 deportees of (assigned as/belonging to?) mountaineers; one estate, wherein ten deportees, servants of Mr Innara; one estate, wherein four deportees of the priest; one estate wherein ten deportees, weavers of the king. The total is: five estates, including 50 deportees and 50 previous sheep (i.e. belonging to former estates or personal ownerships).”

Similarly in the cult inventory of Pirwa it is stated:

“His Majesty has instituted the following things: […] 40 deportees (as?) weavers of the town of Ḥariyaša.”

Hence, we can infer that weavers were generally not free craftsmen:

“If anyone buys a trained artisan – either a potter, a smith, a carpenter, a leather-worker, a fuller(?), a weaver, or a maker of leggings(?) – he shall pay ten shekels of silver.”

A passage of the treaty between Muršili II and Targašnalli of Ḫapalla, included in the fugitives’ clause, states as follow:

“But [if] he is a cultivator, or a weaver, a carpenter, or a leather-worker –whatever sort of craftsman – and he does not [deliver] his assigned work, [but] runs off and comes to Ḫatti, I will arrest him and give him back to you.”

We have clear exemptions of this kind of provisions in case a man becomes a weaver in “holy cities”, like Arinna:

“Formerly the house of a man who became a weaver in Arinna was exempt; also his heirs and relatives were exempt.”

Like many other professions among the Hittites, palace weavers had a hierarchy. A chief of the weavers is involved in a rite for the royal couple:

100 For this restoration see D’Alfonso 2010, 77–78.
101 For the term LÚ.MEŠ GIŠTUKUL.GÍD.DA, see recently D’Alfonso 2010, 76–78.
102 KUB XLVIII 105 + KBo XII 53, obv. 31–34.
105 KBo V 4, obv. 35–40 (§ 6).
“Two palace officials are squatting before the queen. They are holding a karza(n)- (from) below.\(^{108}\) The chief of the weavers gives plaited\(^{109}\) white wool to the chief of the palace officials. The chief of the palace officials braids it once. The chief of the palace officials gives it to the king. The king (braids) it twice and winds (it) around\(^{110}\) the karza(n)-.”\(^{111}\)

In a parallel passage we find the chief of weavers in a similar context.\(^{112}\) Weavers were sometimes in charge of cult offerings, as stated in a number of fragmentary passages of instructions for cultic celebrations.\(^{113}\) Weavers enrolled in the palace system seem coordinated by the weavers’ overseer (UGULA \(\text{LÚ.MEŠUŠ.BAR}\)) as testified at least once in a land grant tablet of the king Arnuwanda I and his wife Ašmunikal.\(^{114}\) It is important to remark that the information provided by the Landschenkungsurkunden (land grant documents)\(^{115}\) points to a corporate organization of skilled textile labour activities in Hittite Anatolia, even if we cannot exclude cases of housework commitments. Female weavers are surprisingly attested, together with cowherds (\(\text{LÚ.MEŠSIPA.GU}^{116}\) \(\text{ḪI.A}\)) and shepherds (\(\text{LÚ.MEŠSIPA.UDU}^{117}\) \(\text{ḪI.A}\)), only in a fragmentary passage of the Ritual of Zuwi:

“\(\text{The female weaver cleanses the cowherds and the shepherds.}\)”\(^{118}\)

Similarly, female and male\(^{119}\) weavers, offspring\(^{120}\) of the underworld goddesses, Ešduštaya and Papaya, cited in the “Ritual of Kingship” (CTH 414.1) should be considered as ritual functionaries:\(^{121}\)

“\(\text{Ḫalmašuit (i.e. the royal throne) says to the king: «Now bring their sons to the palace window: the skilled female and male (?) weavers». Before (one group) of them he (the priest?) places the zapzaki}^{122}\) and strews figs (thereon?); before the other he places kinupi (crockery?) and strews raisins and dried fruits (thereon?) (saying): «Soothe ye the king».\)”\(^{123}\)

---

\(^{108}\) For the meaning of karza(n)- see below.

\(^{109}\) As per Melchert 1998. We wonder if taruppand\([\text{an}]\) could indicate in this context plucked wool.

\(^{110}\) Here we follow CHP, “L-N”, 360.


\(^{114}\) KBo V 7, rev. 27.

\(^{115}\) For this group of texts (LSU) see the fundamental work by Riemschneider 1958.

\(^{116}\) KUB XII 63+, obv. 14.

\(^{117}\) KUB XXIX 1, col. II 13. According to Marazzi (1982, 164), the second Sumerogram in line 13, should be read \(\text{LÚ.MEŠBAR.DUL}^{8}\). Therefore it could be a copyist’s misunderstanding considering the Late Hittite copy in the same passage (KUB XXIX 2, col. II 5): \(\text{LÚ.MEŠUŠ.BA}^{8}\). Cf. HZL, 100, No. 20. We wonder if \(\text{LÚ.MEŠBAR.DUL}^{8}\) might refer to another profession. Cf. MZL 275, No. 121. For the translation of \(\text{LÚ.MEŠBAR.DUL}^{8}\), see the online edition by Görke (2012) in \text{http://www.hethport.uni-wuerzburg.de/hetkonk/ s.v. CTH 414.1.A}.

\(^{118}\) KUB XXIX 1, obv. II 12: \(\text{DUMU.DUMU}^{122}\) \(\text{MEŠ.SU}\) has to be referred to the weavers as per Marazzi 1982, 152–153, 164 in particular. Cf. Görke (2012) in this passage.


\(^{120}\) A glassware? See already Goetze 1947b, 313–315.

\(^{121}\) KUB XXIX 1, obv. II 13–17.
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LÜÁZLAG [LÜ-TÚG]122 (Male Washer/Fuller?)

The LÜ.MEŠÁZLAG are usually thought to be fullers.123 In past times some doubt has been cast on this.124 We know, in fact, that in Ancient Mesopotamia (e.g. during the Ur III Period), woollen cloths were not heavily fulled.125 Indeed, looking at the bulk of the Mesopotamian attestations of 2nd millennium BC, it is difficult to propose that this Sumerogram always refers to fulling activities. Accordingly, the Sumerogram in Hittite texts can hardly been interpreted as fuller(s):

“Even as the LÜ.MEŠÁZLAG [ma]ke linen sheer126 and clean[se]127 it of fuzzes, and it becomes white, may the gods likewise cleanse away [this] person’s bad disease.”128

The situation reflected in this passage should be the cleaning of linen. Since this passage is the most comprehensive so far and we have no other Hittite sources to propose a translation LÜ.MEŠÁZLAG “fullers” or the more general “finishers”, we would cautiously propose “washers”.129

A LÜÁZLAG is mentioned in a land grant document of Arnuwanda I,130 maybe belonging to the house of Šuppiluliuma (the “scribe on wooden tablet(s)”), among other people included in the estate given by Arnuwanda himself and the queen Ašmunikal to the queen’s attendant, Kuwatalla. A “house of washer” (É LÜÁZLAG) is also attested, even if it appears in a very fragmentary ritual context.131 In a tablet of the cult of Nerik, some “washers” seem involved in a ritual together with other palace attendants.132

The quasi-absence of attestations of female ÁZLAG in the Hittite written sources, cannot demonstrate that such activities were set aside for men because it was a hard job. Nevertheless, this lack of references should not be underestimated.133

In two different texts washers are mentioned along with a name of a town, namely Taštariša, which should have been laid in the territory of Nerik, somewhere around the modern towns of Zile and Tokat, in North-central Turkey.134 Once more they are involved in cult activities.135

---

122 For the current readings, see HZL, 198, No. 212.
124 Cf. already Leemans 1960, 64, note 4.
126 Christiansen (2006, 45) translates: “[säuber]n”.
127 This interpretation of [arḫa] parkumu- seems quite satisfactory, Cf. Christiansen 2006, 45: “entfernen”.
129 Two points are debatable. First, we cannot assure that GADA (with phonetic complementation! [-an]) refers to a linen cloth. It could be simply flax, even if it should usually come with the determinative (GIŠ). In the latter case we would suggest “washers” more than “fullers” (retting process?). Secondly, the fact that GADA after the LÜ.MEŠÁZLAG’s treatment becomes white (ḫarkīšzi) could point to (a) fulling process(es) of a linen cloth instead.
130 KBo V 7, obv. 19, rev. 13, 41.
131 KBo IX 125, col. IV 3.
132 KUB LVI 54, rev. 26, with duplicates.
133 KUB XXV 11, col. III 5. Looking both at the hand-copy and at the photo of the tablet, we would not include even this unique attestation, because we cannot assure that the last sign in MUNUS.MEŠÁZLAG? is indeed a variant of ÁZLAG or TÚG. The scanty attestations in Mesopotamian texts of 2nd millennium BC are noteworthy. Cf., for example, Waetzoldt 1972, 154.
134 Bo 6002, obv. 4; KUB LX 131, r. col. x+1-2. Cf. Lebrun 1976, 187–188. For the suggested locations see RGTC VI, 412; VI/2, 164–165.
135 In KBo XXXIV 242, rev. 6 (duplicate of KUB LX 131, 1'-7') we read: [(ma-a)]-an 2 LÜ.MEŠÁZLAG 2 MUNUS.MEŠ – UŠ[BAR?
LÚ GAD.TAR (Tailor?)

Assuming a correct reading of the signs, if we look at the attestations of the term LÚ GAD.TAR, there is no certainty that it deals with any profession related to textiles production. With regards to this, the lexical list KBo I 30 (9) offers us a misleading lexical equation (LÚ gad.tar = lu-qa-ad-tar = nu-’ú = dam-pu-pí-iš). As rightly observed by Klinger, the obscure meaning of the logogram is confirmed by the fact that both the Akkadian and the Hittite terms (nû ’u; dampu-pi-) are matched with two different logograms. Based on the context of attestations, we would rather suggest that LÚ GAD.TAR originally may have had a professional connotation. Then it could be interesting to know the real meaning of the equivalent Hattian term LÚ tušḫawa.dun tanišawe listed in the “Instructions for the gatemen”. In any case, by the time the texts containing this term were written, LÚ GAD.TAR probably transformed to indicate more generally a palace functionary. Moreover, the curious form LÚ.MEŠ kat-ta-ru-ut-tiš a-za of KUB LV 5, col. IV 8 speaks once more against the identification with the Hittite term dampu-pi-, despite the supposed misinterpretation because of the form LÚ.MEŠ GAD.TAR = ma=za of the main text KUB XXV 27, col. III 14.

We have no Hittite texts that allow a clear reconstruction of the whole textile manufacturing process. The Hittite documentation offers us sporadic references to textile tools and techniques. Once more, we know from ritual texts that the yarn (kapina-) is separated (mārk-/mark-, partae-zi); the wool (SÍG/ḫulana-) can be drawn/drafted (ḫuitt(iye/a)-); tied (ḫamank-/ḫame, ink-), cut off/removed ([arḫa] tuḫs-); spun (mālk-/malk-), and cleaned ([arḫa] parkunu-). Textile tools used during the manufacturing process encompass spindle (GIŠ ḫue/niša-), distaff
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\(^{153}\) and spindle whorl (panzakitti-).\(^{154}\) Then the spun wool (malkeššar?)\(^{155}\) can be cleaned of impurities (\(^{156}\)mariḫši-).\(^{156}\) looped forming knots (\(^{157}\)pittula-).\(^{157}\) These bundles of wool can come in large quantities. In a palace inventory coloured wool is listed. It is not completely clear if the material is assigned by the queen to a palace attendant, namely Anni; or if Anni herself has already made wool yarns out of a roving (\(^{158}\)MUKKU?)\(^{158}\) and she gives them to the palace.\(^{159}\) Anyway, it is reasonable to suppose that Anni takes charge of some textile activities. A huge amount of wool seems to be looped, even if it contains impurities.\(^{160}\) Unfortunately, apart from Anni, only few women among the 22 quoted in the Hittite palace inventories seem to be connected to textile activities.\(^{161}\) The majority is mentioned in connection with finished products allocated in palace storehouses or given as gifts to the queen. About 12 women seem to be entrusted to textile production, despite the difficulty in interpreting the term \(^{162}\)gaši(š)- of KBo XVIII 199(+)KBo II 22 as untreated wool.\(^{162}\) The best written source we have so far about textile techniques and tools is the aforementioned ritual (for the fertility?)\(^{163}\) that involves the royal couple (CTH 669.9). In a relevant passage it is stated:

“\(\text{The chief of the wooden tablet scribes and the chief of smiths bring malkeššar (spun wool?). They pass in front of the fireplace. The chief of the smiths gives it (spun wool?) to the chief of the wooden tablet scribes. The chief of the wooden tablet scribes in turn gives (it) to the chief of the waiters, and he hangs (it) from a table. The king and the queen take white and red wool from the karza(n)-, and join/tie (taruppanzi) them (together) and they m[a]ke them into loops/knots? (pittuluš).}\)”\(^{164}\)

In a second passage of the same ritual something more interesting is reported:

“\(\text{The chief of the palace officials takes a (wool) kunzan and ties it onto a (piece of) wood. The chief of the table-men hangs it (i.e. the wood stick) from a table. The chief of the weavers mix white and red wool. He gives the belt to the chief of palace officials and he puts it on/in his antaka (loins or chamber?). One escorts out the chief of the weavers. The acrobat cries “aha!” The chief(s) of the palace officials escort(s) in a shepherd. He takes the karza(n)- and carries it out.}\)”\(^{165}\)

Needless to say that we are dealing with a ritual. Thus, it must be underlined that the text itself has a strong magical value and a clear metaphorical connotation. According to Melchert the mixing of the white and red wool should symbolise the successful sexual union of male and female.\(^{166}\) At any

\(^{153}\) HW\(^2\) Band III/2, 691. For the terms spindle and distaff see also Ofitsch 2001, with previous bibliography.

\(^{154}\) CHD “P”, 95–96.

\(^{155}\) Cf. CHD “L-N”, 132. We wonder if this deverbal abstract noun can be translated “wool ready to be spun”. Cf. EDHIL, 550.


\(^{157}\) Cf. CHD “P”, 365–366. The term means generally “loop”. According to the attestations, the \(^{158}\)pittula- is something used to tightly fasten hands. However, it cannot be excluded that bunches of fibres could come in loops as well.

\(^{158}\) It could simply indicate a bad quality of wool. Cf. CAD “M/2”, 187–188.

\(^{159}\) KUB XLII 66, rev. 7’-8’: \(\text{kī=ma=kan SÍG MUKKU ku-[xxx]}\) ANA \(\text{�nuni=kan arḫa d[āi]}\) See the parallel text KUB XLII 102, 6’’: \(\text{a} \text{nuni} \text{peran arḫa dāi. For the construct arḫa + kan (+ motion verb) refer to Hoffner and Melchert 2008, 369 (§28.65). Cf. Mora and Vigo 2012, 180–181.}\)

\(^{160}\) KUB XLII 102, 10’’: 10 MA.NA \(^{159}\)pittulaš QADU \(\text{marib[š]}\).

\(^{161}\) Cf. Mora and Vigo 2012, 177, 180.

\(^{162}\) See Mora and Vigo 2012, 177–180, for a close examination of the term.

\(^{163}\) As per Melchert 2001.

\(^{164}\) IBoT II 94, col. IV 4–15.

\(^{165}\) For the meaning of antaka/- in particular contexts see Melchert 2003.

\(^{166}\) KUB XI 20, col. I 5–21=KUB XI 25, col. III 2–14.

rate we believe that in the relevant passages a description of a real handwork is illustrated. Strange as it may seem, the chief of the weaver is really plaiting wool using a very simple technique. A stick made out of wood is hung on a table surface and then wools of different colours are mingled. Since red and white wool are taken from the karza(n), we would agree with Melchert in considering this object a sort of niddy noddy.\textsuperscript{168} We cannot be sure that the braided belt is the result of white and red wool only, or if the kunza- was plaited together. We would not even exclude that kunza- could be a particular device\textsuperscript{169} hung to a surface (door, wall or table) to help the stick to maintain the tension. It is interesting to note that every person involved in the ritual plays a specific role, as usual in these kinds of ceremonies. In particular, the chief of the weavers has to mix together the red and white wool that we presume were passed to him by the royal couple and, at the very end, the shepherd carries out the basket of wool possibly containing just a bunch of fibres. Considering the difficulty of a correct interpretation of the passage, one could ask whether the process depicted in this ritual might instead point to a doubling technique (in fact cording), as opposed to a draft-spinning of two or more threads. So, the white and red wool taken from the basket by king and queen are joined together by simply plaiting the fibres.\textsuperscript{170}

The Hurrian textile production is well attested in the Hittite epigraphic sources.\textsuperscript{171} We cannot exclude that corporations of skilled Hurrian weavers in Ḫattuša and in other Hittite palatial centres did exist, producing items that were typical of their native lands.\textsuperscript{172} In a land grant tablet of the king Arnuwanda I and his wife Ašmunikal in favour of Kuwattalla, the queen’s attendant, among the estates of the scribe on wooden tablet(s), Šuppiluliuma, is listed the estate (literally “the house”) of a certain Muliyaziti, the “Hurrian shirt maker” (\textsuperscript{14}EPIŠ TÚG.GÚ.È.A HURRI).\textsuperscript{173}

Linen came primarily from Egypt; wool from Anatolia and Northern Syria. Many textiles made of linen or wool were probably dyed in the Eastern Mediterranean islands and coasts, such as Cyprus (Alašiya),\textsuperscript{174} Ugarit or Lesbos (Lazpa).\textsuperscript{175} In a passage of a prayer to the Sun-goddess of Arinna, the Hittite king Muršili II characterises the semi-nomadic population of the Pontic region, namely the Kaška, as “swineherds and linen weavers”.\textsuperscript{176} Because both occupations were generally, but not always, performed by women, this exceptional comment could be read as an insult. Remains of flax plants dating back to the Middle Bronze Age have been found on the Black Sea coasts.\textsuperscript{177}

\textsuperscript{168} See Malchert 2012, 177 with note 9. Indeed, we were not so convinced that the Hittite word karza(n) – (basically “(mass of) spun stuff”) could have been related with the Luwian hieroglyph sign 314 (phonetic value /ka/- or /ha-/ and its graphic representation (a wool basket rotated 90 degrees?). Cf. Melchert 1999, 128–130. The stands (or tables) frequently represented in the 1st millennium BC funerary stelae in the Syro-Anatolian area (see section 2.4.), are usually surmounted by horizontal bands topped by three loops. In fact, contrary to what Melchert claimed (Melchert 1999, 130), they cannot be interpreted as women’s wool baskets nor as spinning bowls with internal or external fixed loops, just because in many cases it is so evident that loops actually represent breads and other food. Moreover these stands/tables are depicted even associated with men. Cf. Bonatz 2000a, 92. For this kind of baskets, see in general Barber 1991, 70–77.

\textsuperscript{169} See, for instance, Haas 2003, 687: “Wollgegenstand”. However, the presence of the determinative (SÍG) is not useful to support this suggestion. Perhaps it could simply indicate the leading thread to which white and red wool are plaited at.

\textsuperscript{170} For the “doubling” vs. “draft-spinning” see in general Barber 1991, 47–48.

\textsuperscript{171} See Klengel and Klengel 2009.

\textsuperscript{172} On this matter, see Vigo 2010, 294, note 35, with previous bibliography.


\textsuperscript{174} See Vigo 2010, 291–293.

\textsuperscript{175} Singer 2008.

\textsuperscript{176} Cf. Singer 2002, 52.

\textsuperscript{177} Compare in general Singer 2007, 169–170 with references.
5. Elements for a Comparative Study of Textile Production and Use

A presumed Hittite textile production, inferred from the analysis of textile tools found in archaeological contexts of 2nd millennium Anatolia,\(^{178}\) can hardly be confirmed by Hittite written sources. Although the following pattern is based solely on the evidence of the inventory texts and may not be representative, a region of textile production can be hypothesised in the Hittite Lower-Land (South Cappadocia) and in the Kizzuwatnean area (close to the Taurus mountain range, between Turkey and Syria).\(^{179}\) Unfortunately, we do not know if textiles named after cities or countries were always crafted there or followed the fashion of those places.

In order to acquire more knowledge about wool production in Anatolia during the Hittite Empire we should try to carefully join together and compare many text categories (cult and palace inventories, festivals, etc.), but it would require a long-term research. However, sifting through the texts we can suggest that wool was probably conveyed in warehouses (Étuppaš)\(^{180}\) by provincial administrators (LU^MES\(\) AGRIG) together with livestock and dairy products.\(^{181}\) Then the wool was sent to various palaces and institutions as “compulsory gifts”, ready to be converted into finished products.\(^{182}\) From another palace inventory we are informed that a considerable amount of wool was assigned to administrators, some identified by their place of residence or storehouses of the kingdom. In this case the type of colour is surprisingly never indicated, which could mean that this allotted wool was unprocessed, perhaps waiting for further processing.\(^{183}\) We can say even less about any Hittite dyeing production, besides the aforementioned coloured products sent to Ḫatti from Cyprus, Ugarit or Lesbos.\(^{184}\) It is also difficult to ascertain if the dyed textiles cited in many text categories are generally the result of colouring processes or made of natural pigmentation. This is of course a matter of old debate and there is no need to insist on it. What can really be inferred from our cursory browsing through the Hittite texts, it is that in many cases dyeing could have been applied to yarns before being woven (“dyed-in-the-wool”).\(^{185}\) Regrettably, we cannot even assume that the terms ašara- and gaši(-) cited in the inventory texts KBo XVIII 199(+),KBo II 22 refer to the colours of unprocessed wool, ready to be treated by the women mentioned in these documents.\(^{186}\)

Textiles are primarily quoted in the Hittite texts for their symbolic value.\(^{187}\) The scanty textile manufacturing processes we are able to draw from rituals and other religious texts are only faded

---

\(^{178}\) Cf. the preceding section.

\(^{179}\) See Vigo 2010, 296, note 55. It is interesting to note that these areas actually reflect those of wool production during the Old Assyrian period. Cf. Wisti Lassen 2010a, 169, fig. 2.

\(^{180}\) For Étuppaš as warehouse of bags/baskets (GIŠ\(\)tuppaš), see already Otten 1988, 15; Mora 2006, 133; van den Hout 2010.

\(^{181}\) See, for example, Singer 1984, 109–110.

\(^{182}\) Cf. Siegelová 1986, 213–245. We would tentatively interpret the amount of wool listed in category 5.5. (“IGI.DU\(_{\text{s}},A-\text{Einkommen}”) of Siegelová (1986, 213–256) as unfinished products, but ready to be converted into finest garments, often T\(^{\text{105}}\)G\(\)E.İB.(KUN) (M\(\)AŞLU) SIG\(_{\text{a}},\) and other accessories. Cf. Siegelová 1986, 213–214. Contra Košak 1982, 127. Particularly, we consider the formula XX MA.NA/XX GI\(\)N SIG S\(\)A.BA XX GI\(\)N MUG of KBo IX 90 and KBo IX 89 as “XX minas/XX shekels of wool including XX minas/shekels of broken wool fibres (not suitable to be spun?)”. Cf. Waetzoldt 1972, 56–57, also for MUG=mukku. Conversely, we did not find any convincing interpretation of the Sumerogram GIŠŠU.TAG. GA of KUB XLII 48. See therefore Siegelová 1986, 242; 245, note 5. For the proposed reading SUḪ in the same text, we would not stay with Siegelová (1986, 244 and note 4) either.

\(^{183}\) See Bo 6489 in Siegelová 1986, 324–327.


\(^{185}\) The best example is provided by the palace inventories that list incoming unprocessed wool of different colours (red, blue, green and yellow). Cf. Siegelová 1986, 90–91; 213–214.

\(^{186}\) Cf. Mora and Vigo 2012, 179–180.

\(^{187}\) See the very useful list of attestations in Haas 2003, 638–690.
mirrors of textile activities carried out in the 2nd millennium Anatolia and surrounding areas and they may just reflect regional (i.e. specific) features, more connected to the ritual praxis than to any textile activities. Ešduštaya and Papaya (Hurrian Ḫudena-Ḫudellura), the Hattian goddesses of fate (Gulšeš) spin in the underworld with spindles and distaffs the life of the Hittite kings and queens.\textsuperscript{188} Maybe they are also assisted by ritual weavers (katra/i-women)\textsuperscript{189} during birth rituals.\textsuperscript{190} Just like the Greek Moīrai they controlled the thread of life of every mortal from birth to death. The textile tools they used have a symbolic value too. Spindles and distaffs are, in fact, used during incantations against impurity and diseases connected to sexuality.\textsuperscript{191} Spindle and distaff as symbols of femininity versus bow and arrows (the symbols of masculinity) are key tools used during martial\textsuperscript{192} and funerary rituals.\textsuperscript{193}

Colours for cloths (or garments) also have a symbolic value. Despite the fact that the perception of colours differs greatly in cultures and it is therefore difficult to find exact equivalents,\textsuperscript{194} we know from Hittite texts that the predominant colours of textiles and garments were red, blue, green and purple. Black, white, red, blue and yellow colours have, indeed, a strong symbolic connotation. Natural coloured and dyed textiles are often used during rituals for their “chromotherapeutic properties” against diseases, evil and impurity.\textsuperscript{195}

\textbf{2.4. Representational Evidence}

In the art of the ancient Near East, there exist representations of textiles that provide indications as to how and when particular kinds of textile were used and by whom.

Representation of textile technologies too may give specific information to better understand how textiles were produced. In this section, we analyse representations of spinning and spinning tools in Hittite Anatolia, then of weaving and weaving tools in the neighbouring regions that sent textile products to the centre of the Hittite kingdom.

Spindles and spindle whorls made of metal are some of the most interesting finds in late 3rd millennium BC funerary deposits at Alaca Höyük and Horoztepe;\textsuperscript{196} they are also quoted in texts dating back to the second half of 2nd millennium BC\textsuperscript{197} and can be found in visual art of 2nd and 1st millennium BC.

A Middle Bronze Age cylinder seal impression from Kültepe depicts a woman holding a spindle (Fig. 5.1).\textsuperscript{198} She has both hands raised, offering the spindle to the god seated in front of her behind an altar or a banquet/offerrings table. More objects for spinning –spindles or distaffs– are located behind the woman. A female figure on a seal impression from the North-Syrian site of Emār (modern Meskene) is holding a spindle in the same way (Fig. 5.2). In this 14th century BC example an altar/banquet table is present as well.\textsuperscript{199}

\textsuperscript{188} See, in general, Haas 1994, 372–373.
\textsuperscript{189} Cf. Miller 2002, page 423 in particular.
\textsuperscript{190} See Beckman 1983, 118–119.
\textsuperscript{191} See, for example, the so-called “Paškuwatti Ritual” (CTH 406). Refer to Miller 2010 for the latest discussion on it.
\textsuperscript{192} E.g. the “First Soldiers’ Oath”. Cf. Oettinger 1967, 10–13.
\textsuperscript{194} Refer to Haas 2003, 638–649.
\textsuperscript{195} For these objects see section 2.2.
\textsuperscript{196} See section 2.3.
\textsuperscript{197} Teissier 1994, No. 348. For discussion see Bonatz 2000a, 79.
\textsuperscript{198} Beyer 2001, F7. Its style is similar to that of Mittani seals with local (Syrian) influences. But the comparison with
Other seal impressions show female figures that appear to be holding spindles, although the damage does not permit us to be sure about the object represented. This is the case of a stamp seal impression from Ḫattuša (Fig. 5.3), on which one can recognise a seated woman raising a cup and a spindle, while in front of her stands an offerings table.200

An interesting comparison for these scenes can be found in the iconography of a stele from Yağrı.201 Most scholars date this monument to the second half of the 2nd millennium BC, although some doubts persist.202 The relief shows a banquet scene involving two figures, a man and woman seated at each side of a table: the man is poorly preserved, but one can see a raised arm holding a cup in a way identical to the woman on the other side, still clearly visible. This second figure was probably the most important and she is holding a mushroom-shaped item, likely to be a spindle, in her left hand.

In order to find further representations of spindles in the art of Anatolia, one has to look at the funerary memorial monuments dating back to the 1st millennium BC. The funerary art of this more recent period could have been influenced by that (unpreserved) produced in the 2nd millennium BC.203 These Iron Age stelae represent lone women, couples or three people sculpted in relief. On some of these monuments, women have attributes such as spindles, spindle whorls and distaffs (Figs 5.4–5.5):204 in some cases a single spindle with its whorl, in others spindle and distaff together.205

In all the representations, the spinning tools are always full of fibres (flax or wool) or yarn. Distaffs are represented as sticks; the fibres are

---

200 Boehmer and Güterbock 1987, No. 145.
201 First published by Crowfoot 1899, 40–45. See also Garstang 1929, 147–148, fig. 10; Bittel 1976, 201, fig. 230; Bonatz 2000a, 52–53. Cf. Darga 1992, 191, fig. 195.
202 The few Anatolian (Luwian) hieroglyphic signs are difficult to date. See the remarks by Meriggi (1975, 263, 264).
205 For a lone spindle see Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 12, C22, for spindle and distaff see Fig. 5.5.
wrapped tightly around them forming a sort of round ball.\textsuperscript{206} Spindles look similar, but the shape of the wrapped thread is, as expected, fusiform.\textsuperscript{207}

In most representations it is impossible to distinguish the spindle whorl, even though one can imagine its location on the lower part of the spindle.\textsuperscript{208} When one finds spindles and distaffs together, the spindle always appears smaller, but when alone, it can be bigger.\textsuperscript{209}

Even when together, these objects represent symbols not in use: women hold these in the same hand, as one can clearly observe on a funerary monument dating back to 9th–8th centuries BC. (Fig. 5.5). On this monument, the banquet scene involves a seated man and woman and another woman standing. The woman on the chair rests an arm on the other’s shoulder and in the left hand she holds a spindle and distaff. The standing woman, who might be the daughter of the deceased couple, raises a mirror in her right hand and again a spindle and distaff in her left.\textsuperscript{210}

One of the stelae, coming from Maraş and dating to 8th century BC, shows a lady sitting with a spindle in one hand as a scribe stands in front of her (Fig. 5.4).\textsuperscript{211} This scene could be interpreted as a representation of a private moment: the lady of the house spinning.\textsuperscript{212} As stated by Dominik Bonatz, the smaller figures, depicted standing by the deceased, should be identified as descendants or heirs and not as servants.\textsuperscript{213} Comparisons are evident when one looks at a little stone relief from Susa, dated to

\textsuperscript{206} Cf. Fig. 5.5 and Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 23, C68. Völling 2008, 95, figs 30–31.
\textsuperscript{207} Cf. Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 12, C22; Teissier 1994, No. 348.
\textsuperscript{208} On a stone relief from Susa the spindle whorl is clearly visible located at the superior edge. Cf. Völling 2008, 93, fig. 27. On this relief see also infra.
\textsuperscript{209} Cf. Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 18, C51; Pl. 20, C59.
\textsuperscript{210} Women holding spindles and distaffs in one hand were sculpted on Greek and Roman funerary monuments too. For a brief overview see Völling 2008, 95, note 378 and figures and Rova 2008. More details in Cottica and Rova 2006.
\textsuperscript{211} Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 18, C51.
\textsuperscript{212} Völling 2008, 93–94.
\textsuperscript{213} Bonatz 2000b, 191.
8th century BC, in which a woman seats with a spindle in her hands, while an attendant stands beside her. She holds the tool carefully in front of her, close to a banquet table. In both of these representations, it is uncertain whether this performance represents the quotidian action, a ritual or a symbol. Thus, in Anatolian art, one finds no definite representations of women spinning. An example from the neighbouring region is a well-known intarsia panel from Mari, dating back to the first half of the 3rd millennium BC, depicting a scene involving at least two spinning couples. Following a common interpretation the woman standing holds a distaff helping the seated and spinning woman (on her left). However, it is more likely that these women are not spinning but rather making skeins. The woman standing holds a big spindle, as the seated one unwinds yarn with both hands.

Clearly and in conclusion, the spindle and distaff mark femininity in all the Hittite examples. Many works have already pointed to the interesting symbolic connotation of these instruments. As outlined in the previous section, spindles and distaffs symbolise womanhood in many Hittite texts. Thanks to visual art, one can add that mirrors symbolise femininity too. Visual representations and archaeological data confirm connections among spindles, distaffs and mirrors (e.g. in the grave goods of Horoztepe and Alaca Höyük). In visual art, these objects appear together in some burial stelae, dating to the 1st millennium BC. These three items occasionally represent goddesses’ regalia, inviting an interpretation of these women as priestesses. Ancient texts connect spinning to people’s destinies and to particular goddesses involved in childbirth.

The yarn has an evident connotation with the thread of life and as women create thread, they also create life in all its aspects. Spindle and distaff represented in art stress the femininity in two ways: first, they are symbols of textile economic activities typical of women who were the main manufacturers of textiles. Women spent their whole lives spinning, weaving and crafting clothes; this was true for every status. Second, spindle and distaff stress the most important role of females: the creation of life. This second point is particularly interesting because, as noted above, these symbols are often represented on funerary stelae of the Neo-Hittite period. Maybe the spinning tools carved on these monuments represents a hope for the afterlife because a woman can, in the same way, re-generate the life as she could create yarn (similar to the umbilical cord) and textiles. In

---

214 Cf. Völling 2008, 93. She proposes that the lady is spinning very delicate yarn (appropriate for embroidery).
216 Völling 2008, 85–86, with references.
217 Breniquet (2008, 292; Breniquet 2010, 60) is in favour of this second interpretation.
218 Recently, Rova 2008; Cottica and Rova 2006.
219 For the first see Özgüç and Akok 1958, 44; Pl. VII, 1. For the second Koşay 1951, tomb L.
220 For example, Bonatz 2000a, Pl. 13, C27, Pl. 19, C53, Pl. 21, C60.
221 Ninatta and Kulitta, servants of Šauška, holding mirrors on the relief of Yazilikaya (see Bittel 1975, Pl. 22). Kubaba on a Karkemiš relief holds a mirror and probably a distaff (see Bittel 1976, 254, fig. 289). With regard to this, the representation of a figure with a spindle in one hand and a mirror in the other on the Hasanlu gold bowl is particularly interesting. Cf. Winter 1989, 101, fig. 14. This female divine figure seated on a lion has been associated with Kubaba, but lions, mirrors and spindles are attributes of the goddess Ištar/Šauška too.
223 On the metaphorical meaning of spinning and weaving in other cultures see recently the bibliography offered in Michel and Nosch 2010b, x, note 35. For Lamaštu amulets with a spindle see Wiggermann 2000; Farber 1980–1983.
224 The connection between the thread of life and the umbilical cord is self-evident and has been identified by anthropologists and psychoanalysts in many cultures, ancient and modern. On this topic see the still very interesting paper by Röheim 1948. Although these suggestions are very intriguing, the application of these models of analysis in the field of the Ancient Near East requires further studies.
some way, these representations provide a glimpse into the activities of the past life and a hope for a new one. The archaeological data provided in previous paragraphs, by underlining the presence of a huge number of spindle whorls in funerary contexts, could confirm the two hypotheses.

In the case of spindle whorls, one deals with items that were certainly used in daily life. In that of metal spindles in rich graves, scholars are not so sure. Their inclusion in funerary deposits seems not to depend on their use, but because they recall crafting activities as well as the femininity of the buried person. Otherwise, they can represent the hope for the pursuing of creation activities in the future. They could also be items not used for spinning, but to perform rituals.

Once spun, the yarn is ready to be woven. Iconography could help by enlightening us on the nature of ancient looms, hence providing us with information about textile production.

Illustrations of looms appear on early Mesopotamian seals and ceramic vessels and on Egyptian wall paintings and tomb models. These provide important documentary evidence that confirms the archaeological record and contributes to our understanding of loom construction in the ancient Near East and Egypt. The specific situation for Hittite Anatolia is different. In the total lack of such representations, archaeological finds and comparisons with images coming from other areas and periods help to determine the nature of looms used in Anatolia.

As already pointed out, while the quotidian weaving in Anatolia and in the ancient Near East was generally done by women, on the contrary, some stages of textile production were probably entrusted to men. This is because some processes were hard and dangerous for children who were certainly spending the day with their mothers. Ritual weavers were also women, but the craftsmen entrusted by the palace to weave precious textiles appear to be mainly males. In ancient Near Eastern iconography, although seldom, one finds male weavers or men involved in other phases of the textile production. A procession of a ceremony involving the queen is reproduced on an interesting Urartian belt that presents a seated male beating a finished rug in a corner (Fig. 5.6).

3. Textile Use in Anatolia of 2nd millennium BC and in Neighbouring Areas

3.1. Archaeological Finds

The study of textile remains is crucial for a comparative analysis linking archaeological, epigraphic and iconographical data.

Textile remains found in funerary and non-funerary contexts are considered here separately, focusing on those dating to the 2nd millennium BC, with references to previous periods.

The first example of non-funerary context dates to the Old Assyrian colony period in Anatolia (19th–18th centuries BC). A number of samples of fabric impressions were identified on the back

---

226 For these Early Mesopotamian seals and seal impressions reproducing weaving and the preparation of the warp, see Amiet 1972, Nos. 673, 674. For representations of different kinds of loom see Breniquet 2008, figs 84–91, Breniquet 2010, 61–62 and Fig. 4.7. For Egyptian tomb models see El-Shahawy 2005, 136, No. 84, Pritchard 1969, No. 142. For Egyptian paintings reproducing looms see Pritchard 1969, No. 143.
227 For the vertical loom in Anatolia see section 2.2. For an interesting overview on Early Bronze Age Mesopotamia, see Breniquet 2008 and Breniquet 2010, 58 and fig. 4.2. Examples dating to the mid. 1st millennium BC Aegean area: Völling 2008, 145, fig. 54; Burke 2010, 106, fig. 52.
228 On characteristics of women’s work, so to conciliate children care, see anthropologist J. Brown, quoted in Barber 1994, 29–30.
229 See Vigo in section 2.3.
230 In Amiet 1972, No. 674 weavers’ sex is not clear. Other examples proposed by Breniquet (2010, 63) are still uncertain.
231 Ziffer 2002, 647, fig. 4.
of a number of bullae of Kaneš/Kültepe. Although the context of the discovery is often uncertain, Veenhof suggests that the clay sealings could have been used to seal containers such as bags, sacks or clothes, travelling along the trade routes between Aššur and Cappadocia. A selection of these textile bags contained neither food nor other kinds of goods but rather tablets. This evidence adds another element to the interpretation of textiles use: bags, sacks or textile containers could have been used not only in the trade of goods but also in the transportation of tablets.

As far as the fabric imprints on a number of seal impressions are concerned, it may be suggested that the seals were rolled over pieces of fabric. The use of fabrics as support in various activities would then represent a new element overlooked so far by analysis based on textual data or archaeological investigations.

Examples of textiles from Kaman-Kale Hüyük also date to the Old-Assyrian colony period in Cappadocia. They were found in Room 150 (Kaman Phase IIIc). Most of these charred cloth pieces consisted of bundles of threads; but among them is a small fragment of fabric with decorative motifs. In the first case we deal with loose thread where warp and weft are not definable, while the second example quite clearly presents a weaving structure known as “Sumac-technique”.

---

233 Veenhof 1972.
234 Veenhof 1972, 28; Veenhof 1997.
235 Cf. several seal impressions on cretulae among those published by Özguç and Tunca 2001. For example, Pl. 78 (St. 46).
237 Fairbairn 2004, 109, Pl. 118, fig. 3.
According to Fairbairn, given the context, the charred fragments may have been part of bags used to store grains or belonging to the clothing of the inhabitants.\textsuperscript{239} The second example is the oldest proof of decorative technique on fabric. According to the excavator, it could belong to a textile imported from Assyria to Cappadocia.\textsuperscript{240} This finding suggests that in Anatolia, at the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, there existed richly decorated fabrics. They were produced through different weaving techniques, embroidered with golden threads, overlaid with beads or probably decorative plaques, all of which contributed to the creation of different motifs.\textsuperscript{241}

The site of Acemhüyük also provides evidence of textiles in Anatolia at the beginning of 2nd millennium BC. Three stripes of one fabric, unfortunately extremely burnt, were discovered in the Sarikaya palace.\textsuperscript{242} It is interesting to note that some of these pieces were decorated with faïence beads and golden threads. They were probably part of a garment, enriched with the first evidence of a technique of decoration similar to medieval brocade.

It is important here to include some Anatolian funerary contexts, even if they exceed the chronological span of our analysis. Their peculiarity is the presence of well preserved textile remains with evidence of decorations and traces of colours.

In a funerary deposition of Alişar Hüyük, dating to the mid. 3rd millennium BC (Burial e X14), archaeologists found some fragments of fabric stuck to skin and bones.\textsuperscript{243} Microscope analysis has identified traces of dark brown and yellow colours, suggesting that this may not be a shroud but instead a garment with a specific meaning.\textsuperscript{244} According to this interpretation, this garment could have actually been worn by the deceased or used to wrap the body.

The use of valuable fabrics, often dyed with a symbolic value in connection with the funerary context, implies that garments and cloths were generally considered precious goods, as well as bearers of meanings.

Another remarkable and recently published find comes from the Royal Tomb of Arslantepe, dating to the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC.\textsuperscript{245} The Royal Tomb is located in an isolated area and consists of a circular pit with a cist grave surrounded by stones. A male body was buried in the cist with a rich funerary deposit (two necklaces, a calcite vessel and 14 ceramic pots or jars). The body and a selection of grave-goods were placed on a wooden surface upon which were identified many traces of fibres, so abundant that the whole platform might have been originally covered by a sheet. Textile fragments were discovered near the shoulder and the left tibia of the body, others underneath the two necklaces suggesting that this fabric might have been used as a shroud or a mortuary dress. The deceased was not only decorated with jewels but also with precious fabrics, which, according to the archaeologists, were wrapped around the body and the grave-goods.\textsuperscript{246} The presence of two adolescents’ skeletons on top of stones covering the cist indicates a high social status of the deceased. A boy and a girl lay in an unusual position, both wearing a copper pin, two spirals in the hair and a diadem. They were probably also wearing a garment and a veil, as

\textsuperscript{239} Fairbairn 2004, 109, 114.
\textsuperscript{240} Fairbairn 2004, 115.
\textsuperscript{241} These embroidered clothes are not attested in Old Assyrian texts, although they are quoted in texts from Mari according to Rouault 1977a, No. 6; Rouault 1977b, 151 (for embroidery or decorative applications similar to sequins, ll. 40–46).
\textsuperscript{242} Refer to Völling 2008, 241, with previous bibliography.
\textsuperscript{243} Völling 2008, 238–239, FO(57).
\textsuperscript{244} Fogelberg and Kendall 1937, 334–335 and fig. 60.
\textsuperscript{245} Frangipane et al. 2009, 17–20, fig. 14–15.
\textsuperscript{246} Frangipane et al. 2009, 18.
suggested by the cloth fragments under the boy’s diadem and others around the pins. Two more female skeletons were located at the feet of the first couple. According to the position in the grave, they appear to have been of a lower social status.

Up to now, there have been no textile remains recorded for 2nd millennium funerary contexts in Anatolia. For the neighbouring area, it is important to recall the cases of Jericho in the Palestinian region and Tell el Sa’idiyeh in Jordan.

The discovery of the Royal Tomb in Qatna is crucial for the comparison of funerary contexts in the Syrian area. The textile remains brought to light in the Qatna Tomb come from different contexts and are located in different areas of the burial complex.

Two main groups of fabric remains will be investigated here. The first group deals with the remains identified through microscopic analysis of sediment samples found in many spots in many areas within the Royal Tomb. Traces of textiles were recorded, for example, in main Chamber (1), in Chamber 3–4 (on the floor), along with fragments that show traces of purple dye. Belonging to this group are fabric remains found inside the sarcophagus in Chamber 4, on the wood platform in the North-East corner of Chamber 1 along with a number of fragments in advanced state of mineralization, which were found attached to beads and golden objects.

The second group of textiles encompasses a relevant number of well-preserved pieces found in deposits on a table in Chamber 4. These remains show different levels and folds in the fabric stratification. In particular, they showed many coloured fragments with refined decorations, indicating that weavers were highly skilled in their craft. This decoration involves the overlay of fabrics.

The findings in the Qatna Tomb are absolutely striking in their state of preservation and in their manufacture. They emphasise the prestige and luxury of these funerary contexts.

3.2. Written Sources (Part Two: The Use of Textiles and Garments)

Textiles as finished products are listed among luxury goods in many Hittite text categories. Since it is impossible here to refer to a huge variety of clothes mentioned in the Hittite documentation, we limit our survey to significant samples in an interdisciplinary perspective.

Textiles and garments were exchanged between royal courts. In a letter sent by the Hittite king Šuppiluliuma I to the pharaoh Amenhotep IV, found in the el-Amarna archives, the sovereign of Hatti tried to come to an agreement with the newly enthroned king of Egypt. In order to ease the process, Šuppiluliuma sent to his “brother” wonderful golden statues, embellished with lapis lazuli. Among the magnificent luxury goods that symbolise a new friendship after the death of the previous pharaoh, ḥuzzi-cloths are listed. In a similar way, the king Tušratta of Mittani, a neighbouring land locatable to the modern Khābūr valley (North-Eastern Syria), needed to enhance the agreement he

247 Frangipane et al. 2009, 19 and fig. 19.
248 Crowfoot 1960; Crowfoot 1965; Pritchard 1980.
250 Reifarth and Drewello 2011, 469–482.
252 Reifarth and Drewello 2011, 478, Pl. 2.
254 Reifarth 2011, 499.
255 EA 41, 35–36. The ḥuzzi-cloth may refer to a precious Hurrian fabric.
came to with the father (Amenhotep III) of the heir to the throne (Amenhotep IV). Hence, he sent to the pharaoh a Hurrian tunic (TÚG.GÚ.È.A ḪURRI) and a precious over-garment (TÚGBAR.DUL).

The “Hurrian shirt/tunic” seems to be one of the most fashionable garments among the ancient Near Eastern sovereigns, as also testified by its occurrence in the Hittite palace inventories. Among the subjugated persons that appear on the wall paintings of the Men-kheper-Re-seeb’s tomb in Thebes (Egypt), two have been identified as the “Prince of Ḫatti” and the “Prince of Tunip”, respectively. According to Goetze the latter is wearing what can be considered a Hurrian shirt. The TÚGBAR.DUL (“cloak”/“mantle”?) forms part of the gods’ clothing set in Mesopotamian texts, also in the Akkadian form kusītu. It is mentioned in a letter between the pharaoh and the king of Cyprus (Alašiya) and in an Egyptian inventory of goods stored in the treasury, from the el-Amarna archive. The strange form TÚGkušiši(-)DUL quoted in a Hittite palace inventory together with minas and shekels of gold with copper as tribute, may perhaps indicate that the Hittite (TÚG)kušiši- is a loan word from the Akkadian kusītu. The logogram TÚGBAR.DUL is attested only twice in a fragmentary palace inventory. Sifting through the Hittite documentation, we can assume that the same over garment is mentioned several times in different text categories by means of the logogram TÚGBAR.“TE”. According to Goetze the Hittite word for TÚGBAR.DUL/“TE” should be a neuter gender noun because of ku-e TÚGBAR.“TE”MEŠ in KUB VII 8, col. III 16. This can be the case of the i-stem noun kušiši-indeed. Unfortunately the alleged forms [TÚGBAR.“TE”]A²-aš of KUB IX 27, col. I 12 and TÚGBAR.“TE”-eš of KUB XXXV 133, col. I 21, although not clear at all, raise some doubts. Apparently, the TÚGBAR.“TE” and the kušiši-garments appear in similar contexts. The BAR.“TE”MEŠ are frequently mentioned in palace inventories that list precious garments assigned to individuals and palace officers or as luxury incoming clothes from different places and persons as tributes. They usually come in blue purple or green-blue purple colours. They are almost always listed together with shoes (KÍŚE. SIRḪI.A), leggings/gaiters or underclothes (TÚG GAD.DAM MEŠḪI.A or †kattama-?), shirts (TÚG. GÚ.È.A), belts/waist-bands (TÚGE.ÍB) and head-covers (TÚGSAG.DUL), forming the main elements of a complete dress. This kind of over garment is spread over a patient during a ritual:

---

256 EA 27, rev. 110–111.
257 The name denotes a ready-to-wear garment: “garment (túg) which covers (dul) the (out)side (bar)”. Perhaps the logogram defines a kind of mantle.
258 See Siegelová 1986, 651. This “Hurrian shirt” must be a more ornate variation of the simple shirt (TÚG.GÚ.È.A). It may be embroidered or trimmed with gold or silver. A good quality (SIG,) shirt seems not being an expensive item though (three shekels). Cf. “Hittite Laws”: § 182. Hoffner 1997, 145–146.
259 Cf. Pritchard 1969, 15, fig. 45; 255, No. 45. Cf. the following section (3.3.).
261 CAD “K”, 586 h, 587 3’.
262 EA 34, 23.
263 EA 14, col. III 27.
265 KBo XVIII 175, col. VI 1-2. In the same text we surprisingly find also BAR.“TE” ḪIḪI (col. II 5). The result of this provisional search is based on a CHD files survey (January 2013).
266 For TÚGBAR.DUL₁₁₂ ≠ TÚGBAR.“TE”. See already Goetze 1955, 57. For an in depth discussion whether DUL and TE are really different signs and how the Hittite conceived of these logograms, see Weeden 2011, 170–171.
267 Goetze 1955, 57, n. 80.
268 E.g. KUB XLII 106.
269 E.g. NBC 3842.
270 Here we follow the colour designations recently sketched by Singer (2008, 23–24).
272 Cf. Weeden 2011, 377, 470. See below for further interpretations.
The cloaks or tunics which are lying on the soldier bread he will spread out (each) night [...]. Once more they spread a bed for him down in front of the table. They also spread out below for him the cloaks or tunics which have been lying upon the soldier bread. The patient lies down, (to see) if he will see in a dream the goddess (Ulliliyašši) in her body; she will go to him and sleep with him. ²⁷³

It is also part of the festive garments to dress up statues of gods; ²⁷⁴ it is even worn by the king-substitute during a ritual. ²⁷⁵ The BAR."TE"MEŠ are also “presented”, together with the garments mentioned above, to determine the exact aspect of a situation which has caused a deity’s anger. ²⁷⁶

The kušiši-garments are used to spread paths for gods:

“For you (plur.) I have spread paths with a swath (TÚG kurešnit) of a k. (TÚG kušišiyaš)”. ²⁷⁷ “Over the paths (made) of fine oil and honey he spread out a piece of cloth/a swath (TÚG kureššar) from the soldier bread below, saying as follows: «O Storm-god of Kulwišna, keep walking on a path (made) of a swath (TÚG kurešnaš) of a k.-cloth (TÚG kušišiyaš)! And for you, may your feet not trample brushes and stones! May (the path) be smooth under your feet!” ²²⁷⁹

We find the kušiši-garment in a ritual against impurity that implies as Materia Magica soldier bread and other garments ²⁸⁰ and in a funerary ritual. ²⁸¹

From a passage of the prayer of the king Amnuwanda I and Ašmunikal to the Sun-goddess of Arinna about the ravages of the Kaška people we can infer that kušiši-garments, though scarcely attested among the bare lists of tributes, were probably offered to deities in temples:

“The lands that were supplying you, O gods of heaven, with offering bread, libations, and tribute, from some of them the priests, the priestesses, the holy priests, the anointed, the musicians, and the singers had gone, from others they carried off the tribute and the ritual objects of the gods. From others they carried off the sun-discs and the lunulae of silver, gold, bronze and copper, the fine garments, the festive ones? (TÚGḪIA adupli). ²⁸² shirts/tunics of a k. (kušišiyaš), ²⁸³ the offering bread and the libations of the Sungoddess of Arinna.” ²⁸⁴

The kušiši-garment is poorly attested in the palace inventories, but it is always listed together with other festive-garments (TÚG NÍG.LÁM MEŠ) like head-bands (lupan(n)i-) and kureššar. ²⁸⁵ Beside the kušiši ²⁸⁶ these two items can form the royal dress of kings and queens. ²⁸⁷

²⁷³ CTH 406 (Ritual of Paškuwatti against Impotence [or Homosexuality]): Excerpta §§ 12; 17. We believe that cloaks are spread over “soldier bread” and then on the bed in which the patient lays in order to absorb virility and pass it to the patient himself.

²⁷⁴ E.g. KBo XLVII 266+, col. I 7–8. KBo VII 21, 8’-10’.


²⁷⁶ For the word TÚG kureššar- see below.

²⁷⁷ KUB XV 34, col. I 40–41.


²⁸⁰ KUB XXX 28(+)XXXIX 23, obv. 24–27.


²⁸² Following Singer’s translation (2002, 41), we prefer to interpret it as a genitive singular instead of a comm. gender accusative plural of kušiši-. Contra Tischler (HEG “K”, 674). Note also that it lacks of determinative TÚG.

²⁸³ KUB XVII 21++, col. II 14’-17’.

²⁸⁴ E.g. KUB XLI 14++; KUB XLI 55; KUB XLI 56.

²⁸⁵ See the attestations in Goetze 1947a, 177.

²⁸⁶ E.g. KUB XLI 98, col. I 10–12.
The Hittite term \( \text{TUG} \) *kureššar*-, literally “cut of cloth”,\(^{288} \) basically defines a piece of cloth used during rituals:

E.g. “She sets [the b(asket)] of “drawing [the deity…] along the road” [(dow)]n. […] She spread a cut of cloth [and then] she speaks as follow, [(cal)]Is the deceased [(by name:)] «May these reeds be [the br(idge)] for you!»\(^{289} \)

It can also indicate the veil worn by goddesses and queens in religious contexts. It is attested as a precious garment entrusted to high dignitaries of the Hittite court and itemized among other ritual clothes.\(^{290} \) We believe that both the *kušiši*-garment (hence cloak/mantle?) and this female cloth are represented in the Hittite rock reliefs.\(^{291} \)

Based on this preliminary investigation of the Hittite textiles terminology, we would also tentatively suggest that the Hittite logogram \( \text{TUGE.IB} \) quoted several times in the inventories of incoming items,\(^{292} \) could be represented as part of the dress of the well-known king/deity in the “King’s Gate” relief of Ḫattuša. Looking at the belt that fastens that trimmed kilt (\( \text{TUGIB.LÁ? MASŁU} \))\(^{293} \) the association with \( \text{TUGE.IB.KUN} \) seems plausible. Indeed this waist band/belt sometimes provided with a sort of tale (KUN) as the one in the relief, is occasionally mentioned in texts together with golden or bronze inlays and weapons as they were part of a special kit.\(^{294} \)

As it has been outlined in this paper, there are no textile remains surviving from 2nd millennium funerary contexts in Anatolia. Nonetheless, Hittite funerary rituals refer to precious/festive garments (\( \text{TUGINIĞ.LAMMES} \)) offered to the statues which might represent the royal couple during the funeral:

“One\( n \) man [puts] a bow [(and) arrows] (in) his (i.e. statue of the deceased?) hand. But [if it is a wo]man (i.e. if the queen has died) [he puts] a distaff [and spindle (in) her hand.] And [they give?] to her precious/festive garments.”;\(^{295} \)

or to preserve the purified bones of the deceased:

“(They take) a silver ḫu<p>par-vessel (weighing) twenty minas and a half(?), filled with fine oil. They take[e] out the bones with silver tongs and put them into the fine oil in the ḫu<p>par-vessel. They take them out of the fine oil and lay them down on the linen kazzarnul-cloth. A fine cloth is laid under the linen cloth. When they finish gathering the bones, they wrap them in the linen and fine cloths.”;\(^{296} \)

This brief and selective survey on Hittite clothing aimed not only to show the use of textiles in different contexts but also to propose some key elements for further comparisons with the Hittite artistic production.

3.3. Textiles Art Representations: κτῆμα ἀεὶ

Textiles crafted in Anatolia or in the neighbouring areas were certainly used in many different ways. They were common in everyday life in the form of bags, clothes, bandages, bed clothes, but also

\(^{288} \) Cf. HED “K”, 262; EDHIL, 494.


\(^{291} \) Refer to following section (3.3.). Cf. already Goetze 1947a, 178, n. 19; Goetze 1955, 57, n. 78.

\(^{292} \) E.g. KUB XLII 48.

\(^{293} \) Cf. Goetze 1955, 56 also for the particular use of the verb \( \text{putal}(l)\text{iya}/\text{e} \) “put on light clothes”. But see also CHD “P”, 401–402. For trimmed kilt(?) (\( \text{TUGIB.LÁ? MASŁU} \)) together with waist bands/belts see KBo XVIII 181, obv. 5, 24.

\(^{294} \) Compare the attestations in Goetze 1955, 55–56.


tents. As known from texts quoted in the previous pages, textile products were often considered as luxury goods. Precious clothes were, hence, richly decorated and used for furniture, garments and gifts or given as tributes. Visual art is somewhat revealing on these uses of textiles in ancient Anatolia.

The most obvious use of fabric in representational art is the depiction of clothing. In the art of the ancient Near East clothes indicate civilization and power.\textsuperscript{297} Garments have the primary purpose to protect the body, but have also other important functions such as indicating social status. In all the time periods, the elite wear better quality clothing than lower classes. Unfortunately, common people rarely appear in art while the majority of information found in visual representations concerns garments of the elite or ritual clothes, as well as the wonderful pieces thought to be worn by gods.

The case of Hittite Anatolia is suggestive of this problem. Observing Hittite art we realize that the main purpose was always symbolic. Reliefs and seals dating to the 14th–13th centuries BC reproduced human figures identifiable with gods and goddesses, kings and their families.\textsuperscript{298} The garments worn by Hittite kings and queens on monuments and seals seem to be highly representative, in order to communicate immediately to the observer the power of the figure in front of him.\textsuperscript{299} Many Hittite reliefs represent the king. In some cases he dresses as a warrior, but most times he wears particular garments – a long tunic or mantle – which appear to be ceremonial. The attitude of the sovereign in this last case is similar to that of a priest (Fig. 5.7). The Hittite king is represented this way, for example, on two orthostats at Alaca Höyük, in two in Alalaḫ, on two reliefs at Yazılıkaya, on the Sirkeli relief and on some seal impressions found in the Hittite capital and in other sites.\textsuperscript{300} In some other examples (such as the reliefs at Yazılıkaya, an ivory plaque from Megiddo, a gold and lapis lazuli tiny figure from Karkemiš and seal impressions from peripheral sites such as Emar), divine figures are dressed in the same way as the priest-king.\textsuperscript{301}

The king wears a two-piece robe: a loose-fitting, short-sleeved garment that reaches to the feet, and a cloak with edges falling over both shoulders. In some cases there is a sort of pointed tail on the back.\textsuperscript{302} The hem of this mantle is often trimmed, although details are not clear. The king dressed in this way usually bears a round cap. In the example from Alaca Höyük (Fig. 5.7) though, he has the head and the back covered by a sort of long veil, probably fixed by a metal band.\textsuperscript{303}

\textsuperscript{297} It is important to remind that Enkidu in the epic of Gilgameš is metaphorically dressed once civilized (Bier 1995, 1582). Nakedness was specifically used to indicate prisoners, disgraced and humble people (for examples in seals, cf. Otto 2000, No. 434) or in fertility contexts (on naked women as symbol of fertility, see Mazzoni 2002; Pruss 2002). Significant exceptions where the heroes are naked, have also been encountered in visual representation in Anatolia (E.g. Kültepe seal impressions show this motif. See Teissier 1994, 161, 163–165).

\textsuperscript{298} Reliefs dating to the 1st millennium BC, as those observed for the representation of spindles and distaff in section 2.4, will not be analysed here. For detailed description, see Özgen 1985. Moreover, we refer only occasionally to the garments worn by gods, leaving this topic for a future study.

\textsuperscript{299} On this topic, see recently Bonatz 2007.


\textsuperscript{301} Cf. for Yazılıkaya Bittel 1976, fig. 234. For the Hittite ivory plaque from Megiddo see Loud 1939, Pl. 10F. For Karkemiš golden divine figures, cf. Bittel 1976, fig. 242. For Emar seals, Beyer 2001, Nos. A1, A7, A10, etc. On the problem of the identification of the figure surmounted by a winged sun, see Mora 2004, 446–447 with previous bibliography. Examples of images of actual priests performing rituals are encountered among the extremely interesting reliefs in Alaca Höyük. Cf. Bittel 1976, figs 212, 220, 222.

\textsuperscript{302} Cf. Ehringhaus 2005, 25, fig. 38.

\textsuperscript{303} See recently Vigo 2010, 310–315.
The king is represented as a divine warrior on seal impressions and on reliefs, such as two relief blocks from Temple 5 (Fig. 5.8) and from Chamber 2 in Boğazköy, the Hittite capital Ḫattuša (Fig. 5.9), and a rock relief in Firaktin. Princes are also represented as warriors, for example, on rock reliefs at Hanyeri and Hamide. In all these cases the royal figures wear a short kilt. On their head, they can wear a high, conical hat with multiple horns, but also a rounded cap as in the cases of Hanyeri and Hamide. Details of the kilt are not always clear, as exemplified in Fig. 5.9. In Fig. 5.8 the kilt is one piece, trimmed at the lower edge and worn with a thick belt, while in Firaktin, Hanyeri and Hamide’s examples edges appear overlapping at the front.

The martial kilt worn by the male figure on the so-called King’s Gate at Boğazköy is very short. This type presents an elongated edge overlapping the actual kilt in the front. The decorative pattern of bands of diagonal hatches and volutes that probably represented an actual garment is remarkable (Fig. 5.10). According to Elizabeth Barber, the cloth “must have been woven vertically on the loom – or the fringed edge woven separately and sewn on.” Alternatively this could be a sort of belt/waist band as cautiously suggested above.

In Egyptian wall paintings representations of people identified as Hittites dressed in a short white kilt, or wearing a light tunic with a sort of kilt that probably was military attire are depicted

---

304 Bittel 1976, fig. 198.
306 Bittel 1976, figs 267–268. Whether one should identify the figure as the divinized king or a god is a debated question. Similar kilts in Bittel 1976, figs 148, 262, 263.
5. Elements for a Comparative Study of Textile Production and Use

On other Egyptian reliefs, Hittite soldiers wear long garments, wrapped around the body. On festive occasions Hittite men wore a longer tunic with long sleeves called Hurrian shirt, which is often mentioned in Hittite palace inventories, as reported above. A Hurrian shirt has been identified by Pritchard as the clothing of some figures (although indicated as Syrians) on Egyptian wall-paintings. In these paintings the shirt is white, but decorated in blue and red along the edges and with a long line running down the front. Other peculiar clothes were those worn by musicians and acrobats on reliefs at Alaca Höyük (Fig. 5.11). They look like knee-length long-sleeved robes with trimmed edges overlapped and shut in the front by means of a bow-belt. Also the clothing worn by a hunter on another Alaca relief is knee length, long sleeved and open at the front.

---

308 For representation of Hittites wearing short white kilt see Pritchard 1969, fig 45. For light tunic richly decorated and kilt see Pritchard 1969, fig. 35.
310 Pritchard 1951, 40. Pritchard 1969, figs 45, 46 (see also catalogue, 255, Nos. 45, 46). Cf. here section 3.2.
311 Bittel 1976, fig. 225.
Fig. 5.10: Figure sculpted on “King’s Gate” at Ḫattuša. Detail of the kilt. Bittel 1976, fig. 268.

Fig. 5.11: Musicians and acrobats. Relief from Alaca Höyük (14th century BC). Ehringhaus 2005, fig. 3.

Fig. 5.12: Hittite prisoner on faience tile (1195–1164 BC). Pritchard 1969, no. 35.
Women in ceremonial attire wore a tunic and a mantle-like veil. This could have been of different colours, as exemplified in Figs 5.15–5.17. Others wore a two-piece cloth similar to that of a goddess as in Fig. 5.13, i.e. a short-sleeved tunic with a round neckline and a veil covering the head. The tunic is not belted at the waist and reaches down to the ankles. The veil falls down the back of the goddess, but the damages does not allow a reconstruction of the top of the head.

Goddesses are represented with a long pleated skirt. Something similar is also worn by the queen performing a ritual together with the king in his priestly attire.312

Goddesses and queens sometimes wore a high pólos.313 In some examples, dating to the beginning of the 1st millennium BC, a long veil covers the pólos.314 As suggested in the previous section this long veil could tentatively be identified with the well attested kureššar-garment.

We lack visual information about the colours of these garments. Of course, there are some indications of colours of textiles in the Hittite texts, but, even when it is possible to translate them, the subject is complicated by the difficulty on how these hues were perceived.315

Apart from the Egyptian wall paintings and faïence tiles, the only support in Anatolian visual art comes from the Reliefkeramik, dating back to 16th century BC.316 The red-polished surface of these vases was decorated in relief with the additional use of some colours like dark brown and white/cream.317 In some cases the decoration involved human figures. These are men and women participating in a rite, some sort of a sacred marriage ceremony. Men wear short white/cream tunics with long sleeves, but in some cases we observe a sort of back extension that looks like a swallowtail (Fig. 5.16).318 More seldom we note men wearing long, long-sleeved tunics of dark brown colour (Fig. 5.14). Women are usually dressed in white or cream long tunics with long sleeves, but dark tunics are also attested (Figs 5.14–5.16). Both men and women wearing this kind of long tunics

312 This is the case of the queen as represented on a block relief in Alaca Höyük, here Fig. 5.7.
314 Bittel 1976, 253, fig. 287; 255, fig. 289.
315 See Vigo 2010, 298–302, with references and previous paragraph.
316 For an overview see Özugç 2002. On the Bitik vase, see Özugç 1957; Bittel 1976, 145; on İnandık vase, see Özugç 1988; on the recently discovered Hüseyinde vase, see Yıldırım 2009.
317 These colours – reddish-brown, very dark brown and cream (sometimes going to yellow) – are the local traditional colours beginning with this very period. Cf. Bittel 1976, 145.
also wear a thick reddish brown belt around their waists, although sometimes it is hidden as in the case of the couple involved in a sort of marriage scene on the Bitik vase (Fig. 5.14).  

Women are sometimes depicted with a long veil covering their heads and whole bodies; this is the case of the female figures sitting on the bed on İnandık vase and Hüseyndede vase and on the seat on the Bitik vase. In other cases the veil, coloured in dark brown, looks lighter and follows the back of the figures to the feet (Fig. 5.15).

As already stressed, the garments worn by these figures are indicated in white (in some cases fading to yellow), with few exceptions. In some examples decorative bands are marked, coloured in dark brown or in relief.

Men, women, gods and goddesses represented in Hittite art wear a peculiar kind of shoes with the point turned upwards. Identified as KUŠ SIRḪI.A by scholars, they were usually made of leather and not included in the present paper.

Other uses for textiles among the Hittites are, unfortunately, rarely represented in art. The sample provided here deals with interior furnishings, such as beds.

Hittite inventory texts list precious textiles. Among other luxury goods, these catalogues of gifts or tributes register lakkušanzani-linen, interpreted as a kind of bed cover, or a sort of canopy for the bed. In Hittite art, one cannot yet find any representation of canopy beds. Although model beds are quoted in texts for ritual purposes, the actual models have not been preserved and this piece of furniture is not usually represented in art. The decoration of one of the friezes of the İnandık vase includes

---

319 Cf. Bittel 1976, 143, fig. 140.
322 Siegelová 1986, 604.
323 Koşak 1982, 17; recently Vigo 2010, 297.
324 In Mesopotamia bed models or other representations of beds in art exist, for example in scenes of sexual intercourse or in scenes involving death or the healing of a sick person. See Nevling Porter 2002.
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Fig. 5.16: Different scenes from the frieze of vase found in Hüseyndede (16th century BC). Yıldırım 2009, Pl. 28, fig. 11.

a rare image of a tall bed. Either rich sheets or blankets cover the bed leaving the legs exposed. It appears basically white, decorated with two horizontal bands, one black and one brownish-red (the uncoloured surface of the vase).

The recent publication of the Hüseyndede vase adds a second artistic example of the same kind of bed (Fig. 5.16). In this second example the bed is even higher, while the clothing is decorated with five bands: two white/cream and three very dark brown. The material of the sheets is unknown, although we cautiously opt for linen, considered more prestigious.

Looking for comparisons in other representations from the ancient Near Eastern art, we encounter in Neo-Assyrian art some images of precious beds on which the king rests. Although these are not canopy beds, in some cases they were surmounted by precious tents that protected his majesty from the sun. Urartu art (1st millennium BC Eastern Anatolia), confirms the use of precious

---

325 Scholars have interpreted the relief of a couple sitting on this bed as a sacred marriage ceremony (Özgüç 1988, 96, Pl. 51.1.). This interpretation has to be re-discussed in the light of the new evidence from Hüseyndede.
326 Yıldırım 2009, Pl. 28, fig. 11.
327 See the list of linen as bed clothes in Vigo 2010, 297 notes 68–69. On the prestigious use of linen attested in Mesopotamian texts see Waetzoldt apud Breniquet 2010, 54.
embroidered textiles. A beautiful metal belt depicts a veiled queen walking and performing some kind of ritual.\textsuperscript{328} Two attendants protect her with a tasselled canopy. A second metal belt shows an almost identical procession,\textsuperscript{329} but in this case there is also a nuptial bed. Two women raise sheets over it and allow interpreting the scene as a kind of marriage ceremony similar to that represented on the Old Hittite vases.

Artistic objects from other periods and geographical areas inform us that many other textiles were gifted as luxury goods. Neo-Assyrian reliefs and Urartian belts provide many examples of beautiful carpets and tapestries.\textsuperscript{330} These objects were probably a work of art by themselves, as confirmed by the finding of a richly embroidered carpet in the so-called Pazyryk tomb (mid. 1st millennium BC).\textsuperscript{331} Unfortunately, archaeological excavations in Anatolian and surrounding areas only reveal traces of these textile items.\textsuperscript{332}

4. Concluding Remarks
The main purpose of the general overview of production and use of textiles in the 2nd millennium Anatolia presented here was to offer some elements for future comparative studies.

In doing so, we have tried to join the information provided by archaeological data, written documentation and iconography. The comparative approach of our research was successful in some cases, less so in others. As far as textile production of Hittite Anatolia is concerned, we have shown that weaving activities in domestic contexts are mostly drawn from the analysis of the archaeological data, but cannot be proved by written sources. On the contrary, the clay tablets found in the Hittite archives tell us something about the textile production in Anatolia, Syria and other neighbouring areas that did not leave archaeological traces. Pertaining to use, the presence of textile remains in funerary contexts of Hittite Anatolia can only be confirmed by Hittite funerary texts. Nevertheless, archaeology provides us with interesting finds from neighbouring areas and/or different periods (3rd millennium BC). Moreover, the multidisciplinary approach (iconography and philology) demonstrates that is sometimes possible to define the garments worn by Hittite elites, those exchanged between Near Eastern courts and the ready-to-wear dresses. The analysis of texts cannot be exhaustive in defining the spinning or weaving techniques of that time, because the clay tablets we have discussed were not meant to instruct anyone. The techniques mentioned are only incidentally preserved because they were part of a ritual.\textsuperscript{333} The daily practices of these activities were carried out by skilled artisans and common people too (women in their domestic environments). In this context the related instructions were most likely transmitted orally. Perhaps the Hittite documentation offers examples of techniques that needed to be written, such as the glass-making instructions and the horse training. This is surely not the case of the Hittite Textiltechnik.

The evidence considered here brings to light the lack of representations of spinning and weaving in Hittite Anatolia. One finds textile tools simply represented in ancient Anatolian art. Yet, when

\textsuperscript{328} Ziffer 2002, 647 and fig. 4.
\textsuperscript{329} Kellner 1991 No. 282.
\textsuperscript{330} An example of a stone threshold from the Assyrian palace of Khorsabad imitating a carpet is A17598, Oriental Institute Museum, Chicago.
\textsuperscript{331} For tapestries see Völling 2008, 173–181 and figures; now Smith 2013. For Assyrian textiles, Dalley 1991.
\textsuperscript{332} See section 3.1.
\textsuperscript{333} On the problem of the prescriptive vs. descriptive character of many “Hittite rituals”; the “Kizzuwatnean” ones in particular, see, above all, Miller 2004, 1–5; 476; 536–537.
observing these images closer, one can automatically interpret them differently. Iconography evolves to iconology: attempting to talk of quotidian life and local economy, one is forced to consider symbolism and religion. This lack of information does not mean insufficiency of Hittite visual representations. Rather, it means the absence of representation of daily life among the Hittites. The few narrative scenes recognizable on Hittite reliefs, for example, the ones found in Alaca Höyük, deal with rituals or sacred hunting, not with everyday life. Reliefs never depict battle and military triumph scenes. Hittite art was highly representative and served to perpetuate the high standing of the king. By focusing on religious aspects, this art reveals the piety of the king and his exclusive connection with gods. For this reason, the lack of spinning and weaving representations is not surprising, despite the fact that the crafting of textiles indeed comprised a very important component in the Hittite world.

The comparison among iconographic sources, archaeological remains and texts for the crafting of textiles in Hittite Anatolia encounters many problems. Some of the challenges in analysing these data include a difference in the quantity and quality along with the large chronological span. As stated above, the few representations of spinning tools date to Middle and Late Bronze Age and to Iron Age Anatolia. Regarding the Early Bronze Age, the data is mainly derived from archaeological finds, and for the Hittite period mainly from texts. But, even if one compares this data in some way to “even out” the chronological span, there is a difference in meaning. The aim of the visual representation of spindles and distaffs (both on seals and on stelae) was clearly not to depict actual spinning. The same happens with texts. As pointed out, the texts that mention terms for spindle and distaff are not economic or administrative but mainly describe rituals. The comparison between epigraphy and art history is in this case possible and interesting, but does not properly concern the production of yarns. Spinning is a metaphor. The analysis of archaeological finds of spinning tools in Anatolia is partly headed in the same direction. Metal spindles were found in the contexts of graves. It becomes possible to compare archaeological finds and iconography of spindles. But were these tools really used? They were probably ritual items, used in life or forged just for funerary deposits.

A huge amount of spindle whorls also come from all principal Anatolian sites. The items are made mainly of clay and testify the regular, “real”, spinning practice.

Fabrics and garments are listed in texts, but usually not described. They were found in excavations both in funerary and non-funerary contexts, but in a very poor state of preservation. Fabrics and garments are represented in visual art and provide important information about forms and tradition. The only garments depicted in art include those of religious contexts, similar to those worn by deities. Were these real garments? The appearance of some of the luxury clothes in art and in texts confirms that these garments were real. They were produced in Anatolia or in the surrounding regions – maybe in northern Syria – sent as tributes or gifts to the Hittite capital, treasured or committed to be refined and then worn during rituals and representative moments. These are the garments sculpted on block or rock reliefs, entrusted to eternity.

Because this field of research is very intriguing and liable to future expansion, archaeologists, art historians and philologists need the support of specialists from different disciplines. Scholars should combine linguistic analysis on textile terminology with knowledge provided by experimental archaeology in order to decode the terms of a technique, foreign to us today, and define the solid know-how’s of crafts. Moreover, experts in topography, together with natural scientists, could help the archaeologists to define “textile topography”.
Although the discrepancy between the North European tool-and-technique method and the South European historical method defines the framework of textile research around the world, research centres, such as the Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for Textile Research in Copenhagen, are developing projects that lead in this direction.\footnote{http://ctr.hum.ku.dk/} We hope that in the near future there will be other opportunities to merge different proficiencies and academic disciplines in order to obtain a more detailed and comprehensive picture of ancient textiles in addition to the one sketched here for the Hittite Anatolia.
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Eleni Konstantinidi-Syvridi

During the Late Bronze Age, pictorial evidence from the Aegean seems to be restricted to representations of the formal or ritual costume. The mostly female figures on the frescoes from Thera, Knossos, Mycenae, and Tiryns, are considered to be related to religious ceremonies or feasts.¹ It is obvious however, that the typical Creto-Mycenaean costume depicted on the frescoes from the 16th to the 13th centuries BC, does not justify the plethora of clothing ornaments revealed in the burial and domestic contexts of the period. This seems to be the case already at the time of the Akrotiri frescoes which suggest that the jewellery in settlements does not correspond to that depicted in the wall-paintings.²

There were certainly other more practical dress types for everyday use; for the Mycenaean period, Linear B tablets document some types of costumes, the two most commonly mentioned being the short skirt, accompanied by an adjective meaning “flounced” and a short textile with sleeves (pa-wo), probably the one described in Homer (Odyssey V, 228–232) by the term “pharos”, a kind of wrap-around cloak.³ There is also the term e-ra-pe-me-na (ραμμένα) in Knossos tablet L 647,⁴ referring to sewn textiles.

Turning to evidence from other cultures, we know that in Egypt, from as early as the 3rd millennium BC, clothes – generally made of linen and to a lesser extent of wool⁵ – consisted of a simple short skirt for men which was wrapped around the hips and left the knees uncovered, and a long, narrow dress with straps for women.⁶ Later, the length of the kilt reached the calf and a sleeveless shirt was added with an opening for the head cut at the centre. Circular capes and shawls were occasionally in use; other than that, Egyptian clothing did not change much over the centuries. Clothing ornaments were never in fashion but dresses were decorated with colour and embroidery.⁷

At the same time, in the north, Scandinavia has provided us with some of the oldest preserved woollen garments; in Borum Eshøj for example, a woman between 50 and 60 years old was buried

¹ Among others, Kritseli-Providi 1982; Warren 2005; Jones 2009.
² Televandou 1984; Vlachopoulos-Georma 2012, 38.
⁵ Tzachili 2000, 73.
wearing a short tunic and a full-length skirt fastened with two belts, while in Egtved, a young woman aged between 18 and 20 years, wore a knee-length corded skirt and a short sleeved tunic. Evidence from both Egypt and Europe indicates the existence of a variety of garments – some of them uniform – according to age, social or even marriage status of the individuals.

For the Aegean, since there are no actual remains of the textiles, apart from small bits and some indirect evidence, it is not possible to reconstruct costume types other than the ones depicted on frescoes and figurines. Moreover, it is not known how popular the use of the burial shroud was, in geographical, chronological and social terms. There are indications that, at least from a certain point onwards, people of a high social status were covered from head to toe in a shroud over their clothes, like the figures seen on the Tanagra clay *larnakes*.

A closer look on the jewellery associated with the dress and clothing ornaments in particular, confirms a certain variety of Mycenaean costume types. Clothing ornaments of the period consist of discs or roundels, rosettes and cut-out plates in a variety of shapes, mainly of gold, with holes on the periphery for sewing onto the dress/shroud, pins, buttons and button-like objects, bands of fine gold foil or beadwork – which again were probably affixed on a lining cloth – belts and belt ornaments, and towards the end of the period, fibulae.

As far as roundels and cut-outs are concerned, it is evident by the position in which most of them were discovered, that they probably decorated the selvage of the dress/shroud and the sleeves. Roundels and cut-outs first appear in Mochlos and Platanos, Crete, from the Early Minoan Period, while some gold discs decorated with dotted rosettes are also known from the Aigina Treasure. Cut-out reliefs, mainly in the shape of a rosette, with eight, ten, twelve or sixteen petals, become popular between the 15th and 14th centuries BC, especially in the Argolid and Messenia. They usually bear holes on the periphery for the stitched attachment onto the cloth. In Tomb 4 at Selopoulo, Crete, more than a hundred rosettes of gold foil were concentrated around two burials, in their majority near the upper part of the body, both above and below the skeletons; some of them were still placed on a line, along the left forearm, in a vertical position.

Rosettes and cut-outs are found in large quantities, furnishing wealthy burials, and seem to reflect a burial custom rather than fashion. Indeed, most examples could have decorated a kind of shroud, as indicated by both the finesse of the gold foil and their careless construction; often the perforation holes are neither symmetrical nor smoothed (Fig. 6.1). It has even been suggested that at least some of these ornaments had been worked in the tomb itself, at the time of the burial. Due to the thinness of the foil, we are fortunate to have instances where the imprint of the textile

---

9 For an up-to-date bibliography on the Mycenaean textile industry see Nosch 2012, 43–55, esp. 43–44, n. 5; for remains of textiles in the Aegean, Barber 1992, 312–357, esp. 312–313 for Linear B evidence.
10 Cavanaugh and Mee 1998, 109, n. 51.
11 Spyropoulos 1972, 206–209, esp. 208c on X-ray technique.
12 The article does not aim to present a catalogue of the jewellery available nor to repeat what is already known on the subject, but rather to suggest some ways of using clasps for fastenings, based on items kept in the Mycenaean Collection of the National Archaeological Museum.
13 Xanthoudides 1924.
14 Davaras 1975.
15 Higgins 1957.
16 Popham-Catling 1974, 203, 214, fig. 12.
17 Protonotariou-Deilaki 1969, 105.
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it once covered is still preserved; such is the case from the Chamber tombs at Mycenae,\textsuperscript{18} where a couple of rosettes bear a net or grid pattern on their surface (Fig. 6.2).

The most popular clothing ornaments by far are buttons. By this term, we usually refer to the conical, biconical or disc-shaped accessories, often of steatite, with vertical perforation,\textsuperscript{19} although there are several other varieties. Buttons occur singly or in varying numbers and colours, both in burial and in domestic contexts; it is possible that they had multiple uses, as buttons, spindle whorls or even necklace beads (the finest examples);\textsuperscript{20} however, when they are

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig61.png}
\caption{Gold rosettes, NAM 2843. Mycenae Chamber Tombs.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig62.png}
\caption{Detail of a gold rosette with imprint of net pattern, Mycenae Chamber Tombs.}
\end{figure}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{18} Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, 187–188.
\textsuperscript{19} Iakovides 1977, 113–119.
\end{flushright}
found in large numbers and have a careful fabrication and a finely polished surface, they should be considered as jewellery items or dress accessories (Fig. 6.3). Tomb 16 in Perati, Attica, which held the intact burial of a young woman with eleven steatite buttons beneath the region of the knees remains unique (Fig. 6.4). The excavator himself suggested that they served as weights for a short skirt, in order to form pleats. The burial seems to have belonged to a wealthy lady, since she was also furnished with gold, silver and ivory items, along with a bronze mirror placed in front of the skull. The same type of buttons are depicted on a fresco from Xeste 3, hanging from the edges of female “overshirts”, on top of the dress (Fig. 6.5). It would not be unreasonable to suggest therefore that, depending on the circumstances, the stone or clay items usually referred to as buttons, were in fact used as dress decoration in various ways – perhaps even as tassels from the edges of belts – and to a lesser extent, as necklace beads (the small delicate examples), weights or spindle whorls.

In Prosymna, Tomb II, in the “Tomb of Clytemnestra” and in two of the Mycenae Chamber tombs, apart from the type mentioned above, there are large quantities of round glass and ivory buttons with a flat base and a deep groove between base and the slightly convex top (Fig. 6.6):

---

21 Iakovides 1969, A 258–9, tables 73d and 180a.
22 Blegen 284–285, fig. 446, nos.1–4, 6–10.
Chamber tomb 15 produced around 67 such buttons of various sizes and tomb 69 produced around 60 of them. Unfortunately, it is not possible to attribute them to specific burials, but it seems that each garment they decorated held many of them. The grooved buttons must have been attached by means of a fabric loop, either in the middle of a strap (Fig. 6.7a) or on both sides of the costume, mainly for decoration; thus, the type of garment they decorated could be a kind of vest that would clasp in front with woollen or leather straps, similar to the vest worn by the faience Snake Goddess from the “Temple Repositories” at the Palace of Knossos. Alternatively, they could be worn in a line, forming a fabric belt made by continuous loops (Fig. 6.7b).

Mycenae produced a number of other types of “buttons” as well, some of them quite interesting, as for example the one from Chamber tomb 28, a conical ivory button with several blind holes.

---

24 National Archaeological Museum, Athens, inv. no. 2272 (hereby NAM), d. 0.11–0.4cm, thickness 0.05–0.08cm. The buttons were found in the tomb’s dromos that held six burials, Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985 (hereby Ch., T.), 76–77, pl. 12.
25 NAM 2951, d. 1.7–3.1cm., Ch.T., 197, 201, pl. 87.
26 Rethymiotakis 1998, 110.
forming an arched perforation on the flat surface and a circle on the curved surface.  

Another elaborate example is the hemispherical ivory button with incised decoration and applied miniature gold nails on the periphery (Figs 6.8, 6.9 right).  

The back of the button has two parallel holes for the passing of a thread to be sewn onto a dress. In a similar way, another ivory button of the same type but with no decoration bears an almost hollow interior with six holes for the attachment on the dress (Figs 6.8, 6.9 left).  

Both examples have a decorative groove on the base of the hemisphere. Finally, there is another ivory button of biconcave form, with several holes on only one surface, while the other is left plain (Figs 6.10, 6.11).  

Bands and belts were a popular accessory, used by both men and women. Pictorial evidence from Minoan Crete allows us to draw a typology on belts:  

thus, Minoan belts are divided into cinched – of fabric or metal – concave fitted, single or double rolls. For the Mycenaean belts, however, some information is provided from a few terracotta figurines of the Phi and Psi types (Fig. 6.12) and a couple of ivory examples, namely the young girl from the Ivory Triad and an ivory female figurine from Prosymna; in those cases, a loose belt is clearly distinguishable, though its clasp cannot be identified (Fig. 6.13). From the burial context though, there are several examples of fragmentarily preserved bands made of fine gold foil, some with perforation holes on the periphery, probably meant to be sewn on a lining cloth (Fig. 6.14). Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15 yielded fragments of bands made of fine gold foil (thickness 0.02mm) that still preserve the imprint of the textile they once covered (Figs 6.15, 6.16).  

Bands and belts were a popular accessory, used by both men and women. Pictorial evidence from Minoan Crete allows us to draw a typology on belts:  

thus, Minoan belts are divided into cinched – of fabric or metal – concave fitted, single or double rolls. For the Mycenaean belts, however, some information is provided from a few terracotta figurines of the Phi and Psi types (Fig. 6.12) and a couple of ivory examples, namely the young girl from the Ivory Triad and an ivory female figurine from Prosymna; in those cases, a loose belt is clearly distinguishable, though its clasp cannot be identified (Fig. 6.13). From the burial context though, there are several examples of fragmentarily preserved bands made of fine gold foil, some with perforation holes on the periphery, probably meant to be sewn on a lining cloth (Fig. 6.14). Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15 yielded fragments of bands made of fine gold foil (thickness 0.02mm) that still preserve the imprint of the textile they once covered (Figs 6.15, 6.16).
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6.15–6.17);\textsuperscript{34} from the same tomb comes a bronze band, with apparently the same use as the gold ones, pierced with perforation holes throughout its periphery (Fig. 6.18).\textsuperscript{35} An earlier context, Tomb Beta of Grave Circle B at Mycenae, contained the remains of a mature man in his early 30s, furnished with two gold bracelets, a knife and vases; a gold band (l. 0.395 m.) was found by the right side of the pelvis and above it;\textsuperscript{36} the “belt” had no holes for attachment, so the original fabric backing – if there was any – would embrace the metal with the edges probably sewn. Linear B tablets may indicate the combination of hard materials on some of the textiles, as bronze and linen for example are recorded together,\textsuperscript{37} which may have been used either for bands of that type or for some other type of garment.\textsuperscript{38} In contrast to the roundels and cut-outs where fine plate is usually an indication of their burial use, metal bands were meant to be affixed on fabric.

\textsuperscript{34} NAM 2301(3), Ch.T., 77. Dim. of larger fragment 0.075 × 0.043m.
\textsuperscript{35} NAM 2781, Ch.T., 78, pl. 13.
\textsuperscript{36} Mylonas 1973, 38, 42, pl. 28b.
\textsuperscript{37} Ventris and Chadwick 1973, 320, 487–488 and chapter 6, n. 11.
\textsuperscript{38} Barber 1992, 313, Tablet KN 1963.
Fig. 6.12: Mycenaean terracotta figurine wearing the typical long dress with a belt.

Fig. 6.13: Detail of the skirt, showing the loose belt on ivory figurine NAM 6580, Prosymna.

Fig. 6.14: Gold belt with attachment holes on one side. NAM 2792 (7), Mycenae Chamber Tomb 58.
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Fig. 6.15: Microscopic view of the gold foil with net pattern imprint NAM 2703 (3), Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15.

Fig. 6.16: Microscopic view of the gold foil with net pattern imprint NAM 2703 (3), Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15.

Fig. 6.17: Small elongated plate with a grid imprint on one edge. NAM 2703 (4), Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15.

Fig. 6.18: Bronze belt with perforation holes throughout the periphery, NAM 2781, Mycenae Chamber Tomb 15.
Apart from metal bands, there would have been beaded bands as well. Several scholars have recognised the use of sewn or embroidered jewellery and beads on textiles in Aegean representations.\(^{39}\) From chamber tomb 2 at Dendra – Persson’s “cenotaph” – comes the unique remnant of a beaded garment;\(^{40}\) the excavator reports some 40,000 beads, most of them threaded after their excavation, while several lay still in the lump of earth, where they were incorporated after the decay of the textile (Fig. 6.19). Persson mentions five colours in this order, white, yellow, brown, black and blue, in a zigzag pattern. Microscopic views showed in addition two more shadings of blue, as well as black-spotted white (Figs 6.20–6.22).\(^{41}\) Those tiny cylindrical beads with the extraordinary well

---

39 For selected bibliography see Borgna 2012, esp. 339, n. 30; also, Shaw 2000.
40 Persson 1931, 106.
41 The views were taken by Dinolite Pro microscope with polarizing light and the enlargement varies from 50x to 130x.
preserved colours would originally have decorated a garment or a belt, for which Persson suggests an Egyptian provenance.\textsuperscript{42} Indeed, in Egypt such beads had been placed in graves since Predynastic times (\textit{c.} 3000 BC), and by the time of the Dendra tombs (2nd half of 15th cent. BC), beads sewn on cloth or even woven into the material abound; there are indications by the textiles preserved that at least six different types of beading were in use.\textsuperscript{43} Sometimes even, the Egyptians combined glass and faïence on the same garment. The Dendra example seems to consist entirely of faïence beads and it could have belonged to a belt or to an “apron”, a kind of a kilt worn exclusively by men.\textsuperscript{44}

From Grave Circle A, Mycenae, come two belt-like ornaments of gold with impressed decoration and an interesting clasp (Fig. 6.23). The two ornaments cannot have been used as actual belts, since they are made of a relatively thick plate decorated with circles which do not seem to have been folded, and their length is too large for practical use. However, the clasp accessory at the edges of the ornaments, a fusiform bar of gold with a notch in the middle, is also known from other instances and has passed unnoticed.\textsuperscript{45} It recalls a simple form of clasp, which has been used mainly on the dogs’ collars, where the other end of the belt/collar is formed as a loop – made of a variety of materials, like leather for instance – where the bar is vertically inserted (Fig. 6.24). A similar accessory of a bronze and silver alloy comes also from Grace Circle A (Fig. 6.25);\textsuperscript{46} another one of gold, decorated with incised rings at the ends framing the notch, comes from Chamber tomb 102, Mycenae.\textsuperscript{47} Two more ivory examples come from Mycenae\textsuperscript{48} and another one of bronze with gold inlay decoration comes from Asine\textsuperscript{49} chamber tomb I:1 (Fig. 6.26). All of them were found in tombs and they are most probably all that is left from the fabric belts they once decorated.

Pins, either as part of hair-decoration or as dress fasteners,\textsuperscript{50} never become an indispensable accessory in the Mycenaean world, therefore evidence on their use is insufficient. So far, dress pins have been considered to fasten a kind of shawl or light jacket on the shoulders; when more than two, they could have been used to clasp a vest. The use of fibulae, the dress accessory that appears toward the end of the Mycenaean period, is more straightforward. They have all been found by the shoulders and have been clearly used for the fastening of a heavier cloth on the shoulders, like a \textit{peplos} – a garment consisting of a couple of strips of woven material.

\textsuperscript{42} Persson 1931, 137–139.
\textsuperscript{43} Nicholson and Shaw 2000, 280.
\textsuperscript{44} Nicholson and Shaw 2000, 287.
\textsuperscript{45} With the exception of Xenaki-Sakellariou who describes it as a belt clasp, see Ch. T., 282, table 139 (NAM 4916.3, dim. 4 × 0.5cm.).
\textsuperscript{46} NAM 863.
\textsuperscript{47} NAM 4916 (3), Ch. T., 282, pl. 139.
\textsuperscript{48} NAM 1048 and 1049, Poursat 1977, 11, Pl. II.
\textsuperscript{49} Frodin-Persson 1938, 371 (toggle-pin), fig. 241.
\textsuperscript{50} Killian-Dirlmeier 1984, 37–65, tables 4, 5.
sewn together down one side – that has been connected with a climatic change or a fashion coming from the north. 51

Finally, there is another type of accessory, which may have been used to decorate the dress: according to the excavators, burials in Selopoulo Tomb 3 mentioned above, were originally wrapped in decorated shrouds and were provided with bronze utensils, weapons, as well as tubes and “tassels” of gold foil. 52 Gold tubes are also known from the chamber tombs of Mycenae 53 and their thickness justifies the passing of a thread (Fig. 6.27). A recent discussion by Barber 54 suggests the existence of a ritual dress type in the Aegean, the string skirt, worn by pre-pubescent girls, a tradition already known in several regions of the Balkans, Northern Europe and Eastern Russia.

Tassels have been discovered in Danish burials of the Bronze Age, while tubes of bronze leaf furnished several female burials, indicating the existence of a corded skirt. In a barrow, a woman buried in an oak coffin, held among other finds, about 125 bronze tubes lying in two rows with

51 Konstantinidi 2001, 212.
52 Popham-Catling, 1974, 195–258.
53 Unnumbered in Sakellariou’s catalogue.
an interval at the middle of the body; in each tube were remnants of two parallel threads of wool, wound about with thinner woollen threads.\textsuperscript{55} Although there seems to be no particular association between costume types of the two distant regions (Scandinavia and the Aegean), it is possible that all tassels and tubes had the same use, to decorate the fringe of the skirt or the lower garment.

Along with evidence from Linear B tablets, glyptic art too speaks in favor of the production of prestige clothing during the Late Bronze Age.\textsuperscript{56} The creative imagination of the Mycenaean “fashion designers”, reflected in the variety of decorative patterns known from frescoes and figurines of the period, would certainly also apply to the less elaborate costumes of practical use. Despite the fact that the geomorphological conditions of the Aegean did not allow the preservation of textiles, the clothing ornaments revealed in the burial context (certainly there are a lot more still remaining unidentified), indicate that the Mycenaean had at their disposal a wide choice of costumes, both wrap-around and cut-to-shape (sewn), plain, embroidered or otherwise decorated. The type of the cloth, the length, as well as the decoration must have depended on the practical needs, but also on age, gender and social status of the peoples, as was the case in all contemporary societies.
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7. Textile Semitic Loanwords in Mycenaean as Wanderwörter

Valentina Gasbarra

Language is the most direct means of expression and the most spontaneous reflex of the culture which it represents. In this sense, the decipherment of Linear B and the publication of Mycenaean archives have led us to examine how Mycenaean society was organized and, from a strictly linguistic point of view, the contacts and exchanges between the Mycenaean world and its immediate or more distant neighbours, as well as the connections with 1st millennium Greek forms.

Even though Mycenaean tablets consist exclusively in bureaucratic or administrative documents, they testify to the most fundamental linguistic categories of later Greek and allow us to follow and reconstruct the evolution of the language between the two stages under the phonological, morpho-syntactical and lexical profiles. This task does not occur without any surprises: as we can see, for example, by taking a glance at some morphological categories, such as the compounds. The Mycenaean lexicon displays a well consolidated tendency in replacing some terminological blanks with neologisms, which are often not yet included in the standard vocabulary, and for this reason present with a high degree of internal transparency and a clear recognizability in terms of constituents. On this subject, the other strategy available is the borrowing, and particularly, the borrowing of special terminology. This sector of research is not completely exhaustive at the present time, although Mycenaean studies have known a significant impulse in recent years, thanks both to the interest of scholars and to the edition of corpora of documents, which have made a wide survey of the Mycenaean archives and have shown the spread of the language.

The infrequent loanwords in the Mycenaean Linear B archives belong mainly to the field of commercial exchange and they provide valuable evidence of Greek-Semitic interaction in the 2nd millennium BC. Let’s start from the examples of textile terminology (e.g. those associated with fibre production, textile names, weaving and manufacture of garments, names of the workers employed in the textile industry) which are borrowed in the Mycenaean tablets: this contribution is aimed at elucidating the procedures and the categorization of linguistic borrowings, taking into account the typology of loanwords and the degree of the adaptation phenomena, such as the formation of compounds and derivatives modeled by using the morpho-syntactical structures of the Greek language. Another topic, which will be focused on, is the continuity between the semantic classes

---

1 For a survey of studies about Greek and Semitic interference during the 2nd millennium BC, see: Vaniček 1878; Muss-Arnolt 1892; Lewy 1895; Grimme 1925; Mayer Modena 1960; Astour 1967; Masson 1967.
in the Semitic loanwords of the 2nd millennium BC and those of the later stage of the Greek language. Although the number of Semitic loanwords in the Mycenaean tablets is few, the terms that the Greek language continues borrowing from the Semitic languages are still related to the names of plants, metals, materials and garments and, mostly, to technical and commercial terminology. A latere of these considerations, the influence of the Anatolian languages must be underlined: the role of Hittite, particularly as the intermediary language from which Mycenaean Greek inherited some Semitic loanwords, will be also stressed.

The pre-Greek substrate and Greek in contact with other languages

The contacts between Greek and other languages, and the effects produced by these contacts, provide the most conspicuous evidence of the historicity of language. In ancient times, just as today, linguistic borrowing reflects judgements of cultural value and historical progress of a language is dependent on precisely such judgements. The question of Greek in contact with other languages cannot be separated from the reflection on “common Greek” and on the substrate and contact languages on the Greek territory before the Hellenization. After the collapse of the Mycenaean kingdoms and the disintegration of the palatial societies, the linguistic outline of Greece was completely thrown. The so-called “Greek Dark Ages” (9th–8th centuries BC) corresponds with a social, economic and cultural withdrawal as testified by the archaeological evidence, and with the consequent loss of the use of writing. The Dark Ages can therefore be considered as a formative period of the culture of archaic and classical Greece, at the end of which the adoption of alphabetic writing inherited from the northern Semitic scripts (φοινική γράμματα ‘Phoenician script’) is one of the most important innovations.

The linguistic outline of Greece before the introduction of the Linear A and B writings is widely debated, and scholars are divided between those who believe that the Greek language has become dominant on a pre-existent Indo-European substrate, and those who are inclined to believe in a so-called “Indo-Mediterranean substrate” with a very general and indefinite features, but with a clear and discriminating Non-Indo-European origin.

These are both a priori assumptions and, as such, cannot be defended. The only fact that we can also evaluate is the presence of a number of words in the Greek lexicon which have no obvious connection in the cognate languages and are therefore suspected of being loans of “autochthonous” population inhabiting those areas before the arrival of the Indo-Europeans. The generic notion of substrate has to be interpreted in a weak sense, as a sort of “inheritance” or, as “migrant words”, which occur in other Mediterranean languages and for which no plausible etymology can be found (the most well known examples are: ἔλαιον ‘olive oil’ or οἶνος ‘wine’).

On the other hand, the question of loanwords from pre-Greek languages is particularly complex in the evaluation of words like ξένος ‘foreign’, ἀναξ ‘lord’, βασιλεύς ‘king’, πόλεμος ‘war’, θεός ‘god’.

---

2 For an exhaustive introduction of languages in contact with Greek, see Christidis 2007, 721–732.
3 On the return to a self-sufficient economy and on the abandonment of complex and hierarchical social organizations as reaction caused by the collapse of the palatial administration, see Snodgrass 1987, 186–188.
5 Palmer 1980, 4–9.
6 Belardi 1954, 610; Silvestri 1974, 35–38.
7 Szemerényi 1964, 404–405.
8 On the names and on the “etymological reasons” of ‘olive oil’ and of ‘wine’ see Silvestri 2013, 335–340.
etc., with a high degree of specialization in the form and in the meaning and with no connection in the other Indo-European languages, although attested in the Mycenaean archives and, afterwards, in all 1st millennium Greek dialects.

It’s not possible to go further: all the efforts directed to individualize a specific substrate (Aegean, Pelasgian, Asianic etc.), sometimes according to the testimony of ancient historians about the origin of their language, have never met unanimous consensus among scholars, because they always show a lot of weaknesses on the phonetic, morphological or semantic point of view, since many of these terms may be borrowed from languages not yet directly attested.

**Mycenaean Contacts with the Near East**

The Mycenaean palatial system required intensive exploitation of regional resources: sudden expansion of the power of a single palatial centre to control broader regional resources and production would have created new hierarchies of power, work and socio-political networks. That organization required a high degree of specialization within specific industries (e.g. wool, flax and dye substances for cloth production; olive oil; perfumed substances and related pottery manufacture etc.). The long list of trades and occupations, which can be identified in the Linear B documents, implies the development of a specialization of labour, which goes far beyond that seen in Homer. Textile production in particular, is one of the most ancient human technologies, playing a crucial role in societies world-wide throughout our past and giving a clear measure of the level of technical know-how. Textile production reflects human interactions with the environment since the end of the Ice Age. Across the Mediterranean area, it testifies to cultural contacts and exchanges between the West and the Ancient Near East. The textile loanwords in the Mycenaean archives point primarily to extensive commercial relations with the Semitic East, but also to the high level of lexical (and, consequently, social and cultural) permeability between the Semitic and the Greek world. The study of textile terminology has a strong inter-disciplinary component, because it is closely connected with the study of material culture and techniques and with the role of textile production in ancient societies with its significance in the economy. The complex organization of production in Mycenaean times might in any case be inferred from the high level of trades. They can also be identified on similar tablets from the Eastern archives, in which craft production was of prime importance and, although textiles are largely invisible in the archaeological record due to their perishable nature, the presence of a linguistic term of a given procedure or tool implies its existence in the society where the language was spoken.

When Linear B was first deciphered, it was immediately clear that “the most useful and significant analogies” lay with the better documented and more fully understood societies of ancient Near East: often, though, the cryptic practices described in the Mycenaean tablets have been illuminated by the Near Eastern documentation. The presence of foreign goods in Greece and

---

9 Strabo (Geogr. 7.7.1) said: « Ἐκαταῖος μὲν οὖν ὁ Μιλήσιος περί τῆς Πελοποννήσου φησὶν διότι πρὸ τῶν Ἑλλήνων ὄψιςαν αὐτήν βάρβαροι ».  
10 Duhoux 2007, 223–228.  
12 For a general introduction to ancient Near Eastern craft and technology, see Sasson 1995, vol. 1 chapter 7. For a recent review of the ancient Western and Near Eastern textile terminology, see Michel and Nosch 2010.  
13 Ventris and Chadwick 1956, 106; 113; 133; 135–136.  
14 For the analogies between Mycenaean and Near Eastern societies, see Shelmerdine 1998, 296–298.
Textile Semitic Loanwords in Mycenaean as Wanderwörter

Crete, confirmed by the presence of foreign words (names of spices, plants, metals and materials) in the Linear B written texts, testifies to trade contacts with the Semitic populations for most of the 2nd millennium BC. For example, many of the foreign references come from Pylos, where the tablets date to the last year of the palace administration at the end of LH IIIB. At this time, trade contacts with the Near East continued, though probably not on as large a scale as prevailed during LH IIIA2–IIIB1. On the other hand, the Pylos archives provide textual evidence for state-organized production of linen textiles and perfumed oil in industrial quantities, similar to the Knossos wool industry.

**Mycenaean textile industry**

Textile production is, however, labour intensive and involves many different processes: it implies specialization and division of tasks. Textile terminologies are closely associated with the study of material culture and techniques, and to the role of textile production in society and its significance in the economy. For this reason, the tablets record specific occupations such as spinners, weavers and fullers.\(^{15}\) We have information on textiles from various Mycenaean centres (Thebes, Mycenae, Knossos, Pylos), but the most extensive documentation comes from Knossos,\(^ {16}\) where we can distinguish data about flocks, wool, production of clothes and names of textile workers, and from Pylos, where the production of flax and linen cloths is well documented. In the Mycenaean world, the textile industry – whose expertise already existed throughout the palatial territories, probably inherited from Minoan culture – was controlled and monitored by the palaces by supporting workers,\(^ {17}\) and by controlling the quantities of raw materials from stage to stage until products were finished. The raw materials were distributed to textile workers with the expectation that set production targets would be met and finished textiles delivered back to the palace.\(^ {18}\) Distribution and requisition of raw materials to dependent workers is known as the *ta-ra-si-ja* system,\(^ {19}\) and well documented in several areas of craft production. The palace control of goods and materials as well as the management of economic activities involved not only the textile industry, but also all the specialized industries evidenced in the Linear B texts\(^ {20}\) (furniture and woodworking, the manufacture of perfumed oil, bronze production, pottery, work with precious materials as gold, lapis-lazuli and ivory etc.).

As evidenced above, the main typologies of fibres testified in the Mycenaean archives are wool and flax, which is documented both as cultivated plant and as a fibre ready to be woven.\(^ {21}\) The cultivation of flax and the linen industry were widespread in Greece, as it is shown by the terms designating production and manufacture of flax/linen articles in all periods of the Greek language and by place-names\(^ {22}\) derived from the term for “flax” etc. Cultivation and manufacture of flax

---

\(^{15}\) See Killen 1984; Palaima 1997; Nosch 2000.

\(^{16}\) See Luján 2010.

\(^{17}\) As Killen 1984 evidenced, groups of textile workers were supported by palatial food rations.

\(^{18}\) Cline 2010, 436.

\(^{19}\) See Nosch 2000; 2011.

\(^{20}\) See Palaima 2003, 166.

\(^{21}\) See Del Freo *et al.* 2010, 344–345, who identifies a regular distinction in the tablets between the plant and the fibre through two different syllabograms: *31=SA (LINUM), attested in Pylos and Knossos, and RI, attested in the Ma series of Pylos, in PY Mm 11 and in KN Nc 5100.

\(^{22}\) For a review of ancient, koine, medieval and modern Greek terms and names for “flax”, “linen” and their derivatives, see Georgacas 1959.
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(linum usitatissimum) are also well attested in the documents from Near Eastern archives, in which different kinds of cloths and different kinds of employment are regularly distinguished. This subtle distinction is not noticeable in the Mycenaean texts, which only make reference to a particular typology of linen in the Knossos tablet J 693 where the expression ri-no re-po-to, Gr. λίνον λεπτόν ‘very fine linen’, before ki-to, Gr. χιτών is attested. The other terms with a Semitic etymology, like βύσσος ‘byssos’ (Akk. būṣu; Ugar. and Phoen. bṣ; Hebr. būṣ) and σινδών ‘fine woven cloth, fine linen garment’ (Akk. saddinu/saddi(n)um; Hebr. sadin), that denote different and more valuable typologies of linen, appear in the Greek vocabulary exclusively from the 5th century BC. This late attestation – in a certain sense – confirms the pure nature of “loanwords by necessity”, connected with the need for naming new products obtained thanks to the improvement of cultivation and manufacturing techniques.

Textile terminology and Semitic loanwords in the Linear B texts

Linear B records a very small number of names of garments, in strict connection with the flax industry. The Mycenaean documents record the word ki-to, Gr. χιτών ‘chiton, tunic, designation of a garment without sleeves’. The term is passim attested in the Knossos archive and it represents a well-known example of a Semitic loanword, probably lent from the Akk. kitū(m), and which can be compared with Ugar. and Phoen. kn, Hebr. kutonet. Although the etymology of the word is widely debated, the Akkadian term kitū(m), on which the Greek χιτών is modelled, is probably inherited from the Sumerian GAD, GADA ‘linen, linen garment’.

The term ki-to (nom. sing.) is attested in the Knossos archive twice (KN Lc 563.B and L 693.1), as well as the forms ki-to-ne (nom. pl.) and ki-to-na (accus. sing.) attested respectively in KN L771.2 and KN Ld 785.2b, and the instrumental ki-to-pi in KN Ld 787.B. The term represents a good degree of adaptation into the Mycenaean lexicon, making a derivative and internally transparent adjective through the insertion of Greek affixes, like e-pi-ki-to-ni-ja, Gr. ἐπιχιτωνία, an adjective that specifies a cloth which is ‘worn over the ki-to’.

The fact, however, that the term is spread among numerous Indo-European and Non-Indo-European languages and cultures with the regular and very general meaning ‘tunic, linen tunic’, suggests a close relation with the category of “wandering words”, words which have been borrowed from language to language, across a significant geographical area.

In studies of linguistic interference, it is important to record the distribution of words of foreign origin, making a clear distinction between those words which are widely attested in the host language and those of more limited occurrence. The early contacts between Greek and Semitic attested in the Mycenaean tablets belong mainly to the field of commercial exchange, for this reason the borrowed names with a Semitic etymology in the Linear B texts coherently exhibit this kind of behaviour. They also belong to the categories of plants/spices (e.g. Myc. ku-mi-no-(a), Gr. κόμινον

23 For a general introduction to lexical borrowings see Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009, particularly chapter 2, 35–54.
24 For all the North-West Semitic attestations, see Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995, s.v.
26 Cfr. AHw, CAD (vol. 8) and CDA, s.v.; Ellenbogen 1962, 96; Masson 1967, 29; GEW and EDG, s.v.
27 In KN L 693 and, probably, in KN L 7514.
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‘cumin’ to be compared with Akk. kamûnu(m), Phoen. kmn and Hebr. kammon;\(^{28}\) Myc. sa-sa-ma, Gr. σήσαμον ‘sesame’ to be compared with Akk. šamašammû(m) and Ugar. and Phoen. ššmn;\(^{29}\) Myc. ku-qa-ro, Gr. κύπαιρος ‘cyperus’, whose model, maybe, could be traced in Hebr. koper) and metals (e.g. Myc. ku-ru-so, Gr. χρυσός ‘gold’). The word for ‘gold’ is widely attested in many Semitic languages, like Akk. ẖurāṣu(m), Ugar. ħrs, Phoen. ḫrṣ\(^{30}\) and Hebr. ħārūs, and its frequency demonstrates the importance of the gold trade in the ancient economy of Aegean and Near East. Beside the noun for ‘gold’, the Mycenaean archives record the material adjective ku-ru-so and ku-ru-sa-pi\(^{31}\) (Hom. Gr. χρύσειος, χρύσεος, Aeol. χρύσος ‘golden, made of gold’), and a compound in -wo-ko /worgos/, ku-ru-so-wo-ko (PY An 207.10), Gr. *χρύσο-Γοργός ‘gold-worker’, which is inscribed in a large group (c. 40) of compounded substantives with verbal second member, usually indicating professions or functions, characterized by their internal recognizability.

In addition to the Semitic words just mentioned, two terms for precious materials can be added: Myc. ku-wa-no, Gr. κύανος ‘lapis-lazuli’ and Myc. e-re-pa, Gr. ἐλέφας, ‘ivory’. Ku-wa-no and e-re-pa represent a different typology of loanwords,\(^{32}\) because they have been inherited in Mycenaean Greek not directly from a Semitic language,\(^{33}\) but through the intermediation of Hittite, as the Hittite forms ku(wa)nna(n)– and laḫpa – clearly demonstrate.

Some tentative conclusions

If the analysis conducted is correct, we can also assume that 2nd millennium Greek displays a small nucleus of terms with a Semitic etymology. These loanwords belong to the field of “special terminology” and they shed a light about contacts and exchanges between Mycenaean Greeks and their immediate or more distant neighbours in the Mediterranean basin during the Bronze Age. They also seem to confirm a high degree of continuity in the semantic classes, because the terms that the Greek language continues to borrow from Semitic languages during its history belong mainly to the field of trades and techniques. These later loanwords are evident in a specific proportion of the need for naming new activities and new objects. For example, the etymology of the Greek word μνᾶ (to be compared with Lat. mina and Skt. manā-), which appears in Greek texts and inscriptions from the 6th century BC and which designates the name of a weight standard and a sum of money, can be traced in the Akkadian manû(m)\(^{34}\) (Hebr. mānē, and Ugar. mn), the term for the verb ‘to count’ and for ‘a mina-weight (c. 480 grams)’.

Similarly, the Greek word σίγλος/σίκλος (Lat. siclus) ‘shekel’, which represents both a coin and a unity of weight (but with a smaller geographical distribution than μνᾶ), can be considered a loanword from Akk. šiqlu(m) (Hebr. šeqel), the name of a weight and capacity measure.

A latere of these more general considerations, it is important to evaluate – although the terminology in Mycenaean archives is always profoundly fragmentary and scarce – the typology

---

\(^{28}\) For Phoenician and Hebrew, see Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995, s.v.

\(^{29}\) See Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995, s.v.

\(^{30}\) See Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995, s.v. hrš.

\(^{31}\) ku-ru-so in PY Ta 714.2.2 and ku-ru-sa-pi in PY Ta 707.1; 714.3.

\(^{32}\) For a further analysis of the role of Hittite as a bridge language between Indo-European and Non-Indo-European world, see Gasbarra and Pozza 2012, particularly paragraph 3.2.

\(^{33}\) Cfr. the Akkadian terms uqnû(m) ‘lapis-lazuli’ and alpu(m) ‘bull, ox’.

\(^{34}\) The Akkadian manû has been generally interpreted as a loanword from Sumerian MANA, see AHw, CAD (vol. 10 part I) and CDA, s.v.
of linguistic interference we can analyze in the 2nd millennium BC Greek documentation. The analysis of loanwords, within the context in which they appear, suggests a close relation with the category of “wandering words” (Wanderwörter). This class of words is spread among numerous languages and cultures, usually in connection with trade, and it reveals a wide range of difficulty in establishing the etymology of the terms, or even their original source-language. The separation of Wanderwörter from loanwords is often ambiguous, and they may be considered a special class of loanwords, well distinguished from the category of Lehnwort.

In this sense, the textile terminology inherited from a Semitic source shows a coherent behaviour with all the terminology of plants, metals and materials in Mycenaean archives with a Non-Indo-European origin. These loanwords are also well adapted in the Mycenaean lexicon, as shown by the formation of derivative adjectives or compounds, and they represent a particular combination of endogenous and/or exogenous structures, creating new words well anchored to the sphere of technical pertinence and without any secondary semantic developments.
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Throughout history, and in a multitude of geographical settings, the production of textiles has been associated primarily with women. This is the case both in real life and in symbolic contexts: for example, the spindle and the distaff are instruments that are traditionally connected with women. Likewise women and goddesses are described as weavers of lives and destinies. In the ancient Near East, the Aegean, Italy and Egypt there is a large body of evidence for the close relationship between women and textile production in the primary sources – images, archaeological remains, texts – over a period of several centuries. As a result, scholars have tended to analyse how textile production shaped the construction of different models of femininity, and have largely disregarded the notion of men playing any role in the process. This happens in part due to a tendency that affects not only studies of textile production but studies of other areas as well: women and femininities tend to be more discussed and problematized than men and masculinities. Given this imbalance, in this chapter I will focus on the construction of masculinities and will use the construction of femininities only as support material.

With regard to the chronological framework, I take as my starting point the administrative texts dealing with textile production from Ur III (c. 2100–2000 BC). For Ur III it is assumed that spinners were women, while those responsible of finishing tasks were men; for other productive phases such as plucking wool or weaving, the sexual division of labour is not so clear cut. I will discuss whether the sexual division of labour that characterized Ur III also applies to other periods of ancient Near Eastern history or to certain literary texts or visual sources ranging from the mid-4th millennium to the 1st millennium BC. As support materials I also use sources from ancient Egypt.

I will concentrate on certain specific stages of textile production: spinning, and finishing. As spinning is the stage most closely associated with women, as stated above, I propose to analyse the contexts in which men appear linked to spinning or to spinning tools. The finishing stage is usually associated with males, and so provides an ideal context for scrutinizing how masculinities

---


2 For a recent review of the chaîne opératoire in ancient Near Eastern textile production of using a multidisciplinary approach, see Andersson 2012.
were shaped. In any case it is instructive to analyse the extent to which masculinities were defined per se or in opposition to attributes linked to femininity. In this regard I also explore which of these attributes were portrayed as positive or as negative.

The main theoretical framework for the analysis is provided by gender studies. Gender studies have concentrated from their very beginnings on ‘women’ as a category of analysis. One of the first goals was to establish that this category, ‘women’, was a social construct rather than something given. Simone de Beauvoir’s *Le deuxième sexe*, published in 1949, contained the famous adage “one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman”. But it was only in the 1970s that scholars began to consider masculinities as a social construct. The group *Achilles Heel*, promoted by Victor J. Seidler and others, was a pioneer in this area. But despite the passage of time and the quantity and quality of publications dealing with the study of masculinities, the analysis of this issue in certain contexts (the ancient Near East, for example) is almost non-existent. A good summary of the situation and the reasons for the differences in the treatment of men and women as subjects and objects of study has been formulated by David Morgan 1993:

“[...] women tend to be more embodied and men less embodied in social scientific, popular and feminist writings and representations, various reasons might readily be provided for such a bias. Very generally, it may be seen as part of a wider problem which has only recently begun to be rectified, namely one where women are more likely to be problematized than men. [...] Further, a greater tendency to write and speak of women and their bodies may be seen as reflecting the well-known ideological equation between women/men and nature/culture”.  

In this chapter I maintain the man-woman contrast and the association with masculinities and femininities. This dichotomy as a category of analysis and this association have both been questioned from queer studies and post-feminist perspectives. Combining these critiques, one of the most prominent proposals was published in 1998 by Judith Halberstam in her monograph entitled *Female Masculinity*. Halberstam dealt with masculinity as something produced by women, not as something linked exclusively to male bodies. Halberstam contended that women were able to construct masculinities and that masculinities constructed by women were distinct from masculinities constructed by men: women were not simply imitating men, but proposing new models. Despite the great interest of this interpretation and although I will use it as the basis for certain interpretations, I will concentrate only on masculinities constructed by male bodies.

---

3 One of the first results of this group was the volume published 1978 by Victor J. Seidler (editor) under the title *The Achilles Heel Reader: Men, Sexual Politics and Socialism*.

4 As publications are numerous, here I only quote three of them where previous references can be found and that serve as introduction to the topic for a reader with interest on masculinities and Antiquity. See the volume edited by Foxhall and Salmon 1998 as one of the first compilations with ancient history case studies with a special focus on masculinities. For an introduction to the study of masculinities in archaeology, with previous references, see Alberti 2006. For a manual on the study of masculinities in general (not specific neither for archaeology nor for Antiquity), see Whitehead and Barrett 2001.

5 For some exceptions to this situation see Winter 1996, Asher-Greve 2008 and Suter 2012. The latter is especially interesting as it includes an introduction about the concepts of masculinity, femininity and their application to the ancient Near Eastern sources (Suter 2012, 433–437). Also in an attempt to deal with the construction of masculinities, the author presented a poster at the 57th *Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale* in Leiden, July 2012 together with J. Vidal. The poster was entitled “Ugaritic army: professional soldiers and the militia” and included a section entitled “Constructing masculinities”.

6 Morgan 1993, 70.

7 Judith Butler’s *Gender Trouble* (1990) is the pioneering work in this direction. It has been the basis for most of the proposals in this area published since then.
Spinning: real and symbolic duties

Spinning is a stage of textile production that is linked almost invariably to women. Margarita Gleba suggests two main reasons for this. On the one hand, spinning is more time-consuming than weaving. On the other hand, the spindle was more visible and easy to show in public; one could walk around while holding it, whereas the loom was heavier. For the case of the ancient Near East, even in Kassite Babylonia (c. 1500–1155 BC), where textile production was mainly carried out by male workers, the texts indicate that spinning was an exclusively female task.

If we move to the Ur III period, when most workers in the textile sector were women, women seem to have done all the spinning. In Ur III administrative texts we find specific Sumerian occupational terms for workers devoted to weaving (uš-ba-ra) or to finishing (ažla-g₂), but only sporadically we find the term for those spinning yarns (gu). Administrative texts recording raw materials and working days linked to spinning appear only occasionally and register the Sumerian word gemē₂, which could be translated as ‘low rank female worker’. As this term is attested in multiple contexts and not only linked to spinning, it gives us information about the rank and sex of the workers, but not about their occupation; the latter information is inferred by the context.

Moreover, women are associated with spinning through countless symbolic and linguistic usages of terms related to this activity. In fact, this association is not only present in the administrative texts that record the institutional textile production from different periods; Sumerian literature contains frequent references to hair clasps (giš-kirid) and spindles (giš-balα) as objects associated with femininity, while weapons (giš-tukul) are associated with masculinity. Some of the best and most widespread examples of the validity of these associations are birth incantations. They are attested since mid-3rd millennium to mid-2nd millennium BC in multiple versions and copies, some of them being written in Sumerian and others in Akkadian language.

One of the earlier birth incantations preserved is from Fara (c. 2600–2500 BCE). Below is Marten Stol’s translation into English of the excerpt alluding to the abovementioned attributes:

“If it is female, let her bring out of the spindle and the pin; if it is a male, let her bring out of it the throwing stick and the weapon”.

Another well-known incantation text from Ur III (UM 29-15-367) has been quoted, transliterated and translated several times in specialized literature, what allows us to match different versions.

---

8 For examples of the link between women and spinning in several ancient contexts other than the Near East, see Andò 2005, 45–53 and Gleba 2011. For the ancient Near East, see the entries for ‘Spinnen’ in the Reallexikon der Assyriologie (Völling 2011; Waetzoldt 2011b).
10 Sassmannshausen 2001, 90.
12 Transliteration follows the Assyriological form (spaced for Sumerian, italicised for Akkadian and Hittite).
13 Waetzoldt 1972, 88; Waetzoldt 2011a, 406, footnote 3.
14 For examples of Ur III texts dealing with spinning, all accompanied by translation into English, see Firth and Nosch 2012.
15 For a good overview of diverse types of incantations from different periods, presented in transliteration, translation and commentary, see Cunningham 1997. On symbols of masculinity and femininity see especially Cunningham 1997, 33, 74–75.
16 Stol 2000, 60 (with previous references). For a detailed study of this incantation with some parallels, see Krebernik 1984, 36–47 (“Beschwörung 6”). For a recent quotation of this incantation paying special attention to the symbols of masculinity and femininity, see Suter 2012, 438.
17 See Stol 2000, 61, footnote 80 for previous references. For a pioneer reference on the topic of the birth incantations and the attributes and the publication of this text, see van Dijk 1975, 57 and 61 (transliteration and translation of the text into English respectively). Van Dijk matches this text with an Old-Babylonian one (VAT 8539) also analysed by the
Below I quote again Stol’s translation into English as the most recent one:\textsuperscript{18}

“If it is a male, let him take a weapon, an axe, the force of his manliness.
If it is a female, let the spindle and the pin be in her hand.”

For the gender issue I discuss here the use of “manliness” in Stol’s translation is especially interesting. Likewise Jan van Dijk\textsuperscript{19} translates “virilité” in his French version. However Graham Cunningham\textsuperscript{20} chooses “heroism”. The Sumerian \textit{n a m - u r - s a g} of line 46 is translated literally as “valorous arm” and \textit{n a m - u r - s a g} alone as “heroism”. It is clear that the expression refers to a quality associated to masculinity, but it seems better to preserve the translation closer to the Sumerian term. Indeed, as has been discussed in some analyses, some Sumerian terms translated as “masculinity” or “manliness” are not faithful enough as they add a nuance in a specific direction.\textsuperscript{21}
At this point, then, I prefer “heroism” as proposed by Cunningham.

Moving now to the spheres of gods and goddesses, Enki\textsuperscript{22} attributes the spindle and the hair clasps to the goddess Inanna as symbols of femininity.\textsuperscript{23} This is highly significant because Inanna, despite being a female from the point of view of biological sex, is not a prototypical example of femininity, since she is also associated with war and weapons. In like manner, it is no coincidence that Inanna’s male devotees wore women’s clothes and make-up; in other words, they transgressed the expected appearance of prototypical masculinity and adopted that of prototypical femininity as well. This impression is reinforced by the fact that they carried both spindles and swords, again attributes of femininity and masculinity respectively – opposites brought together by the gender ambiguous Inanna.\textsuperscript{24}

Some accounts linked to Inanna also mention that the goddess had the power to turn men into women and women into men. In other words, she was able to materialize the metaphor of the “world turned upside down” mentioned above. One example is the hymn to the goddess Inanna for Išme-Dagan, an Assyrian king from the 18th century BC (hymn Išme-Dagan K). The following excerpt mentions the alluded metaphor and the exchange of attributes linked to femininity and masculinity:

“\textit{Inana was entrusted by Enlil and Ninlil with the capacity to gladden the heart of those who revere her in their established residences, but not to soothe the mood of those who do not revere her in their well-built houses; to turn a man into a woman and a woman into a man, to change one into the other, to make young women dress as men on their right side, to make young men dress as women on their left side, to put spindles into the hands of men ……, and to give weapons to the women.}”\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{18} Stol 2000, 61.\textsuperscript{19} Van Dijk 1975, 65.\textsuperscript{20} Cunningham 1997, 72.\textsuperscript{21} On the Sumerian \textit{n a m - š u l - l a} and the lack of a Sumerian word for “masculinity”, see Suter 2012, 435, footnote 16. On the Sumerian \textit{n a m - g u r u š} and what lies behind its diverse translations as “manly” or “manliness” see Garcia-Ventura 2014, 14.\textsuperscript{22} Enki is one of the main gods of the Mesopotamian pantheon. He is associated with wisdom, arts and creation.\textsuperscript{23} Waetzoldt 2011b, 2.\textsuperscript{24} Teppo 2008, 78–79.\textsuperscript{25} English translation from the “Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature”, onwards \textit{etcsl}. For the Išme-Dagan K hymn, see http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.2.5.4.11#. This composition has been also quoted by Suter 2012, 435, footnote 13 as an example of the symbols attributed to femininity and masculinity in Sumerian literature.
These transgressions here are perceived as positive thanks to the intervention of the goddess, but in other contexts they are described as negative and interpreted as a punishment. As an example, I quote an excerpt from the Hittite text “The first soldier’s oath”,26 translated into English by Billie Jean Collins in 1997:

“They bring a woman’s garment, a distaff and a spindle and they break an arrow (lit. reed). You say to them as follows: “What are these? Are they not the dresses of a woman? We are holding them for the oath-taking. He who transgresses these oaths and takes part in evil against the king, queen and princess may these oath deities make (that) man (into) a woman. May they make his troops women. Let them dress them as women. Let them put a scarf on them. Let them break the bows, arrows, and weapons in their hands and let them place the distaff and spindle in their hands (instead)”.

This text shows how elements that were common in everyday life were symbolically transformed in certain Hittite rituals, in this case the attributes linked to sex roles.29 It is stated that women were associated with the spindle and the spinning whorl, while men were associated with weapons.30 As far as the translation is concerned, I should highlight a discrepancy between the English version published by A. Goetze31 and the more recent versions by B. J. Collins32 again in English and by J. V. García Trabazo33 in Spanish. This discrepancy has a strong bearing on the main gender issue discussed here: where Goetze translates “mirror”,34 Collins and García Trabazo translate “distaff” for the Hittite GIŠḫulāli. In fact all these elements – distaff, spindle and mirror – are regularly associated with femininity, but in this case, in view of the presence of the determinative GIŠ (wood) accompanying the substantive, it seems that “distaff” is a more plausible translation than “mirror”.35

This confusion is frequent not only in texts, but also in iconography. At the 4th ICAANE meeting in Berlin in 2004, Elena Rova presented a paper showing images of women holding something that might have been either a mirror or a tool used for spinning. Rova proposes that this ambiguity was probably deliberate as both these attributes were linked to femininity. She also suggests criteria that would help to distinguish between the different tools.36

26 CTH 427, lines 42–53 (= Catalogue des textes hittites, E. Laroche 1971). Concerning the dating of the text, I quote Collins 1997, 1.66: “The language of the composition indicates that it was composed in the Middle Hittite period (late 15th century BC), although the copies that survive were inscribed in the Empire period”.

27 Goetze 1950, 354 translated it as “the king (and) the queen (and) the princess”, as did Collins 1997, 1.66 some decades later. However, checking the transliteration is possible that the Sumerian logograms (DUMU.MEŠ LUGAL) suggest that this refers to the king’s offspring rather than to the princess. The most recent translation into Spanish by García Trabazo 2002, 533 supports this possibility too: “al rey (y) la reina (y) a los hijos del rey”. In any case it seems that both options are plausible as the Sumerogram DUMU itself has no grammatical gender. It could be specified attaching the words male/female or masculine/feminine, but it does not happen always as we see in this example. As an example of the use of DUMU (son) or ŠEŠ (brother) attached to a feminine anthroponym, see the case of the princess Enanedu as referred by Lion 2009, 166–169.


29 González Salazar 2004, 152.

30 The text is also quoted by Hoffner 1966, 331–332, who compares it with another Hittite text where this link between men, women and these attributes is clear. In addition, other Hittite texts associated to funerary rituals reinforce the link between women and goddesses and spinning tools like distaff and spindle. To this respect see Rova 2008, 559–560.

31 Goetze 1950 (text included in the classical edition of texts from the ancient Near East by J. B. Pritchard).

32 Collins 1997.

33 García Trabazo 2002, 533.

34 Goetze 1950, 354.

35 Kloekhorst 2008, 357.

In addition to the Hittite text and the incantations quoted above, the association of women and goddesses with spinning tools is common in countless contexts. In Ugaritic literary texts, for example, the goddess Athiratu is portrayed holding a spindle. A Phoenician inscription from the 1st millennium BC from Karatepe confirms the association of women with spindles as the allegory of safety in the country: a woman depicted strolling peacefully while spinning with the spindle, without being disturbed by anyone. Another reference is the Bible, which again links spindles and distaffs to femininity (Prov 31, 19). As late as the first half of the 20th century AD in the region of the Argolid (Greece), herdsmen used to manufacture a wooden distaff as a gift for their fiancées. Modern-day English also retains expressions like “the distaff side” referring to the feminine side of the family, and “the spear side” referring to the masculine side. These examples suggest that the link between women, femininity and spinning tools is practically universal. As a result, it is interesting to identify the contexts in which males rather than females are associated with these tools.

In some texts is attested the expression “the spindle man”. As in the Hittite text above, this link also bears a negative connotation. It seems that “the spindle man” is a negative reference, as it is used to describe the effeminate behaviour of certain males. Therefore, the association of spinning tools with “real men” and not to Inanna devotees or characters of mythical stories would have been perceived as dysfunctional, a symptom of femininity. For all these reasons, I think it is possible to identify the construction of masculinities and femininities as associated with certain tools, artefacts and tasks. Reinforcing this link, certain magical texts show a reversal of attributes clearly linked to a prototypical masculinity or to a prototypical femininity.

Another text, in this case a Sumerian proverb, presents a man associated with a spindle as being unfortunate. The character in question is a carpenter. Comparing the line with the situations mentioned above, perhaps here the misfortune is not attributed to the femininity associated with the spindle, but to the difference in status of those who produce the tools compared with those who use them. Below is the published translation by Bendt Alster:

“A disgraced scribe becomes an incantation priest.
A disgraced singer becomes a piper.
A disgraced lamentation priest becomes a flutist.”

---

37 Like KTU 1.4:II.3–4, among others.
39 KAI 26 A, col. II, lin. 5–8. The first publication of this inscription, corresponding to the numbering of the text here quoted, was by Donner and Röllig 1964: Kanaanäische und Aramäische Inschriften (=KAI). Bron 1979 also refers to this excerpt of the inscription.
40 Hoffner 1966, 329 also quotes II Sam 3, 29 as an example of this link. However this quotation seems to be erroneous, as it has nothing to do with the issue under discussion.
41 Bouza 1976.
42 These and similar definitions can be found in the Oxford English Dictionary (2nd edition, Clarendon Press, 1989). For “distaff side” see vol. 4, s.v. § 4, p. 849. For “spear side” see vol. 16, s.v. § 10a, p. 146.
44 Hoffner 1966, 328.
45 A hypothesis defended by Gordon 1959, 213.
46 Alster 1997, 55 (proverb 2.54, vol. 1). Cf. Gordon 1959, 211. See Alster 1997, 365 (vol. 2) p. 365 for a comment on similarities and differences among Alster’s more recent version and Gordon’s former translation into English. Alster 1997, 365 (vol. 2) describes this literary composition as “a sententious, short poem listing jobs remaining for professionals who have lost their professional skills.”
47 There are some discrepancies in these two lines as translated by Alster 1997, 55 or Gordon 1959, 211 and by etcsl (http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/cgi-bin/etcsl.cgi?text=t.6.1.02#). The latter translates them as follows: “A disgraced singer
A disgraced merchant becomes a twister (?).
A disgraced carpenter becomes a man of the spindle.
A disgraced smith becomes a man of the sickle.
A disgraced mason becomes a «clay dragger» (?)”

With regard to what the images suggest regarding the sexual division of labour in Mesopotamia in different periods, most have been interpreted as proof that the spinners were mainly women. Indeed, most of the human figures are interpreted as women because they wear something resembling a pony tail. Recently, Julia M. Asher-Greve revised some Late Uruk seals (mid-4th millennium BC) which she had previously studied for her PhD. She suggests that features such as position or activity may identify certain pony-tailed figures as females, and others as males. On the other hand, Susan Pollock and Reinhard Bernbeck, despite their suggestive classification of figures represented in Protodyastic seals as men, women, pony-tailed or ambiguous, do not hesitate in identifying pony-tailed figures carrying out textile activities as women. In any case, what both proposals stress is that some representations are ambiguous as regards sex and that we have to question which secondary attributes (in this case, hair style) we should consider in order to identify males and females. These secondary sexual attributes change over time and we may reach mistaken conclusions if we apply these criteria uncritically. Identifying ambiguity and considering that it may have been a deliberate strategy for representing human bodies opens up new areas of interpretation.

Another example demonstrating that our association of women with spinning might be based on preconceptions and not on actual data comes from archaeology. In some archaeological digs, grave goods have been associated with men or with women before any analysis of the bones, just because it is assumed that women use certain implements and men others. Núria Rafel has drawn attention to this misconception in certain Iberian funerary contexts (c. 8th–3rd centuries BC), as has M. Carmen Vida Navarro in the case of some 1st millennium BC tombs at Pontecagnano, in southern Italy. In neither context were the expected pairings – man-weapon versus woman-spindle whorl – systematically reproduced, as only in some cases they were verified. Sometimes both kinds of grave goods were found in the same tomb, or sometimes spindle whorls appeared in masculine tombs. In Pontecagnano, Vida Navarro questions the association of specific typologies of fibulae to men and to women, as sometimes they are carried out before the analysis of the bones; so, as suggested above, they are based on preconceptions on style, gender and stereotypes, not on data. Despite bone analysis are not 100% reliable, at least they add more data to be assessed.

becomes a flute-player. A disgraced lamentation priest becomes a piper. This discrepancy would be the consequence of the usual controversy when translating terms that name musical instruments.

48 See Breniquet 2008, 287–290 for a collection of representations of spinning. To compare and complete these analyses, some contemporary examples are interesting, such as the spinning scenes from Egypt (Newberry 1893, vol. 2, print 13; Newberry 1893, vol. 2, print 4; Winlock 1955, prints 26 and 27) or from the Aegean (Barber 1994, 82 and 220).


50 Asher-Greve 2008.

51 Pollock and Bernbeck 2000, 155.

52 Pollock and Bernbeck 2000, 159.

53 On sexual ambiguity see Garcia-Ventura 2012, 508; Garcia-Ventura and López-Bertran 2013. On ambiguity related to the objects and characters represented, in this case concerning music and weaving, see Breniquet 2011. In this paper the author deals with an Old-Babylonian terracotta relief (AO 12454) usually interpreted as representing a harpist. Breniquet 2011, 287–290 suggests that the presumed harp could be a waist loom too.

54 Rafel 2007.

Elisabeth Völling also alerts us to the risks of preconceived associations regarding the use of specific raw materials for manufacturing spinning tools. At the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin (VAM), there is an onyx artefact classified as a sceptre. In spite of the value of the raw material, Völling proposes that the artefact might in fact be a spindle with a spindle whorl. This example and the ones above show that our preconceptions may lead us to link spinning exclusively with women or to disregard archaeological remains that may have been used in spinning. If we can leave these assumptions aside, we will be able to appreciate the involvement of men – and not only of women – in the process of spinning, and the positive or negative connotations of this trade.

### Finishing textiles: setting or challenging hegemonic masculinities?

Moving now to the last stage of textile production, finishing, it includes a variety of techniques such as cropping, scouring, bleaching, laundering, pleating, smoothing or fulling, among others. In Ur III Mesopotamia the main duties of those responsible for finishing clothes were fulling and cleaning.

The images related to finishing available to us from Mesopotamia are not comparable to the ones related to spinning. Obviously, though, the near absence of images of a stage of production does not mean that it did not exist. Some images show evidence of folding, which is one of the tasks included in finishing. Looking at these images it is difficult to determine whether the figures carrying out this activity are male or female. Fortunately some paintings and bas-reliefs from Egyptian tombs are more illuminating, as they clearly depict men carrying out the finishing stage.

In this case, then, most of the evidence about finishing is found in texts. Ur III texts give a detailed register of these workers with their personal names, duties, and allotments in some cases. The Sumerian word for those responsible of finishing tasks is a z l a g , a term almost always preceded by the determinative l u , translated as “person” or “human being”, but also as “man”. It is no accident that the deeply patriarchal Mesopotamian society used the same word for “man” and for “person”. The same happens in many other languages where “man” is used for both men and women and as a broad term not specifically linked to men or to masculinity. Nevertheless, we must be careful when translating l u in some contexts, as Asher-Greve and A. Lawrence Asher have pointed out: “persistent mistranslation in many texts of the word l u as “man” probably contributed to scholarly neglect of women”. In spite of these considerations, it seems clear that the evidence (e.g. personal names) suggests that all or almost all a z l a g in Ur III were men.

In addition, Hartmut Waetzoldt quotes a Garšana text recording an exceptional situation in which

---

56 Völling 1998.
57 Waetzoldt 1972, 155. I will use finishing with this meaning, referring to these two activities. When not, I specify to which tasks I am referring.
58 Breniquet 2008, 313.
60 Some good examples are found in registers of the images from the tombs of Khety (Newberry 1893, vol. 2, print 13) and Baqt (Newberry 1893, vol. 2, print 4), both from Beni Hasan, from the 11th Dynasty (Middle Kingdom of Egypt, threshold from the 3rd to the 2nd millennium BC).
61 a z l a g , usually written as LU2.TUG2 in lexical lists, is equivalent to the Akkadian ašlāku. For references and sources from different periods where the term is attested with its variatons, see Waetzoldt 1972, 153 and CAD A. vol. 2. s.v., 445–447 (= Chicago Assyrian Dictionary).
63 See Waetzoldt 1972, 153–154 as a classic reference. For a more recent study (concentrating not only on those responsible of the finishing of textiles, but on some of their duties as well) including previous references, see Verderame 2008.
female workers were asked to help these professionals because the men were unable to deal with the amount of work to be done.\textsuperscript{64} Waetzoldt shows that some years later, the team was enlarged to meet the demand. Below is a transliteration and translation of a text from Girsu (text L. 2628), from the third reign year of the king Ibbi-Suen,\textsuperscript{65} as an example of one of the Ur III texts in which those doing finishing tasks as well as female weavers were mentioned:

\begin{verbatim}
obverse
1. 1 (u) 7 (aš) 3 (bariga) še gur
2. še-ba geme₂ uš-bar /Gir₂-su₂

3. 2 (aš) Lugal-KA-gi-na’
4. 2 (aš) Lugal-u₂-šim-e

reverse
5. 4 (bariga) Lu₂-u₂/dumu Ur₄-E₂-sa-GIŠGAL
6. ha₂azlag₂-m[e]
7. ki A-a-kal-[a]-ta
8. nam-zī-tar-ra
9. šu ba-ti
10. mu si-mu-ru-um² ba-hul

obverse
5280 sila of barley
as barley ration
for the female weavers (from) Girsu
600 (sila of barley for) Lugal-inimgina
600 (sila of barley for) Lugal-ušime

reverse
240 sila (for) Lu-Ba’u, Ur-ešaul’s son:
they are cleaners.
From A(ya)kalla
Namzitara
received
year: Simurrum was destroyed
\end{verbatim}

Since in Ur III the term \textsuperscript{1u₂}a z₁a g₂ was associated exclusively (or almost exclusively) with men, I contend that the link between men and finishing constituted one of the multiple strategies used to construct masculinities. However, scrutinizing the sources becomes clear that finishing and spinning and its relationship with masculinity and femininity respectively are not comparable. Indeed spinning and spinning tools were associated with women and were considered as attributes that identified a pattern of femininity in multiple contexts other than textile production, as detailed above. It does not happen with finishing and masculinity, an association only present when dealing directly with textile production. Despite that, in what follows, I will show that, from my point of view, is possible to analyse certain aspects of the construction of masculinities through the finishing of textiles.

Finishing tasks were included in what was known as the \textit{ramo de agua} – the area of textile production requiring the use of water – in textile production during the industrial revolution in Catalonia, Spain’s most flourishing region. Those workers occupied with activities involving water (including dyeing too, in this particular case) were traditionally men, whereas the previous stages such as spinning and weaving were carried out by women. In her study of this sector, Virginia Domínguez\textsuperscript{66} shows that 90\% of workers in the \textit{ramo del agua} were men. The reason for this sexual division of labour present in these different locations and eras lies in the fact that cleaners and dyers worked outside with toxic, heavy and corrosive substances, which were considered characteristically male tasks.\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{64} Waetzoldt 2011a, 407–408.
\textsuperscript{65} Lafont and Yildiz 1996, text 2628 = TCTI 2, 2628.
\textsuperscript{66} Domínguez 1999, 14.
\textsuperscript{67} See Murdock and Provost 1973 as a classic reference on this issue.
Concentrating now on laundry, one of the tasks in the finishing phase, it has been regendered many times. Some Neo-Babylonian (c. 626–539 BC) texts portray it as a male task when performed in the framework of public institutions like temples. Customers of these laundries would have been gods (in a symbolic sense) and elites, as registered in the texts. At this point, we may wonder why these elites selected certain clothes to be cleaned at these laundries and not at home. One possible explanation is that there was a specialization in the cleaning of expensive or special clothes, just as today we wash everyday clothes at home but use laundry services for the special and delicate ones.

Another facet of this process of regendering of laundry that deserves mention is its depiction in the English-language press of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Washing clothes was mainly a female task, but with the introduction of technological improvements it became progressively appropriated by men. In fact this trend is identified by George P. Murdock and Caterina Provost as one of the factors that determine the sexual division of labour. While the involvement of men in the arena of ‘public’ or commercial laundry was described in press reports or advertisements, domestic washing of clothes, associated to women, was ignored and, if mentioned at all, was merely ridiculed. With this example in mind, perhaps the situation reflected in the ancient Near Eastern sources is similar; perhaps laundry is linked with the masculine sphere because the records deal with commercial laundry, but they tell us nothing of the washing of clothes at home, a task most probably performed by women.

If we accept this hypothesis, then there is at least one exception to the rule. In some Ugaritic literary texts both men and women are described washing clothes. Even the goddess Athiratu appears washing her own clothes and the clothes of a man named Dani’ilu are washed by his son. These examples suggest the interaction of different categories in the distribution of duties related to laundry. Perhaps there was sexual division of labour, since it appears that both women and men washed their own clothes, and perhaps age was a factor that determined who washed whose clothes. Finally, perhaps gender affected the way hierarchies were perceived: we find a goddess washing her own clothes, but not a god.

Moving on now to how literary texts describe the men who carried out these finishing tasks, the text entitled “At the cleaners” is particularly interesting. This is a humorous Old-Babylonian (c. 1900–1600 BC) text which satirises the occupation and duties of a laundryman. In the story a customer arrives at the laundry and orders the washing of some clothes, giving strict instructions. The laundryman listens to all instructions and the payment proposed, and then declines the offer;

---

68 Waerzeggers 2006, 94.
69 Waerzeggers 2006, 95.
70 Mohun 2003.
72 Marsman 2003, 421.
73 KTU 1.4:II.5–9.
74 KTU 1.17:1.33.
75 In all publications of the text quoted here in following notes the title attributed to it is “At the cleaners”. There is only the exception of Reiner 1995 who preferred “At the fullers”.
76 Cf. “At the cleaners” with this other Old-Babylonian text published in transliteration, translation and comment by Sylvie Lackenbacher 1982, text AO 7026. Unlike the one discussed here, this other text registers some technical details concerning the duties of laundrymen such as types of fabrics, their weights, etc. For this reason it would be interesting to compare them, as they are to some extent complementary. In her paper, Lackenbacher alludes to the satire quoted here and contends that the most suitable title for the composition would be “Dialogue du blanchisseur avec son client” (Lackenbacher 1982, 144).
he suggests that the customer should do it himself because no other launderers will accept the order either. This last detail gives us an insight into their collective perception of themselves as members of a kind of “guild”, if we may use this term in an anachronistic way.

The text, found at Ur (U.7793), was first published by Cyril J. Gadd. Gadd published it in a transliterated and translated form in a paper in the journal *Iraq* in 1963, where he announced that a copy of the text was to be published in the second part of the sixth volume of the *Ur Excavation Texts* series. More than 20 years passed before a new study of the text was published, a revised translocation and translation by Alasdair Livingstone, in 1988. Since then, several publications have been made of the text: collating it, that is to say, revising the reading of certain lines, analysing the content and comparing it to other literary traditions, updating the translation, or both, presenting new analysis and new translations. Taking into account all these different transliterations, comments and translations, below I quote Nathan Wasserman’s translation as the most recent one, which incorporates previous updates:

Come fuller, let me instruct you, treat my garment! What I instruct you, do not lay aside, Your own (ideas), you should not do! As for the hem of the garment, you will lay down the selvage, You will stitch the outer side to the inside, You will pick up the thread of the (shorter) border. You will soak the delicate part (of the cloth) in beer, You will strain it through a sieve. You will loosen the hem with selvage. You will spray it with clear water, You will wipe it like a kimdum cloth, and you will...: To the weft yarns you will [brush?] so that the warp yarns... You will... *in a barrier(?)/basin(?), ... you will mix alkali with gypsum (to prepare fuller’s earth?). You will [beat? or: press?] it on/with/under a stone. ... in a vessel. In case you have applied a (laundry) mark, (then) you must... and you will have to comb (the fabric). You will tap (the garment) repeatedly with an e’ru-wood stick (to felt smooth the fabric). Y[ou will arrange] the fringe on the washer’s stool. You will [sew/repair] the work, the (damaged) warp, with a needle. Rev.

---

77 Below are some excerpts of the story following the first version published by C. J. Gadd (1963, 184–185; copy of the text in UET [= *Ur Excavation Texts*] 6/2, 414) for comparison with the English version quoted here: “1. Come now, Cleaner, let me give you an order – clean my suit. 2. The order which I give you don’t lay aside, 3. that (process) of your own don’t do. 4. The hem and the coat you will lay down, 5. the front you will beat inwards, 6. the bits you will pick off […] 26. you will bring (the finished work) to (my) house, and a seach of barley will be poured into your lap. 27. The cleaner answers him: By Ea, master of craftsmanship, who preserves me, 28. not excepting me (to anybody), what you are talking is stuff and nons[ence] […] 31. The order you are giving me, to repeat (and) say over, 32. to speak and to recite, I haven’t the power. […] 35. the big job which you have in hand do it by yourself. […]”.

78 George 1993.


80 Foster 2005, 151–152, in his last review of his anthology of literary Akkadian texts.

81 Wasserman 2013.

82 Gadd (1963, 184) and Livingstone (1988, 177) and Wasserman (2013, 275) translate it in the singular as “suit” (Gadd) or “garment” (Livingstone and Wasserman), while Foster (2005, 151) proposes the plural “clothes”, as does the revised version published at CDLI (P274721, see *Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative* website: http://www.cdli.ucla.edu/).
You will spread and flatten the hem.
You will dry (the garment) in the break of evening,
so that the fabric will not dry (and wrinkle).
(Afterwards) you will place it in a box (and) in a chest.
It had better be smooth! Bring (it) to me; I will make you very happy – promptly!
You will bring (the garment) to the house, (one) will pour a seah of barley into your lap.
The fuller answers: By the name of Ea, the lord of wisdom who keeps me alive!
Drop it! Not me! What you are saying – only my creditor and my tax collector
have the nerve (to talk) like you!
Nobody’s hands could manage this work!
What you have instructed me I cannot repeat, utter or reiterate!
Come upstream of the city, in the environs of the city-
let me show you a washing-place! And then (you could)
set yourself (to do) the great work you have in your hands!
The meal time should not pass\textsuperscript{83} – come in and stay and
unravel the cleaner’s many threads!
If you don’t calm yourself down
there will be no fuller who will bother for you.
You will be mocked. Your heart will burn,
and you will cause a rash (?) to appear on your body.
Its lines, their number (is) 41 (sic).

This exceptional text is one of the few examples of a humorous and ironic text written in
Akkadian.\textsuperscript{84} It is interesting as it portrays the cleaner from an entirely different point of view
from the one present in the Ur III administrative texts. While the administrative texts record
information of relevance to the institutions (wages, duties, names, work teams), this text deals
with the perception of the cleaner as a professional independent worker (or at least not totally
dependent on or dictated to by the institutions). It seems that this cleaner is working by himself
and has the power to decide whether or not to accept an assignment. In this regard, then, the
organization of work resembles the pattern attested in Old-Babylonian documents more closely
than that found in the Ur III texts.

In the Egyptian tradition we find another ironic text, comparable to the one just described. But,
unlike the Akkadian text, the Egyptian one (an excerpt from a text from the 12th Dynasty (beginning
of the 2nd millennium BC) mocks the laundrymen and their working conditions rather than the
customers. The text is known by Egyptologists as the “Satire of Trades”\textsuperscript{85} or more formally the
“The Teaching of Duaf’s son Khety”.\textsuperscript{86} In the text, a father trying to persuade his son to learn to be a
scribe, speaks contemptuously of other occupations,\textsuperscript{87} two of which, mat-weaving and laundering,
are related to textile production in a broad sense. Below I quote the excerpts as translated by Miriam
Lichtheim and Richard B. Parkinson respectively:

\textsuperscript{83} Foster (2005, 152), translates this line in a completely different way: “Don’t miss your chance, seize the day!” According
to Foster, this line insists on the idea of \textit{carpe diem} as the laundryman advises his customer to make the most of the
moment, reinforcing the text’s comical effect (see especially Foster 2005, 152, footnote 3).
\textsuperscript{84} Despite this is the most common interpretation, Wasserman (2013, 259) in his recent study of the text proposes that
probably the main aim was didactical, instead of satirical, as all instructions are listed in detail.
\textsuperscript{85} On this informal name, see Lichtheim 1975, 184.
\textsuperscript{86} The text is complete at \textit{Papyrus Sallier}, II, 8.2.
\textsuperscript{87} On the purpose of the satire see, among others, Lichtheim 1975, 184–185; Parkinson 1991, 72–83; Roccati 2000, 6.
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“The weaver in the workshop, he is worse off than a woman; with knees against his chest, he cannot breathe air. If he skips a day of weaving, he is beaten fifty strokes; he gives food to the doorkeeper, to let him see the light of day”. 89

“And the washerman washes on the shore, and nearby is the crocodile. «Father, I shall leave the flowing (?) water», say his son and daughter, «for a trade that one can be content in, more so than any other trade», while his food is mixed with shit. There is no part of him clean, while he puts himself amongst the skirts of a woman who is in her period(?); he weeps, spending the day at the washing board. He is told: «Dirty clothes! Bring yourself over here», and the (river-)edge overflows with them”. 90

Interestingly, in both cases the disadvantages of the occupations of the mat-weaver and the laudryman are highlighted through an explicit comparison with women: in the first case, the disadvantage is discomfort, and in the second it is dirt. In both cases these negative aspects are linked to women described as squatting (i.e., discomfort) or as menstruating (i.e., dirt). In this case, then, masculinity is not constructed through the exaltation of positive aspects or through the usual link between men and weapons, but in contrast to femininity; this is an alternative, negatively perceived masculinity constructed referring to the negative characteristics associated with the female sex.

Conclusion

Literary and administrative texts, images and certain archaeological remains shed interesting light on the sexual division of labour in the societies of Antiquity. In addition, as I contend here, they allow us to analyse how masculinities and femininities were constructed. At this second level of analysis it is possible not only to determine who was doing what, but to envisage how society perceived certain trades, which attributes were considered appropriate for males and for females, and which were perceived as positive or negative.

In the case of spinning I would like to highlight two points. First, spinning was normally performed by women, but we should be careful to avoid preconceptions in our analysis of the sources. Second, even if we accept that women were almost exclusively the spinners, there are certain contexts in which men are mentioned. Analysing these contexts sheds light on certain strategies used to construct femininities and masculinities. One conclusion of this analysis is that men were linked to spinning mainly in symbolic or ritual contexts. A second conclusion is that this link is sometimes used to ridicule men, as is perceived as a threat to the construction of a hegemonic masculinity.

Similarly, we also find some descriptions of men working as laundrymen. Though this occupation is associated predominantly with males, in some cases it is described, again, as deconstructing hegemonic masculinity. In other words, the fact that men were connected with laundry tasks in many contexts does not lead to an automatic construction of a hegemonic masculinity through this occupation; in fact, such a conception is strongly challenged by the Egyptian “Satire of Trades” quoted above. These sources, then, enable us to identify diverse strategies used to construct diverse masculinities. They bear witness to the lack of uniformity in the construction of these patterns, even when concentrating on the same tasks in similar contexts.

In both arenas, spinning and finishing textiles, the association of female attributes with men carrying out these trades had clearly negative connotations. Probably this is an indication of the

88 This weaver refers to mat-weaver, as notices Lichtheim 1975, 192, footnote 11.
89 Lichtheim 1975, 188.
90 Parkinson 1991, 75.
importance of sexual division, both symbolically and from the point of view of social prestige. When analysing administrative texts, factors such as age, hierarchy or speciality appear to be as influential as gender. However, in some other written sources gender appears as the main structuring factor. It has been suggested that this situation was accentuated between the 3rd and the 1st millennia BC in the ancient Near East, during these two millennia women lost legal capacities, their visibility in public arenas, and social prestige. The materials analysed here do not necessarily support this proposal, but it may be a fruitful avenue for future interdisciplinary work to pursue, and sources related to textile production may well provide valuable insights.
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9. Spindles and Distaffs: Late Bronze and Early Iron Age Eastern Mediterranean Use of Solid and Tapered Ivory/Bone Shafts

Caroline Sauvage

Based on complete archaeological examples preserved in Ugarit and Delos, this chapter will investigate the interpretation of Late Bronze Age ivory pomegranate-knobbed\(^1\) and whorled shafts as versatile three-piece spinning kits that could have been used alternatively as spindles (shaft + whorl) or distaffs (shaft + pomegranate knob).\(^2\) Constitutive parts of such kits, i.e. ivory shafts, pomegranate knobs and spindle-whorls, have been found in the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age eastern Mediterranean in domestic, religious and funerary contexts in the Levant, Cyprus and the Aegean. If the identification of mounted whorls on ivory shafts has always been straightforward, solid ivory shafts and pomegranate knobs have not yet been systematically explored in relation to textile industry. Indeed, such knobbed shafts have been variously interpreted as sceptres, kohl rods, objects of prestige, or feminine symbols; while ivory shafts can be interpreted as kohl rods, cosmetic boxes fastening systems, or are simply characterized as “rods”. The aim of this article is therefore to explore the use and function of the rod components of ivory/bone spinning kits in the Late Bronze Age and in the Iron Age. The careful study of deposition contexts and eventual association to textile tools of each type of artefacts should allow for a better understanding of these objects, and for pinpointing their use in relation to textile industry in the eastern Mediterranean.

On the use of spindles

Spinning fibres involves simultaneously three processes: drawing out (or drafting), twisting and winding the yarn.\(^3\) These are typically achieved by using a spindle, which allows the thread to stay under constant tension, and thus avoids the newly formed thread from tangling or untwisting until further attention (i.e. plying) is given to it.\(^4\) Not only do spindles prevent the thread from un-spinning, but they also allow faster and easier work, and permit control over the thickness and uniformity of the yarn. “A stick or a rock will do”,\(^5\) and will absorb enough rotation power to allow the spinner

---

\(^1\) The identification of a pomegranate is subjected to caution, as it may also have been the representation of a poppy capsule; see for instance Smith 2002, 97–100.

\(^2\) Sauvage 2012, 207.

\(^3\) Hochberg 1977, 18; Barber 1991, 41.

\(^4\) Barber 1991, 42.

\(^5\) Barber 1991, 42. See also Hochberg 1977, 21–23; Montell 1941, 113–114, fig. 1.
to free one of his/her hand for drafting and extending the rotation as needed.6 While sticks are great bobbins, stones are better flywheels and, because of their weight and density, rotate faster. Therefore combining a shaft with a weight (i.e. spindle-whorl) is more efficient.7 Shaft and whorl can be made out of different materials (wood, reed, bone/ivory, metal, glass/faïence) and assembled together diversely.8

Two main spinning techniques co-existed in the ancient Near East and eastern Mediterranean: the low-whorl technique, and the high-whorl technique. On a low-whorl spindle the whorl is attached to the shaft near the bottom, and the rotation movement could be induced by “a flick of the thumb and fingers”.9 On such spindles, the thread passes underneath the whorl, then around the spindle and finally passes back to the top of the spindle (Fig. 9.1). It causes the thread to frequently come in contact with the extremities and down-facing end of the whorl. This technique was attested in Bronze Age Anatolia, Cyprus and the Aegean.10 According to Barber, Anatolia actually used more of a “middle” whorl technique, as exemplified by the third millennium silver and gold or electrum “spindle” from tomb L at Alaca Höyük, or by the metal spindles from Horoztepe. She assimilates the middle-whorl technique with a low-whorl technique.11 The high-whorl technique was attested in Egypt, Mesopotamia and Ugarit,12 and required the rotation to be set with the hand palm: Egyptians typically rolled their spindles up or down the leg with one hand.13 On these high-whorl spindles, only the maximum diameter area of the whorl would feel constant pressure from the thread (Fig. 9.1).14 In both techniques, the spindle may be supported or hang from the thread (drop-spindle), see Fig. 9.20,15 but the position of the whorl on a spindle is said to be culturally determined.16 Low- and high-whorl spindles will produce two different type of treads: a so-called “S” spun fibre will be made by a high-whorl spindle (as for instance all the flax made in Egypt), while a low-whorl spindle would produce a “Z” spun thread.17

---

6 Barber 1991, 42–43.
7 Hochberg 1979b, 25; Barber 1991, 43.
8 For instance, wood spindles (giš-bala) are attested in Ebla; Anderson, Felluca, Nosch, Peyronel 2010, 161.
9 Barber 1991, 43.
12 Barber 1991, 56–58; Sauvage 2012, 197; Sauvage and Hawley 2013.
13 Barber 1991, 43.
15 Barber 1991, 43. When the spindle is supported, its end may be on the floor, on the spinner’s leg or in a cup.
The length of the wool fibres could dictate the specific use of spindles as for instance short goat hairs could be spun using a hand-held spindle, while longer fibres such as sheep’s wool are easier to spin with a suspended or supported spindle, because long(er)-staple wool require the spinner to have both hands free to draw out the fibres. When it comes to drafting fibres, the weight of the spindle itself is important and certainly contributes to it. Therefore the heavier a spindle is, the bigger the tension, and the faster the fibres will be drawn out of the distaff. Such remark has of course implications for the choice of a spindle according to the type of fibres that one spinner wishes to work with. For instance, Barber pointed out that the short, fine, and slippery cotton fibres would draw out too fast with a light drop-spindle and that they therefore require a light-weight supported spindle. The total weight of the spindle also impacts the thickness of thread that will be obtained: a lighter spindle makes a finer thread, while a heavier spindle will produce a thicker thread. Therefore, we could postulate, that once the spindle has been chosen for a specific type of fibres, the thickness of the thread to be produced would be monitored by selecting whorls according to their weight. Thus, with the same spindle, for a fine wool thread obtained from short fine wool, a 8g whorl can be used, while, a 33g whorl will certainly produce a thicker thread.

**Context and distribution of bone/ivory spindles and shaft**

The present catalogue is not exhaustive and only takes into account the objects with a known context, and whose assemblage can be reconstructed. It derives from more substantial studies of ivories, pomegranates, and textile tools.

**Spinning kits and spindles**

**Ugarit**

At Ugarit and Minet el-Beida, four spindles have been found. Spindle RS 4.221[A]) – Louvre AO 15757 was found in dépôt 43 at Minet el-Beida (Fig. 9.2). Its preserved length is 22cm, it has a diameter that varies from 0.85 and 1.27cm, and a dome-shaped whorl (ø 3.1cm, H.1.35cm, ø perf. 1.1cm) inserted at about on third of its preserved length. Its total weight is 30.6g. It was found with another “spindle”, AO 15758 – RS 4.221B, that could be best understood as a spinning kit. This preserved shaft is topped by a pomegranate knob and has a thin, almost flat, whorl inserted near in its middle. It is possible that a missing part was attached on the lower end of the shaft, opposed to the knob (Fig. 9.3). The maximum diameter of this shaft is 1.35cm, its preserved length is 22.1cm, while its whorl is 4.04cm in diameter, 0.42cm thick and has a perforation of 1.2cm. It weighs 44.9g. According to the excavation notebooks and inventory, the same deposit also yielded 18 Barber 1991, 43.
19 Barber 1991, 44.
21 Barber 1991, 43. Moreover, cotton fibres have to be spun with a bowl.
22 Ryder 1968, 81; Barber 1991, 52. See the illustration of the different thickness of thread produced with different weigh range of whorls; Andersson, Nosch, Wisti Lassen 2007, 10, fig. 8.
27 Gachet-Bizollon gives no information on the weight.
another spindle, at least two groups of ivory/bone whorls and several whorls made of serpentite, ivory and faience. It is possible that this deposit corresponds to a tomb not seen by Schaeffer during the excavations.28 A third, small broken spindle RS 34.210 preserved at the Lattaquia museum was found at Ras Shamra in room BD of the maison aux albâtres, located in block 1 of the quartier résidentiel (Fig. 9.2).29 Its preserved length is 13.3cm, and its diameter is 0.5cm. Its whorl is 1.9cm in diameter and 0.8cm in thickness and its perforation is probably of 0.5cm. From the same room comes a bone/ivory dome-shaped whorl (⌀ 3.27, H. 0.8cm).30

**Megiddo**

At Megiddo, two spindles were found in tombs, while a third one possibly comes from a domestic context. From the upper level of tomb 1122 comes one bone spindle (M 3568) with two spindles-

---

28 For the re-evaluation of the deposit and the list of the material discovered there, see Sauvage forthcoming.
29 Gachet-Bizollon 2007, no.139.
30 Gachet-Bizollon 2007, no. 563. Gachet-Bizollon classifies this object as a button.
whorls facing each other and attached to the two-part shaft by a pin (Fig. 9.4). \(^{31}\) The smallest (lower) end of the spindle is broken (L. 15cm, ø 0.6–0.7cm). The top part of the shaft is decorated with horizontal lines and lattice pattern, while the top part of the piece, under the whorls, is decorated with horizontal and oblique lines. From the same layer, come three bone shafts (M 3569), one of which has both of its extremities dug by a mortise (L. 7, 7.1 and 10cm, ø 0.75–0.9cm). \(^{32}\) The top layer of this tomb also yielded a 14.8cm long bronze “pin” and several spindle-whorls: seven dome shaped bone whorls, five conical with splayed edges bone whorls and one dome-shaped steatite whorl. \(^{33}\)

In tomb 3018F (st. IX), a spindle made of several short ivory cylinders was found (Fig. 9.4). An ovoid whorl decorated with deeply incised radiuses or grooves was sandwiched in between the cylinders, the whole shaft being originally held together by an inner pin (inv. B 433a, L. 20.2cm, ø 1–1.2cm, whorl: ø 2.2cm, H. 0.8cm). \(^{34}\) This ‘articulated’ spindle is the only example of its kind, and we can wonder whether it was practical to use, as we can easily imagine the rotation of the cylinders on the shaft if they were not firmly secured by the pin.

Finally, a three-part shaft spindle (inv. M 3530, total L. 25.2cm, shafts L. 7.2–9–7.4cm, ø 0.8–1.2cm, whorls ø 3cm, H. 07 and 0.8cm), mounted with two spindle-whorls, comes from the LB 1 room 1140 of square U17 at Megiddo. \(^{35}\) The whorls are located at one third of the shaft length, closer to the thinner end. I have no knowledge of publication mentioning this context.

### Artemision at Delos

An ivory knobbled and whorled solid shaft (i.e. spinning kit) comes from the Artemision at Delos (shaft: L. 22.5cm, ø 1–0.7cm; whorl: ø 3.5cm, thickness 0.7cm). The whorl is set at 2cm from its largest extremity, opposing the pomegranate (Fig. 9.5). \(^{36}\) It was found in a favissa under temple E, \(^{37}\) and was buried with several ivory, bone, faience and metallic objects, including ivory whorl inv. B. 7121 (ø 3.7cm; H. 0.6cm), \(^{38}\) pierced silver disc inv. B. 7174 (ø 2.8cm; H. 0.1cm), \(^{39}\) faience whorls inv. B 7163 (ø 1.7cm), \(^{40}\) and B. 7164 (ø 1.7cm; ø perf 1cm), \(^{41}\) and conical stone whorl inv. B 7193 (ø 3cm; H. 2.5cm). \(^{42}\)

### Perati

A fragmentary ivory spindle (Α 108) comes from tomb 65 at Perati (Fig. 9.6). The shaft is 19.9cm long and its diameter varies from extremity to extremity from 0.8 to 0.4cm. A dome shape whorl

---

31 Guy 1938, 170, pl. 84.1; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 9. The mounting of the whorls was reconstructed from LB1 spindle M 3530 from loc. 1140, see below.
32 Guy 1938, pl. 84.2; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 11.
33 Guy 1938, pl. 84.3–15.
34 Loud 1948, pl. 197.2.
35 Lamon and Shipon 1939, pl. 95.38; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 10.
38 Gallet de Santerre and Tréheux 1947–48, 199, no. 37, fig. 17.
39 Gallet de Santerre and Tréheux 1947–48, 221, no. 75, fig. 25. Parallels in silver and in ivory are known from the Artemision at Ephesus, where they are interpreted as top-whorls for hairpins (Hogarth 1908, 119, pl. XII.24 and pl. XXXIII.16).
42 Gallet de Santerre and Tréheux 1947–48, 239, no. 91, fig. 32.
was inserted on its larger extremity. Another ivory dome-shaped whorl was found in the same tomb (Δ 112, ø 3cm; H. 0.7cm, ø perf. 0.6cm). Conical stone “whorls” also come from the same tomb.

From tomb 152 comes a complete ivory spindle (Δ 211, L. 13.1cm, ø 0.45–0.9cm, ø whorl 2.4cm, H. whorl 1.1cm) decorated with horizontal lines as well as pointed circles on the smallest part of the shaft (Fig. 9.6). Pointed circles are also present on the shaft, below the whorl (for a

---

43 Iakovidis 1969, pl. 23b; 1969A 70–78.
44 Iakovidis 1969, pl. 22a–b.
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low-whorl spindle), and they are also used to decorate the dome part of the whorl. The dome-shaped whorl is inserted on the largest end of the shaft, at about 1.6cm from the extremity. Both ends are cut flat, and the one on the largest extremity is hollow.46 Another fragmentary solid shaft (∆ 212, L. 7.3cm, ø 1.1–0.9cm) decorated with horizontal lines, pointed circles and conical stone whorls (L 311–312) comes from the same tomb.47

Conclusion
Late Bronze Age eastern Mediterranean complete spinning kits and spindles come from domestic (Ras Shamra), funerary (possibly dépôt 43 at Minet el-Beida and Perati) and religious (Delos) contexts, therefore pointing to their effective use as spinning tools. They are associated with other textile tools such as spindle-whorls. In the Aegean, conical whorls have been interpreted by Iakovidis as “buttons” (i.e. skirt weights), and not as spindle-whorls,48 but this interpretation has recently been challenged, and their function as spindle-whorls cannot be totally ruled out.49 If these objects are buttons, then spindle ∆ 211 from tomb 152 at Perati was associated with another ivory shaft but not with spindle-whorls.

Two main modules appear to have been used: a long spindle with a shaft of 20 to 23cm and a shorter one of about 13cm long and of a lesser diameter attested at Perati and Ugarit. The whorl is always inserted on the larger part of the spindle, which can also be hollowed by a mortise.

According to Barber, spindle ∆ 211 from Perati tomb 152 is too short to have been rolled down the thigh or turned in the hand, and she thinks it was certainly best used as a drop-spindle.50 This spindle is similar to RS 34.210 from Ugarit (L. 13.3, ø 0.5cm),51 but none present a hook or attachment device. It is however possible that a hook was inserted in the mortise on the top of the objects. It would also have been possible to use these spindles as supported spindles.

Pomegranate shafts and knobs
Ugarit
In Ugarit, beside the pomegranate knobbed shaft RS 4.221[B] previously mentioned (Fig. 9.3), several pomegranate knobs were found in the city.52 Most of them come from Schaeffer’s excavations and therefore their context and assemblage are not always clear nor fully published. The proposed table (Table 9.1) is based on published data, and it is likely that it will be possible to complete and enhance it with further studies.53

When the pomegranate knobs contextual assemblage is known or possible to reconstruct, they are associated with spindle-whorls and/or loom-weights and to ivory shafts as in House E in centre de la ville.

46 Iakovidis 1980, p. 95.
47 Iakovidis 1969, pl. 15a–b.
51 Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat. 139.
53 See the ongoing study by V. Matoian and J.-P. Vita; Matoian and Vita 2009 (2010), esp. tables p. 483–485.
Table 9.1: Table of pomegranate knobs for Ugarit with their archaeological context, catalogue after Gachet-Bizollon 2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gachet-Bizollon’s catalogue no. and inventory no.</th>
<th>Type of object</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Associated textile tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>252. RS 4.91</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>H. 4.4, ø 1.9, H. calyx 2.2</td>
<td>Minet el-Beida. 1932 Trench 25.IV; maybe in or near tomb VI as it appears between objects from tomb VI in the artefact register. It may also come from elsewhere. Uncertain association: Ivory shaft found in tomb VI, (Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat. 190).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249. RS 2.[053]</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>H. 3.8, ø pericarp 2.1, ø calyx 1.7</td>
<td>Minet el-Beida. 1932 Trench 25.IV; pt. 207? (= atop tomb VI). It may also come from elsewhere. Uncertain association: Ivory shaft found in tomb VI, (Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat. 190).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250. RS 3.435</td>
<td>Complete?</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1930 Maison du grand prêtre, pt. 37, 1m.</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. Acropolis, bibliothèque, trench B6, 1m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259. RS 22.109</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1959 Northwest of the tell, tranchée terrasse pt. 2378, 1.80m.</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1959 Northwest of the tell, tranchée terrasse pt. 2378, 1.80m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255. RS 11.[1002]</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1939 Ville basse est, tomb LXXXI (SM no. 24).</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1939 Ville basse est, tomb LXXXI (SM no. 24).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257. RS 17.163</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1953 Near the royal palace, pt. 750 2.60, in the street, outside of loc. 49.</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1953 Near the royal palace, pt. 750 2.60, in the street, outside of loc. 49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258. RS 21.14[B]</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1958 Quartier résidentiel, block 3, Rapanu’s house, room 5, near the staircase of the tomb’s dromos (tomb II – SM no. 301).</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1958 Quartier résidentiel, block 3, Rapanu’s house, room 5, near the staircase of the tomb’s dromos (tomb II – SM no. 301).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260. RS 23.635</td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1960 Ville sud, pt. 3176, 1.20m.</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1960 Ville sud, pt. 3176, 1.20m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Lachish, two ivory pomegranate rods (inv. 2772 and 2774) were found in the Canaanite temple, along with three solid ivory shafts (see below). The knobbed shafts and solid shafts all come from a cache located in the southeast corner of structure III (loc. D.III, 181), which also contained amongst other ivory objects a comb, a box and a disc. These probably belonged to discarded objects from the temple and could have been either cult material or offerings. Shaft inv. 2772 (L. 25.2cm, ø 0.5–0.8cm) is decorated with horizontal lines and lattice patterns at both ends. Its pomegranate knob (H. 5.2cm, H. calyx 2.8cm, ø 1.8cm), inserted on its smaller extremity, is large and the persistent calyx topping the fruit are straight and as long as, if not longer that the pericarp. The second shaft (L. 26cm, ø 0.7–0.8cm) is also decorated with horizontal lines and lattice pattern on both ends and is topped on its smaller end by a shorter pomegranate knob (H. 2.4cm, H. calyx 0.6cm, ø 1.4cm). A few spindle-whorls also come from the temple but none were associated with the ivory shafts. The context of the shaft, in a secondary deposition context in a pit, cannot give viable information regarding its association to textile tools.

Another pomegranate shaft comes from tomb 216 (inv. 4653, L. 25.2cm, ø 1.1–1.4cm, H. knob 4.2cm, ø pericarp 1.8cm) and was found with a conoid spindle-whorl with thin edges splaying out (ø 2.2cm, ø perf. 0.3cm). The perforation of the whorl is smaller than the diameter of the ivory shaft.

Finally, a pomegranate knob comes from level VII, square R10 (inv. a17), but it has no known association to ivory shafts or textile tools.

Two knobbed pomegranate shafts were found in the upper burial of tomb 9 at Kition. Rod 132, made of elephant ivory is incomplete (L. 23.2cm), its lower extremity being broken. The shaft is slightly tapered towards the knobbed extremity, where it is decorated with horizontal lines and scale pattern. Its “lower” and larger end presents three perforations (Fig. 9.7). Rod 60–62 is complete (L. 23.6cm) but its knob is damaged. The knob is inserted on its tapered end, while the opposite and larger end of the shaft is cut flat. The shaft is decorated with horizontal, and diagonal lines as well as with lattice pattern. Both rods were found with several fragmentary solid ivory rods and six spindle whorls (three ivory, two bone and one steatite).

Three ivory pomegranate (or ‘poppy’) knobs were found in the Kition temples, one comes from floor IIIA of courtyard C at Kition-Kathari (no. 5268) and was found with two loom-weights, the

---

54 For the pomegranate rods, see Tufnell, Inge and Harding 1940, pl. XX nos. 25, 26; for the ivory shafts without knob, see Tufnell, Inge and Harding 1940, pl. XX nos. 23, 27, 28. See also Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 nos. 1, 2 and 5.
55 Tufnell, Inge and Harding 1940, 59, nos. 1, 2, 4, 10–18, 20, 21, 24–31, pl. XV–XX.
56 Tufnell, Inge and Harding 1940, pl. XXIX. 29–33.
57 Tufnell 1958, no. 4653, fig. 28.7 and 54.2; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 6.
58 Tufnell 1958, no. 4649, fig. 54.1. This whorl, because of its dimensions, could have been a spindle-whorl or a bead; Sauvage 2012, 201.
59 Loud 1948, pl. 197.20.
60 Karageorghis 1974, no.132, pl. LXXXVII, CLXX, 69, 91; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126, no. 64. For a better illustration of the perforation see Smith 2009, p. 98, III.11.
62 Karageorghis 1974, nos. 58, 236, 240, 106, 107, 35, pl. LXXXVII, CLXX, CLXXI.
63 Karageorghis and Demas 1985, 248, pl. CXCI; Smith 2002, 97–98, fig. III.11a. Eleven loom-weights were also found in between floor III and IIIA.
second one comes from floor I in room 12 (no. 555) and was not found with textile tools, and the third one comes from well 1 of temple 1 (no. 1982) and was found with beads.

Enkomi
From Disturbed layers at Enkomi Swedish tomb 3, come two ivory pomegranate knobbed shafts. They were found on the floor of the tomb. Both rods are 24.4cm long and have a large pomegranate knob, with a straight and long persistent calyx as long as, if not longer than the pericarp. The knob is inserted on their smaller end, while the larger end is decorated with incised lattice pattern and is cut flat. Shaft E.003.240 has an ovoid shape, while it overall tappers towards the pomegranate. Its total weight is 41g. Shaft E.003.241 weighs 36g and has a cylindrical and slightly tapered shaft towards the knob (Fig. 9.8).

From the same tomb comes a conical stone loom-weight as well as a complete unperforated bone spatula and a fragmentary perforated one. Both of these bone tools could have been used in the textile industry.

Palaeopaphos
From tomb 119 at Palaeopaphos-Eliomylia, comes an almost complete hippo ivory rod (L. 20.3), its lower extremity is tapered and its upper end cut into a peg. A pomegranate ivory knob was

---

64 Karageorghis and Demas 1985, 157.
65 Karageorghis and Demas 1985, 247, pl. CCXXXIX.
69 Gjerstad 1934, 478 no. 32; LXXVI fig. 3: object on the left and top right.
70 Hippo ivory comes from hippopotamus teeth; see Caubet and Pauplin 1987.
71 Karageoghis and Michaelidès 1990, 80 no. 27A, pl. LXXXIII, LXXXVIII; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 127 no. 67.
found in the same tomb (H. 1.8cm, ø 1.8cm)\textsuperscript{72} with two other fragmentary ivory rods (L. 3.1 and 3.9cm).\textsuperscript{73} No textile tools were found in this tomb.

**Conclusion**

Except from the tomb at Palaepaphos and two examples found in the Kition temple area, all the pomegranate shafts or knobs with known contexts and reconstructed assemblage are found with spindle-whorls and/or loom-weights. They can be found in funerary, domestic as well as religious contexts, attesting to their effective use in households and symbolic importance. One rod from Kition tomb 9 was perforated, maybe to allow suspension of the rod. However, one perforation would have been enough, and it is difficult to explain the three successive ones.

The repetitive association of such tapered knobbed shafts with textile tools may confirm their use in the textile industry, probably as distaffs as previously proposed.\textsuperscript{74} The versatile character of the shaft, used either with a whorl as a spindle or with a knob as a distaff finds another confirmation with the perforation of the shaft from tomb 9 at Kition. When used as a spindle, the perforated side would have corresponded to its top, the thinnest and tapered end would then have been the bottom of the spindle.

**Solid ivory shafts**

**Ugarit**

In Ugarit, 78 bone/ivory shafts were catalogued by Gachet-Bizollon.\textsuperscript{75} The large majority of them come from Schaeffer’s excavations, and have either no context or when a find spot is known, their context and associated assemblage have not yet been fully studied or published. In the following table (Table 9.2), I compiled shafts with a known find spot and associated known textile tools.\textsuperscript{76}

When it is possible to reconstruct a context, it appears that most ivory shafts were associated with other textile tools such as spindle-whorls, loom-weights or pomegranate knobs, in domestic, religious and funerary contexts. In domestic and religious contexts, when no textile tools were found in the same room, such specific tools were however found within the same building, allowing us to infer a somehow looser relationship, such as in the temple aux rhytons and in house D in the centre de la ville. The only instance where no textile tools were found is in tomb II (SM 139) located on the acropolis of Ugarit. This tomb was looted in antiquity and almost all of the recovered material came from its dromos.

**Kazel**

At tell Kazel, two 13th c. BC fragmentary bone shafts come from a domestic context (building I, room IC, level 5) and were associated with 14 bone spindle-whorls.\textsuperscript{77} One of the shafts has its extremity preserved and decorated with horizontal lines. The group of whorls exhibits size and shape

\textsuperscript{72} Karageoghis and Michaelidès 1990, 80 no. 27B, pl. LXXXIII, LXXXVIII. Its mortise is larger than the peg of the preserved rod.

\textsuperscript{73} Karageoghis and Michaelidès 1990, 80 nos. 27E-D, pl. LXXXIII, LXXXVIII.

\textsuperscript{74} Sauvage 2012.

\textsuperscript{75} Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat. 170–248.

\textsuperscript{76} An ongoing archaeological study of textile tools by V. Matoïan will certainly shed more light on most of these hardly known contexts; see Matoïan and Vita 2009 (2010), esp. tables p. 483–485.

\textsuperscript{77} Badre et al. 1994, 312, fig. 43c; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 nos. 40–41.
variation, while all of the centred perforations do not have a diameter larger than 4mm.\textsuperscript{78} From the same house, but from a different room and level (building I, room IE, level 6) comes a complete bone shaft (L. 19.5cm; φ 1.1cm).\textsuperscript{79} One extremity is rounded and decorated with horizontal lines and a lattice pattern. The other extremity is stepped-down into a thin peg.

**Dan**

At tel Dan, four bones or ivory rods were found in collective tomb 387, the so-called “Mycenaean tomb”.\textsuperscript{80} Bone rod 229 is incomplete (L. 19.5cm, φ 0.8cm), its preserved end is stepped-down as well as rounded. It was found in cluster A, alongside duck cosmetic box 201 and has therefore, on typological and contextual basis, to be identified as a kohl stick (Fig. 9.9).\textsuperscript{81} A total of ten whorls were found in cluster A in the western side of the tomb. They were mixed with bones inlays from a box (210). According to the excavator, the whorls from cluster A were probably contained in box 210.\textsuperscript{82} Incomplete bone shaft 227 (15.4cm long, diameter 0.8cm) was also found in cluster A. From the same cluster, come two bone “needles”\textsuperscript{83} 224a and b, not depicted on the plan.

Ivory rod 230 is 4.6cm long and has a diameter of 0.8cm. It is decorated with horizontal and zig-zag lines as well as a lattice pattern. One of its ends is smooth while the other is drilled and was certainly designed to host a peg.\textsuperscript{84} It may have been the end extension part of a shaft. It was found in cluster B located in the south-eastern corner of the tomb and characterized by a group of about 100 whorls found 20cm above the pavement, near pyxis 208 and the skull of a 30 year-old male. If it is the object represented on the plan under vase 244, it was then surrounded by whorls. From the same area, near box 205, comes bone rod 231. It has a preserved length of 15.5cm and a diameter of 0.6 to 0.8cm and exhibits on its preserved and smaller end horizontal lines and a lattice pattern. The object is not represented on the plan and it is therefore difficult to know if it was associated with the ivory boxes 208 or 205 or with the whorls.

In this tomb, more than one hundred and ninety-three objects described as whorls or buttons and beads made of stone, ivory, bone, glass and faience were found.\textsuperscript{85} The bone whorls were grouped in two main clusters A and B, while faience whorls (419–425) were grouped near the southern wall. The rest of the whorls were found at various levels and locations. The publication provides a table of all the whorls/beads/buttons found in the tombs including diameter, height and sometimes weight, but it lacks diameter of perforation,\textsuperscript{86} and weight information for the objects identified as “buttons”.\textsuperscript{87} These “buttons” are dome shaped and made of stone, bone, deer antler, ivory or faience. They exhibit shape and decoration parallels with whorls from Ugarit.

In cluster A, one such bone button (no. 397: φ 2.8cm; H. 0.6cm; φ perf. 0.5cm) was attached to the remains of box 210 possibly indicating that some of these were used as buttons or decorative

\textsuperscript{78} The picture of the whorls has no scale; Badre et al. 1994, fig. 43c.
\textsuperscript{79} Badre et al. 1994, 320, fig. 46; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 42.
\textsuperscript{80} Ben-Dov 2002 151, inv. 228a–e, 229–231. Gachet-Bizollon catalogued eight rods (2007, 125–126 nos. 36–39).
\textsuperscript{81} Ben-Dov 2002, 151, 155 and fig. 2.119.
\textsuperscript{82} Ben-Dov 2002, 157.
\textsuperscript{83} Ben-Dov 2002, 224a–b, fig. 2.117. These objects have a rounded-pointy end, which may not have been sharp enough to pierce through fabrics. The other end is pierced by a hole. They are maybe to be compared to “styli” used in tapestry.
\textsuperscript{84} Ben-Dov 2002, 151–152, fig. 2.120.
\textsuperscript{85} Ben-Dov 2002, 157.
\textsuperscript{86} It can however be deduced from the drawing for some objects.
\textsuperscript{87} Buttons “are decorated with an incised pattern of lines emanating from the centre of the item or with incised circles or semicircles” Ben-Dov 2002, 160.
Table 9.2: Table of the ivory and bone shafts from Ugarit with a known archaeological context and their textile tools association, catalogue of the shafts after Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 119–121.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gachet-Bizollon’s catalogue and Inventory number</th>
<th>Type of object</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Associated textile tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>146. RS 1.[111]</td>
<td>Complete. Horizontal lines L. 3.9, ø 1.9 Mortise</td>
<td>Minet el-Beida. 1932 Tomb VI (SM 1007).</td>
<td>1 pomegranate knob possibly found atop the tomb (Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat 251). 1 pomegranate knob found in or near the tomb (Gachet-Bizollon 2007, cat 252).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238. RS 1.[120]</td>
<td>Incomplete? Two shafts? L. 8 and 3.8, ø 0.18 and 0.12</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. Royal palace. courtyard V or nearby.</td>
<td>1 ivory spindle-whorl from the area of courtyard V (Gachet-Bizollon no. 142).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190. RS 4.77</td>
<td>Complete. Horizontal lines and scale pattern. Small mortise drilled on the tapered extremity of the shaft. L. 22, ø 1–1.4; w. 33.6g.</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1960. Ville sud. Block IV, house B, loc. 9. Pt. 2861, 0.9m.</td>
<td>1 ivory spindle-whorl from the area of courtyard V (Gachet-Bizollon no. 142).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 9. Spindles and Distaffs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Spindle/Weight</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221. RS 81.505</td>
<td>Incomplete. Horizontal lines and scale pattern</td>
<td>Ras Shamra. 1979. <em>Centre de la ville.</em> Temple aux rhytons, loc. 36</td>
<td>Pit 1237 of the looter of the temple aux rhytons</td>
<td>None in this room, but 4 spindle-whorls and 2 loom-weight upstairs (Matoïan and Vita 2009, 484). See also below.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four biconical beads were found inside box 210. Buttons 401 (bone: \( \phi 3.2\text{cm}; H. 1\text{cm}; w. 85.3\text{g}; \phi \text{perf.} 0.5\text{cm} \)), 402 (deer antler: \( \phi 2\text{cm}; H. 0.4\text{cm}; w. 9.4\text{g} \)), 404 (antler: \( \phi 2.1\text{cm}; H. 0.8\text{cm}; w. 35.3\text{g} \)), and 405 (stone: \( \phi 1.5\text{cm}; H. 0.55\text{cm}; w. 10.2\text{g} \)), were also part of cluster A.

The shafts found in this tomb were therefore deposited with or near textile tools, such as in cluster A where an incomplete rod was found with two needles and a box containing 10 whorl-like objects. The box was decorated by at least one. Their shape similarity to whorls from Ugarit found mounted on spindles as well as their discovery place, in cluster B, near bone rods 227 and 229, allow us to infer an association to textile tools, even if their documented diameter of perforation (0.5cm) is smaller than that of the shafts (0.8cm). It is also highly possible that box 210 found decorated by and used as a container for whorl-like objects could have been used to store the several spindle-whorls used by one of the deceased. In such a case, the “buttons” on the outside of the box would illustrate and display the content of this spindle-whorl storage box.

Megiddo

At LB II Megiddo, several solid ivory shafts were found in tombs 877 B1, 40 and 989 C1. In tomb 877B1, a complete solid ivory shaft (M 2433, L. 23.6cm, \( \phi 0.33–0.86\text{cm} \)) decorated with horizontal lines and lattice pattern was recovered (Fig. 9.10). One of its extremities is tapered, while the other is cut flat. It was found with another fragmentary solid bone shaft (M 2435, L. 3.7cm, \( \phi 0.55\text{cm} \)) and eight spindle-whorls, one of them M 2828, in ivory, has a perforation large enough to be inserted onto one of the shafts (\( \phi \text{whorl} 2.5, \phi \text{perf.} 0.6\text{cm} \)).

In tomb 989C1, a complete and solid bone shaft decorated with horizontal lines was found. Both ends were maybe cut flat, while its smaller end was maybe hollowed by a mortise (M 2856, L. 21.3cm, \( \phi 0.38–0.54\text{cm} \)). Another fragmentary solid bone shaft comes from the same tomb and is decorated with groups of horizontal lines near its preserved end (M 2853, L. 11cm, \( \phi 0.7\text{cm} \)). Seven spindle-whorls were also found in this tomb as well as a bone knob resembling a pomegranate (M 2836, H. 2.5cm, \( \phi \text{at base} 0.8\text{cm} \)). This knob could possibly have been inserted onto one of the bone shafts.

From tomb 40 comes a complete solid ivory shaft made of two rods originally attached by a pin or a peg. The larger end of the shaft is cut flat, while the other is stepped-down. It is decorated with horizontal lines and lattice pattern (inv. x 738, L. 22.5cm, \( \phi 0.5–0.7\text{cm}, \phi \text{stepped end} 0.3\text{cm} \)). From the same tomb comes a fragmentary plain bone shaft (inv. x 632, L. 5.6cm, \( \phi 0.6–0.7\text{cm} \)).

---

88 It is possible that 398 (bone: \( \phi 2.9\text{cm}; H. 0.5\text{cm}; \phi \text{perf.} 0.3\text{cm} \)) was also attached to the box with a bone pin; Ben-Dov 2002, 246.
89 410 (ivory, biconical: \( \phi 1.6\text{cm}; H. 0.8\text{cm}; w. 29.8 \text{g} \)), 411 (ivory: \( \phi 1.8\text{cm}; \phi 0.75\text{cm}; w. 28g; \phi \text{perf.} 0.25\text{cm}; \phi \text{uncentred perforation} \)), 412 (bone, biconical: \( \phi 1.9\text{cm}; H. 1\text{cm}; w. 38.6g \)), 413 (hematite, biconical: \( \phi 2\text{cm}; H. 0.8\text{cm} \)).
90 This box would, in such a case, have been part of the spinning kit of the deceased. Recent examples of Chancay from Peru (1300–1400 AD) show that an individual could own and use as many as 12 loose whorls, 57 spindles with whorls and 11 spindles without whorls; Liu 1978, 98.
91 Guy 1938, pl. 95.50; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 13.
92 Guy 1938, pl. 95.49; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 12.
93 Guy 1938, pl. 95.41–48.
94 Guy 1938, pl. 100.30; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 15.
95 Guy 1938, pl. 100.29; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 14.
96 Guy 1938, pl. 100.22–28.
97 Guy 1938, pl. 156.13; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 16.
98 Guy 1938, pl. 156.12.
Several bone shafts have been found in domestic contexts at Megiddo in stratum VI, VIIA, VIIB, VIII, and X. Most, if not all, of the ones from level VII were found in the same context as textile tools such as spindle-whorls and loom-weights. Two almost complete bone shafts (M 5673a–b) from stratum VIIA in the northern quadrant of loc. 1771 were found with two paste beads and several beads (M 5648, M 6268), but no measurements nor illustrations are available, and therefore it is hard to say if these faience beads could have been whorls. All the other shafts have a clear...
correlation to textile tools: fragmentary bone shafts M 6056 and M 6130\textsuperscript{101} from loc. 1835 northern quadrant (stratum VIIA) were found with two bone whorls (M 5069a–b),\textsuperscript{102} two steatite whorls (M 6131),\textsuperscript{103} one bronze needle (M 6129)\textsuperscript{104} and a bone oval knob (M 6135).\textsuperscript{105} The two bone shafts from loc. 1814 (stratum VIIA) were found with a clay (loom-?) weight (M 6163).\textsuperscript{106} Bone shaft (M 5985)\textsuperscript{107} from loc. 1825 southern quadrant (st. VIIA) was found with two whorls (M 5987 and M 6184) and another whorl (M 6152) comes from the eastern quadrant of this locus.\textsuperscript{108} And the two shafts from the eastern quadrant of loc. 1831 (st. VIIIB) were found with two bone whorls (M 6029, M 6031),\textsuperscript{109} a limestone whorl, another whorl of unknown material, a clay disk, and a stone ring (M 6032, M 6033, M 6234, M 6232).\textsuperscript{110} Another bone shaft (M 6028) also comes from the same locus.\textsuperscript{111} Two bone shafts from layer VI were also associated with textile tools: shafts M 5776–77 found on one side of loc. 1769 (st. VI) were associated with two bone whorls,\textsuperscript{112} a bronze needle and two ivory pin-heads located inside the locus (M. 5669, M 5667).\textsuperscript{113} One shaft was recorded in layer VIII from square N15, but no textile tools were recorded in the find registry.\textsuperscript{114} Seemingly, shaft b137 from layer X (loc. 2032 eastern quadrant) has no known association to textile tools.\textsuperscript{115}

Eight shafts were found in the so-called treasury at Megiddo\textsuperscript{116} within an assemblage of more than 382 ivories in a context that suggests hording of bits and pieces of ivory at the end of the Late Bronze Age.\textsuperscript{117} Therefore their assemblage and eventual association with tools is not informative regarding to the use of shafts as textile tools.

It is reasonable to say that in most cases, solid ivory or bone shafts from Megiddo were found in contexts suggesting a possible association to textile industry.

\textit{Tell Deir ‘Alla}

At Tell Deir ‘Alla, a 20cm long bone shaft with one tapered end, an almost rounded top and decorated with incised oblique lines in between horizontal lines was found in room E2 (Fig. 9.11).\textsuperscript{118} The top horizontal line is deeper and may have been used as a groove to secure the thread. A conical and fragmentary knob was found in the same room and it is possible that it was a pomegranate or bud-shaped knob (H. 2.5cm) not previously discussed. In the same room, 8 spindle-whorls were

\textsuperscript{101} Loud 1948, 156, pl. 197.6.
\textsuperscript{102} Loud 1948, 156, pl. 172.33–34.
\textsuperscript{103} Loud 1948, 156, not illustrated.
\textsuperscript{104} Loud 1948, 156, not illustrated.
\textsuperscript{105} Loud 1948, 156, pl. 197.21.
\textsuperscript{106} Loud 1948, 155, not illustrated. It was found in the western quadrant of the locus.
\textsuperscript{107} Loud 1948, 155, pl. 197.9.
\textsuperscript{108} Loud 1948, 155, not illustrated.
\textsuperscript{109} Loud 1948, 156, pl. 172.29.
\textsuperscript{110} Loud 1948, 156, not illustrated.
\textsuperscript{111} Loud 1948, 156, pl. 197.5.
\textsuperscript{112} Shaft d712 could have been a handle. Its shape is different from all the other tapered solid ivory shafts described in this article; Loud 1948, 187, pl. 197.12.
\textsuperscript{113} Loud 1948, 152, pl. 197.13, bone whorls are not illustrated.
\textsuperscript{114} Loud 1948, 152, none of these objects is illustrated.
\textsuperscript{115} Loud 1948, 147, pl. 197.3.
\textsuperscript{116} Loud 1948, 158, pl. 197.1.
\textsuperscript{117} Loud 1939, 20, pl. 55.286, 56.294–298, 57.299 and 303; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126, nos. 17–24. Whorls were part of the recovered material, see pl. 15.78–83, 95 and 100–103.
\textsuperscript{118} Feldman 2009, esp. 188–189.
\textsuperscript{119} Kooij van der and Ibrahim 1989, 58, cat 13, 92; Franken 1992, 42–43, fig. 4–5.18.
found with a carnelian ‘bead’, which could have been used as a whorl. This room located east of the sanctuary’s cela was occupied during the last phase of the Late Bronze Age and destroyed by an earthquake followed by a fire. According to the excavators, its northern part was lost by erosion, it belonged to a house and was used as a shrine.

Lachish
In Lachish, three ivory shafts were found with the two pomegranate rods previously cited, and therefore come from an ivory cache in the temple. Rods inv. 2971 (L. 19cm, ø 1–1.2cm) and inv. 2776 (L. 13.6cm, ø 0.7–1cm) were decorated with horizontal lines and lattice pattern, while inv. 2775 (L. 13.2cm, ø 0.6–0.8cm) is probably plain. A solid tapered shaft decorated with groups of horizontal lines was found in pit tomb 501 (inv. 3400, L. 23.7cm, ø 0.75–1.37cm), along with paste and carnelian discs.

Kition
In Kition, several ivory rods come from the upper burial of tomb 9. Two incomplete solid ones have a broken end and a decorated cut-flat extremity: no. 119 (L. 15.5cm) is decorated with lines and scale pattern and no. 75 (L. 9.5cm) is decorated with lines and lattice pattern. A third fragmentary rod has both extremities sheered off diagonally and is decorated with lines (L. 7cm). A solid and almost complete shaft (L. 30.8cm) is decorated with lines and scale patterns on both extremities, one of which is broken. These rods were found along with the two pomegranate rods nos. 60–62 and 6 spindle whorls. All the whorls display a smaller perforation than the diameter of the rods. From the same tomb, but from a different burial (lower burial) comes ivory shaft no. 139 (L. 25cm) decorated with scale pattern and lines on the preserved flat end, the other end is broken away.

Enkomi
At Enkomi, a complete solid ivory shaft comes from the early burial of Swedish tomb 6 chamber A. Shaft 101, found on the floor, is 23.2cm long, is cut flat on its larger extremity (ø about 1cm) and has one pointed end (ø about 0.65cm before the point). It is decorated with horizontal lines on its larger end, while a single and deep incision is present near its point, at 1cm from its extremity. It may also be perforated at about 4cm from its larger extremity, but it is difficult to see it clearly on the published illustration. On the floor of this burial, the excavator found three stone spindle-whorls. Perforation would have allowed the use of the shaft wide side up. From Swedish tomb 17 (second group) comes an incomplete ivory shaft (L. 8cm) found on the floor of the tomb. Its flat extremity is preserved and decorated with lines. No textile tools were found in this tomb.

120 Franken 1992, 42–43, fig. 4–5.6–13 and 16 (top).
121 Franken 1992, 7–8, 37.
122 Franken 1992, 38.
124 Starkey 1935, 202, pl. XVI.3; Tufnell 1958, pl. 28.15; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 8.
125 Tufnell 1958, similar to pl. 29.1, 6
126 Karageorghis 1974, nos. 75 and 119, pl. LXXXVII, CLXX, 66 and 91; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 nos. 61–62.
127 Karageorghis 1974, no. 111, pl. LXXXVII, CLXX.
128 Karageorghis 1974, no. 248, pl. LXXXVII, CLXX, 76 and 91; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 65.
129 See above.
130 Karageorghis 1974, nos. 139, 56, pl. CXLIX; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 66.
131 Gjerstad 1934, 496, pl. LXXIX, fig. 3, no. 101; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 46.
132 Gjerstad 1934, 545, pl. LXXXVII, fig. 2, no. 81.
Two fragmentary ivory or bone rods (nos. 4926A and 4926B) come from French tomb 5.\textsuperscript{133} Shaft 4926B (L. 21.5cm) was found, according to Schaeffer, under the left knee of a female individual located in the centre of the upper level. In the same level, the excavator found an ivory spindle-whorl (inv. 4916).\textsuperscript{134} Rod 4926A comes from the top layer of the southern area of the tomb and was found near the head of an individual.\textsuperscript{135} It is almost complete (L. 25cm) and has a diameter of 1cm. The same strata also yielded bone or ivory spindle-whorl inv. 4.994 no. 297.\textsuperscript{136} From the same tomb (third layer) come two pieces of a solid ivory shaft whose preserved extremity is dug into a mortise (inv. 5025 a+b: L. 7.8 + 8.6cm; ø 1.5cm),\textsuperscript{137} and a flat disc with a bronze peg covered by a gold nail (ø 3.6cm; H. 1.5cm) which could have been used on the shaft.\textsuperscript{138} French tomb 5 also yielded several spindle-whorls such as inv. 4550 no. 160,\textsuperscript{139} inv. 4551 no. 42,\textsuperscript{140} inv. 4521 no. 37,\textsuperscript{141} inv. 4916 no. 218,\textsuperscript{142} inv. 4920\textsuperscript{143} and 5028 no. 313\textsuperscript{144} as well as a flat pierced ivory disc inv. 5053 no. 319 (ø 4.5cm; H. 0.6cm; ø perf. 0.66cm).\textsuperscript{145} The bone/ivory disc, meant to be attached to an ivory shaft by a rivet,\textsuperscript{146} can be interpreted as a low-whorl spindle because it would be impossible to attach a hook on it, but as Barber pointed out, it can also be interpreted as a distaff, similar to those from the third millennium BC found at Kish and Abu Salabikh,\textsuperscript{147} and similar to the one from Lindos (see below, Fig. 9.14). It could also possibly be interpreted as a high-whorl hand-held supported spindle, meant to be rolled along the thigh. Alternatively, since flat ivory discs are not commonly associated with textile tools, it could also have had a completely different function.

One complete and solid shaft comes from British tomb 86. BM 1969,0701.56 is 9.7cm long and has a diameter of 1cm, its decorated extremity with lines and lattice pattern is cut flat, while a mortise is dug into its other end.\textsuperscript{148} No textile tools were recorded in this tomb.

Fragmentary rod BM 1969, 0701.54 decorated with horizontal lines comes from British tomb 84 (L. 7.8cm; ø 1.1cm) and is sheered off diagonally at both ends.\textsuperscript{149} From the same tomb, comes a bone oval “pin” (1897, 0401.1570; L. 10.7cm; W 0.8cm; Th. 0.7cm).\textsuperscript{150}

A solid and complete ivory rod (BM 1897,0401.885; L. 15.9; ø 0.8cm) was found in British tomb 24.\textsuperscript{151} It has a stepped-down and tapered end (H. 1.1cm; ø 0.43–0.38cm), while its other end is cut flat and decorated with deeply carved horizontal lines. Three dome-shaped spindle-whorls

\textsuperscript{133} Schaeffer 1952, 181, inv. 4926A no. 193 pl. XLII; Schaeffer 1952, 185, inv. 4926B, fig. 75.207 and fig. 81.11/207; also Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 53.
\textsuperscript{134} Schaeffer 1952, 186 no. 218.
\textsuperscript{135} Schaeffer 1952, pl. XXXV no.193. Spindle-whorls are not represented on the plan.
\textsuperscript{136} Schaeffer 1952, 183 fig. 75; Caubet 1987, 32 no. 44.
\textsuperscript{137} Caubet 1987, 32 no. 42; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 58.
\textsuperscript{138} Schaeffer 1952, 194–195, no. 335 inv. 5025, fig. 84.2.
\textsuperscript{139} Schaeffer 1952, 177.
\textsuperscript{140} Schaeffer 1952, 166; Caubet 1987, 32 no. 45.
\textsuperscript{141} Schaeffer 1952, 165, fig. 81; Caubet 1987, 32 no. 46.
\textsuperscript{142} Schaeffer 1952, 186.
\textsuperscript{143} Caubet 1987, 32 no. 47.
\textsuperscript{144} Schaeffer 1952, 187; Caubet 1987, 32 no. 48.
\textsuperscript{145} Schaeffer 1952, 189; Caubet 1987, 28 no. 7.
\textsuperscript{146} Schaeffer 1952, 194–195, fig. 82; Barber 1991, 63.
\textsuperscript{147} Barber 1991, 63, 58, fig. 2.19.
\textsuperscript{148} BM online database; Crewe 2009, 86.34; maybe Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 125 no. 45.
\textsuperscript{149} BM online database; Crewe 2009 84.22.
\textsuperscript{150} BM online database; Crewe 2009 84.21.
\textsuperscript{151} BM online database; Crewe 2009, 24.35.
were found in the same tomb: ivory whorl 1969.0701.30 (Ø 1.9cm; H. 0.4cm; Ø perf. 0.4cm; w. 1.02g),
chlorite whorl 1969.0701.31 (Ø 3.5cm; H. 0.8cm; Ø perf. 0.5cm; w. 12.2g), and chlorite
whorl 1969.0701.32 (Ø 3.7cm; H. 0.5cm; Ø perf. 0.5cm; w. 10.7g). It is possible that the stepped
and tapered end of the rod was designed to host any of these spindle-whorls, especially if some
padding was used between the spindle and the whorl. It is also possible that it was design to fit
into another ivory rod, or to accommodate a pomegranate knob.

At least five bone/ivory solid shafts were found in domestic contexts at Enkomi and come from
the Cypriot and French excavations.

A complete ivory shaft inv. 3384 (L 13.3cm), decorated with lines and lattice pattern, comes from
Dikaios level IIIB–IIIA (13th c. BC), area III. I–K 1–2 east (-14.10). One of its ends is dug into a
mortise. No textile tools are registered nearby. Complete shaft inv. 1263 (L. 10.2) comes from level
IIIA, area III, room 1, G-Δ 38–40 east, almost on floor II (-14.46, level IIIB). Two terracotta loom-
weights are recorded in the same room (inv. 4359/4 one is from level IIIA and the second may be
from level IIIB (?), but was found at the same altitude). From area I room 12, Δ-E 16–18 south,
almost on floor II (level IIIB) comes a fragmentary ivory rod decorated with groups of horizontal
lines on each end and scale pattern (L. 10.5cm). No textile tools were recorded in the same context.

From the French excavations, come three ivory shafts. The first one, inv. 1958.154, is 7.5cm
long and has a diameter of 1.2cm. It was found in Chantier Est under point 206, and is decorated
with horizontal lines and scale patterns at both ends. From the same area, under point 206, on
floor II at a depth of 1m, comes ivory spindle-whorl 1958.152 (Ø 3.1cm; H. 0.7cm) and loom-
weight 1958.163 (under point 206 at 1m). The second shaft, inv. 1958.210, is broken but almost
complete (L. 22.5cm, Ø 1cm). It is decorated with a scale pattern on its larger end, while the thinner
one is plain. It was found in sounding XLI, pt. 25 at 1.35m. Two terracotta spindle-whorls were
found in the same context (biconical whorl inv. 1958.103, Ø 3.5cm; dome-shaped whorl 1958.214,
Ø 2.7cm, H. 0.8). A third fragmentary and unillustrated shaft was found at point top. 232 (inv.
1959.18, 1.20m depth). It is 16.5cm long, 1cm large and is decorated with horizontal lines at both
ends. Two biconical steatite whorls are also recorded in the same context (Ø 1.9cm, H. 2.3cm;
Ø 2.2cm, H. 2cm).

---

152 BM 1969.0701.30: BM online database; Crewe 2009, 24.32.
154 BM 1969.0701.30: BM online database; Crewe 2009, 24.7.
155 See for instance the ivory spindle-whorls BM 1897.0401.1370 and 1897.0401.1371 found with the broken tip of the
spindle in its hole; BM online database; Crewe 2009, U.205, U.206. However, the shape of these whorls is different and
recalls more a disc than a spindle-whorl. It is possible that these object were not whorls but decorative buttons attached
to boxes or furniture.
160 Courtois 1984, 57 no. 520, fig. 18.2; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 54.
161 Depth is from the surface of the excavation and not from the point.
162 Courtois 1984, 59 no. 560, fig. 18.23.
163 Courtois 1984, 67 no. 622, fig. 20.23.
164 Courtois 1984, 57 no. 521, fig. 18.3; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 126 no. 55.
165 Courtois 1984, 71 no. 705, fig. 22.37 and 71 no. 713, fig. 22.39.
166 Courtois 1984, 57 no. 522.
167 Courtois 1984, 143 no. 1169–1170, fig. 43.40.
Only two ivory/bone shafts from domestic contexts were not found in contexts associated with textile tools, while three were. Shafts from Swedish tomb 17 and British tomb 86 were not found with textile tools. The finds of decorated ivory shafts in domestic contexts at Enkomi along with textile tools point to their effective use by the inhabitants.

**Aegean**

In the Aegean, solid ivory/bone shafts were found in limited numbers and come only from five sites: Perati, Asine, Phylakopi on Melos, Ialysos and from the Cave of Zeus at Mount Ida. However, only Perati and Asine have well published contexts allowing for a reconstruction of the objects’ assemblage.

Several solid ivory shafts were found in three Perati tombs. Two fragment of ivory shafts Δ 43 (elephant ivory, L. 6.2, ø 0.3cm) and Δ 44 (L. 2.2, ø 0.2cm) were found in tomb 13. From the same tomb, come several conical whorls, either spindle-whorls or buttons. In tomb 16, fragments of an elephant ivory shaft(s) Δ 58 (L. of individual pieces between 0.8 and 3.2cm, ø 0.2–0.4cm) were found. Tomb 16 also contained several conical-shaped whorls found in a row above and beneath the tibias of a woman, pointing to a possible use as dress weight, attached to the hem of her skirt, however, the function of these objects as spindle-whorls cannot be ruled out. Two pieces of a fragmentary elephant ivory shaft Δ 125–126 (L. 4.6 and 2cm, ø 0.25–0.36 and 0.2–0.25cm) come from tomb 75, where they were found with a hippos ivory dome-shaped whorl (ø 1.2cm, ø perf. 0.3cm). Shaft Δ 125 is perforated near its largest extremity.

A fragmentary short bone shaft was found in LH chamber tomb I:2 at Asine. The preserved shaft is entirely decorated with a scale pattern. One of its extremities ends in a pin, while the other is broken (L.8.5cm, ø 2cm). Publication of the tomb also mentions seven bone buttons with a “shallow groove along the edge (ø 1.5–3cm)”, and a conical steatite whorl (H. 1cm, ø 1.5cm). A solid tapered ivory/bone shaft comes from a 14th c. BC tomb at Ialysos in Rhodes (British Museum 1872.0315.82). The shaft is 11.7cm long and has a diameter of 1cm. Its widest extremity is cut flat and is decorated with four deep horizontal grooves (Fig. 9.12).

**Conclusion**

Solid ivory/bone shafts with a tapered end are mainly found with textile tools, suggesting their recurrent use in textile industry. In Ugarit, they are associated with spindle-whorls and/or loom-weights and in the case of tomb VI at Minet el-Beida, the shaft was maybe associated with pomegranate knobs. As far as we can deduce from the published data, Ugaritic domestic contexts show that ivory shafts regularly come from rooms or houses with spindle-whorls and loom-weights.
In some cases, ivory/bone shafts were found with more than a dozen spindle-whorls, as attested in tell Kazel and at tel Dan, reinforcing our impression that they were almost always associated to textile tools.

In rare instances, such as in looted tomb II on the Ugarit acropolis, British tomb 86\textsuperscript{180} and the rich Swedish tomb 17 at Enkomi,\textsuperscript{181} no positive association could be established. If it is true that records can always be partially preserved, especially when dealing with domestic contexts, looted tombs, or tombs excavated in the 19th c. (British tomb 86 at Enkomi), it certainly is not the only plausible explanation, especially when no textile tools were recorded in intact Swedish tomb 17 at Enkomi.\textsuperscript{182} It is, of course, possible to argue that ivory shafts could have been used as hand-held spindles, sometimes without whorls (see below), or could have been used with wooden whorls. However, bone rod 229 from the Mycenaean tomb at tel Dan provides a possible alternative function for the rods. In this case, it is identified as a kohl stick. If the tip of this rod had been broken, it would have been similar to most ivory/bone shafts recorded in the Levant and Cyprus.

I would therefore propose to identify most ivory shafts as possible textile tools (spindles or distaffs) when they are associated with other textile tools such as spindle-whorls, loom-weights, needles or pomegranate knobs. If their association to textile tools can certainly be hypothesised, their precise function is not so easy to grasp. Indeed, only in some instance (Minet el-Beida tomb III, the royal palace at Ugarit, Megiddo tomb 877B1 and tomb 16 at Perati) are bone/ivory rods found with spindle-whorls whose perforation diameter would have permitted their insertion onto the shaft, therefore turning the shaft into a spindle. In all other instances, the diameter of perforation of the spindle-whorls was smaller than the diameter of the shaft. These shafts could therefore have been used as hand-held distaffs. However, if the shaft was used as a spindle, it could have been used either as a hand-help spindle without whorl, or as a spindle with a disappeared wooden whorl.\textsuperscript{183} In any case, the versatile possible uses of the shaft were probably attractive for their users. Few shafts (Tell Kazel, Megiddo tomb 40 and Enkomi tomb 24) exhibit a stepped-down extremity that could have allowed (1) the insertion of a pomegranate knob, (2) the insertion of a whorl with a lesser perforation diameter, (3) its insertion into another shaft, or (4) a different use. It is less reasonable to think that such pegs could have been designed for inserting spindle-whorls because of the recurrent position of whorls on larger ends of spindles, while most of the stepped-down shafts end are dug on the finest extremity. Therefore the insertion of a knob would be plausible, even if none was found with these rods. Typologically, the stepped-down end can also be roughly reminiscent of the rounded end kohl stick from tel Dan.

If ivory/bone rods were part of spinning kits, they were however not the norm and were certainly restricted to a few wealthy users. Indeed, if spindle-whorls are not frequent in LBA tombs in Cyprus,\textsuperscript{184} bone/ivory rods are even less common and do not appear in all the tombs where spindle-whorls were found. For instance, at Enkomi, they were found in rich tombs, such as British tombs 24 and 84, each containing 54 and 59g of gold, in French tomb 5 (20g of gold), and Swedish tomb 6 (5g).\textsuperscript{185}

\textsuperscript{180} The content of the tomb was mostly smashed, Tatton-Brown 2003, 48.
\textsuperscript{181} Keswani 2004, 125.
\textsuperscript{182} For a table of the contents of the tomb, see Gjerstad 1934, 546 and Keswani 2004, 233.
\textsuperscript{183} Wooden whorls are attested in Egypt, but also in the Near East with rare examples from Alalakh (see for instance BM 136477b; BM 136600 and BM 136477c).
\textsuperscript{184} See Smith 2002, 283–284.
\textsuperscript{185} See Keswani 2004, 231–239.
When incomplete or coming from contexts where no textile tools are to be found, another function has to be proposed, such as kohl sticks, chest/lid/drawer closing mechanisms, or even throw-sticks used for playing games.

Iron age objects

Hama

In Hama, several bone shafts were found in the mid-8th c. BC destruction layer of the city. In building V, a “small palace located outside of the royal zone”, shafts come from rooms L, B, A, E, F. An almost complete bone rod (inv. 8A431, L. 18.3cm, ø 0.7cm) comes from room L (Fig. 9.13). Its largest extremity is cut flat, sheered off diagonally and decorated with horizontal lines and zig-zag lines. Its tapering end is missing. The same room yielded a loom-weight. Seven fragments of a solid bone shaft were found in room B (L. 0.5 to 3.5cm, ø 0.4–0.9cm), one of its ends is carved into a rounded shape, and decorations of lines and herringbone pattern are present on the pieces. In the same room, the excavators found 7 small flat whorls (ø about 1.3cm), 3 dome-shaped bone spindle-whorls (ø 1.2 to 1.9cm), and a bone button or spool. In room A, three fragments of the same (?) shaft (L. 3.1 to 8.6cm, ø 0.9cm) were found along with another fragmentary shaft (L. 2.41, ø 1cm). In room E, a fragmentary shaft (L. 2.9, ø 0.5cm) was found with two fragmentary clay spools. Finally, another fragmentary plain shaft was found in room F (L. 6.5cm). It is likely that building V hosted a bone/ivory workshop or was a storage place for bone/ivory objects, however, this building also yielded a considerable number of textile related tools: 1 loom-weight, 35 clay spools, and 17 spindle-whorls, and it is likely that it also hosted activities related to textile production.

From Building I, room C, comes a fragmentary bone shaft tapering towards its ends. The preserved end is decorated with lattice pattern in between deep horizontal incisions and below a conical tip. From different rooms within the same building come a stone (ø 3.7cm, H. 2cm) and a bone spindle-whorl (ø 2cm, H. 0.9cm).

Another bone shaft was found in building IV, room A. The incomplete plain shaft is broken at both ends and tapers into a fine point (L. 18cm, ø 0.6cm). Seven bone whorls were found in the

---

186 For a proposed restitution of such mechanism on a box from Kamid el-Loz, see Hachmann 1983, 103, fig. 51.
187 See for instance Louvre E3674, E 3675 and E 3676 from a New Kingdom Theban Tomb, Bardies-Fronty and Dunn-Vaturi 2012, no. 6 p. 48.
188 Riis and Buhl 1990, 14, 26.
189 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 736, fig. 96.736.
190 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 731.
191 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 737, fig. 96.737.
192 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208 no. 745, fig. 97.745; 212, no. 780, fig. 98.780; 212, no. 786, fig. 98.786.
193 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 738, fig. 96.738; 208 no. 741.
194 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208 no. 742.
195 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 734.
196 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208 no. 743.
197 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207.
198 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 731.
199 Riis and Buhl 1990, 207 no. 732, 734, 735.
200 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208–212 no. 745, 749, 752, 758, 767, 768, 777, 780.
201 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208 no. 740, fig. 97.740.
202 Riis and Buhl 1990, 210 no. 765, fig. 97.765; 210 no. 770, fig. 97.770.
203 Riis and Buhl 1990, 208 no. 744, fig. 97.744.
same room (ø 1.2–1.5cm, H. 1cm). According to the excavators, their lack of polish may indicate that they were not used as spindle-whorls but rather as buttons or knobs.\textsuperscript{204} None of the shafts found in the city was equipped with mortise or peg.\textsuperscript{205}

Several solid shafts were found in the town cemetery. Publication allows the reconstruction of the assemblage, as summarized in Table 9.3, while the sex of the occupants was established according to the grave goods.\textsuperscript{206}

Several bone shafts were found in the cremation cemeteries from periods I to IV, but only a few are illustrated in the publication.\textsuperscript{207} Most, if not all of them were between 21.2 and 24.8cm, but one was shorter (14.5cm from G XXX8) and may be fragmentary. The shafts are generally tapered and in some instances carved into a small rounded bud.\textsuperscript{208} The publication of the finds lacks a comprehensive catalogue and it is therefore difficult to interpret each group. Seemingly, it is difficult to link the presence/absence of spindle-whorls to specific shafts, but it is reasonable to say that none of the shafts from period III and IV were associated to bone or stone spindle-whorls. Such a pattern could reflect an 8th c. BC change of consumption habit and could signal the use of these shafts for another purpose, or a change in spinning habits. It is also possible, but not likely unless made of wood, that all of the spindle-whorls were destroyed during the cremation. Most of the period IV shafts are characterized by the carving of their thinner end into a small flower bud (Fig. 9.16).

\textit{Sarepta}

At Sarepta, a pin (L. 11.7cm) tapered to a point at one end and carved in the shape of a pomegranate at the other end was found in area II-A-5 in level 2-1. A broken solid bone shaft (inv. 3031, L.15.5cm, ø max 1cm) decorated with horizontal lines and zig-zag pattern was found in area II-B-4 in a trench above E wall (possibly level 3), no other textile tool was recorded in this strata.\textsuperscript{209}

\textit{Hazor}

In Hazor, a plain solid bone rod tapered at both ends (L. 13cm, ø shaft 0.6.5, ø ends 0.35–4cm) was found in stratum IV (ca. 700 BC), loc 3116 (inv. B 572/1).\textsuperscript{210} From the same locus, but possibly from St. V, comes a spindle-whorl (inv. B 969/1, ø 1.9cm, ø perf. 0.5cm).\textsuperscript{211}

\textit{Kinneret (Tell el-’Orēme)}

At Iron Age II Kinneret, a broken and undecorated bone shaft with a pointed end (L. 5 and 9.6cm, ø 0.6–0.8cm) was found in street 520, st. II.\textsuperscript{212} The same locus also yielded a limestone dome-shaped spindle-whorl (ø 3.4cm, H. 2cm, ø perf. 0.8–1cm).\textsuperscript{213} Another pointed end of a bone shaft was found in loc. 529, str. IIA.\textsuperscript{214} At the same depth and from the same locus come an oblong terracotta

\textsuperscript{204} Riis and Buhl 1990, 212 no. 781, fig. 98.741.
\textsuperscript{205} Riis and Buhl 1990, 205.
\textsuperscript{206} Riis 1948, 31.
\textsuperscript{207} Riis 1948, fig. 217.
\textsuperscript{208} Riis 1948, 173.
\textsuperscript{209} Pritchard 1988, 111, 218, fig. 30:8.
\textsuperscript{210} Yadin \textit{et al.} 1960 pl. CV.27.
\textsuperscript{211} Yadin \textit{et al.} 1960 pl. CLXVI.14.
\textsuperscript{212} Fritz 1990, 358–359, pl. 112.12.
\textsuperscript{213} Fritz 1990, 346–347, pl. 106.15.
\textsuperscript{214} Fritz 1990, 358–359, pl. 112.11.
### Table 9.3. Context and association of the shafts in the cremation necropolis at Hama, after Riis 1948.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hama Period</th>
<th>Tomb</th>
<th>Characteristic of the shaft</th>
<th>Associated Textile Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period I 1200–(1075) B.C.E</td>
<td>G IV 64 – woman</td>
<td>5E241</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G IV 76 – woman</td>
<td>Two fragments L. 10.1; L. 7.4 is tapered and one end is carved into a flower. One end is stepped into a peg Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>2 fragments of a thin dome-shaped spindle-whorl? (Riis 1948, 171.B), 1 stone dome-shaped spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.D), 1 ovoid spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G IV 110 – woman</td>
<td>Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G IV 177 – woman</td>
<td>Mortise at one end</td>
<td>1 spindle-whorl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G IV 257 – woman</td>
<td>1 shaft and fragments of shaft Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>1 dome-shaped spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.D)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G IV 289 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>1 disc-shaped with circular groove spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VII ad 1-20</td>
<td>2 fragments One end is stepped into a peg Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>1 conical spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.C) and fragments of spindle-whorls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 398 – woman</td>
<td>1 shaft and fragments of a shaft one end cut flat or rounded; mortise at one end tapered, end carved into a flower, L. 4.2</td>
<td>1 conical spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 436 – woman</td>
<td>Mortise at one end L. 11.9, thinnest end is rounded</td>
<td>1 ovoid spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 458 – woman</td>
<td>Smallest end carved into a flower/pomegranate Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII ad 468 – woman</td>
<td>4 spindle-whorls: thin dome-shaped (Riis 1948, 171.B), conical with flat edges (Riis 1948, 172.I)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 503 – woman</td>
<td>Both ends cut flat or rounded</td>
<td>1 disc-shaped with circular groove spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 537 – woman</td>
<td>At least two shafts Mortise at one end L. at least 16cm Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>2 spindle-whorls and fragments conical with flat edges (Riis 1948, 172.I), 1 bone spatula</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 572 – woman</td>
<td>fragments Mortise at one end Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>Fragments dome-shaped with circular groove spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 172.F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII 586 – woman</td>
<td>Both ends cut flat or rounded</td>
<td>1 spindle-whorl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G VIII ad 586–653 (650?) Fill belonged to 650?</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>4 stone spindle-whorls 2 bone spindle-whorls At least one disc-shaped with circular groove (Riis 1948, 172.E)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G XII 142 – woman</td>
<td>5 fragments One end is stepped into a peg, mortise at the other Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>1 bone spindle-whorl 3 stone spindle-whorls: At least one thin dome-shaped (Riis 1948, 171.B) and 1 conical with flat edges (Riis 1948, 172.I) One flower/pomegranate knob</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G XIV 3 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G XIV 4 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments Groups of horizontal lines</td>
<td>1 stone disc-shaped spindle-whorl (Riis 1948, 171.A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period I or II</td>
<td>G IV (k) in the fill</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period II (1075)–(925) BC</td>
<td>G IV 136 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G VIII 172 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>Groups of horizontal lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G XII 58 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>Groups of horizontal lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period III (925)–800 BC</td>
<td>G VIII 1 – woman</td>
<td>Fragment</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G VIII 246 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>Groups of horizontal lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period IV 800–720 BC</td>
<td>G IX 36 – woman</td>
<td>Fragments</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G IX 95 – woman</td>
<td>Fragment</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G IX 145 – woman</td>
<td>Fragment</td>
<td>Smallest end carved into a flower/pomegranate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G IX 160 – woman</td>
<td>1 shaft</td>
<td>Smallest end carved into a flower/pomegranate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G IX 162 – woman</td>
<td>Fragment</td>
<td>Groups of horizontal lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G IX 270 – woman</td>
<td>1 shaft</td>
<td>Smallest end carved into a flower/pomegranate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G XXX 8 – woman</td>
<td>1 shaft L. 14.5cm</td>
<td>Smallest end carved into a flower/pomegranate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spindle-whorl with a hourglass perforation (ø 1.8cm, H. 2.4, ø perf. 0.4–0.6cm)\(^{215}\) and a perforated clay disc with a hourglass perforation (ø 3.2cm, H. 1.2cm, ø perf. 0.8–1.2cm).\(^{216}\)

**Achziv**

In Achziv, pomegranate knobs were found in six of the published tombs, while other examples come from unpublished tombs.\(^{217}\) Solids ivory/bone shafts were also found in the tombs.

In tomb T.C.4, (Fig. 9.17) a pomegranate knob (no. 6512; H. 1.9cm; w. 1.3cm; ø of perforation 0.5cm) was associated with an ivory spindle-whorl decorated with spokes, reminiscent of Late Bronze Age Levantine tradition (no. 5-6998, H. 0.6cm; ø 2.9cm; ø of perforation 0.45cm) and a solid ivory shaft with a cut flat end (no. 6906/1; L. 4.9cm; ø 0.9cm).\(^{218}\)

Tomb T.C.2 (Fig. 9.18) yielded one pomegranate knob perforated from end to end (no. 1404; H. 1.5cm; ø 1.34cm; ø of perforation 0.4cm), four conical ivory/bone spindle-whorls (no. 1450: H. 0.56cm, ø 0.94cm, ø of perforation 0.2cm; no. 1465/1: H. 0.54cm, ø 1.5cm, ø of perforation 0.26cm; no. 1092/2: H. 0.5cm, ø 1.5cm, ø of perforation 0.2cm; no. 1443: H. 0.85cm, ø 1cm, ø

---

\(^{215}\) Fritz 1990, 346–347, pl. 106.9.

\(^{216}\) Fritz 1990, 344–345, pl. 105.7.

\(^{217}\) In unpublished tomb 979 excavated by M. Prausnitz two pomegranate knobbed shafts, one pomegranate knob, four fragmentary solid shafts and dozens of spindle whorls were found together; personal communication S. Wolff, publication of the tomb forthcoming.

\(^{218}\) Mazar 2001, 19, 44–45, figs. 6–18; photographs 16–44.
of perforation 0.25cm), one slightly tapered solid shaft (no. 1402: L. 5.6cm; ø 0.3–0.4cm) and two fragmented (?) perforated solid shafts with deep oblique incisions on the shaft and a cut flat extremity near the perforation (no. 1371/3: L. 2.5cm, ø 0.5cm, ø of perforation 0.3cm, incision at 1.5cm from the centre of the perforation; no. 1371/2: L. 2.9cm, ø 0.6cm, ø of perforation 0.3cm, incision at 1.5cm from the centre of the perforation).219

In 9th–8th c. BCE Tomb Z V, a fragmentary pomegranate knob (no. 48-22, H. 1.5cm, w. 1.4cm) was found associated with 2 ivory spindle whorls (no. 48-24: fragmentary whorl: ø 1.1cm, ø of perforation 0.45; complete one: ø 1cm, ø of perforation 0.4cm).220

220 Both whorls are identified as beads in the publication Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 17.
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Tomb Z XI dated to the 10th–9th c. BCE yielded one knob in the shape of a pomegranate or poppy seed-pod as well as spindle whorls. One bone/ivory dome-shaped spindle-whorl (no. 48-94: H. 0.6cm, ø 2.3cm, ø of perforation 0.85cm) has a perforation large enough to fit onto a solid ivory shaft. Two conical bone/ivory spindle whorls were also found in this tomb (no. 48-99/1: fragmentary, H. 1cm, ø 1.3cm (?), ø of perforation 0.2–0.4cm (?); no. 48-93: H. 1cm, ø 1.1cm) along with other smaller whorls that could be beads. This tomb contained one of the earliest and richest assemblages of the cemetery.

In 10th–8th c. BCE tomb Z XX, two pomegranate knobs, a fragmentary solid ivory rod and eight spindle-whorls were found together. Pomegranate knob no. 48-123 is the smaller (1.7cm high, 1.3cm wide). Knob no. 48-124 is perforated lengthwise and although its dimensions are almost similar to no. 48-123 (H. 2cm, w. 1.5cm), its exocarp is larger and its persistent calyx smaller than no. 48-123. Diameter of perforation of these knobs is unknown. A solid rod, on which the knobs could have apparently fitted is 1.9cm long and has a diameter of 0.5cm. One large ivory/bone whorl (no. 48-120, H. 2cm, ø 2.3cm, ø of perforation 0.8cm) could have been fitted on a solid ivory shaft. Another large ivory whorl which comes from the same context (no. 48-121, H. 1.3cm, ø 3.4cm) is not illustrated, and therefore its diameter of perforation is unknown. A group of six spindle-whorls is illustrated in the publication (no. 48-127). Their diameter varies from 1 to 1.2cm, their height from 0.5 to 0.7cm and their diameter of perforation from 0.2 to 0.3cm.

A broken ivory spindle was found in tomb ZR XIX. Fragmentary spindle no. 48491 has a flat whorl inserted near its larger part (Fig. 9.15). The shaft, preserved to a length of 6.7cm is slightly tapered. Its larger extremity seems to have been diagonally cut flat (unless it is broken) and may be perforated, although it is not clear from the picture. The diameter of the shaft varies from 0.5 to 0.7cm in diameter. The whorl inserted on the shaft has a diameter of 3cm and is 0.2cm high. The tomb dates to the 10–8th c. BCE and was re-used in the Roman period.

---

223 Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 31–32, fig. 3.16, 35.
224 Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 60, fig. 4.15:11.
225 Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 68.
Finally, one ivory pomegranate knob and several spindle-whorls were found in tomb ZR XXXVI.226 This tomb dates to the 10th–down to the 7th c. BCE.227 The pomegranate knob no. 46–671 is 1.4 cm high and 1.1 cm wide. It was found with remains of its ivory shaft inserted in its perforation, and it seems, according to the picture, that the diameter of the shaft was 0.5 cm. Its persistent calyx are really open and extend almost horizontally. Two large whorls or possible loom-weights come from the same tomb. No. 44–696 is made of clay and its diameter of perforation (0.8 cm) would have allowed it to fit onto a rod (H. 1.5 cm; ø 3.5 cm). The second whorl no. 48–697 has a perforation of 0.6 cm, but it is not centered and therefore the use of this object as an effective spindle-whorl has to be ruled out. Two lentoid and three dome-shaped bone spindle whorls also come from the same tomb. Their diameter varies from 0.7 to 2.3 cm, their height from 0.5 to 0.8 cm and their diameter of perforation from 0.23 to 0.4 cm.

Solids shafts were found in tombs T.A. 68, 73, 76, 79 and 80, as well as in tomb Z. XVIII. They were always associated to spindle-whorls (Table 9.4).

---

**Table 9.4: Solid shafts found in the Achziv tombs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tomb</th>
<th>Characteristic of the shaft</th>
<th>Associated Textile Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T.A. 68</td>
<td>Solid plain fragmentary shaft. Slightly tapered, one preserved extremity is rounded. L. 6.25 cm; ø 0.5–0.75 cm.</td>
<td>Four ivory/bone spindle-whorls: Dome-shaped whorls 2582/3: H. 0.75 cm; ø 2 cm, ø of perf. 0.5 cm. Dome-shaped whorl 2582/1: H. 0.5 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.25 cm Conical whorl 2582/2: H. 0.6 cm; ø 1 cm, ø of perf. 0.25 cm Dome-shaped whorl 2582/4: H. 0.6 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.35 cm (Mazar 2001, 120–121).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.A. 73</td>
<td>Solid plain ivory shaft 3026/2. L. 5.5 cm; ø 0.5 cm</td>
<td>None (Mazar 2001, 98–99).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.A. 76</td>
<td>Solid plain fragmentary shaft 5749/2, Slightly tapered. L. 4 cm; ø 0.75–1 cm.</td>
<td>Two ivory/bone spindle whorls: 5735: H. 0.3 cm; ø 1 cm, ø of perf. 0.15 cm. 5737: H. 0.3 cm, ø 1.25 cm.; fragmentary. (Mazar 2001, 82).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.A. 79</td>
<td>Solid plain fragmentary shaft 6162. Slightly tapered, one end cut flat. L. 5.5 cm; ø 0.75–1 cm. Solid plain fragmentary shaft 4537/7. L. 0.75 cm; ø 0.55 cm</td>
<td>Three ivory/bone spindle-whorls: conical whorl with deep spokes 6166/2: H. 0.75 cm; ø 1 cm, ø of perf. 0.4 cm. dome-shaped whorl with three deep spokes 6164/5: H. 0.75 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.15 cm. conical spindle-whorl 6166/1: H. 0.75 cm; ø 0.75 cm, ø of perf. 0.25 cm. (Mazar 2001, 92).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.A. 80</td>
<td>Solid plain fragmentary shaft 6545: L. 2.25 cm; ø 0.5 cm.</td>
<td>Three conical bone/ivory spindle-whorls: 6548/1: H. 0.75 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.4 cm. 6548/2: H. 0.75 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.4 cm. 6548/3: H. 0.5 cm; ø 1.25 cm, ø of perf. 0.5 cm. (Mazar 2001, 94).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z XVIII</td>
<td>Solid tapered fragmentary shaft 48-112. L. 11.3 cm; ø 0.5–0.65 cm. the largest extremity is rounded and may be perforated.</td>
<td>One ivory conical (?) spindle-whorl no. 48-111. H. 1.8 cm; ø 1.2 cm, ø of perf. 0.35 cm. (Dayagi-Mendels 2002, 29).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The so-called Phoenician cemetery at Achziv contains textile tools akin to Late Bronze Age examples. When solid ivory shafts are found, they are always associated with spindle-whorls and/or pomegranate knobs. Pomegranate knobs are also always associated with textile tools.

**Megiddo**

From Megiddo st. IV (11th–9th c. BC) comes a fragmentary (?) bone rod with one end cut flat and decoration of horizontal and oblique lines at both preserved ends (M 1274, L. 9.9cm, φ 0.6–0.75cm). It was found in locus 404, in the northern “stable” compound. In the filling of st. IV, in loc. 1482 (a building with administrative offices and living quarters), a complete (?) bone rod was found (M 5176, L. 6.9cm, φ 0.6–0.75cm). One of its extremities is possibly cut flat, while the other is carved into a pomegranate (H. 1cm, H. calyx 0.4cm, φ 0.9cm). An ivory whorl (M 4494, φ 5.2cm, φ perf. 1.1cm) was found, well stratified, in the same building, and could have been secured onto the shaft.

At Megiddo level III (8th-mid–7th c. BC), a complete (?) ivory rod cut flat at both end and incised at one end with lines (M 4835, L. 13.35cm, φ 0.9–1cm) was found with a bone whorl (M 4393, φ 2.4cm, H. 1.6cm, φ perf. 0.9cm) in loc 1486. In the large storage pit 1414 (7m deep, 11 m large) a fragmentary bone rod had its upper end carved into a schematic pomegranate while its lower end is broken. From the same context come two bone spatulas (M 4453, M 4480), probably used in tapestry weaving.

**Beth Shan**

At Beth Shan a solid ivory shaft (inv. 25-9-32, L. 15.3cm, φ 0.6–0.8cm) was found in block A west (locus 1002, upper level V). Both ends are broken, the finer one is decorated with horizontal lines, lattice pattern and oblique lines, while the larger extremity is decorated with horizontal lines and lattice patterns. An alabaster whorl (inv. 25-9-2, φ 2.7cm, φ perf. 0.8cm) comes from the same locus. The perforation of the whorl would have allowed it to fit onto the ivory shaft.

**Tall Jawa**

At Tall Jawa (Jordan), three bone/ivory rods were found in an Iron II domestic context, in stratum VIII of building 300 (field E). Two plain solid shafts (TJ 1530 a+b, TJ 1603) come from room 306 (B), where they were associated with a ceramic spindle-whorl (TJ 1689). A bone rod (TJ 2203) decorated with a herringbone pattern and horizontal lines (L. 9cm; φ 0.95cm) was found in room 307 (A) with two broken ceramic spindle-whorls (TJ 932, TJ 2200) and a loom-weight (TJ 906).
Jerusalem
From Jerusalem come several bone and ivory rods, all found out of context, in dumps, rubble or on the surface. It is therefore impossible to examine their context for textile tool association.²⁴¹

Palaeopaphos-Skales
In CG I tomb 76 at Palaeopaphos-Skales, three fragmentary bone rods, two decorated with groups of horizontal lines (L. 4.3, 3.8 and 2.5cm),²⁴² were found with a stone spindle-whorl (ø 2.5cm, H. 1.8cm).²⁴³

Lindos
An ivory/bone rod with two whorls, one secured as a knob on the tapered extremity of the shaft, and one almost in the middle 7.5cm from the top one, have been interpreted as a distaff by C. Blinkenberg (Fig. 9.14).²⁴⁴ The preserved length of the object is 19.3cm, and it is 0.9cm in diameter. The shaft bears engraved decoration of oblique grooves and cross-hatching, on its upper part from the top whorl, down to a few centimetres below the low whorl. Its identification as a distaff is based on parallels with depictions from Greek vases and on parallels from archaeological objects from Etruria.²⁴⁵ If we consider the upper whorl as a knob ‘topping’ the shaft, then this object bears striking resemblance to the whorled pomegranate knobbled shaft RS 4.221B - AO 15758 from Ugarit (Fig. 9.3).

The acropolis at Lindos also yielded a fragmentary ivory shaft decorated with parallel lines and oblique lines forming lozenges. It is 8.8cm long and has a diameter of 1.1cm.²⁴⁶ Another solid shaft tapered at both ends and decorated with parallel horizontal lines separated by two diagonal bands filled with horizontal lines. It is 17.7cm long and has a diameter of 0.9cm.²⁴⁷

Conclusion
Typologically, Iron Age solid shafts present a strong continuity with their Late Bronze Age counterparts: dimensions of the rods as well as decoration patterns of engraved lines akin to Late Bronze Age examples, suggest similar uses. Such supposition is confirmed by their contextual deposition: they are, for instance, found with spindle-whorls and loom-weights in domestic contexts at tall Jawa. In Hama, these shafts were also found in a building certainly associated with textile manufacture, and especially with clay spools. However, based on the evidence recovered from the cremation cemetery period IV at Hama, the 8th c. BC solid shafts whose finer end is carved into a small bud or pomegranate may have had a different function since they are never associated to textile tools. From domestic contexts of the same period, all of the solid shafts but one have their tapered end broken. They are all associated with textile tools, included the one terminated by a small bud from room B. Removable ivory/bone pomegranate knobs are absent from the Iron Age

²⁴¹ See Ariel 1990, 140–141: BI 170 comes from an earth layer; BI 172 and 174 come from rubble, BI 173, 177, 178, 180, 182, and 183 from dumps and BI 179 was found on the surface. An inscribed pomegranate also has to be mentioned, although it has no known context, see Avigad 1990; Avigad 1994; Anon 1992; Goren et al. 2005; Lemaire 2006;
²⁴² Karageorghis 1983, 218 no. 47, pl. CXLIV.47, fig. CXLIII.47.
²⁴³ Karageorghis 1983, 215 no. 5, pl. CXLIV.5, fig. CXLIII.5.
²⁴⁴ Blinkenberg 1931, pl. 13.333, col. 135 no. 333.
²⁴⁵ Blinkenberg 1931, col. 133–134.
²⁴⁶ Blinkenberg 1931, pl. 13.334; col. 135, no. 334.
²⁴⁷ Blinkenberg 1931, pl. 13.335; col. 135, no. 335.
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records, and it is not certain that the few mid-8th c. BC shafts from Hama with their finest end carved into a tiny bud/pomegranate could be compared to these. Indeed such tiny rounded buds almost resemble the kohl stick identified in the Mycenaean tomb at tel Dan. Pins or knobbed shafts with a large and decorated pomegranate-like head were found in the archaic Artemisia at Ephesus. These can be compared to the LBA and EIA pomegranate shafts, but they are also typologically very different and I will therefore not discuss them in this article. The Lindos “distaff” is strongly reminiscent of the Ugarit and Delos spinning kits, and this object could therefore be either a distaff or an Iron Age spinning kit.

Discussion

This survey of the context and assemblage of Late Bronze Age ivory spindles, knobbed shafts and solid shafts, shows that when it is possible to reconstruct their surrounding assemblage, the large majority of such rods were found along with textile tools such as spindle-whorls, loom-weights and bone spatulas. If there was no doubt about the function of spindles (whorl + shaft), the pomegranate knobbed shafts and the plain shafts function needed to be surveyed. The examples that we reviewed showed, as already noticed by Gachet-Bizollon, that there are two different types of objects: one-piece solid spindles, slightly tapered, with a hemispherical whorl inserted on their larger part, which can be either short (about 12–15 cm) or long (about 20–25 cm). The second type of spindle is made of at least two solid pieces assembled together, and generally found without whorl. The examples from Megiddo tombs could also suggest that the whorls were – or could have been – mounted on a peg located in-between the different parts of the shaft. Such a possibility could explain the number of spindle-whorls with a lesser diameter of perforation than the solid shafts found within the same contexts. When whorls are to be found on shafts, they are always positioned on the larger end, while knobs, when present, appear on the smaller end, regardless of the place of discovery, in areas using either low- or high-whorl spindles. The two pomegranate knobs and two solid shafts recovered in the Uluburun shipwreck demonstrate that these objects circulated in the eastern Mediterranean. Similarity of shapes, decoration and whorl/knobs implantation in different cultural spinning habits tend to demonstrate that they were all produced within one coherent area, and then exported to the other. According to the amount of evidence found in the Levant, and especially at Ugarit, it is likely that such rods, and knobs were produced in the Levant, maybe in the northern part of the region.

Such shafts and spindles were of course not the only spindles that existed, and we have to imagine that finer ones made of metal, wood, or reed existed. It is also highly possible that other types of bone/ivory spindles were common, as exemplified by the three duck head elephant ivory ‘pins’ found in the royal burial (‘treasury’) at Kamid el-loz: the deep horizontal lines as well as

248 Hogarth 1908, pl. XXXIII.
251 Pulak 1992, 1; Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 127 no. 68–70.
252 Hypothesis already proposed by Gachet-Bizollon 2007, 121.
253 At Megiddo and take Jawa, the ratio of spindles to spindle-whorls is about 2%, suggesting that perishable materials were also used; Daviau et al. 2002, 182.
the diagonal groove on the top of the 19.1cm long KL 78:513 (Ø 0.2–0.6cm) could indicate their use as a suspended spindle.

If the proposed point of manufacture for most of the pomegranate knobbed solid shafts is correct, then they originated in an area where high-whorl spindles were used, showing that, when used as spindles, their largest, often cut flat end was atop, while the tapered end was facing downwards.

Often, high-whorl spindles are used as drop-spindles, and spin while suspended from the forming yarn. They are set in motion by rolling them against the thigh with the palm of the hand. Such method to initiate rotation, requires the rod to be long enough to accommodate: (1) the palm of the spinner; and (2) winding the newly spun yarn, and therefore necessitate a long(er) shaft than low-whorl spindles. High-whorl suspended spindles can also be set in motion by twirling them with the fingers, allowing a slower spin and therefore a slower drafting of the fibres and a less twisted yarn. Suspended spindles produce a fine and even thread because the weight of the

---

254 Duck-heads “pins” inv. 78:520 (preserved L. 7.9cm), 78:512 (L.22.3cm), 78:513 (L.19.1cm); Miron 1990, cat. 515–517, 119, pl. 44.2–4. The tomb contained also spindle-whorls (see pl. 51.8–10 and 52.6–13).

255 Hochberg 1979a, 29.

256 Crowfoot 1931, 20.
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Spindles hanging in the air further drafts or stretches the fibres that the spinner is drawing, creating what is called a double drafting (from both ends). According to Hochberg, this method is used for fast spinning, for yarns requiring a hard-twist and for plying. A distaff is often used, but may be absent. This technique is efficient for long staple fibres, but the drafting created by the weight of the suspended spindle is too important for short staple or fine fibres. Suspended spindles often have a thread notch or groove incised on their top, a metal hook, or can be perforated. In the archaeological records, none of the rods present oblique grooves nor hooks that would suggest their use as a suspended spindle. However, two, maybe three examples in Kition, Perati, and Enkomi are perforated near the largest end of the shaft, suggesting that, in some cases, the solid ivory/bone shafts were used as drop-spindles. It would also have been possible to attach the yarn onto the rod by half-hitch, “made by looping the yarn around the thumb”.

Given the length size of most of the solid ivory/bone shafts (i.e. 20–25cm), the absence of groove/notch, and their tapered end, it is also possible to suggest that they were used with techniques that actually do not require grooves nor hook, pointing to their use as either hand-held spindles, or supported spindles.

Hand-held spindles can be used with or without whorls (Fig. 9.20). They are typically rotated by hand: “the rotations is achieved by a combined movement of the whole hand and the muscles of the palm, the fingers playing little or no part.” It is possible that some solid ivory rods were used as hand-held spindles without whorls. According to Hochberg, spinning with a stick is the easiest technique to learn. When a whorl is used, this technique is extremely efficient to control wool, especially short-stapled wool. Drafting and twisting are simultaneous, and this method also allows the doubling of the yarn. Crowfoot distinguished two types of supported spindles: type A: “supported by resting lengthwise on the right thigh. Spindle usually large, chiefly used for wool” and type B: generally small spindles, standing erected on the ground, in a shell, bowl or cup. In recent ethnographic surveys, type B spindles were generally used for cotton. A type A supported spindle can be used for any quality of wool, short or long. Drafting and twisting are separate: the spinner can draft with both hands while the spindle rests on his/her thigh. A type B would allow the spinner to free one hand, so drafting and twisting are simultaneous, and no rotation interruption is required. Supported spindles allow the spinner to spin fine threads made of short-stapled wool because only a light tension is applied to the forming thread.

I mentioned earlier that tension is critical in spinning, and that the tension applied to a fibre will determine the thickness of the yarn spun, but also the type of fibres that one can wish to work with. For instance, according to Hochberg, heavy spindles, of 100–150g, may be use to spin long staple wool. Barber also notes that for heavy thread of long flax and for plying wool yarn, heavier

---

257 Crowfoot 1931, 20.
258 Hochberg 1979a, 29.
260 Ryder 1968, 79.
261 Crowfoot 1931, 10.
262 See for instance the techniques described by Liu (1978, p. 99).
263 Hochberg 1977, 24. Contra Ryder (1968, 79) argued that it is not easy to use a spindle without whorl.
265 Crowfoot 1931, 13.
266 Crowfoot 1931, 17.
267 Crowfoot 1931, 19.
268 Hochberg 1979b, 21.
spindles may be used. But for short staple wool, flax tow or cotton, a light spindle is mandatory.\textsuperscript{269} When data are available for complete spindles, solid shafts, or pomegranate knobbed shafts, their weight range between 30 and 45g. Therefore these rods, when used as spindles, corresponded to light spindles designed for delicate and possibly short staple fibres. They would certainly have produced fine threads. It is unlikely that the Late Bronze Age examples were used to spin cotton since the first appearance of this term (\textit{kitinnû}) dates to the 9th c. BCE in southern Babylonia.\textsuperscript{270} Possibly extra-fine fibres, carefully prepared were used with these luxurious spindles. Wool fibre variations are common in different breeds, but also within the same breed, depending on the age and sex of the animals, but also on the body part where the wool is collected. For instance, sheep wool from lamb, ewe, ram or wether will be of different quality, while wool from the thigh is coarser and longer than wool from the shoulder.\textsuperscript{271} Experimental spinning with 4g whorls show that carefully prepared wool is necessary, allowing the spinner to work with a soft, fine and washed product. Such wool quality requires the wool to be brushed to remove as much underwool as possible,\textsuperscript{272} and is more time consuming: experiments show that it takes about 9 hours to prepare 66g of wool after washing and drying, when it takes 6 hours to prepare wool for spinning with heavier spindle whorls.\textsuperscript{273}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{spindles.png}
\caption{Different types of spindles with possible variation for the position of the whorl, after Crewe 1998, 6, fig. 2.1 (© L. Crewe).}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{269} Barber 1991, 52.
\textsuperscript{270} Zawadzki 2006, 28. There, cotton was at first rare and expensive, and was used for the garment of the gods. The situation changed under Nabonidus, when cotton fabrics were given to temple personnel, suggesting its popularity as well as its wider availability (Zawadzki 2006, 28–29).
\textsuperscript{271} Andersson Strand 2010, 11.
\textsuperscript{272} Mårtensson, Andersson, Nosch, Batzer, 2006.
\textsuperscript{273} Andersson \textit{et al.} 2008, 173; Andersson Strand 2010, 13. For the preparation time of less fine fibres, see Nosch 2012, 48.
9. Spindles and Distaffs

Spun with light whorls contains less fibre than when spun with heavier whorls (or spindles),\textsuperscript{274} and can be considered as indicative of high-quality thread, certainly used for high-quality textiles.\textsuperscript{275} Spinning with a light spindle therefore requires more preparation time, but is also more time consuming for the spinner and demands greater skills.\textsuperscript{276} I would therefore postulate that the final product was a premium thread, in accordance with the quality and luxury of the constitutive material of the spindle.

The small-size spindles of about 12–13cm long attested in Ugarit, Perati and Ialysos are however too short to be hand-held spindles. Because of their small rod, the rotation of these spindles should have been activated with a twirl of the fingers, and used either as type B supported spindles, or as drop-spindles. No hook, groove or perforation can confirm their use as suspended spindles. These short spindles would have been even lighter than the long ones previously discussed, and would have created a finer thread.

After discussing in length the possible ways to use the ivory/bone rods as spindles, another question needs to be asked: how were they used in areas where low-whorl spindles are attested, knowing that the use of high- or low-whorl spindles is culturally determined? I already pointed out that the whorls, when found on the rods (i.e. spindles), are always positioned near the largest extremity, while when a knob is attached (i.e. distaff), it is always secured on the tapered end. It is therefore possible that these ivory/bone spindles were: (1) all used the same way in the eastern Mediterranean; (2) used upside-down in the Aegean and Cyprus; or (3) exchanged and deposited in tombs or temples for their value as prestigious material, while reminiscent of a familiar object.\textsuperscript{277}

The domestic context of the solid bone/ivory shafts from tell Kazel, Megiddo, Ugarit and Enkomi points to an effective use of these objects in the Levant, their probable area of manufacture, but also in Cyprus, said to use low-whorl spindles.\textsuperscript{278} Most of these shafts were, however, found in tombs, and if it is possible that they had been part of the deceased possessions during life, they may also have had the function of reflecting the status of the individual, family or social group, and/or were manufactured especially for the burial.\textsuperscript{279} Textile tools made of prestigious material are certainly no exception and could have been made for tomb assemblage. For instance, this may be the case for the gold spindles from shaft grave circle A tomb III at Mycenae,\textsuperscript{280} if one could argue that Helen of Troy is said to have been spinning purple dyed-wool with a gold spindle,\textsuperscript{281} and that Herodotus’ story of Evelthon of Salamis giving Phereote of Cyrene a golden spindle and distaff as well as wool, suggests these are appropriate gifts for a woman.\textsuperscript{282}

Late Bronze Age circulation of precious spindles (metal, stone\textsuperscript{283} and bone/ivory/horn) as official gifts between kingdoms is attested by EA 25 (70–72)\textsuperscript{284} and could also point to the effective use of these spindles during their

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{274} Andersson \textit{et al.} 2008; Andersson Strand 2010, 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{275} Andersson and Nosch 2003, 199.
  \item \textsuperscript{276} Nosch 2012, 48. The output of thread per hour is about 50m of yarn per hour when spun on an 18g whorl, and 35m of yarn per hour when spun on a 4g whorl.
  \item \textsuperscript{277} Sauvage 2012, 208.
  \item \textsuperscript{278} Frankel and Webb 1996, 193–194; Crewe 1998, 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{279} Smith 2002, 283.
  \item \textsuperscript{280} Karo 1930, 57, pl. XVII.93–95 and 106; Burke 2010, 103.
  \item \textsuperscript{281} Homer, \textit{Il.} IV, 113–154.
  \item \textsuperscript{282} Herodotus \textit{Histories} IV 162.
  \item \textsuperscript{283} For onyx textile tools; see Völling, 1998.
  \item \textsuperscript{284} List of the gifts of Tushratta of Mitanni to Amenhotep IV. Moran 1992, 79. EA 25. l. 70–72 “[x spindles of gol]d, 8 shekels in weight. 26 spindles of silver, 10 shekels in weight. [x spindles of …]. 10 spindles of lapis lazuli. 16 spindles of al[abas]ter. [x spindles of …] … 11 spindles of … […] stone. 33 spindles of horn.”
\end{itemize}
owner’s life. In the case of ivory spindles, both scenarii (prized possessions during life, and display objects made for the tomb assemblage) are possible in areas where they are found in both domestic and funerary contexts. It could, for instance, be the explanation for the ‘articulated’ spindle found in tomb 3018F at Megiddo (Fig. 9.4). However, in the Aegean, since they are only found in funerary and religious contexts, it is likely that they were deposited for their value, and perhaps not actually used by the deceased. It is possible that the function of the object, even if “useless” by Aegean people, could still have been considered as “accurate” during the gathering of funerary material, because of the resemblance of these with actual useful spindles. Textile tools were also most likely related to the religious sphere and therefore their deposition in tombs may reflect more than the owner’s identity as a spinner, and may, for instance, correspond to an evocation of the life cycle, as Breniquet suggested.

Would it have been possible for Cypriots (or Aegean peoples) to use the ivory spindles upside-down? If used in such a manner, then the largest part of the shaft, whose extremity is often flat, would have been the bottom part, while the smallest pointed and tapered extremity would have been the top. The lack of groove or knob on this part of the spindle suggests the use of the object as hand-held spindle or supported spindle and not as a suspended spindle. In the case of a supported spindle, the flat bottom, would have rendered difficult the rotation of the object, the large diameter and the flat extremity probably causing too much friction to obtain a real spin with a desirable moment of inertia. The only possible use of these spindles while up-side-down would then be as hand-held spindles.

The perforation on the larger end of rod 132 found in Kition tomb 9 (Fig. 9.7), and on shaft Δ 125 at Perati would also confirm that these rods were used (if used) with their larger end on top. But it is possible that these perforations originated at the place of manufacture and not at the place of deposition, and they cannot be taken for the effective use of the objects in Cyprus and the Aegean. Alternatively, the presence of Canaanites living, for instance, in Cyprus could explain this phenomenon, but the archaeological records do not allow us to identify the people buried with ivory/bone rods at Kition or Enkomi as foreigners.

Low-whorl spindle evidence in Cyprus comes from an Early Cypriot III clay model found in Vounous tomb 29 (Fig. 9.21 right). This object has been discussed at length and the perforation on its smaller and tapered end suffices to eliminate doubts about its orientation, and places the tapered end atop. However, the determination of the orientation for the ECI clay model from Vounous tomb 92 is only determined by analogy (Fig. 9.21 left). This model exhibits striking resemblance with the ivory/bone spindles discussed in this article, especially complete spindles RS 4.421[A], RS 34.210 and M. 3568 found at Ugarit and Megiddo (see Figs 9.2 and 9.4). If this locally-made clay model actually depicts a spindle resembling the bone/ivory ones, it can only mean that such spindles, maybe made of wood or other perishable material, were actually used by the locals, before the Late Bronze Age. Without perforation on this second clay model, whose largest extremity

---

285 Spindles, pomegranate knobbed shafts and rods were found in Lachish, Ugarit, Delos and the cave of Zeus at mount Ida. Similar ‘symbolic’ gifts are attested in Ebla, where two bronze spindles and a small whorl were found in a favissa inside the Ishtar precinct; Peyronel 2007, 26; Anderson, Felluca, Nosch, Peyronel 2010, 162–164.
289 Several scholars noted the novelty of such solid ivory spindles in the Late Bronze Age; Guy 1938, 170; Barber 1991, 62. But it is possible that similarly shaped spindles, made of wood, were already used long before the Late Bronze Age.
is missing, I am again tempted to orient the tapered end downwards and to postulate for its use as supported or hand-held spindle. Since the top of this object is missing, it is difficult to assert how many centimetres are missing, and if this spindle should rather be identified as a high-whorl spindle such as the examples from Figs 9.2 and 9.4 or as a mid-/low-whorl spindle. Several whorls from Late Bronze Age Cyprus display grooves or notches on their domes, pointing towards the use of high-whorl spindles. Therefore, the presence of such models raises the question of whether the ancient Cypriots could simultaneously have been using both techniques, maybe one for spinning and the other for plying. If such was the case, Bronze Age Cypriot spinners could be compared to modern Tunisian weavers who use both high- and low-whorl spindles, to achieve different strengths of threads. We also know that today modern Cypriot spinners use high-whorl spindles, and if we accept the hypothesis that Bronze Age Cyprus was maybe using both methods, then the technique of Cypriot spinners would not have dramatically shifted through time, but would possibly have selected one process over the other.

Conclusion

Two modules of bone/ivory spindles existed in the eastern Mediterranean Late Bronze Age. A short one of about 12–13 cm long is attested in the Aegean and the Levant, while the majority of the attestations are spindles of a larger dimension, about 20–25 cm long. These spindles are found in domestic, religious and funerary contexts and are always associated with other textile tools such as spindle-whorls, other spindles and bone/ivory shafts. Such spindles were probably produced in the northern Levant, an area known to use high-whorl spindles. The whorl is always inserted on the larger end of the shaft, the tapered end being therefore the bottom of the spindle.

Fig. 9.21: Spindles models from Vounous. The left one dates to ECI and the right one to EC III, after Crewe 1998, 8 fig. 2.2; Stewart 1962, fig. 90.6; Dikaios 1940, pl. LVI (courtesy of the Medelhavsmuseet and of L. Crewe).

The ivory/bone ones being a more expensive version of an older prototype.

For instance, at Enkomi, whorls no. 1506 and 1507 in Dikaios 1969, vol. IIIA, pl. 178.1–2. For the use of grooved whorls as high-whorls, see Breniquet 2008, 119. Late Bronze Age Cyprus was certainly producing linen (IBoT I 31 obv. 2–4 (CTH 241.1) mentions “linen of Alashiya”; Beckman 1996, 33) and wool (A kind of wool ‘from Cyprus’ or of ‘Cypriote type’ is attested in Linear B texts; Bennet 1996, 57–58). Remains of fabric found on Cypriot objects were identified as S-spun linen fabrics (Aström 1965, 112–113: textile comes from the MC III Tomb 7 at Paleoskoutella; and textile impressions were found on a Cypro-Archaic II (600–475 BC) jug; Pieridou 1967, esp. 26). If they were locally produced (and not imported from Egypt), then a spinning technique similar to the Egyptian one (i.e. high-whorl spindles) should have been used in Cyprus to produce a S-spun thread.

Barber 1991, 43; Crowfoot 1931, 31.
Except for three examples, all pomegranate knobs of knobbled shafts were found in domestic, religious and funerary contexts with other textiles tools (spindles, loom-weights and spindle-whorls), suggesting an association with textile industry. Based on the well-preserved examples from Ugarit and Delos, their use as distaff is likely, the knob being then placed on the thinner end of the shaft. Such an interpretation would also correspond with later Greek representations of distaffs, having in some cases a rounded knob visible above the fibres (Fig. 9.22).

Tapered bone/ivory shafts can thus have had a versatile use in textile industry, either as spindles or as distaffs. When found in archaeological contexts with no knob or spindle-whorls mounted on them, these shafts are mostly found with textile tools. Without being able to totally rule out the possible different functions of ivory/bone solid and tapered shafts, this contextual survey allow us to say that they were certainly used in the textile industry because of their frequent association with textile tools such as spindles, spindle-whorls, loom-weights, needles, etc. For the rare occasions where they are not associated to textile tools and not perforated, it seems that another function needs to be proposed. The several possible uses of these shafts are of course not exclusive from each other, pointing again towards the versatility of these objects.

The spindle-whorls often found with these shafts generally have a diameter of perforation smaller than the diameter of the shaft, therefore preventing their use onto these shafts. This may be an indication that ivory/bone shafts were mostly used as distaffs, un-whorled supported spindles, with wooden whorls or that the whorls were pinned in between constitutive parts of the shaft, as

*Fig. 9.22: Black figure vase from the acropolis at Lindos. A women is spinning with a suspended low-whorl spindle and is drafting fibers from a distaff topped with a rounded knob; after Blinkenberg 1931, pl.129.2691+2692.*
demonstrated by the Megiddo example. The small number of bone/ivory whorls that could have fit on the tapered shafts may also point to a restricted use of the shafts as spindles. As demonstrated earlier, these ivory spindles were really light and were therefore most likely used to spin high-quality, labour intensive, and costly threads, certainly made of premium, fine, and well sorted fibres. The Iron Age solid ivory/bone shafts show strong continuity in dimension, decoration, contexts and textile tools associations suggesting similar uses in the Levant and therefore a durable knowledge.

The ivory/bone solid tapered shafts, when used as spindles, would have been impossible to use up-side-down, with their thinner extremity on top if it was not perforated. In the Late Bronze Age Aegean, where they are not found in domestic contexts, is likely that such spindles were deposited in the Perati tombs as valued objects, reminiscent of familiar textile tools. Their occurrence in domestic contexts in Cyprus, at Enkomi and Kition, points towards the effective use of these rods by the inhabitants. Their use as distaffs is evident through the presence of numerous pomegranate knobs, but the presence of spindle-whorls with a perforation large enough to fit onto the shafts at both sites, and an EC model from Vounous similar in shape, and decoration to the ivory/bone spindles may point towards the simultaneous use of high-whorl and low-whorls in Bronze Age Cyprus.
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10. Golden Decorations in Assyrian Textiles: An Interdisciplinary Approach

Salvatore Gaspa

The intriguing description which Oppenheim made about the ornaments decorating the garments of the Mesopotamian gods’ statues in 1949\(^1\) led the reader to the world of textile decoration and to the care for divine paraphernalia in Babylonian cultic practice. As already observed by Fales and Postgate in their introduction to the edition of a group of administrative documents from the archive of Nineveh (modern Kuyunjik),\(^2\) Oppenheim discussed the Babylonian practice of adorning the garments of divine statues without mentioning attestations of designations for such decorative elements from Neo-Assyrian textual sources. However, he tried to corroborate his assumptions by citing numerous attestations from Neo-Assyrian monumental art. In addition, the discovery of the tombs of queens in Kalḫu (modern Nimrud) and their valuable contents represents another important piece of evidence for the use of decorative elements in the fabrication of luxury garments of the first millennium BC Mesopotamia which cannot be ignored by scholars of ancient textiles.

In order to update Oppenheim’s considerations, the following remarks will attempt to give a more complete analysis of dress decorations in first millennium BC Mesopotamia. This will be made through an interdisciplinary approach combining textual data with contemporary archaeological and iconographical evidence. Combining words and realia is in most cases an insoluble problem for the identification of the items mentioned in ancient texts. Fortunately, the findings in the burials of the Assyrian queens represent a turning point for textile research and their treasury of textile-related data may now help us to ground the study of the first millennium BC metal appliqués on firmer foundations.

Golden Decorations for Textiles in First Millennium BC Mesopotamia: A Discussion on the Neo-Assyrian Evidence in Light of the Textual Sources

The life of the royal courts and the cultic ceremonies in the main temples in first millennium BC Mesopotamia oriented the local textile manufacture towards the production of finely elaborated items of clothing for the members of the ruling élite as well as for the gods’ statues. In fact, the dressing of the gods, which were represented in the shrines by their statues, was a fundamental part

---

\(^1\) Oppenheim 1949, 172–193.
\(^2\) Fales and Postgate 1992, xxv.
of the regular service that temple personnel had to perform for the gods: accordingly, divine statues had to be properly washed, fed, dressed, and entertained in order to get the gods' benevolence and gifts. The extremely elaborate decoration of these luxury garments, which required the collaborative work of specialized goldsmiths and tailors, became an important sector in the palace- and temple-oriented textile economies of the Near Eastern states. The adornment of garments with golden appliqués is especially attested in Assyria and in Babylonia. Texts from the archive of the Eanna temple in Uruk (second half of seventh–mid sixth century BC), some of which were not known to Oppenheim when he wrote his paper, inform us that the vestments for the goddesses Ištar, Nanāya, and Bēltu-ša-Rēš were densely covered with hundreds of gold appliqués in the shape of rosettes (aiaru), stars (kakkabu), ḫašû-elements, tenšû-elements, and lions (nēšu).\(^3\) The Assyrian counterparts of these Babylonian dress-ornaments have been recognized in some decorative elements of gold which are recorded in some of the Neo-Assyrian administrative lists of metal objects found in Nineveh and published in 1992 in a volume of the State Archives of Assyria series.\(^4\) Although the fragmentary status of the texts and the concise style of the Assyrian bureaucracy do not give us details about the items which were adorned by the decorative elements, it is clear that some of the attested ornamental elements were used in textile decorations. These metallic elements are indicated by the words takkussu and buṭ[u]...\(^5\) A third element is only attested in the logographic form SIG.LU.KUR GAR-\textit{mu} and no corresponding Akkadian syllabic writing is known at present. As alternative readings, Fales and Postgate suggest \textit{pik-\textit{lu-lat}} and SIG UDU KUR, both to be rejected.\(^6\) Another possibility is to read the occurrence as \textit{sik-\textit{lu-\textit{nat}}}; a plural form \textit{siklunāt} would fit well to the quantity of the listed items (4 \textit{sik-\textit{lu-\textit{nat}}}). The only possible term referring to textiles which comes to my mind is the word sikulittu, which is attested in Nuzi texts as a qualification of chairs and beds.\(^6\) Is the form \textit{siklunāt} in someway linked to the word \textit{sikulittu}? The use of this item in connection with chairs and beds seems to be perfectly in line with what we know about the \textit{dappastu}, as we will see in detail below.

What is important to note is that takkussu and buṭ[u]... occur together and this confirms the hypothesis that they complemented each other, thus representing a possible counterpart of the rosettes and the \textit{tenšûs} of the Neo-Babylonian garments. The first designation, takkussu, has been interpreted as denoting a tube or pipe,\(^7\) while the interpretation of the second word is problematic, since in all the known attestations the last signs of the term are broken. Is the occurrence buṭ[u]... to be referred to the word buṭ\textit{uttu}, “terebinth nut”? Beads used in jewellery were often named according to their appearance in ancient Mesopotamia.\(^8\) Perhaps, the \textit{buṭ\textit{uttu}?} was a type of bead imitating

\(^3\) Beaulieu 2003, 21–25. On the textile production and the management of garments for divine statues in first millennium BC Babylonia, see Zawadzki 2006.

\(^4\) Fales and Postgate 1992, xv.

\(^5\) Fales and Postgate 1992, 86. The word \textit{pikallullu} refers to the vent for an oven (AHw 863a and CAD P 371a), while UDU KUR is the logographic form of \textit{immer šadê}, “mountain sheep”. Both the meanings do not seem to fit to the context concerning the description of a textile.

\(^6\) See CAD S 261a. The word is listed as sikulittu in AHw 1527b and CDA 447b. No plural form of the term seems to be attested at present. In addition, mention should be made of a term of possible Hurrian origin which occurs in connection to textiles: Alalakh 362:6 ‘6 TUG.ši-ik-\textit{la(-)}-\textit{te-\textit{na}} (in list of textiles). See CAD Š/II 436a s.v. \textit{šiklu}.

\(^7\) AHw 1307a; CAD T 78b; CDA 395a; AEAD 121a.

the shape of the terebinth-nuts. New attestations of the word are needed to confirm or reject this hypothesis. In the texts, takkussu and buṭu[…] are associated with the textile known as dappastu.\(^9\)

One text mentions a red woollen dappastu with 382 tubes, 432 buṭu[…] -elements, and four SIG’. LU.KUR GAR-nu,\(^{10}\) while another one has a dappastu with four SIG.LU.KUR’ GAR-nu’, 136 tub[es …] and 136 buṭu[…] -elements.\(^{11}\) In both cases, additional quantities of tubes are listed, in someway associated to the same textile product: respectively, 100 tubes for the first dappastu\(^{12}\) and 404 tubes for the second one.\(^{13}\) It is interesting to note that the number of SIG.LU.KUR-ornaments does not change, while the amounts of tubes and buṭu[…]s are variable. In one of the texts, the weight of (all?) the elements adorning a dappastu is given: 11 minas 13 ½ shekels (c. 11.33 or 5.66kg).\(^{14}\) This weight shows that one dappastu with all these elements must have been very heavy. It is clear that the production of this type of textile and of all these precious metal appliqués was very expensive and involved the most skilled tailors and goldsmiths of the empire.

To come back to the decorative elements characterizing the dappastu, the fact that in both the dappastus occurring in the administrative lists four SIG.LU.KUR-GAR-nu (or sik-lu-nat GAR-nu) are mentioned seems to suggest that the elements in question had to do with the four sides or the four angles of the textile. The dappastu has been interpreted as a blanket or bedcover\(^{15}\) and as a rug.\(^{16}\) Accordingly, a square-shaped textile seems to be the best candidate for the item in question. An exemplar of blanket is provided by the iconographical evidence of the first millennium BC Assyria: it is depicted in the scene of the garden banquet of Assurbanipal and the queen in a relief from Room S’ of the North Palace in Nineveh (c. 645 BC).\(^{17}\) This blanket, whose use is associated with the king’s couch, is bordered by a decorated band and, presumably, also by four angular tassels (Fig. 10.1).\(^{18}\)

According to Neo-Assyrian texts, the dappastu came in two types, the woollen variety\(^{19}\) and the linen variety.\(^{20}\) The woollen variety could be red\(^{21}\) or black.\(^{22}\) From a list of grave goods for a king we learn that the “front part” of the dappastu, perhaps to be intended as the upper and visible part of it,\(^{23}\) could be black.\(^{24}\) The connection of this textile with beds is corroborated by the fact

\(^{9}\) This textile product is attested in CTN 2, 1:3’; 152:5; 154 r.3’; Kwasman 2009, 114, K 6323+ ii 1; ND 2307 e.24 (Iraq 16 [1954], 37, pl. VI); ND 2311:7 (Iraq 23 [1961], 20, pl. X); ND 2691:8 (Iraq 23 [1961], 44, pl. XXIII); ND 2758:7’ (Iraq 23 [1961], 48, pl. XXVI); SAA 7, 64 r. i 7; 66 r. i’ 1’, 6’; 96:3’; 97:9’; 105:4’; 115 i 11; 117 r.3; 168:5’; SAA 16, 53:9; STAT 3, 1 r.18; TH 52:6; 64:3–4.

\(^{10}\) SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 1’–10’.

\(^{11}\) SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 1’–4’.

\(^{12}\) SAA 7, 64 r. i’ 11’.

\(^{13}\) SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 5’–6’. It is not clear whether the 400 tubes and 400 buṭu[…]s which are mentioned in the same list (lines r. i’ 7’–8’) have to be referred to the same dappastu.

\(^{14}\) SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 9’.

\(^{15}\) AEA 21a.

\(^{16}\) CDA 398a. The term is generically intended as a cover or garment in AHw 1320b and CAD D 104b.

\(^{17}\) Barnett 1976, pl. 65.

\(^{18}\) Only one tassel is visible in the relief.

\(^{19}\) STAT 3, 1 r.18–19.

\(^{20}\) SAA 7, 115 i 11.

\(^{21}\) ND 2758:6’ (Iraq 23 [1961], 48, pl. XXVI); SAA 7, 96:3’; STAT 3, 1 r.18; TH 52:6.

\(^{22}\) ND 2758:5’ (Iraq 23 [1961], 48, pl. XXVI); STAT 3, 1 r.19.

\(^{23}\) Kwasman suggests that it could also be referred to the right side of the dappastu. See Kwasman 2009, 118.

\(^{24}\) Kwasman 2009, 114, K 6323+ ii 1–2.
that in the same list are mentioned beds among the grave goods for the royal dead.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, it represents a common item in enumerations of bedclothes in dowry lists of marriage contracts from Kalḫu.\textsuperscript{26} Dappastu for beds are listed in two triangular textile labels from Nineveh which possibly accompanied stocks of textiles.\textsuperscript{27} The dappastu constituted one of the bedclothes which were used in Assyrian temples for the beds of the gods. From a text containing a memorandum on temple furnishings we learn that the dappastu was one of the bed textiles which were used as covering for the bed of the goddess Šērū’a in her shrine.\textsuperscript{28} That this textile was strictly connected to beds in the daily life of the Assyrians is also evident from a private letter dealing with the adoption of

\textsuperscript{25} Kwasman 2009, 114–115, K 6323+ ii 19’, 32’.
\textsuperscript{26} CTN 2, 1:3’; ND 2307 e.24 (\textit{Iraq} 16 [1954], 37, pl. VI).
\textsuperscript{27} SAA 7, 97:9’; SAA 7, 105:4’.
\textsuperscript{28} SAA 7, 117 r.3–7.
a daughter. The text mentions what seem to be the basic household elements composing a bed: a wooden board (lē’u), blankets (dappastu), and a bedspread (garrāru).29 However, it seems that this textile could be used as covering for other pieces of the royal furniture as well; in a document from Kalkhu three talents of cloth of black (wool) and three talents of cloth of red wool for 12 dappastus are recorded, two of which were destined as covering of chairs.30 This means that with six talents of wool cloth (c. 363.6 or 181.8kg) an Assyrian weaver could manufacture twelve of these textiles and that the quantity needed for one dappastu corresponded to half a talent (c. 30.3 or 15.1kg). Also this weight confirms that this type of textile could be very heavy; a possible explanation could be that with this term both blankets (or bedcovers) and large tapestries were designated.

As to the element indicated by the writing GAR-nu, it is possible that this form must be read as a pirs nominal form of the verb šakānu, “to place, set, install”, i.e. as šiknu. This word is used in a Neo-Assyrian text to designate a textile. It occurs among various grave goods in a text concerning the royal funeral of a king;31 in two passages of this text, šiknu-textiles are associated with mitres, leggings, and sleeves.32 In connection to textiles, the šiknu also occurs in two texts of the second millennium BC. In an Old Assyrian document, two kusītum-garments with a šiknum are listed.33 Interestingly, this item could also be associated with bedclothes; in fact, in a document from the city of Mari we are informed about a ḥalû-textile with a šiknum for a bed.34 Also the šiknu of the first millennium BC, interpreted as designating a padding,35 appears to have been used for both garments and bedclothes. However, in the case of our dappastu, it is difficult to think how a padding could be associated to four decorative metal objects. Perhaps, the most plausible solution is to consider šiknum as referring to the setting of the four metal items,36 in other words, to the appearance or structure of the SIG.LU.KURs; the broken signs following the word in the two known attestations probably concerned the name of the material of this setting.37

Summing up, our dappastu represented a finely-executed blanket, perhaps destined to cover a bed of a goddess in an Assyrian temple. The exact function of the afore-mentioned metal decorative items escapes us, but it is plausible that the several hundreds of tubes (if this is the correct translation of the word takkussu) and of buṭ[u…]-elements, presumably consisting of very tiny and small pieces of metal, must have served to decorate the four bordering bands of this blanket, perhaps used in alternation or as single components of more elaborated designs. Other uses of these tubes are to be ruled out, in light of the fact that they were of precious metal. In fact, from the point of view of the textile technique, the use of metal tubes for the construction of tassels has been put forward in light of the two cylindrical tassels discovered in Tombs II and III at Nimrud, but the analysis of these tassels revealed that no bronze pin or tube was present inside them.38 As for the four SIG.

29 SAA 16, 53:8–10.
30 ND 2758:5–8′ (Iraq 23 [1961], 48, pl. XXVI).
31 Kwassman 2009, 116, K 6323+ r. i′ 5′, 18′.
32 Kwassman 2009, 116, K 6323+ r. i′ 4′–7′, 15′–18′.
34 RA 64, 33, no. 25:1. See CAD Š/II 439a. For the interpretation of the ḥalû šiknu as a “courtepointe”, see Durand 2009, 40, 603.
35 The interpretation of the šiknu as a pad or padding has been suggested by Kwassman in connection with the Neo-Assyrian occurrence of the word. See Kwassman 2009, 121, who, however, does not discuss the function of this textile in the light of the Old Assyrian and Mari attestations.
36 For this meaning of the word, see CAD Š/II 436b–437a s.v. šiknu A 1a′.
37 SAA 7, 64 r. i′ 10′; 66 r. i′ 2′.
38 Crowfoot 1995, 114, 117.
LU.KUR GAR-nu (or sik-lu-nat GAR-nu), these items had probably to do with the decoration of the four angular tassels of the *dappastu*. Representations of garments worn by the king and other court members show that the tassels composing the fringed edge were clasped by elements. It is possible that in more elaborate textiles these elements were made of precious metal.\(^{39}\) This is probably the case of the tassel of the bedcover of Assurbanipal’s couch, although the representation of the juncture of the tassel to the bedcover’s border in the relief does not seem to have been made with accuracy. If these considerations may be accepted, we may suppose that the *dappastu* was probably characterized by four angular tassels which were closed by small gold clasps.

### The Findings in the Nimrud Tombs and Their Significance for the Identification of the First Millennium BC Dress Decorations in Iconography

Textile research on the Assyrian garments may greatly benefit from the combination of textual and iconographic materials in the identification of the items in question. A third type of evidence has been provided by the archaeological research on the burials of the eighth century capital of the Assyrian state, the city of Kalḫu (Nimrud). In particular, the discovery of Tomb II in the domestic quarter of the North-West Palace in Nimrud in 1989 by Iraqi archaeologists\(^{40}\) revealed that, among various and precious grave goods which accompanied the skeletons of two women, one to be identified as Yabâ (wife of Tiglath-pileser III, 745–727 BC) and the other as Banitu (wife of Shalmaneser V, 726–722 BC) or Ataliya (wife of Sargon II, 721–705 BC),\(^{41}\) there was a mass of blackened linen fabric which originally covered the bodies or was piled up over them.\(^{42}\) More importantly, the tomb also contained a large variety of small objects, in part lying among the bones and in part in the folds of one layer of the solidified textile. This material included 700 tiny gold rosettes, star-shaped ornaments, circles, triangles, and banded agate studs with borders of gold granules. It has been assumed that all these tiny and finely made objects had been sewn onto the garments as decorative elements rather than being part of some broken piece of jewellery.\(^{43}\) This material has been studied by Hussein and Suleiman, who published a catalogue with pictures and a brief description of the items.\(^{44}\) Since then, no other in-depth studies have been carried out on the Nimrud treasures, if we except a summary panel description edited by Collon in a recent volume.\(^{45}\) Given the fact that all the materials composing the Nimrud treasures are stored in an inaccessible place in Baghdad and are not available for study, the accurate study that the materials, especially

---

\(^{39}\) On the use of jewelled tassels in the adornment of Assyrian costumes, see Houston 1954\(^2\), 156–158 and pl. 8.2.

\(^{40}\) Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 87–133; Damerji 1999; 2008, 81–82.

\(^{41}\) A new hypothesis has been put forward by Dalley, according to whom the two bodies contained in the sarcophagus of Tomb II at Nimrud belong to Yabâ and Ataliya. The name Banitu was probably the second name of Tiglath-pileser III’s wife. See Dalley 2008, 171.

\(^{42}\) On the textile remains found in the tombs, see Crowfoot 1995, 113–118. For pictures of them, see Crowfoot 1995, 116 fig. 5 and Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 440 fig. 222. Analyses on the Nimrud textile fragments confirmed that flax had been used to fabricate the garments of the buried queens. See Crowfoot 1995, 117. Most recent analysis on these fragments also revealed the presence of cotton. See Toray 1996, 199.

\(^{43}\) Crowfoot 1995, 113; Oates and Oates 2001, 83. A short description of the Tomb II dress decorations is given in Collon 2008, 114 with figs 14-q and 14-r. The pictures were reproduced from Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 302 fig. 94, 306 fig. 98, and 307 fig. 99.

\(^{44}\) Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000.

\(^{45}\) Collon 2008, 105–118.
the dress decorations, deserve is not possible at present. Consequently, my observations will be limited to the available data.

Table 10.1 presents all the Nimrud items from Tombs I, II, and III (abbreviated in the table as respectively T1, T2, and T3) which may be interpreted as dress ornaments.

The Nimrud dress decorative elements belong to different typologies (Fig. 10.2). The most attested items are golden elements shaped as rosettes and stars, in all likelihood to identify with the *aiaru* and the *kakkabtu* which frequently occur in Neo-Assyrian administrative records. Star-shaped ornaments for textiles are well attested in other periods of the Mesopotamian history. Second millennium BC attestations of these items can be found in texts from the royal archives of Mari, from which we learn that *kakkabum*-ornaments were used to decorate both clothes and footwear. Of a type of rosette among the decorative materials of the Tomb II were found 770 examples. To judge from the picture published by Hussein and Suleiman in their catalogue, this type is characterized by a ten-petalled structure (Fig. 10.2a).

Other interesting golden dress decorations are represented by discs, wheels, hanging balls, domed studs, decorated and plain doughnuts. All of these were probably stitched on the garments of the two women. Some of these elements are pierced for pinning them to clothes, such as the rosettes (Nos. 8, 12, and 16) and the triangles⁴⁹ (No. 23), while others are provided with a suspension ring for fastening on garments, such as the buttons with globular protuberance in the middle (No. 14), the domed studs (No. 21), the eight-pointed stars (No. 22), and the doughnuts (Nos. 24 and 27). A number of pierced strips of gold sheet were found in Tombs II and III (Nos. 20 and 25). They are different in length, size, decoration, and number of holes. Unfortunately, no useful information

---

⁴⁶ In a personal communication (March 2012), Prof. John Curtis (British Museum) kindly informed me that a new publication of the Treasures will be carried out by Dr. Muzahim Mahmud and Prof. McGuire Gibson (University of Chicago). However, as Gibson explained to me, no detailed studies on the material are possible at present. I thank both Curtis and Gibson for this piece of information.

⁴⁷ Arkhipov 2012, 46.

⁴⁸ However, in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 241 fig. 36, it is said that the leaves of the rosettes are varying in number.

⁴⁹ It is possible that these “triangles” were actually a stylized representation of clusters of grapes. Note that *ishumnatutu*-shaped items are attested as ornaments in Mesopotamia. For these precious elements in Mari texts, see Arkhipov 2012, 79.
Table 10.1: the dress ornaments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Find (description)</th>
<th>Museum Number</th>
<th>Details (weight, length)</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One fibula in the shape of a woman and a lion with an interwoven double chain and a carnelian seal (T1)</td>
<td>IM 108970, 108980, 108982</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28 pieces consisting of nine grain-shaped beads sticking together longitudinally (T1)</td>
<td>IM 108969</td>
<td>109.95g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Two items consisting of a central double palmette and chains ending with 16 smaller palmettes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105809–105810</td>
<td>24.2–23.83g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Seven agate eye stones set in disc-shaped gold frames with pomegranate-like protrusions (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105987</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11 small six- and globular-petalled rosettes with a hole in the middle (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nine buttons with convex surface (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Four wheel-shaped buttons (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nine buttons in the shape of eight-petalled rosettes with a convex disc in the middle (T3)</td>
<td>IM 118084</td>
<td>23g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Six spherical items connected to a short pipe (T3)</td>
<td>IM 118081</td>
<td>23.28g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Four buttons with convex surfaces and decorated structure (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Four small wheel-shaped buttons with decorated structure (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Six buttons in the shape of eight-petalled rosettes with a concave circle in the middle, perhaps for holding precious stones (T3)</td>
<td>IM 118085</td>
<td>26.80g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>28 small disc-shaped buttons with convex surfaces (T3)</td>
<td>IM 118083</td>
<td>32.8g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ten buttons with globular protuberance in the middle (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Six six- and globular petalled rosettes with a hole in the middle (T2)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Two eight-petalled rosettes with small pendants formed by chains and elements of various shapes (T3)</td>
<td>IM 118086–118087</td>
<td>3.8g–9.6g, 3.2cm–4cm</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>770 pieces in the shape of rosettes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105983</td>
<td>½g–1g each</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Catalog Number</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Two fibulae in the shape of a woman and of a lion’s head with interwoven wires and coloured stones hanging from them (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105959–105960</td>
<td>32.75g–39.75g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Three fibulae ending with a hand-like element (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105892–105894</td>
<td>52g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Unspecified number of strips of different length and size, some of which decorated with recurring motifs (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105808</td>
<td>52.95g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.160 domed studs (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105985</td>
<td>271g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>50 small eight-pointed stars with round centres (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105984</td>
<td>130g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>147 items in the shape of equilateral triangles whose external surface is decorated with globular elements (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105986</td>
<td>73.5g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Two decorated doughnuts (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105872–105873</td>
<td>11.5g–12g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Two pieces of a long strip decorated with recurrent intertwined leaves and branches forming rosettes (T3)</td>
<td>IM 115597</td>
<td>53.32g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Two strap bands of golden wires ending with interwoven chains and decorated conical elements (T3)</td>
<td>IM 115506</td>
<td>295g</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37cm (length of the main band)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9cm (length of the short band)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Eight plain doughnuts (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105864–105871</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes
1. Iraq Museum of Baghdad (IM).
2. It is a pity that no systematic evaluation on the size of these dress decorations have been made by Hussein and Suleiman. The details contained in their study only refer to the weight of some of the objects and, in very few cases, also to the length of them.
3. See also Damerji 1999, fig. 14a–b. A carnelian seal, set in a golden frame with a suspension ring, presumably for hanging to a chain with a fibula, is illustrated in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 336 fig. 127.
4. Note that the description in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 228 fig. 27 is erroneous. The decorative elements are described as “large rosettes”.
6. Items nos. 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15 of the table are neither described in detail nor specified as regards their museum numbers in Hussein and Suleiman 1999-2000, 236 fig. 33. The authors give the Museum nos. IM 105907, 105987, 105988, 110637, 118082, and 124997 without specifying the items to which they refer. In addition, note that the objects nos. 110637 and 124997 have been omitted in the lists of the finds in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 98–100, 104–111, 118–128.
7. Note that in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 105 these items are erroneously described as “cylindrical pieces”, while in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 346 as resembling “a round piece of cake”.
8. No specific details about the weight of the plain doughnuts are given in Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 346 fig. 137, which only mention the total weight of the entire group of items, i.e. 73.90g.
is given in the catalogue of the Iraqi scholars about these important details. From the published pictures, one may observe that the distance between the holes is quite regular in many of these pieces, even if in some cases more holes have been made in the same point of the strip (No. 20), presumably due to the necessity to adequately position the ornament to the area of the garment on which it was stitched. In the case of the long strip broken into two pieces (No. 25), the holes are very close each other and extend along the edge of all the four sides of the strip. The recurrent decorative designs of these strips are peculiar to Assyrian art; the one adorning the strips of Tomb II, constituted by a motif of two intertwining bands which form concentric circles, is also attested as a design on painted bricks and wall ornaments in the North-West Palace in Nimrud. Disc-shaped buttons come in different typologies; among them, the ones with convex surface are the most numerous (Nos. 6, 10, and 13). The use of golden buttons as decorative elements of garments is attested at other sites of the Ancient Near East; those found in the royal necropolis of Ebla (c. 1750–1700 BC), for instance, show a motif constituted by concentric circles and four holes in the middle for pinning to the clothes. Indeed, it is not clear to me whether some Nimrud pieces were actually fastened to clothes or used as jewellery. This is the case for the 28 pieces consisting of nine interlinked grain-shaped beads (No. 2); although Hussein and Suleiman qualify those as possible dress ornaments, it is also possible that they were used as necklaces. Analogous pieces were found in the queens’ tombs: one is composed of 58 elements formed by nine beads, the other of 46 elements with the same number of beads. Some of the Nimrud ornamental items are very elaborate, such as the fibulae (Nos. 1, 18) and the strap bands of golden wires and chains with pendants (No. 26). The last item is composed of two main bands (horizontal bands for the shoulder area) connected at their ends and two shorter bands (vertical bands for the neck area) attached at the middle of them; it was presumably used to decorate the neck and the shoulders of a robe of one of the buried queens. The presence of seven agate eye stones set in gold frames (No. 4) among the dress decorations of Tomb II confirms that the adornment of luxury garments also made use of precious stones. This aspect is also documented in contemporary textual sources. An administrative document listing various textiles mentions two felted shawls or capes (muklälu) with the front part red and stones whose nature and number is not indicated. Another text records a cloak (kuazzippu) studded with (precious) stones. The same qualification occurs in another text for a textile whose name, however, cannot be read on the tablet.

The richness of this material witnesses the fine work of the Assyrian craftsmen as well as the aesthetics of the women belonging to the royal family in the eighth century BC. Given the huge number of the above-described golden elements, it is clear that the items in question had served to adorn various types of garments worn by the buried queens. Unfortunately, any possible reconstruction of the type of clothes and, especially, the specific place where each gold ornament

---

50 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 301, 333.
51 Layard 1853, I, figs 84, 86.
52 Matthiae et al. 1995, 483 nos. 403, 404.
53 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 218 fig. 16.
54 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 290 fig. 83.
55 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 291 fig. 84.
57 SAA 7, 96:7’.
58 SAA 7, 97:13’.
59 SAA 7, 105:10’.
was pinned to the garments may only be based on a comparison with the extant iconographical evidence about Assyrian luxury garments. What is clear is that the management of all the precious materials which were supplied to the craftsmen working for the temple and the palace represented an important part of the activity of the state administrators, who compiled very detailed lists of precious objects with their weight. In a passage of a document issued by the state administration, unidentified items of gold to be used in association with clothes, presumably for wearing the gods’ statues, are recorded with their weight.\footnote{60\textsuperscript{SAA} 7, 63 ii’ 9–12.} It is not always clear whether the rosettes and the star-shaped elements recorded in these documents from Nineveh\footnote{61 Rosettes are mentioned in SAA 7, 60 i 5. Stars occur in SAA 7, 60 ii 11, r. ii 6’; 63 ii’ 1, 6; 64 i 2, 15; 67 i 4’; 68 ii’ 3’; 74:2, 4; 89:10.} refer to actual decorations for textiles or to ornamental items for other objects (parts of statues, temple furnishings, jewels, etc.). And the same can be said as regards the \textit{takkusātu}, “tubes”, which could also be used as parts of more elaborate pieces of jewellery.\footnote{62 Tubes are attested in SAA 7, 64 r. i’ 8’, 11’; 65 i 5’; 66 r. i’ 3’, 5’, 7’, 18’, ii’ 3’; 68 r. ii 1’; 72:1, 15’.} We know, for example, that star-shaped ornaments could be used to adorn the base of quivers, bows, and bowcases.\footnote{63 SAA 7, 63 ii’ 1–3, 6–8; 64 i 2; 89:10.} A list enumerating items from Babylonian temples which were returned from Elam mentions rosettes and star-shaped ornaments, probably used as decorations for divine statues or for the garments which covered them. Among these items, there are rosettes of gold alloy (\textit{aiarî sādāni}) associated to the Lady of Akkad\footnote{64 SAA 7, 60 i 5–6.} and 2/3 mina of gold for making four pure star-shaped ornaments (\textit{kakkabāte ebbāte}) for the shoulder of the same goddess.\footnote{65 SAA 7, 60 ii 11–12.} As dress decorations, \textit{kakkabtu}-elements were placed on headbands (\textit{kubšu}),\footnote{66 See CAD K 485b–486a for references. For Neo-Assyrian attestations, see CTN 2, 155 r. v 14’; K 6323+ r. i’ 4’, 15’ (Kwasman 2009, 116); PVA 271; SAA 3, 49 r.5’; SAA 7, 74:4; 96:8’; 105:11’; 120 ii’ 16; SAA 10, 96 r.10, 16, 21; 184 r.6; SAA 11, 28:12.} presumably used for gods’ statues in temples. This item of clothing was worn by gods’ statues and high officials of the king, and, more importantly, it constituted an important element of royal insignia.\footnote{67 Reade 2009, 254, 256.} Headgear worn by the Assyrian kings of the Neo-Assyrian period have the forms of a taller fez with conical top, diadem or upturned brim in front, and ribbons attached at the back of it. One or more horizontal bands decorating the royal fez are often characterized by rows of rosettes,\footnote{68 Reade 2009, 256.} as documented in scenes illustrated on various Assyrian monuments, reliefs, and artefacts of this period. These rosette-shaped elements were probably not golden items attached to the fez, but woven fabric decorations of bright colour stitched on it. A white fez worn by Shalmaneser III depicted on glazed bricks shows a green six-petalled rosette on its front,\footnote{69 Reade 2009, 250.} while the headgear worn by Sargon II could be white with three red bands adorned with white rosettes or red with white bands decorated with yellow rosettes.\footnote{70 Arkhipov 2012, 56 (\textit{ūsum}).} One wonders whether other elements of cloth, metal or stone were used to decorate first millennium BC headgear; Mari texts, for example, show that turbans could be adorned with stone items in the shape of (heads of) pigs\footnote{71 Arkhipov 2012, 54 (\textit{šaḫûm}).} or ducks.\footnote{72 Arkhipov 2012, 56 (\textit{ūsum}).}
Among the precious items discovered in Nimrud a particular category of objects deserves to be considered. A large number of small pipes or tubes of gold was found among the jewellery and the dress decorations of Tomb II. In Table 10.2 the four groups of pipes are shown.

Hussein and Suleiman interpret the items Nos. 1 and 2 as “clothes hangers”,73 while no explanation of the function is given as regards the other two groups of pipes.74 This interpretation does not seem to be convincing, since I do not understand how a garment could be hung by a chain formed by small and finely executed golden tubes. The alternative solution is that these pipes or tubes were used as elements of a necklace or as decorative elements for textiles. The first option seems to be confirmed by a comparison with a group of 84 golden tubes of 2.4cm each being different from the above-discussed ones; in this case, the tubes, whose total weight (gross weight) corresponds to 154.5g, have endings characterized by tiny granules.75 All these elements were probably part of a series of necklaces which adorned the queen’s neck. Golden cylindrical beads for necklaces have been discovered in other Near Eastern burial contexts. The ones found in Ebla, in the tomb of the “Signore dei Capridi”, for instance, were of a golden typology of 1.6cm each.76 However, the second possibility, i.e. that these tubes were used for adorning a textile, cannot be ruled out at all. As observed above, tubes occur in administrative records in the following quantities: 100,77 136,78 382,79 and 404.80 Only some of them are mentioned in association with textiles, as seen in the case of the textile called dappastu. If the comparison of the takkussu-elements occurring in the textual sources with the Nimrud tubes may be accepted, we may tentatively suggest that at least a part of the Nimrud golden tubes were used to decorate the garments which covered the queens’ bodies.

The high number of some of the Nimrud dress decorations is astonishing. It reminds us of the hundreds of rosettes and tenšûs of the Neo-Babylonian textiles, as well as the hundreds of takkussus and buṭu[…]s which served to adorn the Neo-Assyrian dappastus. The quantities of certain objects, such as the 770 rosettes and the 1,160 domed studs, suggest that they were far from being isolated decorative elements. On the contrary, these items were diffusely stitched on the

---

Table 10.2: the golden cylindrical pipes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Find</th>
<th>Museum Number</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57 cylindrical pipes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105897</td>
<td>207.3g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>111 short cylindrical pipes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105954</td>
<td>125.80g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59 cylindrical pipes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105955</td>
<td>128g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unspecified number of cylindrical pipes (T2)</td>
<td>IM 105971–105976</td>
<td>370.02g (gross)</td>
<td>Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, fig. 86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

74 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 278 fig. 71, 293 fig. 86.
75 Hussein and Suleiman 1999–2000, 277 fig. 70.
76 Matthiae et al. 1995, 471 no. 395.
77 SAA 7, 64 r. i’ 11’.
78 SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 3’.
79 SAA 7, 64 r. i’ 8’.
80 SAA 7, 66 r. i’ 5’.
whole surface of the garments, thus probably giving the queen’s dress the appearance of a complete gold-made garment. This reminds us of what it is said in some letters of the royal correspondence from Mari concerning the fabrication of luxury clothes with appliqués.\(^{81}\) In a letter dealing with instructions for the production of a cloth with appliqués, the sender (the king) asks his official that the decorated garment looks like a metal sheet.\(^{82}\) In addition, the same letter informs us that the excessive weight of the appliqués could tear the garment in question.\(^{83}\) These aspects may help us to a better understanding of the decorated luxury garments which are represented in the Assyrian palace reliefs. Garments worn by the Assyrian king show very elaborate patterns. In a relief slab from the Royal Palace of Dūr-Šarrukēn (modern Khorsabad), for example, King Sargon II wears a fringed shawl decorated with the motif of the double rosette within two concentric circles and an undergarment consisting of a long tunic having a square grid structure formed by squares containing small rosettes.\(^{84}\) It is possible that, at least in the case of the undergarment, the rosettes were metal appliqués.\(^{85}\) In light of the materials found in Tomb II, we may suggest that these decorative rosette-shaped elements were attached to the fabric-woven squares of the king’s tunic. To do this, the palace tailors had probably at their disposal hundreds of these golden rosettes. An approximate estimate of the rosettes needed to adorn this type of royal tunic may be obtained by considering that the depicted row of squares containing rosettes in the lower part of the garment which is not covered by the shawl comprises thirteen of these elements. But this number refers to one side of the garment. This means that an entire row of decorations could comprise around twenty-five squares. Consequently, the whole surface of the royal tunic could comprise more than eight hundred of these decorative elements, a number not so far from that of the golden rosettes found in Tomb II and which reminds us of the several hundreds of metal tubes and buṭu[…]s mentioned in the above-discussed textual sources. Analogous observations may be made about the garments worn by Assurbanipal in the hunting scenes carved in the wall panels of the North Palace in Nineveh.\(^{86}\) In the scene representing the king while hunting on horseback, the knee-length garment is completely covered by circled star-shaped ornaments, while the chest area is characterized by a rectangular panel bordered by bands with rows of rosettes, concentric circles, and other elements. Interestingly, the star-shaped decoration shows the same eight-pointed structure of the golden dress decorations from Nimrud. In all likelihood, all or part of the elements decorating Assurbanipal’s garment were metal appliqués: the candidates seem to be the rosettes, the disc-shaped buttons, and the star-shaped ornaments of the typology documented in Nimrud.

Another example of possible link between the iconographical evidence and the dress decorations of Tomb II may be found in the case of the bronze friezes of the standards coming from the temple entrances of Sargon’s palace at Khorsabad. The king is depicted in one of the friezes as wearing a

---

\(^{81}\) Durand 1997, 271–278, nos. 133–139. The term used in these texts to indicate the appliqués is taddētum. It seems that these ornaments also included embroideries of gold thread. See also 271. If really gold threads were used in Mesopotamia, this information may complete the analysis about the use of gold thread in antiquity given in Gleba 2008, 61–77.

\(^{82}\) Durand 1997, 274, no. 136: “Il faut que cet habit, comme s’il était un habit de Tuttub, soit tissé et noué de façon soignée de chaîne et de trame et que son intérieur soit vraiment comme une feuille d’argent”.

\(^{83}\) Durand 1997, 274, no. 136: “Cet habit se verra mettre des orlets à la yamhadéenne et, comme une étoffe-huššûm, du širpum lui sera appliqué. Il ne faudrait pas que, lorsqu’on installerera ensemble chaîne et trame, les ornements ne soient (trop) lourds au moment où on les enfiler et que l’habit ne se déchire”.

\(^{84}\) Botta and Flandin 1849–50, pl. 12.

\(^{85}\) Guralnick 2004, 226. The author also suggests that the rosettes could have been woven or embroidered, or that they could have consisted of fabric appliqués.

\(^{86}\) Barnett 1976, pls. 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 56, 59.
garment decorated by a vertical row of rosettes and a horizontal row of rosettes associated with a row of hanging triangles.\(^{87}\) Interestingly, decorative dress elements in form of triangles were found among the precious objects of the queens’ tomb. Analogous observations may be made about the motif of the circle or of the concentric circle, which appear on royal garments represented in various reliefs, such as, for instance, in the scene where Sennacherib is depicted as enthroned after the victory at Lachish; in this case, the garment worn by the king has concentric circles, some of which contain a central dot.\(^{88}\) This fabric-woven decorative pattern could have been enriched by the addition of golden circles, discs, or wheels not so different from those which adorned the costumes of the two women of Tomb II. The garment worn by the Assyrian crown prince in the reign of Sennacherib, for example, shows a finely executed decoration on the bands which border the shawl as well as the sleeves, the shoulders, and the neck of the royal tunic. These bands are characterized by rows of rosettes or concentric circles.\(^{89}\) In this case too, the small size of the rosettes and the circles suggests that these elements were metal appliqués, presumably of one of the types discovered in Nimrud.

If we now come to the description of the Assyrian queen’s robe, we may see that some of the decorative patterns represented in mid-seventh century BC monumental art may be compared with the materials of the queens’ tombs in Nimrud. In the well-known “banquet scene” of a wall panel from the North Palace in Nineveh,\(^{90}\) Assurbanipal and his wife, Libbāli-šarrat, are depicted in a relaxed and feasting atmosphere in the royal garden, while enjoying the pleasures of wine and of some snacks served by female attendants. The queen is represented as enthroned and wearing a mural crown. Her fringed robe is constituted by an overcoat and a tunic showing the same decorative patterns, that is, an overall decoration of circles distributed throughout the garment with borders and sleeves enriched by outlined bands with rows of smaller circles, dots, and stepped triangles (Fig. 10.1). On a fragmentary stele from Assur (modern Qal‘at Šerqāṭ) bearing a representation of the queen on the throne and an inscription which identify the woman as Libbāli-šarrat,\(^{91}\) the queen’s fringed overcoat has an overall decoration of rosettes and an outlined band with a row of smaller seven-petalled rosettes (Fig. 10.3).

There is no reason to think that the practice of decorating with metal items the luxury garments of the members of the king’s family, as clearly documented in the eighth century queens’ tombs

---

\(^{87}\) Guralnick 2004, 226.

\(^{88}\) Guralnick 2004, 228.

\(^{89}\) Reproduced in Parpola and Watanabe 1988, 19.

\(^{90}\) Barnett 1976, pl. 65.

\(^{91}\) Andrae 1913, 6–8.
of Nimrud, stopped in Late Assyrian times. On the contrary, if we look at the representations of this period we may observe textiles with highly decorative patterning. Among the different materials found in the vaulted chambers of the queens’ tomb there are some possible candidates for the dress decorations of Libbāli-šarrat’s garments which are depicted in the above-discussed pictorial evidence. These are represented by the golden discs or the domed studs, the rosettes or the star-shaped items, and the triangle-shaped ornaments. All these items were probably attached to decorative bands which were previously woven as separate parts. Once prepared, these bands were then woven to the borders and to the sleeves of the garments. Additional elements were also stitched to the queen’s robe, such as the decorated golden strips which were found in two Nimrud tombs. To judge from the decoration of Libbāli-šarrat’s robe in the depicted scene, it is possible that a number of strips were stitched on the outlined bands adorning the neck, the sleeves, and the edge of both the overcoat and the tunic. The number of strips needed to decorate these parts varied according to the length of the single areas of the garment. Interestingly, ethnographic evidence from present-day manufacture of garments in Iraq attests to the continuity in the use of metal appliqués as dress decorations; in fact, gold rosettes of a type very similar to the eighth century BC Nimrud exemplars are still being stitched on garments in Mosul.92

Concerning the other golden elements adorning the queen’s dress as depicted in the relief, we suppose that the decoration of the bands bordering the overcoat and the tunic was enriched by attaching small discs or domed studs of gold, while the triangle-decorations could have consisted in a variant of the golden triangle-shaped appliqués used by the Nimrud queens in the eighth century BC. The stepped structure of the triangles of Libbāli-šarrat’s robe could have been inspired by the analogous structure of the Mesopotamian temple towers; this motif could have been chosen by the palace tailors in charge of the making of the queen’s wardrobe for the special significance of the ziggurat as a symbol of Ištar, a goddess whose cult was strongly promoted by the Late Assyrian kings.93 A second possibility is that also the overall circle-based decoration of the garment of Assurbanipal’s wife could have been made by golden appliqués. Numerous discs and domed studs in origin decorated the robes of the Nimrud queens. Their large number, especially that of the domed studs, suggests that this second hypothesis cannot be ruled out at all. In all likelihood, the total number of the domed studs comprise items which adorned the garments of both the two buried queens of Tomb II; if so, a single garment could have been decorated in profusion with hundreds of these golden items, thus giving to the linen robe worn by the Assyrian queens the same brilliant appearance of the goddess’ clothes.94 Regarding the second example, in this case both the overall decoration and that of the band consist of rosettes, although of different size. Bracteates in the shape of rosettes of different size were found in the queens’ tombs; presumably, they were applied to different areas of Libbāli-šarrat’s robe. It is interesting to note that the seven-petalled rosette depicted on the band of the queen’s overcoat resembles analogous golden elements of Tomb II at Nimrud, the unique difference being the number of petals, which in the Nimrud examples correspond to six, eight, as well as ten.

In light of the material discussed, we may assume that our queens, Yabâ and Banitu (or Ataliya), were accompanied in their last rest by tasselled overgarments and tunics decorated in profusion

92 Damerji 2008, 82.
93 See SAA 3, 7:9.
94 In an Assurbanipal’s hymn, Ištar of Nineveh is described as clothed with brilliance, with a crown gleaming like the stars, and with luminescent discs (šanšānāti) on her breasts shining like the sun. See SAA 3, 7:6–8.
by a variety of golden appliqués, fibulae, and precious stones. Perhaps, they also wore a shawl decorated with stepped motifs both in the tassels and in the overall surface of the robe, as seems suggested by the tassels found in the burials (Fig. 10.4).

This study has shown the potential of combining sources of different nature to the end of reconstructing the peculiarities of the ancient garments. It is hoped that future research on the Nimrud treasures will take into due consideration the mine of information that the Assyrian queens have generously left to scholars of ancient textiles.
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*Tina Boloti*

“It would seem that only in the sphere of religion had women achieved independent status”
Chadwick 1976, 115.

Among the eponymous women of the Linear B tablets from Pylos\(^1\) e-ri-ta\(^2\) stands out. Famous for her conflict with the Pylian *damos* over a land-holding,\(^3\) she was the high priestess\(^4\) of pa-ki-ja-ne,\(^5\) a sanctuary site of preeminent importance to the Pylians, transliterated as *Sphagianes*.\(^6\) She is attested in the tablets either by her name, plus her office,\(^7\) or, alternatively, as i-je-re-ja\(^8\) or i-je-re-ja pa-ki-ja-na,\(^9\) as argued by Michel Lejeune.\(^10\) Hence, she appears as the most frequently mentioned female religious functionary; she is followed by another priestess of pa-ki-ja-ne, known as ka-ra-wi-po-ro,\(^11\) i.e. the *Keybearer*, second in the sacerdotal hierarchy, recorded nine times in total – in two cases in conjunction with her name ka-pa-ti-ja.\(^12\) Apart from e-ri-ta and ka-pa-ti-ja, two more priestesses are attested by their name in the Pylian archive, ka-wa-ra\(^13\) and ke-i-ja,\(^14\) as well as a series of priests (i-je-re-u),\(^15\) some of them also by their personal name.

Prominent priestly figures, like the aforementioned, who played undoubtedly a significant role within the complex palatial society, would be immediately identified in everyday life by their costumes, as the universal “dress code” semiotics (widely attested ethnographically) would entail

---

\(^1\) Lindgren 1973.
\(^2\) A name of ambiguous etymology, which should be read most probably as *Eritha*. See Aura Jorro 1985, 247, *s.v.* e-ri-ta.
\(^3\) The conflict is recorded in the Pylos tablet Ep704.5–6 Cf. Witton 1960; also Αποστολάκης 1990, 116–148.
\(^6\) Gérard-Rousseau 1968, 166–169, *s.v.* pakijana; Palaima 1995, 131 (e.g. PY Fr 1209).
\(^7\) Cf. PY Ep 704.3/PY Eb 339.A, PY Ep 704.5–6.
\(^8\) Cf. PY Eb 297.1, 317.1, 416.1; Ep 599.7.8.
\(^9\) Cf. PY Eb 409.1, Eb 1176A, En 609.18, Eo 224.6.8.
\(^12\) Aura Jorro 1985, 316, *s.v.* ka-pa-ti-ja. Also Lindgren 1973, I, 60 (*s.v.* ka-pa-ti-ja); II, 72–72 (*s.v.* ka-ra-wi-po-ro). In the latter see also the variant spelling Kapasija, which is a dubious anthroponym according to Gérard-Rousseau 1968, 124.
\(^15\) Aura Jorro 1985, 274–275, *s.v.* i-je-re-u.
us to anticipate. This would be assumed even more in rituals of the official religious calendar (i.e. processions, sacrifices etc.), in which they would participate as outstanding acting officials. Their formal attire would be complemented by characteristic accessories, such as headdresses, portable insignia dignitatis (e.g. different kinds of staffs and sceptres) as well as by jewellery of symbolic character, like necklaces, sealstones and signet rings. The latter, especially, except for their aesthetic value and significance as status symbols, would have been essential for the effective involvement of the religious personnel in administrative procedures, of which they were an active, integral part.

Although Linear B tablets provide adequate evidence for certain types of dress (we-a₂-no, ki-to, pa-we-a etc.), raw materials and techniques, since the textile industry constituted an important section of the palatial economy, they offer virtually no direct information as far as priestly attire is concerned. Any attempt to correlate garments recorded in the tablets with those known from the contemporary iconography remains hypothetical or dubious.

However, the lack of related textual evidence seems counterbalanced, at least to a certain extent, by the Late Bronze Age imagery, mostly of religious – even plausibly ceremonial – character. Religious functionaries, often female, participated undoubtedly as acting agents in rituals represented primarily in glyptic and frescoes. Their identification becomes possible either by their position in ceremonies and/or, at least in some cases, by their attire, divergent more or less by the current dress-types. Illuminating, in this respect, is the thoroughly discussed Hagia Triada sarcophagus from the middle 14th century BC (early LM IIIA2), an epitome of contemporary religious iconography, in which traditional Minoan elements are combined with contemporary Mycenaean ones. The ceremonies depicted on the long panels (A and B) of the sarcophagus, where priestesses predominate, attest to the simultaneous use of various types of ritual garments, male and female, while on the side panels we gain, in all probability, an insight to deities’ attire. It is important to stress ab initio that the detected sartorial similarity between goddesses and priestesses is almost generally applied to the iconographic codes of that era, as attested by other examples, mostly in the glyptic imagery. As a consequence, their identification seems often ambiguous, especially in the case of fragmentary wall paintings.

---

17 Lupack 2008.
19 Killen 1984; Since 2000 at least nine related papers on this issue written by M.-L. Nosch, R. Firth, P. Militello, M.-E. Alberti, E. Luján, C. Varias and V. Petrakis, the most recent of which are concentrated in the Kosmos volume of the series Aegaeum, i.e. Nosch and Laffineur 2012.
20 See for example the case of the so-called we-a₂-no garment in Marinatos 1967, A30 (where this name designates two distinctive types of long robe, i.e. with a central, vertical band and with diagonal bands), and in Jones 2009, 218–222 (where the same term has been attributed to the long robe with vertical band as well as to the garment of the women in the ivory trio from Mycenae).
21 For a brief discussion see Niemeier 1989.
23 For the dating of the sarcophagus to the early LM IIIA2 phase see DiVita 2000, 480; La Rosa 2000; Burke 2005, 403.
24 The Hagia Triada sarcophagus, “the most important document of Minoan religion as well as the most difficult to interpret in its general significance” according to Nilsson 1950, 426, was originally published in Paribeni 1903. Nevertheless, the most thorough study of it is Long 1974. For a recent contextual analysis of the sarcophagus, providing a new aspect of this well-known Aegean artifact see Burke 2005.
25 We follow here Militello 1998, 154–167, where the long and narrow sides of the sarcophagus are designated as A and B, C and D respectively.
Using the available iconographical evidence, we will attempt to “recreate” the wardrobe of the high priestess e-ri-ta, providing, at least hypothetically, a specific sartorial identity to her, making her emerge from her “aniconic” cadastral context of the Linear B tablets.

The dress: flounced skirt and long robe with vertical band

In order to dress the priestess e-ri-ta it seems methodologically correct to begin with the available iconographical data from Pylos itself, where this eminent woman lived and acted about the end of the 13th century BC.

One female figure, at least, participates in the procession depicted in the wall-painting of Vestibule 5 (Fig. 11.1), dated to the last LH III B phase of the Pylian palace. The fresco, “a late reminiscence of the Knossian offering-bearers” according to Sarah Immerwahr, represents almost exclusively men, c. 30cm. in height. They proceed to the left, arranged on two levels, with an oversize bull in the middle, the presence of which implies in all probability a sacrificial ritual. The majority of male participants wear long ceremonial bordered robes, while fewer are dressed in kilts. The aforementioned woman, on the other hand, of the same size as the men, is clad in a flounced skirt, a typical garment of the Minoan and Mycenaean elites, which, in combination with an elaborately varied tight bodice, was also worn in ceremonial contexts as amply documented in different artistic media (wall-paintings, seal glyptic etc.). A number of female cult functionaries, and among them priestesses, apparently wore the same skirt – a type attested in the case of female divinities as well. Therefore, would just the presence of the Pylian woman in the procession justify her identification as a priestess? This assumption would be quite plausible indeed, given the ritual character of the scene and its significant setting in the vestibule of the throne room. Nevertheless, the fragmentary state of the figure and the actual, bad preservation of the fresco, do not provide further distinctive features of her identity or elements of the role she played in this particular ritual.

A different, more illuminating aspect of the LH III B female priestly attire in Pylos is offered by a fragmentary fresco (Fig. 11.2) from the northwest plaster dump. It depicts a half-size woman, walking to the right while her feet overlap a carved footstool, ivory in all probability, judging by its white colour. This footstool, with its closest parallel to the composition of the famous Tiryns...
I, no. 179 (Fig. 11.3), where a procession of Genii approaches an enthroned “goddess”, designates respectively the Pylian woman as a leading processional figure - a high priestess, as argued reasonably by Mabel Lang. The “priestess”, however, does not wear the common flounced skirt but a long robe with a vertical central band, known otherwise as straight robe, of which only the lower part has been here preserved. Linear and architectural motifs decorate the elaborate border of the dress, constituted by two horizontal bands: zigzags in the upper band, as well as in the band that goes up the side of the garment, and alternating blue and yellow beam-ends in the lower one. Without commenting on the dress-type, Lang rightly noted the structural similarity of the latter with a much earlier garment, that of the “goddess” in the LM II Knossian Procession fresco, a fact that she attributed to common tradition.

35 Lang 1969, 85 (50Hnws/priestess’ feet.)
36 Long 1974, 38.
37 LM II/IIIA according to Immerwahr 1990, 174–175 (KN No. 22).
38 As noted in Lang 1969, 85: “the architectural border motifs which appeared first on the lower skirt border of the goddess in the Knossos Procession Fresco: i.e., tooth-ornament bands bordering friezes of pseudo-rosettes or beam-ends. Both the Knossian and Tirynthian examples seem somewhat coarser in execution than that which

The Knossian dress (Fig. 11.4), of which only the three decorative border zones have been preserved, the two outer with a row of half-rosettes and the middle with beam-ends (Fig. 11.5), was restored by Arthur Evans as a flounced skirt. Evans also argued that the woman was a “goddess” holding, quite hypothetically, double-axes in both her hands. Much later, Marc Cameron, commenting on Evans’ restoration, suggested that the figure could be a “goddess” or a “priestess”. Her prominent position in the synthesis is indubitable, as she is flanked by two groups of men, one of which offers her a piece of cloth, according to Christos Boulotis (Fig. 11.6). However, her identity remains uncertain. The half-rosettes decorating her dress, a divine symbol of the Hittites, which also borders, as a kind of dado, the composition on the Tiryns gold signet (Fig. 11.3), would support her plausible interpretation as a goddess. Nevertheless, this motif would reasonably designate her mortal representative on Earth, a possibility supported by her equal size with the other processional figures and by her standing position.

The evident similarity in the decorated border bands of the two dresses, the Pylian and the Knossian respectively, urged me to re-examine the latter. Thanks to a high resolution photograph (since the fresco is at the moment in the restoration laboratory of the Herakleion Archaeological Museum) I realized that we miss the part of the dress where the

---

39 Evans 1928, 729, fig. 456a, where this decorative detail is depicted.
40 Evans 1928, 721–724, fig. 450 (Group B).
41 Cameron 1975, 139. Cameron also stresses the fact that Evans’ restoration with double axes on her hands is arbitrary.
42 Cameron 1975, 139.
43 Boulotis 1987, 150, fig. 8.
44 Half-rosettes are actually an unusual motif in the iconography of Aegean Bronze Age textiles, thus suitable to decorate the dress of an eminent figure. In real terms it seems more plausibly embroidered rather than woven.
45 For the symbolic value of half-rosettes see Marinatos 2010, 135–139. For the presence of half-rosettes in the façade of a Minoan building depicted on the golden signet ring from Poros, Herakleion see Dimopoulou and Rethemiotakis 2003.
The dress of the Knossian “priestess” or “goddess” should be indeed a long robe with a vertical band, a suggestion further reinforced by the contemporary Aegean iconography: the border of flounced skirts is never decorated with horizontal bands. If my hypothesis is correct then from the Knossian Procession fresco we gain a significant element as far as the formal female priestly attire is concerned: the co-existence in ritual context of the two aforementioned types of dress, i.e. the long robe with vertical band and the flounced skirt. The latter is certainly worn in the same Knossian fresco by the leading female figure of the male processional group A (Fig. 11.4), a priestess perhaps, like the one in flounced skirt from the sacrificial procession of the Pylian Vestibule 5 (Fig. 11.1).

Long robes with vertical band, however, simpler than the abovementioned female garment, are also worn by six male processional figures (group A) of the Knossian Procession fresco, on the east wall of the Corridor (Fig. 11.4), and apparently by four more, on the west wall.46 The former, preserved only in their lower half, were restored by Evans as musicians,47 following the example of the lyre- and the flute-players (sides A and B respectively) on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus,48 although the second one wears, it seems, a shorter version of this garment.49

Fig. 11.5: Detail from the border of the “goddess’ robe” in the “Procession fresco”. After Evans 1928, 729, fig. 456a.

Fig. 11.6: Boulotis’ restoration of the “goddess” from the “Procession fresco” receiving a piece of cloth. After Boulotis 1987, 154, fig. 8.

The Hagia Triada sarcophagus, as already mentioned, constitutes a focal document in our discussion, since priestesses undoubtedly participate in the rituals depicted on its long sides. Apart from two women dressed in hide-skirts,

---

46 Boulotis 1987, 148–150 (Group D), figs 3, 5. The adoption of the long robe by male cult functionaries was wide-spread from LM II–IIIA1 onwards as documented by some other wall paintings, like the Knossian Camp-stool fresco, with the latest example being that of the LH IIIB Pylian sacrificial procession of Vestibule 5, see supra Fig. 11.1.

47 Evans 1928, 721–722, fig. 450.


49 In Militello 1998, 291 this garment is described as plain.
the first in the libation scene of side A (Fig. 11.7) and the second at the altar of side B (Fig. 11.8), the other two indubitably priestly figures wear a long robe with vertical band. Among them, the “bucket-carrier” in the libation scene (Fig. 11.7), offers the most complete depiction of female priestly attire, since, in addition to the long robe, she also wears an elaborate headdress, a polos, while one lentoid sealstone, at least, is discernible on her left wrist. The same dress, but of different colour, is also worn by the fragmentary “priestess” of side B. The latter, with her hands towards the sacrificed bull, was restored wearing polos on her head in analogy to the priestess of side A. Four out of five women following her are clad in straight robe as well, although more elaborate. However, due to their fragmentary state of preservation, their precise role in the ritual seems uncertain.

Although commonly classified as a Minoan artifact, Brendan Burke recently argued that the sarcophagus should be “connected to an emergent Mycenaean ideology”. It is actually “a hybrid of Minoan and Mycenaean elements” a view supported by the garments depicted. On the one hand, the indubitably Minoan hide-skirt, a peculiar type of ritual garment, used in Crete, in all probability from MM II onwards and on the other hand the long robe with vertical band, which, in combination with polos, emerges as its Mycenaean counterpart. It is important to stress here that the latter appears in Crete after LM II, a period characterized by the Mycenaean presence on the island, with the earliest examples attested in the aforementioned Knossian Procession fresco. However, if my hypothesis is correct, that the “goddess” or “priestess” from this particular fresco wore a straight robe, we cannot help wondering if she also wore polos, in analogy to the priestess on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus.

In Hagia Triada, again, long robes with vertical band are attested in two more frescoes, in the “Piccola” and in the “Grande Processione”. In the “Grande Processione”, which can be ascribed to the painter responsible for the sarcophagus, this particular garment is worn by a partially preserved female figure (Fig. 11.9b), as well as by two men, a lyre-player and a bucket-carrier (Fig. 11.9a); the latter appears as a male counterpart of the similarly acting “priestess” on the sarcophagus’ side A (Fig. 11.7).

52 I choose to use the Greek term polos (see Lidell-Scott 1436, s.v. πόλος esp. 5. crown of the head and 5.V. head-dress worn by goddesses) for this distinctive type of headdress, a term already used in Müller 1915.
53 In Rehak 1994 cf. the case of a male priestly figure on the lentoid sealstone CMS I, no. 223, who wears a long robe with diagonal bands and a similar sealstone on his left wrist. For the use of the long robe with diagonal bands (known otherwise as “Syrian” robe) as typical dress of Aegean priests see Marinatos 1993, 127–128.
54 Militello 1998, 161 (fig. 5). Photos of the sarcophagus before restoration are available in Nilsson 1950, 427, fig. 196. For the restoration of the sarcophagus in 1955 see Levi 1956.
55 Burke 2005, 419.
56 Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1971, 122–123; For a brief survey of the currently available iconographical evidence concerning the so-called hide-skirt see Boloti (forthcoming).
57 As argued in Σακελλαράκης and Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1997, 616–617, fig. 654, the woman, buried during LM IIIA1 in the antechamber of the tholos A at Archanes, wore a long, priestly robe similar to those depicted in the Hagia Triada sarcophagus and the Knossos Procession fresco. The positions of the golden embroidered ornaments found within her burial clay sarcophagus seem to support this hypothesis.
58 As noted in Militello 1998, 142–148, esp. 143, this garment is apparently worn by two, at least, out of seven or eight women in the lower frieze of the “Piccola Processione”, which is stylistically dated to LM II–IIIA1.
60 According to Chr. Boulotis (personal communication).
Quite exceptional for our theme is a small figure, depicted on a LH IIIB fresco fragment from the Cult Centre at Mycenae,\footnote{Κριτσέλη-Προβίδη 1982, 41–42 (Β-2), table 6a. The fresco was found at the so-called Southwest Building.} clad in a long robe with vertical central band (Fig. 11.10).\footnote{In Jones 2009, 318–321 has been suggested that the dress of the miniature figure is the \textit{we-a-2-no} garment of the Linear B tablets, a kind of cloth made of either linen or wool cf. Nosch and Perna 2001, 472–473; Rougemont 2007, 47. Although this identification seems plausible it still remains dubious. Unlike Jones’ suggestion of its Minoan origin we would stress that this type of dress, i.e. a long robe with a vertical, central band, appears in Crete only after LM II and it seems so closely associated to the Mycenaeans in the related iconography, as to support its Mycenaean origin instead.} The figure,
either held in the hand of a seated “goddess” alone or presented to her by a devotee, seems “a real little girl” rather than an idol according to Bernice Jones. Jones also, comparing this fresco with the signet ring CMS I, no. 17 (Fig. 11.11), suggested that the figure possibly offers flowers to the “goddess”. Nevertheless, despite its animated depiction, neither the way it is held nor its proportions, compared to the seated goddess or to the supposed standing devotee, 

support Jones’ suggestion. Besides, figures/idols were undoubtedly among the offerings in the female Processions of the mainland Greece\(^{64}\) – a cultic activity reflected in all probability in the Mycenaean festival te-o-po-ri-ja.\(^{65}\) What does the long robe with vertical band reveal about the small figure on the fresco from Mycenae? Does it designate a divine figure, a priestess, or just a mere worshipper?

### The headdress: diadem and polos

Universal semiotic codes of dress indicate that the head, as the most prominent part of the human body, would be reasonably adorned with a distinctive headdress, especially in the case of eminent individuals, like the Mycenaean priestesses we are discussing. However, what is the related evidence from the Late Bronze Age Aegean?

A peculiar type of headdress, designated as diadem, appears on the lentoid sealstone CMS I, no. 220 from the LH IIA tholos tomb of Vapheio in Laconia (Fig. 11.12).\(^{66}\) Consisting of a row of projecting stems braced, in all probability, between two metal bands, it is worn by a female figure that carries an upright capricide and, seemingly, by the following woman, both clad in flounced skirts. According to Yannis Sakellarakis, who highlighted and restored this particular iconographical theme as an excerpt from a wider sacrificial procession, the first woman should be considered a high priestess leading the animal to the altar for sacrifice.\(^{67}\) He also stressed that this type of headdress “has no parallel in the Creto-Mycenaean cycle”; nevertheless, he associated it with headdresses worn “by eminent women […] in formal occasions”, like those on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus, with which “it might be compared only in its general elements”.\(^{68}\)

The simultaneous use of a specific headdress by priestesses and deities is undoubtedly attested once again on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus. There, the bucket-carrier “priestess” of the side A (Fig. 11.7) wears the so-called polos, while the “priestess” in front of the sacrificial table on side B was analogically restored wearing a similar headdress (Fig. 11.8). A polos is also worn by the two pairs of female “divinities” on the chariots of the sides C and D, drawn by griffins (Fig. 11.20)\(^{69}\) and agrimia respectively (Fig. 11.21).\(^{70}\)

---

64 See Boulotis 1979, who restores a figurine carried by a processional woman from the palace of Tiryns, in conjunction with a piece of cloth.


66 The tradition of this kind of headdresses in mainland Greece seems to be attested by a diadem brought to light in 1989 during trial trenches conducted by G. Korres in the tholos tomb 1 at Myrsinochori/Routsi, see Ergon 1989, 28–30. More details about this diadem in Korres 1996, 56–57.

67 Σακελλαράκης 1972.

68 Σακελλαράκης 1972, 252. We note that on the lentoid sealstone CMS I, no. 221, also from Vapheio, the same scene is depicted, though divergent in details. As far as it can be detected, the “priestess”, discernible behind the animals’ head has an elaborate coiffure adorned with headband, which seems to be a reminiscent of the goddess from the Xeste 3 at Akrotiri.

69 Long 1974, 29–32. Cf. also the same scene depicted on the gold signet ring CMS V.1B, no. 137 from the tholos tomb at Antheia, dated to LH IIIB. Apart from the polos with a plume all the other elements related to the figures represented are dubious, due to their vague rendering.

70 Long 1974, 54–57.
The *polos*, an elaborate, flat, cylindrical hat, covered atop, with an attached plume or flower (often a lily), firstly appears in Neopalatial Crete and is commonly worn by sphinxes.\(^{71}\) The motif of a *polos*-wearing sphinx, usual in the LM I seal glyptic,\(^{72}\) was adopted afterwards by the Mycenaeans and featured in various media\(^{73}\) until the end of the Late Bronze Age in mainland Greece;\(^{74}\) there, it became an emblematic headdress, apparently made by reinforced cloth or leather, in a variety of colours (brown, yellow or blue), worn also, as it seems, by divinities and priestesses.

A quite elaborate precursor of *polos* has been attested in the MM III/LM I relief fresco of the “Priest-King” (Fig. 11.13).\(^{75}\) Evans argued that this sophisticated headdress, with beaded decoration round its lower borders, and waz-lilies rising above, was an *insigne dignitatis* denoting the double authority of the Knossian figure. However the attribution of this lily-crown to a man was reasonably disputed by Wolf-Dietrich Niemeier. He preferred to put it instead on the head of a sphinx, restored hypothetically next to a male figure.\(^{76}\) The issue still remains open: in an extensive article, Maria Shaw recently tried to once again associate the lily-crown with the preserved male torso.\(^{77}\) Despite

---

\(^{71}\) For a possible association between sphinxes and the kingship cf. the comment of Poursat, 1973, 114, related to a MM II terracotta plaque of a sphinx from the Quartier Mu at Malia. Poursat argues that the latter might represent Kingship’s authority, as in the case of Ancient Egypt.

\(^{72}\) See for example *CMS* II.3, no. 118, *CMS* II.7, nos. 83–84.

\(^{73}\) For a selection of ivory artifacts, such as *pyxides* and plaques, with *polos*-wearing sphinxes cf. Poursat 1977, 43–45, 81, 92–93, 113, 148–149, 153–154, 156–159, 169–170.

\(^{74}\) For sphinxes depicted wearing a *polos* on LH IIIB sarcophagi from Tanagra or on LH IIIC Mycenaean pictorial vases see Aραβαντινός 2010, 120–124 and Vermeule and Karageorghis 1982, 144, 224 (XI.91) respectively.

\(^{75}\) Evans 1928, 775–795, pl. XIV (as restored).

\(^{76}\) For the revised reconstruction of the relief in the 1980s see Niemeier 1987; Niemeier 1988. Apart from Niemeier, doubts on Evans’ restoration of the relief fresco were expressed also in Coulomb 1979 and Coulomb 1990. Niemeier and Coulomb argued that these fresco fragments could have been attributed to more than one figures, especially in the case of the “crown”, since it was normally a typical female headdress. Although, the original reconstruction of Evans seems further supported by the ring impression *CMS* II.8.1, no. 248 from Knossos, where a male figure, flanked by two huge dogs, wears a headdress which resembles that associated with the “Priest-King”, we cannot overlook that “due to the incomplete state of preservation of the sealing, the drawing of the ring is not 100 percent certain” as stressed in Marinatos 2007, 272.

\(^{77}\) Shaw 2004.
her attempt, approved also by Nanno Marinatos,\(^78\) we cannot ignore that these fresco fragments are problematic, both stratigraphically\(^79\) and chronologically\(^80\) and even if Shaw is right, the identification of the male figure as “a king or a god”,\(^81\) or even a religious (?) functionary, is due primarily to this particular headdress.

In mainland Greece, on the other hand, \textit{polos} seem to have been adopted by the 15th century BC judging by its earliest representation on the head of the enthroned “goddess” on the Tiryns gold signet \textit{CMS I}, no. 179,\(^82\) as well as by another seated female figure on the, more or less, contemporary lentoid sealstone \textit{CMS VII}, no. 118 from Mycenae, now in the British Museum.\(^83\) This woman, the divine nature of whom is ascertained by the fact that she is seated on a lion’s head throne and is flanked by two lions, wears \textit{polos}, in combination with a long garment, although it is doubtful whether it is a robe, like that of the “goddess” on the Tiryns ring, or a cloak, since her upper limbs are not discernible.\(^84\)

The transference of \textit{polos} from the divine iconography to the priestly one, from the head of the divinities to the head of their earthly representatives, the priestesses,\(^85\) took place evidently before the beginning of LM IIIA2, a \textit{terminus ante quem} provided by the Hagia Triada sarcophagus. Despite the ambiguous nature of female figures depicted with \textit{polos}, often due to their fragmentary state of preservation, this headdress seems established also on the head of mortal women\(^86\) in mainland Greece from the 14th century BC onwards, i.e. more or less simultaneously with the Hagia Triada sarcophagus; at least, four fresco examples from Mycenaean palatial centres provide evidence for it.

A \textit{polos}-crowned woman has recently been identified by Boulotis\(^87\) among the participants in the Theban female procession (Fig. 11.14),\(^88\) generally agreed to be the earliest on the Greek mainland, dated to the 14th century BC.\(^89\) This woman, the only one so far among the processional figures with a headdress of this kind, could plausibly be assigned as an eminent individual, a “priestess” in all probability.

\(^{78}\) Marinatos 2007.
\(^{79}\) Although it may seem convenient to attribute all the plaster pieces to a single figure we cannot ignore the fact that they were found scattered in a dumping fill at a depth of about 2 m. and they could belong to a composition which “may have involved many figures, possibly a procession heading toward the Central Court” as admitted in Shaw 2004, 76.
\(^{80}\) In Shaw 2004, 77 the proposed dates range from MM IIIB to LM IB, or occasionally even later.
\(^{81}\) View supported in Marinatos 2007, 271.
\(^{82}\) As pointed out in Renfrew 1985, 24 “In the interpretation of early religious iconography ‘Cherchez le monstre’ can be a useful first step”.
\(^{83}\) According to Evans 1935, 402, fig. 333, it is “said to have been found at Mycenae”.
\(^{84}\) An iconographic variation of this theme offers the sealstone \textit{CMS VI}, no. 313, in the Ashmolean Museum, probably also originating from Mycenae, with a standing, woman flanked by a pair of lions. The woman, described as a goddess, wears a long robe and a peculiar headdress (\textit{polos}?), while at its right a floating sacral knot is depicted. Cf. Evans 1935, 402, fig. 334.
\(^{85}\) In Long 1974, 37 it has been argued that this type of headdress is not “restricted to women and sphinxes” as attested by “an ivory \textit{pyxis} from Tsountas’ excavations at Mycenae (tomb 49) showing two men wearing a headdress of this type and leading a sphinx” [a view reproduced also in Lenuzza 2012, footnote 13]. For the \textit{pyxis} see Poursat 1977, 92 (297/2476. \textit{Pyxis avec homme et sphinx}), pl. XXVIII.
\(^{86}\) It is important to note that Holland 1929 already suggested that the gold and glass paste plaques found in some Mycenaean tombs belonged to headdresses of this kind, while in the Tomb 3 of the Kladeos cemetery near Olympia a row of glass paste plaques was found encircling a skull cf. Yalouris 1967; the latter was designated as a diadem in Long 1974, 37.
\(^{87}\) Μπουλώτης 2000, 1116–1117, footnote 91.
\(^{89}\) Immerwahr 1990, 115–117.
The *polos*-crowned female figure⁹⁰ restored by Gerhard Rodenwaldt from three fresco fragments found near the megaron of Mycenae could also be a processional woman.⁹¹ It consists of a fragmentary *polos* and part of a woman’s neck and shoulder (Fig. 11.15), dated to LH IIIA/B1, a middle phase of the palace’s decoration according to Immerwahr.⁹² Thanks to the sacral knot attached on her neck, this woman has been connected directly to the well-known fresco image “La Parisienne” from the Knossian palace⁹³ and identified as a female priestly figure, a possibility stressed by Rodenwaldt: “Das Tragen der Schleife, die auch gesondert als Kultsymbol erscheint, kann wohl nur als Abzeichen einer priesterlichen Funktion der Dargestellten aufgefasst werden”.⁹⁴ Rodenwaldt, however, did not comment on the *polos* issue, although the latter would additionally support the priestly identity of the figure. On the contrary, he identified as a “goddess” another *polos*-crowned figure from Mycenae, the famous Plastered Head, dated to the 13th century BC (Fig. 11.16).⁹⁵ The latter (16.8 cm in height) found during Tsountas’ excavations within the citadel,⁹⁶ was possibly joined to a torso, as attested by a vertical cavity at the bottom (for a wooden peg in all

---

⁹⁰ Immerwahr 1990, 117, 191 (MY No. 2). The abovementioned fresco fragments, found in 1886 by Tsountas outside West Portal (“Pithos Area”), belong to the image of a female procession.

⁹¹ Rodenwaldt 1921, 50, fig. 26.

⁹² Immerwahr 1990, 191.

⁹³ Actually there are two “Parisiennes” according to Cameron’s restoration of the well-known “Campstool fresco” from the palace of Knossos. For the three different restorations of this fresco proposed so far see Lenuzza 2012. In any case, “La Parisienne” – and her female companion – appears to be by far the most important figures in the fresco. Lenuzza 2012, 256, as earlier Cameron 1975, 60, has suggested that she should be considered an important religious figure, possibly a high-priestess.

⁹⁴ Rodenwaldt 1921, 51.

⁹⁵ Rodenwaldt 1912a, 31, footnote 3, addendum.

⁹⁶ The plastered head was found in 1896 within the citadel of Mycenae in the debris of a building near the west side of the fortification wall see Τσούντας 1902.
Tina Boloti

probability), forming the statue of a goddess or a sphinx, depending on the preferred interpretation.

From Pylos, where our discussion of Mycenaean female priestly attire began, comes another polos-crowned woman in a LH IIIB fragmentary fresco. The figure, known as the “White Goddess” (Fig. 11.17) was found in the same context with the abovementioned “priestess” wearing the straight robe (Fig. 11.2), i.e. in the fresco dump on the northwestern slope. Actually, only the head of this life-size figure, facing left, has been preserved and she is identified as a “goddess” in contrast to the half-life size “priestess”, facing right. Using elements from the composition on the Tiryns gold signet CMS I, no. 179 (Fig. 11.3), Lang argued that the “goddess” would be enthroned and approached by the “priestess”, who overlaps with her feet the footstool of the throne (Fig. 11.2). She also supported

---

97 As Lang points out: “It is this cap [note: polos] which is largely responsible for the belief that the head belonged to a sphinx, but the connection is made more tenuous by the parallel with 49 H nws, who is not a sphinx but wears a spiral crown” Lang 1969, 57. For the suggestion that this Plastered Head belonged to a sphinx cf. Müller 1915, 17–18.
100 Lang 1969, 84 noted that the height of the ‘priestess’ “might be as much as 0.90m; the seated goddess might be as little as 1.10m high”.
101 Lang 1969, 84.
the idea that the difference detected in the background colour between the two figures “is not an objection to this association since it is only natural that the background color should change at least once in a scene of this size, and that if it is blue for the sky above, it can as well be red below”.102

Despite Lang’s argumentation the afore-mentioned differences in size and background cannot be lightly ignored.103 Actually, the so-called “White Goddess” could easily be disassociated from the “priestess” and be treated independently as a mortal, processional figure,104 walking towards the left. It is noteworthy that from the same fresco dump comes a fragmentary fresco of life-size processional women in flounced skirts, two of whom carry wild roses.105 Furthermore, the polos she wears is appropriate not only to divine figures, as we have seen above, but also to mortal women with priestly status.

The identity of the polos-crowned woman, dated to the mid-13th century BC, from the Shrine of the Fresco at the Cult Centre of Mycenae also seems ambiguous (Fig. 11.18). The female figure, of whom only the upper part and one foot with fringed hem survive, wears a garment knotted over her right shoulder (the latter overlaps an underdress with short sleeves) while on her head she wears polos with a plume. Albeit “both the knotted, fringed garment and the plumed hat suggest that she is a priestess”,106 the tail of an animal behind her, clearly leonine in its tuft, creates ambivalence over the interpretation. Since the rest of the animal is missing, save for two clawed paws towards the lower right of the picture, it has been interpreted either as a griffin or as a lion.107 Hence, the presence of a griffin or even a lion in such a pose would more reasonably suggest a goddess rather than a priestess.

102 Lang 1969, 84.
103 The same skepticism is expressed in Immerwahr 1990, 118.
104 Actually Lang 1969, 84 pointed out that the closest parallel to the so called “White goddess” is “a very similar head from the Theban Procession Fresco”.
105 Lang 1969, 86–89 (51 H nws); Immerwahr 1990, 118.
107 Marinatos restored it as a griffin while Rehak as a lion, see Morgan 2005, 168 and footnote 37.
Nevertheless she has, like many of the terracotta figures, raised arms, and in each hand she holds sheaths of grain. The gesture can be either votive or divine, but as here it is directed towards the sacred platform she probably “represents the priestess as goddess impersonator”.

The identity of a mortal female wearing polos on the plaster plaque from the Cult Centre at Mycenae, known as the “Palladion” seems more certain (Fig. 11.19). Unfortunately due to its bad state of preservation, we cannot discern more details. The fact is that the woman painted on the left certainly wears a yellow polos on her head but, unlike the woman on the right clad in a flounced skirt, her dress is unspecified, although we could suppose the same attire for both due to the heraldic scheme of the composition. Nevertheless, thanks to the polos, it would be reasonable to suggest that she is a priestess paying tribute to the central figure, actually a figure-of-eight shield.

Could the association of the polos with Mycenaean deities, at least from the 15th century, or with Mycenaean priestesses, at least from the 14th century BC onwards, be useful for a new approach to the Mycenaean terracotta figurines, especially those with polos on their head? The latter, produced in quantity from the LH IIIA, could be affordable representations of female deities.

---

108 See, for example, Pliastika 2012, 611, referring to basic morphological characteristics of Mycenaean terracotta figures of type A.
109 In Burke 2012, 175–176 this long-held identification is really challenged since it is argued that the woman holds Pinna nobilis fan shells instead.
111 Rodenwaldt 1912b.
112 The establishment of polos on the head of “goddesses” has been attested also by some terracotta female figures of the 13th century BC, designated as deities cf. for example, the figure found by G. Welter on Mt. Oros, Aigina in the 1930s, see Pilafidis-Williams 1995, figs 1–3; also, the figure from the acropolis of Midea (West Gate area, room VI), dated to the end of the 13th century BC in Δημακοπούλου and Διβάρη-Βαλάκου 2010, 28, figs 41–43.
113 As noted in French 1971, 118, polos is a late criterion on small figurines, of type T and Psi (late LH IIIA2 and LH IIIB); ibid. 146–147.
114 See the noteworthy comment on the female figure from Mt Oros on Aigina made in Pilafidis-Williams 1995, 231: “On the whole, the Oros figure seems to have been largely influenced by small figurines”.

---
used as “amulets” or as votive offerings, an equivalent of the modern Christian crosses or of cheap paper icons? Just suggestions open to discussion.

Deities and priestesses: the sartorial similarity

The ambiguity concerning priestesses and goddesses in the case of polos could be extended to their attire in general. The Hagia Triada sarcophagus testifies indubitably to the sartorial similarity between the two groups: the garments worn by the “goddesses” on the narrow sides of the sarcophagus, those riding the griffin-drawn chariot (Fig. 11.20), considered to be Mycenaean,115 (side C) and the agrimi-drawn chariot (Fig. 11.21), considered to be Minoan (side D), respectively,116 are identical to the garments of the “priestesses” on the long sides (A and B, see supra). Hence, the charioteer on the griffin-drawn chariot117 and the passenger on the agrimi-drawn one118 wear long robes with vertical band while the passenger of the chariot on side C and the charioteer on side D wear, as it seems, another type of long robe, that with diagonal bands (otherwise known as “Syrian robe”), a typical “stole” for priests, according to Marinatos.119 All four “goddesses”, however, wear poloi on their head.

In fact, the sartorial similarity between

---

115 Cf. the same scene depicted on the signet ring CMS V.1B, no. 137 from Antheia.
116 Since “the primary function of both griffin and agrimi is to identify the goddesses ridding”, as correctly pointed out in Long 1974, 57 “the griffin-goddesses might be Mycenaean deities in contrast to the Minoan agrimi-goddesses.”
117 The east side of the sarcophagus according to Long 1974, 29–34.
118 The west side of the sarcophagus according to Long 1974, 54–60. For the identification of these animals as agrimi see Long 1974, 55–57.
119 See Marinatos 1993, 127–130. The Syrian origin and the use of this garment as priestly attire were suggested in Evans 1935, 397–419. For a different view expressed by Rehak who argued that “the diagonally-banded robed men […] are middle administrators rather than priests” see Rehak 1995, 111.
goddesses and priestesses is not restricted to the Hagia Triada sarcophagus. It is amply detected in the seal imagery of religious/ritual character, mostly on golden signet rings of the early Late Bronze Age in mainland Greece (LH II–LH IIIa1). The female figures depicted there, both goddesses and priestesses wear the well known flounced skirt. The golden signet ring CMS I, no. 17 from Mycenae in indicative in this case (Fig. 11.11). On this ring, stylistically dated to LBA I–II, both the leading figure, the priestess in all probability, and the seated woman, designated as a deity receiving flowers, are clad in a similar flounced skirt. Three other female figures in this scene, two of which are smaller in size share similarities in hair style; hence, the heads of the “goddess” and the “priestess” are adorned with hair bands and flower pins – the latter are attributes, in all probability, of the goddess and, consequently, of her worshippers.

**Dressing up the priestess e-ri-ta**

After the iconographic research above, we return to our initial question: what would constitute the official attire of the famous high-priestess e-ri-ta? According to the acknowledged semiotic codes of dress, it seems more than reasonable that she would have been dressed in a distinctive way as to be immediately identified either during the performance of her duties, in the sanctuary site of pa-ki-ja-ne, or within Pylian palatial society in general.

Given the prominent anatomical position of the head and its related semiotic connotations, we should firstly imagine her wearing a polos, simple or composite, with a plume atop or, perhaps, a floral motif. This typical Mycenaean headdress, of apparently Minoan origin or inspiration, is attested in LH IIIB Pylos thanks to the fragmentary fresco of the so-called “White Goddess” (Fig. 11.17), which could be equally interpreted as a high priestess acting in a palatial ceremony. Less probably e-ri-ta would have worn a diadem like that depicted on the LH IIA sealstone CMS I, no. 220 from Vapheio (Fig. 11.12), judging by the lack of iconographical parallels and by the chronological distance of about two and a half centuries between the latter and the lifetime of e-ri-ta.

Polos, as a dressing accessory, could have been combined with a long robe with vertical band or a flounced skirt, but also with less ordinary dress types, like the one worn by the goddess or priestess with sheaths of grain from the Cult Centre at Mycenae (Fig. 11.18). Polos and flounced skirts are apparently coupled in the case of the two attendants, probably priestesses, flanking the figure-of-eight shield on the “Palladion” from the Cult Centre at Mycenae, without excluding other fragmentary Mycenaean wall-paintings (Thebes, Mycenae, Pylos). Nevertheless, the first combination, i.e. polos and long robe, are much better attested, so far, for priestesses and goddesses thanks to the evidence provided by the Hagia Triada sarcophagus and the Tiryns gold signet (Fig. 11.3). Hence, if we accept that e-ri-ta would have worn a kind of polos on her head, it would seem more probable that it was combined with a long robe, of the type with a vertical, central band, like the one worn by the standing “priestess” from the fragmentary Pylian fresco (Fig. 11.2). In an sophisticated version of the female priestly attire we would add, cautiously, a sacral

120 See Niemeier 1989, where he has collected all the available evidence related to religious scenes.
121 See Niemeier 1989, 169–174 (Groups 2–4) and 181–183 (Group 6).
122 See Niemeier 1989, 167–169 (Group 1) and 174–181 (Group 5).
123 The exact use of so-called golden crowns from the Grave Circle A at Mycenae remains dubious. Cf. for example the finds from the Shaft grave IV in Karo 1930, 71–72 (229–230), pl. XI.
124 This possibility is indirectly attested in the case of the Theban Procession fresco.
125 Morgan 2005, 167–168 argued that “Both the knotted, fringed garment and the plumed hat suggest that she is a priestess”.
knot behind her neck, as attested by “La Parisienne” and by the processional female figure from Mycenae, according to Rodenwaldt’s restoration (Fig. 11.15). An additional hint to this case might be supplied, however, by the female figure from the Cult Centre at Mycenae, who holds sheaths of grain (Fig. 11.18). Apart from *polos*, she wears a garment knotted over one shoulder that would recall slightly a moderate version of sacral knot.

The formal attire of *e-ri-ta*, whose clothing would have been fabricated in the textile workshops attached to the sanctuaries, would have been complemented in all probability with precious jewellery. The latter, apart from being status symbols of the high priestess of *pa-ki-ja-ne*, with symbolisms well established on the contemporary religious codes and beliefs, would visualize emphatically her particular connection with certain divinities, on behalf of which she exerted her authority. Hence, a necklace with beads in the form of a figure-of-eight shields, for example, would have suggested a functional connection with the divinity, the emblem/attribute of which would have been this particular symbol. Furthermore, we may plausibly argue that jewellery of apparently symbolic character, found in *corporo* within selected Mycenaean tombs, would indicate the possible priestly identity of their owners. The symbolic use of jewellery, established in Minoan Crete, as attested by some early representations of high status figures, like the “Priest-King” from Knossos was adopted by the Mycenaans, as early as the Shaft Graves period, to be continued, with a gradual decline of lavishness, until the end of the Mycenaean palatial system, i.e. *e-ri-ta’s* era.

Following the same interpretative *modus*, in the formal attire of *e-ri-ta* we would also include some *insignia dignitatis*: a kind of sceptre, in the simpler version of a staff with or without elaborate finial, according to a well attested Minoan tradition, or, occasionally, some other meaningful emblems, like the double axe, adopted by the Mycenaans together with other sacred symbols. Sceptres made of precious materials (gold, ivory etc.), which sporadically accompanied burials in the Mycenaean mainland, would apparently indicate a kind of political and/or religious

---

126 It is reasonable to suppose that the garments of the religious functionaries were produced, as a rule, by workers in the sanctuary textile workshops, e.g. like those attested at Thebes, Lupack 2008, 105–110, esp. 105–106. Cf. the case of the *wanax*, who, according to Palaima 1997, 412 “should have his own craft specialists to attend to the needs of his person and functions”. Apart from a *ke-ra-me-u*, “potter”, as *wa-na-ka-te-ro*, i.e. related to the *wanax*, is characterized a *ka-na-pe-u*, “fuller”, responsible, as argued, for the cloth finishing processes. Would these pieces of cloth have been used for the *wanax’s* official attire?


128 Cf. Ξενάκη-Σακελλαρίου 1985, 192–196, table 84 (gold pendant –X 2946– in the form of a woman carrying a *pyxis*-like rectangular object, who wears a necklace and a kind of headress, from the chamber tomb 68 at Mycenae); Μπουλώτης 1999, 47–48 (references to gold figure-of-eight shields pendants from LH II tombs in mainland Greece, i.e. from a tholos tomb in Pylos and a chamber tomb in Prosymna).

129 Two more characteristic examples from the early Late Bronze Age Aegean should be referred to here: the so-called “prince” on the “Chieftain cup” from Hagia Triada and the goddess with the griffin in the fresco of the Crocus-gatherers from Akrotiri (Xeste 3). The latter wears two necklaces, one with ducks and another with dragon-flies, in all probability attributes of her divine nature.

130 Cf. in Hallager 1985 the staff depicted on the well-known “Master Impression”.

131 For the adoption of the double-axe by the Mycenaans see Rodenwaldt 1912a, 157–158 (227. Fragmenten einer Kultdarstellung), pl. XVI.6 (double axes in conjunction with flowers); Lambiroudakis 1981, 62, figs 10, 12 (votive bronze double axes from the Mycenaean period in the sanctuary of Apollon Maleatas).

132 Karo 1930, 84 (308+309), fig. 20, pl. XVIII (gold staff-sceptre in two pieces, ~78.5 cm. long, from Grave IV of the Circle A at Mycenae, the only one of this kind preserved *in corporo* in the prehistoric Aegean); for an ivory staff ending in the head of a griffin (sceptre head?) from Kadmeia, Thebes, dated to the 14th–13th centuries BC, see *Mycenaean*
authority during the lifetime of the deceased. In any case, it is indubitable that during e-ri-ta’s era, female figures used *insignia dignitatis*, denoting high sacerdotal or divine identity. 133 Relevant evidence is provided by the fresco from the homonymous Shrine at the Cult Centre of Mycenae: a standing woman in flounced skirt (priestess or goddess) holds in her extended hand a staff (pole or spear?) which apparently constitutes the equivalent of the large sword kept vertically by the woman, in a straight fringed garment, opposite her, possibly as her divine emblem (Fig. 11.22). 134

---

133 As noted in Morgan 2005, 164–165, four of the idols from the homonymous Shrine in the Cult Centre of Mycenae, with both arms across the chest or with one arm raised and one across the chest, i.e. those with the basic poses 2 and 3 according to Andrew Moore, were supposed to carry axe-hammer, as indicated by the preservation of shafts in their hands.

134 As noted in Morgan 2005, 168: “The clothing does not permit us to speculate on the divine versus mortal status of these women. Both types can be worn by cult functionaries or goddesses. They serve here to distinguish the two, but given their balanced position in relation to columns and platform, it is perhaps more likely that both figures belong to the divine sphere.”
The well documented economic/productive activities of the Mycenaean sanctuaries lead us finally to the quite plausible assumption that *e-ri-ta*, the high-priestess in the main sanctuary site of the Pylian territory, possessed some sphragistic media, like all the palatial officials engaged in these. Through this prism it seems reasonable to assume that Late Bronze Age Aegaeian seals and signet rings with religious scenes would not have been merely prestigious accessories; they could have functioned equally as administrative devices in the hands of priests and priestesses. Especially rings depicting rituals with exclusively female participants, such as the signet CMS I, no. 17 (Fig. 11.11), found in the vicinity of the Cult Centre at Mycenae, or three signets from Aidonia which would have been owned by priestesses. The female burial from the tholos A at Archanes is revealing in this respect: three golden signet rings with religious themes placed next to her chest indicate her possible priestly identity.

The aforementioned hypothesis seems to be supported by a small LH IIIA fresco fragment from Pylos. Found in the same fresco dump as the “priestess” with the long robe (Fig. 11.2) and the polos-crowned “White Goddess” (Fig. 11.17), it belongs, in all probability, to a female wrist, with two perforated lentoid sealstones attached on it by four threads or wires. The co-existence of these three iconographic elements (polos, long robe with vertical band and sealstones on the wrist), as components probably of the same, fragmentary composition but not necessarily of the same figure, recalls the “priestess” of the Hagia Triada sarcophagus (Fig. 11.7); her priestly appearance includes all these distinctive features. Additional evidence, this time from the late 13th century, i.e. *e-ri-ta*’s era, is the female figure with sheaths of grain from the Cult Centre at Mycenae (Fig. 11.18). The woman, ambiguously identified as priestess or goddess, wears a lentoid sealstone on her right wrist as well as a polos on her head. Despite the fact that “goddesses” are also depicted wearing sealstones on their wrists, a reflection, evidently, of the priestly attire in the divine

135 Lupack 2008.
136 CMS V, Suppl. 1B, nos. 113–115.
137 As noted in Σακελλαράκης and Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1997, 168 “for the person buried […] we have information only by the study of the movable finds. Due to the limited scelletological material we do not gain evidence for the gender or the age of the deceased. The finds albeit are very illuminating. The lack of weapons, the abundance of domestic pottery and the richness of jewellery indicate a female burial.”
138 The tholos A at Archanes, dated to the LM IIIA1 period, is the best preserved tomb of this type in Crete, as noted in Σακελλαράκης and Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1997, 654–661, fig. 721. Furthermore, it has the same form as the tholos tomb of Atreus in Mycenae and Minyas in Orchomenos. For its excavation and the woman buried in the antechamber see ibid. 158–168.
139 The first one with a scene of tree worship, the other two with figure-of-eight shields – in one combined with sacral knots. Two more gold signet rings with figure-of-eight shields on their bezel were found in the SW corner of the antechamber together with beads of glass paste and gold, placed at first in a wooden pyxis probably, as recorded in Σακελλαράκης and Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1997, 654–661.
140 We underline here that in Σακελλαράκης and Σαπουνά-Σακελλαράκη 1997, 167 it was argued that «the person in the burial chest wore a long priestly robe adorned with gold».
141 According to Lang 1969, 184 (13 M nws), two round stones are depicted, held in place by four curving lines on white ground. For a less elaborate bracelet on a white arm against white ground see also Lang 1969, 86–89 (51 H nws). For a comparable bracelet on the wrist of the Cup-bearer from the Knossian Procession fresco see Evans 1927, 705, fig. 441, pl. XII.
142 Morgan 2005, pl. 24b.
143 See, for example, in Figs 11.20 and 11.21 of this paper, the female “divinities”/drivers of the chariots in the narrow panels C and D of the Hagia Triada sarcophagus, wearing lentoid sealstones on their wrists. Moreover, the lentoid sealstone depicted on both wrists of the so-called “Dove Goddess”, a terracotta figure from the Postpalatial Shrine of the Double Axes at Knossos, LM IIIB according to Evans 1928, 335–340, fig. 193a1 and a2, or LM IIIA1/2 according to Ρεθεμιωτάκης 1998, 67–68. Four oversized rings or amygdaloid seals as bracelets and armlets are also worn on the
sphere, it seems more reasonable to attribute the hand of the Pylian fresco fragment to a woman of the local elite, participant in a ritual, probably a priestess, since the precious sealstones on her hand indicate her interference in administrative and economic activities.

The choice of the Pylian high priestess e-ri-ta as a study case for the Mycenaean female priestly attire needs no further justification; she is undoubtedly the most eminent female priestly figure in the whole Late Bronze Age Aegean. Whatever her apparel would be, the same could also be applied, mutatis mutandis, to other priestesses of the Mycenaean palatial centres of mainland Greece as well as Crete during its Mycenaean phase. Despite the predominance of a visual, coded language in the expression of religious attitudes it would be reasonable to assume local variants of established priestly attire, on a diachronic as well as on a synchronic level, even within the same community. The related iconographic evidence from Hagia Triada (sarcophagus and frescoes), Knossos (Procession fresco) and mainland Greece (frescoes from the palatial centres), as we have seen, give a hint of a relative multiplicity. Moreover, the latter could be attributed to the ranking of religious functionaries and duties, as attested in the Linear B tablets.144

The priestess e-ri-ta stands at the end of a Mycenaean palatial tradition of female priestly attire, a tradition detectable from the 2nd half of the 15th century until the end of the 13th century BC. Although her dress and accompanying accessories would have made her immediately recognizable within Pylian society, we cannot stop wondering whether, and to what degree, she was allowed to express her personal tastes through her apparel. Could she have dictated her own personal sartorial choices? Would she have differed from her contemporary ka-ra-wi-po-ro ka-pa-ti-ja, who also performed her duties in pa-ki-ja-ne? However, these and other similar questions will remain unanswered.
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hands of a terracotta figure, conventionally named as “Lady M”, from the House M quarter in the Mycenae citadel, a new area with indications of cult activity contemporary to the shrines of the Cult Centre, as referred to in Pliatsika 2012, 617–618, pl. CLa–c. Similarly decorated, and probably made by the same person, is another terracotta figure, named as the “Brussels’ Lady”, now in the Musées Royaux in Brussels, of the same origin in all probability.

144 Olivier 1960.
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Louise Quillien

“Utu: Young lady, the green flax is full of loveliness; Inanna, the green flax is full of loveliness, like barley in the furrow, in loveliness and charm; sister, a grand length of linen does take one’s fancy; Inanna, a grand length of linen does take one’s fancy; let me grub it up for you, and give it to you green, young lady, let me bring you green flax! Inanna, let me bring you green flax!”

This Sumerian poem, sung by the god Utu to the goddess Inanna, lists all the stages of linen craftwork, from the uprooting of the plant to the manufacturing of a fabric for the nuptial bed of the goddess. Flax is known and used for textiles in Mesopotamia from Neolithic times, even if its transformation required elaborate techniques and precise knowledge. The *Linum usitatissimum L.* is one of the oldest plant species domesticated in Mesopotamia, and it is still cultivated today in Iraq. Of the many varieties of flax, this species is the best suited for textile manufacturing because it can yield long fibres. Flax can also produce oil, but in Mesopotamia, sesame is preferred to flax for this purpose.

The oldest fragments of textiles found in Near East are made of linen. They come from the Nahal Hemar cave in Judea and date from the Neolithic period. But during the 4th millennium BC, wool becomes the most frequently used textile fibre in Mesopotamia. During the three following millennia, however, the knowledge required for preparing, spinning and weaving flax is not forgotten. In 1st millennium BC Babylonia, we can observe, in some contexts, a renewed interest in the use of flax. At that time, the word referring to flax in its various forms (plant, fibre and manufactured object), is the Sumerian “gada”, with the Akkadian equivalent “kitû”. The cuneiform texts dealing with the use of flax in Babylonia during the 1st millennium BC mostly come from Uruk and Sippar’s archives and date from the “long sixth century BC”. These administrative texts concern the

2 Forbes 1965, 27.
6 The cuneiform texts dealing with linen in these archives cover a period from the 7th year of Nabopolassar, 619 BC (BM 77276 = ZA 4 137) to the 31st year of Darius I, 490 BC (BM 65133). The temples archives in general are concentrated on the “long 6th century”, according to M. Jursa’s expression (Jursa 2010, 5). The use of flax in the temples presents a remarkable continuity throughout the period. The political change after the conquest of Babylonia by Cyrus I has
temples’ organisation and control of the textile craft industry to manufacture the rich garments regularly offered to the deities. In the temples’ archives, several texts mention linen: a ritual text,\(^7\) a judicial inquiry\(^8\) and various inventories of goods and properties.\(^9\) They show that, apart from divine garments, linen clothes are worn by the priests, the temples’ officials and the craftsmen. Another group of texts comes from private archives, including marriage contracts,\(^10\) a letter,\(^11\) and lease contracts.\(^12\) These texts are less numerous, but they present a broader spatial and chronological distribution. Furthermore, they give information about the use of linen outside the temples. The archaeological contemporary textile remains are scarce in Babylonia. But other disciplines like archeobotany\(^13\) and art history\(^14\) can shed light on the texts. Furthermore, the situation in Babylonia can be compared with other countries and periods of Antiquity.\(^15\) The Babylonian sources are rich enough to reconstruct the “chaîne opératoire” from flax to linen textiles in 1st millennium BC Babylonia, in order to discuss the value of this textile and its place in society. With this purpose, we will analyse successively the production of flax, the specialised craft of linen within the temples, and the use of linen textiles in Babylonian society.

The origin and the price of flax

The cultivation of flax

Places of cultivation

According to the text MMA 86.11.210, dated to the 14th year of Nabopolassar, craftsmen of the Ebabbar temple, the great temple of Sippar, are sent to the countryside in order to provide flax for the temple. They travel to a place called Bēl-iqbi, which hosts the largest complex of palm grove belonging to the Ebabbar’s properties.\(^16\) Bēl-iqbi is located far from Sippar, near Borsippa, on the bank of the Euphrates.\(^17\) The text reads as follows: “Flax that the weavers have carried from the hands of Bēl-iqbi’s gardeners, 2000 hands of flax that Ilû-rabû-nā’id gave to Šamaš-aḫ-iddin, including: 500 (taken) as the šibšu-tax; 1000 (bought) for ten shekels of silver; 500 exchanged for three gur of dates which was at their disposal. (…)”\(^18\)

\(^7\) UVB 15 40, Uruk.
\(^8\) CT 2, 2, Sippar, 19th year of Darius I’s texts reign (503–502 BC).
\(^9\) For example, the text Nrg 28, from Sippar, dated from the 1st year of Neriglissar’s reign (559 BC), is an inventory of goods coming from Babylon and given to the temple of Sippar by an official of the temple.
\(^10\) Cyr 183 (Roth n°19), Sippar, 4th year of Cyrus’ reign (535–534 BC); CT 49 165 (Roth n°38), Babylon, reign of Antiochus; BM 76968 (Roth n°42), Borsippa, 108th year of Seleucid era (203 BC).
\(^11\) TCL 9 117.
\(^12\) BE 09, 65; BE 09, 86a; EE 14/CBS 4999; EE 19/CBS 12861; IMT 16/Ni. 507; IMT 18/Ni. 528. These texts are land rentals pertaining to the Murašu’s archives. They come from Nippur, and are dated to Artaxerxes I’s reign, (464–424 BC). I thank G. Tolini for pointing me to these texts.
\(^13\) H. Reculeau 2009 13–37, summarizes the archeobotanical studies of flax in Mesopotamia.
\(^14\) The Assyrian bas-reliefs depict garments. They do not represent the garments mentioned in Babylonian sources, but they can help to make hypotheses about the techniques known in Mesopotamia and about how the clothes are worn.
\(^15\) For example, the studies by F. Médard (unpublished) on flax production in Neolithic Switzerland; Vogelsang-Eastwood 1992 on linen in Egypt; F. Rougemont on Mycenaean linen craft industry.
\(^16\) These lands are the most ancient properties of the Ebabbar temple; they were bought at the beginning of Nabopolassar’s reign (Jursa 2010, 346–347).
\(^17\) Jursa 2010, 346–347.
\(^18\) Extract of the text MMA 86.11.210, dated Nbp 26.II.14, published by Petschow RIDA III/1 167: “(Line 1) gada šá
Another text, YBC 9273, dated to Nabuchodnezzar’s reign, indicates that two men received money from the Eanna temple of Uruk, to collect flax in the steppe, or the neighbourhood of the city, where crops are growing: “Twenty shekels of silver to buy flax, which were carried by Ina-teš-eṭir, son of Tabnīa, grandson of Nūr-Sîn, and Nanaia-iddin, the bleacher, to the steppe (…)”. 

Six lease contracts, dated to the reign of Artaxerxes I, belonging to the Murašu archive, indicate that flax has to be paid as rent by the tenants, along with cereals, vegetables and onions. The lands are irrigated and often rented with their canals.

Babylonian lands are suitable for the cultivation of flax and palm trees; they grow in the same lands. Flax requires a rich soil, a significant water supply and meticulous care. Its cultivation is a gardening work, as is palm cultivation. Flax can be grown in small irrigated fields, with crop rotation because the plants deplete the soil, or on the wet banks of rivers unsuitable for other crops. Today, flax is still grown in gardens and floodplains in Iraq. The scarcity of texts dealing with the cultivation of flax, in comparison with date palm, shows that it was a rare plant, on the fringes of other production. But during the Achaemenid period, according to the Murašu archive, its cultivation was encouraged by landowners.

---

19 Coquerillat 1968 explains how during the Neo-Babylonian period, the area around Uruk was devoted to cereal crops or palm trees in irrigated lands belonging mainly to the Eanna.


21 BE 09,65 (rent: 500 hands of flax) ; BE 09,86a (rent: 2500 hands of flax); EE 14 = CBS 4999 (rent: 500 hands of flax) ; EE 19 = CBS 12861 (rent: 200 hands of flax); IMT 16 = Ni 507 (rent 500 hands of flax) ; IMT 18 = Ni 528 (rent: 300 hands of flax).

22 According to Latin authors, flax impoverishes soils. As Pliny writes: “flax burns fields and damages the ground” (Natural History XIX, V). Crop rotation in flax fields is also practiced in Egypt, see Kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood 2001, 27.

Cultivation techniques
In hot climate countries, flax is a winter crop, sown in autumn and harvested in spring.\textsuperscript{24} The text MMA 86.11.210, concerning the collection of flax from the gardeners by two craftsmen, dates from May (26 Aiaru), the time of harvest.

Techniques of fibre extraction are not described in cuneiform tablets. The Sumerian poem \textit{The Bridal Sheet}\textsuperscript{25} and archaeological discoveries\textsuperscript{26} indicate that the main stages of this work are the same in various places and periods in Antiquity,\textsuperscript{27} even if there are differences related to cultural and environmental contexts.

Flax is harvested by hand. The stalks are pulled out to preserve the entire length of fibres. The seeds are removed, perhaps with a comb.\textsuperscript{28} Then the flax is retted. Each flax stem is made of a woody core, with a central cavity. Fibres are located around the stalk, just behind the bark. They are agglomerated in bundles with pectin. The retting dissolves the pectin of the stalks,

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{24} Today, in Iraq, flax is sown in October, irrigated during the growth and harvested in May (Renfrew 1985, 63).
  \item\textsuperscript{25} Jacobsen 1987, 13–15.
  \item\textsuperscript{26} Breniquet 2006, 167–176 proposes that the bone combs found in Neolithic levels at Ramad, Syria, were used for combing flax, not for carding wool.
  \item\textsuperscript{27} F. Medard shows how the steps of linen work were already known in Neolithic times in Switzerland (Médard 2006). These steps are also depicted on Egyptian mural paintings (Vogelsang-Eastwood 1992), and they are well described by Latin authors (Pliny, \textit{Natural History} XIX, 1).
  \item\textsuperscript{28} Breniquet 2006, 173.
\end{itemize}
frees the fibres and isolates them from the woody elements of the stem. Retting is well known in Mesopotamia, as evoked by the Sumerian poem *The Bridal Sheet*. In dry climate countries, flax bundles are immersed in a pond or in a small water stream for a few days before being removed at the appropriate time. Then they are scutched: the stalks are beaten with a wooden tool to remove any woody elements without damaging the fibres. Finally, the linen fibres are combed and sorted according to their quality.

YBC 9273, which concerns money given by the Eanna temple to receive flax from the Uruk countryside, is dated to the month Ululu, which means September. Unlike MMA 86.11.210, it does not specify in what locality the flax had to be purchased. By this time of the year, the flax is probably already retted, scutched, combed and collected in handfuls.

**Flax collection**

The temples are the best documented flax producers and consumers in cuneiform sources. MMA 86.11.210 shows three ways for temple agents to acquire the flax grown in temple fields. Five hundred hands of flax are collected as a šibšu tax. This tax usually concerns agricultural production such as cereals, dates and vegetables. Therefore, flax could be cultivated in fields devoted to this produce. Five hundred hands of flax are exchanged for dates. Dates are to be considered here as a means of payment. One hundred hands of flax are purchased with silver, evidence for the growing monetisation of the Babylonian economy during the 1st millennium BC.

According to YBC 9273, the personnel responsible for supplying flax for the temples comes from two social groups, the city elite and the craftsmen. Ina-tēšī-ēṭir is a member of the city elite, because his family name is mentioned. He may be the guarantor of silver entrusted by the temple for the purchase. Nanaia-iddin is a bleacher craftsman; his presence is needed to choose good quality flax.

In most of the administrative texts produced by temples, craftsmen receive silver themselves to buy flax for the temples. Their expertise is therefore necessarily required to ensure the quality of the materials. They can buy it in local markets where landowners sell their agricultural production. Purchase seems to be the most common way for the temple to acquire flax. The cultivation of flax in Babylonia remains rare, although temples and individuals – mentioned in the Murašu archive – have encouraged flax production. In addition to local production, Babylonia must import flax from other countries, especially Egypt.

**The importation of flax from the Levant to Babylonia.**

Flax is one of the precious goods imported from the West during the 1st millennium BC. For example, two shipment inventories of the merchant Nādin-aḫi, TCL 12, 84 and YOS 6, 168, record 153 minas of linen thread together with metals, precious stones, dyed wool and other goods imported from the Levant. The Eanna temple has given money to the merchant for this purchase. The two texts are dated from the 5th year of Nabonidus' reign. Great business operations in the

---

29 “Brother, when you have brought me green flax, who will ret it for me? Who will ret it for me? Who will ret its fibers for me?” Jacobsen 1987, 13.

30 In Akkadian sources, unwrought flax is counted in “hands”, perhaps because flax is worked handful by handful at each stage of its transformation from plant to fibres ready for spinning.

31 See Jursa 2010, 469–753 for the monetization during 1st millennium BC Babylonia.

32 These texts have been discussed by Oppenheim 1967, 239. According to Joannès 1999, 15–16 before shipping, the temple defines its needs. Then the merchant uses his experience to choose products according to their quality, cost and availability. At the time of final delivery, the temple’s administration evaluates products, verifies the purchase prices and
Levant like this one are rare. The goods are carried by caravans from the West to Babylon, and then shipped on the Euphrates.\textsuperscript{33} At Babylon, they follow the canals all the way to local centres.\textsuperscript{34}

The origin of the imported goods is sometimes mentioned: copper from Ionia, iron from Egypt, alum from Lebanon. Linen surely comes from these regions as well, probably from Egypt. The high quality of Egyptian linen was well known during Antiquity.\textsuperscript{35} CT 2, 2 demonstrates that a piece of linen fabric from Egypt has a great value in Babylonian temples. This tablet relates how a craftsman stole a strip of linen pertaining to the god’s wardrobe. Responsible for finding the missing linen piece, he tried to replace it with a linen fabric from Egypt taken from another craftsman, Ubalissu-Gula. But Ubalissu-Gula proved that he had purchased the piece of linen from an Egyptian man at Babylon. Thus, the capital of Babylonia is a centre of redistribution of Egyptian linen. The text CT2, 2 reads:

“Guzānu, the priest šangu of Sippar and the ērib bīti of Šamaš said:

This linen šupallitu fabric does not belong to Šamaš! It’s Bēl-ittannu who took the linen strip which was in [the menders] workshop.

They also declared:

Šamaš’s linen fabric is not lost; [it had to be] in [Bēl-ittannu’s] workshop; and this linen šupallitu fabric is not belonging to Šamaš!

They also questioned Ubalissu-Gula, saying:

This linen šupallitu fabric which had been given, this one, from whom did you receive it?

This linen šupallitu fabric, in the presence of Erībaia, son of Šum-libšī-Marduk, of Šumaia, son of Nāṣir, of Šum-iddin, son of Bēl-apla-iddin, of Širktu, Šamaš oblat, I got it from the hands of an Egyptian, for flour and dates”\textsuperscript{36}

Two other texts (YOS 6 115 and TBER 68/69) mention respectively 15 and 5 linen tunics salḫu\textsuperscript{37} purchased by Eanna’s agents in Babylon, with gold, silver and aromatics. They probably have gone through trading channels and they must have a special value justifying their purchase in Babylon, because the temple craftsmen can also make salḫu tunics themselves.

Imported linen also arrives in Babylonia through war and tribute. This is well attested in Neo-Assyrian sources. In a Sippar text, FLP 1595, a royal donation dated from the 13th year of Nabonidus’ reign, the king offers golden plates and bowls, cedar, juniper and linen tunics salḫu to the Ebabbar temple as part of the spoils.

clears the accounts. These two texts are the account of one unique commercial shipment. See also Graslin 2009, 38–42.

\textsuperscript{33} Oppenheim 1967, 239.

\textsuperscript{34} Graslin 2009, 205 presents a map of the commercial roads used to import textiles in Mesopotamia.

\textsuperscript{35} Herodotus, II, 105 praises the high quality of Egyptian linen, which is also reflected in the archaeological remains (Schrenk 2006).

\textsuperscript{36} The reading salḫu is better than šalḫu (CAD Š/I, 242) according to S. Zawadzki, 2006, 105.
12. Flax and Linen in the First Millennium Babylonia BC

Fig 12.4: Price of hands of flax.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Flax (hand)</th>
<th>Price (shekels of silver)</th>
<th>Shekles/100 hands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMA 86.11.210</td>
<td>Nbp26.II.14 (612 BC)</td>
<td>Sippar</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 (+25 handful as a remission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbn 164</td>
<td>Nbn21.VI.4 (552 BC)</td>
<td>Sippar</td>
<td>11600</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbn 163</td>
<td>Nbn21.VI.4 (552 BC)</td>
<td>Sippar</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbn 370</td>
<td>Nbn12.IX.9 (546 BC)</td>
<td>Sippar</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12.5: Price of weighed linen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text (gada/kitû)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Weight (mina)</th>
<th>Price (shekel of silver)</th>
<th>shekel/mina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YBC 9273</td>
<td>Nbk12’.VI.x</td>
<td>Uruk</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>18.633</td>
<td>0.1331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nbn 163</td>
<td>Nbn21.VI.04 (552 BC)</td>
<td>Sippar</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.2667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCCI 1,278</td>
<td>Nbn16.IV.08 (548 BC)</td>
<td>Uruk</td>
<td>294.5</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>0.5749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIN 1 161</td>
<td>X 15.II.2 (554 BC)</td>
<td>Uruk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But imported linen remains rare in Babylonian sources. Local linen arrives in the temples in handfuls of fibres, while imported linen is always thread or fabric. The cuneiform texts do not tell to what extent Babylonian linen was local or imported.

The price of flax and linen
Unwrought flax is counted in ‘hands’ in Babylonian texts, while wool is always weighed. This can be explained by the fact that bundles of flax are hand-held during all the stages of the transformation from stalks to fibres ready for spinning.38 The same way of counting flax exists in Mycenaean Palatial administration.39

With one shekel of silver, it is possible to buy between 100 and 200 hands of flax. It is the quantity necessary to make a linen salḫu tunic, according to Nbn 163. One shekel of silver is the price of four minas of wool at Uruk under Nabonidus’ reign, and five or six minas of wools are required to make a túg-kur-ra, the standard woollen cloth worn by workers.40 According to these data, the price of flax is not too expensive compared to wool. However, temples can decide by themselves the price of the flax they buy when it comes from their own fields.41 The text MMA

38 F. Médard and C. Jespersen have used experimental archaeology to reconstruct linen work in Switzerland during Neolithic times. They evaluate the weight of one handful of raw flax: 130 grams, which can give 15 grams of high quality combed flax (Médard and Jespersen unpublished, 1–3).
39 According to Rougemont 2009, the Mycenaean sign S4, could mean the same, “handful” of flax. The word always means unwrought flax. The S4 are always counted, never weighed.
40 Jursa 2010, 620.
41 According to MMA 86.11.210, part of the harvest of the temple’s fields is acquired by purchase or by exchange whereas
86.11.210 indicates that 500 hands of flax are worth 540 litres of dates. As a comparison, the monthly ration of dates which can be given to the temple’s craftsmen at Sippar according to BM 64124 is 180 or 360 litres.42

Some texts indicate the price of weighed linen. But we do not know whether it is raw flax, linen thread, or linen fabric, because the Sumerian word gada means linen in all these different stages.43 It is therefore normal that the price indicated varies widely.

Imported linen is always in the form of thread or fabric. According to YOS 6 168, linen thread costs 0.732 shekels of silver for one mina (50 gram), during the sixth year of Nabonidus’ reign, (550 BC). The price of a linen tunic salḫu is four shekels according to TBER 68/69 (first year of Nabonidus, 555–554 BC), and 4.6 shekels according to YOS 6 115 (seventh year of Nabonidus, 549 BC). The three texts come from Uruk. According to these texts the linen tunic is more expensive when it is imported.

Mentions of prices are too scarce to determine the value of linen. The price can vary according to its origin, the circumstances of purchase, and the moment of the transaction. Linen is expensive, because the sums involved are always significant.44 Linen is imported together with luxury goods. When flax is produced locally, prices are not exceptionally high compared to wool. Flax is a valuable product, available in sufficient quantities to meet the temples’ needs.

A specialised linen craft industry in the temples of Uruk and Sippar

The profession ‘linen weaver’ (išpar kite) appears during the Neo-Babylonian period, for the first time in Mesopotamian history. The majority of the texts which give details about techniques and organisation of the textile craft industry come from temple archives. Linen textiles were also produced outside the religious sphere because linen clothes for urban elites are known, but this craft industry is not well documented. As Oppenheim explains, the “care and feeding of the gods” is central in Mesopotamian religion. The offering of new clothes and the regular changing of the wardrobe of the god’s statues are among the most important parts of the worship of the deities.45 A large personnel of craftsmen, under temple control, is in charge of the making and caring of these precious fabrics and garments. Temples scribes carefully record the materials and silver given to the craftsmen for their work, and also the final products delivered by the craftsmen to the temples when their work is completed. These texts do not describe the craftsmen’s work, but they give a lot of detail about its organisation and about the different professions and tasks.46

---

42 Text dated to the 11th year of Nabonidus (Bongenaar 1997, 302–303).
43 For example, in the text GCCI 2 381, the word gada means non-spun flax (line 2 : “5 ma-na 1/3 ’5’ gin gadaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫaḫa化进程。
The administration of linen craft industry in the temples

Professions

The organisation of textile craft industry in the temples has already been well studied. There is a major difference between the prebendary craftsmen, who have a higher status and a share in the offerings, and non-prebendary craftsmen, who have a lower status and are paid with rations.

In the Ebabbar temple of Sippar, there is a specialised profession explicitly named ‘linen weaver’ (išpar kite). These craftsmen do not have a prebend. They form a group clearly separated from the ‘weavers of coloured wool’ (išpar birmi). The example of Šulā, a linen weaver in Sippar, shows the range of their functions. Šulā is responsible with another craftsman for the temple’s silver given for the purchase of flax during at least four years (Nbn 163, Nbn 164). He is responsible for all the stages of production of linen fabrics: spinning (BM 62100), weaving of linen tunics salḫu (Cyr 326) and curtains (Nbn 502). Linen weavers often work in teams. Šulā is the head of one of these teams (Cyr 326).

At Sippar, linen weavers can also work as ‘bleacher’ (pušāia). They have to bleach the fabrics: pušu (Nbn 492, Camb 415), and to wash them: zukkû (CT 55 439). They may also do repairs because they receive raw flax and linen thread. There are only a few bleachers among the linen weavers, and they often head a team of craftsmen. The specialisation of bleacher certainly requires a deeper technical knowledge and gives them a higher status and more responsibilities. Bleachers often receive materials: alkali (CT 55 439), linen thread (Nbn 805), thick linen (Nbn 117). They also receive silver for buying materials (Nbn 370, BM 75708). Another category of bleacher exists only at Sippar, the mupaššu. Unlike the pūšāia, who belongs consistently to the linen weavers, the mupaššu Ardīa is not a linen weaver. He bleaches fabrics (Nbn 115), but he works with menders, not with linen weavers (Nbn 115, BM 64941, BM 64007).

At Uruk, the profession linen weaver does not exist. However, there are many pūšāia bleachers. This group of craftsmen is in fact the equivalent of the group named linen weavers at Sippar, because they perform the same activities. They are responsible for both supplying raw flax to the temple (YBC 9273), and receiving combed flax (UCP 9/1 68). They deliver linen to the temple, once spun (YBC 9385) or woven (YOS 6 74). They wash linen fabrics (Eames 527). They often work in teams, and they can be involved in contracts for the manufacturing of special pieces of fabric (GCCI 1 412).

The menders receive fabrics to repair. They do not make clothes. They work with both wool and linen textiles. Some of them are specialised in linen mending like Arrabi, who works on linen fabrics (Nbn 1090), but also receives dyed wool to make repairs (Nbn 415). The mending can be a specialisation of the linen weavers, the bleachers and the coloured wool weavers. All these professions are paid in rations.

Other craftsmen have a prebend: the weavers išparu/lú uš-bar and the launderer ašlāku/lú tūg-babbar. They work with both wool and linen. Their function is to prepare garments and fabrics for

48 The word ‘prebend’ comes from medieval vocabulary. It has been chosen by the historians to translate the Akkadian word isqu. Prebendary income, in Mesopotamian temples, is a wage given to perform a function in the temple. This function is hereditary, and implies a contact with the divine. The wage often includes a part of the offerings presented to the gods. On the prebendaries, see Waerzeggers 2010.
49 The word mupaššu comes from pešū: ‘white’, it means ‘bleacher, washerman’ according to the CAD M/II 209 and ‘wahserman’ according to the AHw/III, 674.
50 Bertin 1877–8.
51 Payne 2007, 119.
religious ceremonies. They receive linen fabrics from the linen weaver. For example, Nergal-iddin, replacing the prebendary weaver Kutû, receives linen garments in the text Nbn 696.

The prebendary launderers ašlāku also receive linen and woollen garments before the ceremonies. They have to wash: ana zikūti (YOS 17 251) and to prepare them before religious ceremonies. At Sippar, they are always responsible for the same garments recorded in standardised lists. Uruk texts indicate that they receive aromatics, perhaps to perfume the garments or to please the gods while working. They also sew the golden sequins which adorned garments.

Linen weavers are in charge of the manufacture of linen fabrics. They are organised in teams and pass their knowledge from father to son or by apprenticeship. They may be specialised in bleaching or mending. Bleaching is a specialisation of linen weavers, while dyeing is the work of coloured wool weavers. There is another clear division between the craftsmen who manufacture, bleach and mend linen clothes and those who prepare them for the ceremonies. Only the first ones are specialised in linen fabrics. Only the second ones have prebendaries and participate more closely in the worship of the gods.

Storage of linen

At Sippar, linen fabrics are stored in specific containers. The nakmaru is the most frequently used and can contain fabrics. S. Zawadzki thinks that the nakmaru is a basket (Nbn 660). It is large enough to contain 18 garments (Nbn 252). The nakmaru may be a wicker trunk used for fabrics only made of linen. At Uruk, the nakmaru is used to store the golden stars and rosettes sewn on the woollen garments kusītu (NCBT 1008).

Two texts from Sippar indicate that linen fabrics can also be stored in a šaddu container. In the Neo-Babylonian period, it corresponds to a chest where jewellery and precious stones are kept. It can have a catch (CT 55 429). This chest is smaller than the nakmaru: it contains no more than three fabrics (Nbn 1090 and Nbn 1121). At Uruk, the šaddu is used to keep only gold. It could mean that at Sippar, some linen clothes are valuable enough to be stored in the same boxes used for jewellery. The woolen fabrics are never stored in the nakmaru nor in the šaddu. Linen fabrics are rare, they have a high value and they need care. This is perhaps the reason why they are stored in such special chests. Furthermore, linen and wool have different properties. Linen is less attacked by moths than wool, but it needs to be protected from moisture which turns the fabric yellow. They also must be stored flat or rolled to avoid fold marks.

Places of work

Texts do not refer to specific places of work for linen weavers. Temple craftsmen work most of the time outside the temple because their activities are often dirty. Some texts could indicate that a linen craft industry exists which is not controlled by the temples. Waerzeggers has proved that in

52 The word ašlāku is traditionally translated «fuller», but Lackenbacher has noticed that the ašlāku’s work included also the finishing, the washing and the repairing of clothes. The term ‘launderer’ seems more appropriate for these different tasks.
53 Zawadzki 2006, 66.
54 These lists are called “miḫṣu tenû” and “ana tabê” in the typology of Stefan Zawadzki 2006, 3–21.
55 Payne 2007, 87.
56 “A storage container made of reed” CAD N/I, 188; “A wicker basket (Ein Tragkorb)” AHw/III, 722.
57 The text NCBT 1008 indicates that the golden stars, rosettes and other sequins are stored in a nakmaru basket. These sequins come from the kusītu garment, which is made of wool.
58 According to the CAD Š/I : 42.
various cities, such as Uruk, Babylon, and Borsippa, bleachers are working for the urban elite.\textsuperscript{59} The separation between temple workforce and these urban craftsmen is not clear.\textsuperscript{60} The urban bleachers are probably specialists of linen work, as temple bleachers. Woollen clothes can be washed in the houses, but the bleaching of linen requires complex knowledge and specialised craftsmen. The texts concerning urban craft industry are rare. To study the stages of linen work, it is necessary to turn back to the temple archives.

\textbf{Stages of linen work in the temples of Uruk and Sippar}

\textbf{Manufacture}

The temple craftsmen receive raw flax. They are therefore responsible for the whole manufacturing process from the spinning to the weaving of linen clothes. The temple scribes have to control the entry and exit of temple materials and garments. The scribes do not tell the craftsmen how to do their work. Nevertheless, the cuneiform tablets contain some information about the techniques used by linen weavers.

Spinning is carried out by giving a twist to fibres to intertwine them and produce a continuous and solid thread. Because of moisture, flax wraps spontaneously in an S direction.\textsuperscript{61} The impulsion of rotation can be given between the fingers, on the thigh, or with a whorl. Whorls found in Mesopotamia date back to the 3rd millennium.\textsuperscript{62} The Sumerian poem \textit{The Bridal Sheet} mentions, after spinning, the doubling of the thread.\textsuperscript{63} It is possible to spin very fine thread with flax.\textsuperscript{64} Three words mean thread in Akkadian. \textit{Tīmu} means woollen or linen thread,\textsuperscript{65} as does \textit{ṭimītu}, attested at Sippar only.\textsuperscript{66} In contrast, the \textit{ṭumānu} means only linen thread.\textsuperscript{67} This word appears during the Neo-Babylonian period. The craftsmen sometimes buy the thread (Nbn 805) or spin flax themselves. The quantities of linen thread delivered by craftsmen to the temple are small, between five and 75 shekels (40 to 625 grams).\textsuperscript{68} When thread is imported, the amounts are more significant, up to 153 minas (76.5 kilograms) in the text TCL 12 84.\textsuperscript{69} This is also the case in the work contracts between the temple and a team of craftsmen for the delivery of thread and fabrics after receipt

\textsuperscript{59} Waerzeggers 2006.

\textsuperscript{60} It is not clear whether the temples had a full-time dedicated workforce or if the same men worked as urban craftsmen and occasionally for the temple. Elizabeth Payne suggests that one of the craftsmen mentioned in private bleaching contracts at Uruk (YOS 16 68 and CTMMA 3103), Liblūt son of Nabû-šumu-ukīn, may be the same man who appears in temple archives as a linen weaver and bleacher (An Or 9, 9 III), Payne 2007, 178. See also Jursa 2005, 145–146.

\textsuperscript{61} Breniquet 2008, 110.

\textsuperscript{62} Breniquet 2008, 116–121.

\textsuperscript{63} “Inanna : Brother, when you have brought it to me already spun, who will double up for me ? Who will double up for me? Who will double its thread for me?” Jacobsen 1987, 14.

\textsuperscript{64} The fineness of Egyptian linen is famous. At Susa, remains of linen fabrics on copper axes, in a prehistoric tomb, are made of very fine thread. According to the experts, the fineness of the thread was more significant than modern thread made with machines. Al Jadir 1972, 59.

\textsuperscript{65} CAD T, 112; AHw/IV, 1394; Beaulieu 2003, 16 and Zawadzki 2006, 31.

\textsuperscript{66} CAD T, 112; AHw/IV, 1392; Zawadzki 2006, 31; Oppenheim 1967, 247–248.

\textsuperscript{67} According the CAD T, 125, it means “a fine thread or fabric” and for the AHw/IV, 1394 it is “linen canvas (eine Leinwand)”. Beaulieu 2003, 16 considers that it is woven linen. But Zawadzki 2003, 31 observes that at Sippar, \textit{ṭumānu} is often weighed, whereas linen fabrics are counted. He chooses the translation “linen thread”. Oppenheim 1967, 247–248 notices that the \textit{ṭumānu} do not appear in the same contexts as the two other terms for thread in Sippar: the \textit{ṭumānu} is the only one which is imported from the Levant. But it can also be made locally by temple craftsmen.

\textsuperscript{68} Quantities of linen \textit{ṭumānu} delivered: 10 shekels (UCP 9/I 20); 75 shekels (NBC 4859); 18.5 shekels (NCBT 702); 40 shekels (YBC 9385).

\textsuperscript{69} Also 37.14 minas (18.5 kilograms) of linen thread imported in NCBT 632.
of raw materials. In the contract BM 62100, four minas (two kilograms) of linen thread \textit{tumānu} are delivered, six minas (three kilograms) in BM 72810. In the last text, the thread is made by a woman, named Muranātu, the only woman linen spinner known in the archives. We do not know if the craftsmen spin flax themselves or if they have a spinning team, maybe women, working for them.\textsuperscript{70} The text Nbn 164 gives an idea of the productivity of flax spinning:

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{71} Balance of accounts (made) with linen weavers, which (goes from) the first year (of) Nabonidus, king of Babylon, until the month Ulûlu 21th day 4th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon.
\textsuperscript{72} [x] minas one shekel of silver from the 1st year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon, [x mines] two shekels of silver from the second year, [x mijnas] from the 3rd year, total two minas 2/3 (mina) four shekels of silver had been given to Šulā, Uššāia and their workers […] for 11 600 hands of flax.
\textsuperscript{73} From which:
- ten \textit{salḫu} of \textit{kibsu} were delivered for 1800 hands of flax, on the month Aiaru, 2nd year
- one talent seven minas of thick (linen) were delivered for 2700 hands, (for) nine \textit{salḫu} of \textit{kibsu};
\textsuperscript{74} one \textit{ḫullānu} for 1650 hands […] on the month Aiaru, 3rd year;
- [………] \textit{salḫu} of \textit{kibsu}, for 450 hands […………] 3rd year were delivered;
- [………….] for 2700 hands of flax were delivered on the month Ulûlu, 21th day
\textsuperscript{75} 4th year; four minas 17 shekels of linen thread were delivered (for) 200 hands.
\textsuperscript{76} 2000 hands for 18 \textit{salḫu} are at the disposal [of] Šulā and his workers, the remainder.
\textsuperscript{77} Month Ulûlu, 4th year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon, accounts are settled."\textsuperscript{71}
\end{quote}

Two thousand and fifty seven shekels (21.42 kilograms) of linen thread are spun with 200 hands of flax. According to the same text, one hand of linen weight 1.5 shekels (12.5 grams). Therefore, 200 hands of flax, weighting 300 shekels, give 257 shekels of linen thread. The loss of weight during spinning is low: 14.3\%. The raw flax given to the craftsmen for spinning is already combed and selected for its length and quality.\textsuperscript{72} The thread is then allocated to craftsmen or workshops as is suggested in the Uruk text YOS 6 113:

\begin{quote}
Linen thread which have been given for the weaver, the 7th year of Nabonidus king of Babylon: 5/6 mina (for) the weaver ten shekels for the cella\textsuperscript{73} month Ulûlu 1st day; ½ mina (for) the weaver ten shekels for [the cella] month Ulûlu 16th day (etc.)".\textsuperscript{74}
\end{quote}

The weaving of linen fabrics is not described in cuneiform texts. But the tablets give information

\textsuperscript{70} In many Mesopotamian palaces and temples, spinning and weaving workshops existed. In Lagash, teams of women and children may indicate that women worked in spinning teams in the Babylonian palace of Dûr Yakin (Durand, 1979).
\textsuperscript{71} Nbn 164, date: Nbn 21.VI.04 “(1) e-peš nīg-kaš ša it-ti ṣu-šar gada (2) ša ta mu 1-kam ṣu-nà-i lugal ēši (3) a-di iti ki u₃, 21-kam mu 4-kam (4) ṣu-nà-i lugal tin-tīr (5) [x] ma-na 1 gin kū-babbar šā mu 1-kam ṣu-nà-i lugal dē (6) [x ma-na] 3 gin kū-babbar šā mu 2-kam (7) [x ma]-na šā mu 3-kam pap 2 ma-na 2/3 4 gin kū-babbar (8) [šā ma]-na 21 lim 6 me šu₄ šā gada a-na (9) ṣu-la-a <u₃> uš-šā-a-a u eš-erin-meš-šu-nu šum-in (10) ina līb-bi 10 ṣu₇ shale šā kib-su a-na (11) 1 lim 8 me šu₈ šā gada iti gu, mu 2-kam it-tan-nu (12) 1 gu-un 7 ma-na kab-ba-ru a-na (13) 2 lim 7 me šu₉ šā gada 9 sal-hu (14) 1-en hu-ul-la-nu a-na 1 lim 6 me 50 ėšu₁(15) [šā gada] iti gu, mu 3-kam it-tan-nu (16) […] sal-hi šā kib-su a-na 4 me 50 ėšu₁(17) […] mu 3-kam it-tan-nu (18) […] 1-en PU DA […] (19) a-na 2 lim 7 me šu₈ šā gada ina iti gu (20) u₁, 21-kam mu 4-kam it-tan-nu (21) 4 ma-na 17 gin tu-ma-na-a-a-ti (22) 2-me šu₁ it-tan-nu (23) 2 lim šu₁ a-na 18 sal-hi ina igi […] (24) šu-la-a u eš-erin-meš-šu re′hi (25) iti kin u₃, 21-kam mu 4-kam nā-i lugal (26) lugal tin-tīr ni-ka₄ ki šu-nu ep šī.

\textsuperscript{72} Otherwise, the loss during the spinning would have been more significant. According to Mèlard, unpublished, 130 grams of unwrought linen yields 35 grams of fibres after retting and scutching. Only 15 grams of these fibres are suitable for spinning.
\textsuperscript{73} Akkadian “\textit{papalu}” (CAD P, 104).
\textsuperscript{74} YOS 6 113; date: Nbn 08; Salonen no 233: “(1) gada-ti mu ša a-na ṣu-šar si-na mu 7-kām ṣu-nà-i lugal tin-tīrki (2) 5/6 ma-na 5 gin ṣu₄-[bar x] gin a-na ṣu₄-pa-pa-hi iti ‘kin’ u₃, 1-kam (3) 1 ½ ma-na ṣu₄-bar 10 gin a-na […] iti kin u₄ 16-kam (…)".
about the yield and the time of work. Every year, the temple administration determines its needs and orders new garments from the craftsmen. The temple furnishes the raw materials and linen weavers had to weave fabrics within the year. Nbn 163 and Nbn 164, both coming from Sippar and dated to the same day, are examples of these orders. Nbn 164 summarises the number of hands of flax given to the weavers from the first to the third year of Nabonidus reign and the fabrics made by the weavers with this flax. At the end of the text, the remaining flax is given for the work of the fourth year. Nbn 163 assigns a new quantity of flax for the next year. The linen fabrics are very frequently used for worship at Sippar. A system of yearly commands with strict control is organised by the temple’s administration. Thus, the temples are regularly supplying new linen fabrics and garments. At Uruk, these orders for linen fabrics are formal contracts between the temple and the craftsmen, and they concern the linen curtains *gildû* frequently used in the gods’ cella (PTS 3053, GCCI 1 412, YBC 3715). Occasionally, the temples hire specialised craftsmen who come from outside the city to weave exceptional pieces of linen fabric. Peek 2 is an hiring contract sealed the 9 Šabattu, 14th year of Nabopolassar, at Babylon, under the authority of the *šangu*, the priest of Sippar who may have come to Babylon for the New Year’s celebrations. The text says:

> “750 hands of flax, property of Šamaš treasure, in charge of Madānu-ah-iddin. Madānu-ah-iddin will deliver during the month Aiaru two pieces of fabric 12 cubits long, four cubits wide, work of the 14th year. Marduk-nadin-āḫi and Arad-Nabî his son, are the guarantors. Madānu-ah-iddin will deliver to Šamaš one piece of fabric, 12 cubits long, four cubits wide, during the month Šabattu, work of the 13th year”.

This contract involves a craftsman with a Babylonian name, Madānu-ah-iddin, who probably does not belong to the Ebabbar’s personnel. The temple of Sippar hires him for his specialised knowledge. He has to weave two large linen fabrics called *kipû* each year with flax given by the temple. Madānu-ah-iddin had not yet delivered the work of the 13th year. The temple’s administration concludes a new contract, dated to year 14, to oblige him to respect his engagements.

The organisation of the work of linen weavers is known, and weaving techniques are less well documented. There are a few indications of the size of linen fabrics. But, according to Zawadzki, the dimensions might have been noted only when they were exceptional. The most frequently mentioned linen fabrics are small (two meters by two meters). They may have been woven on a horizontal loom. This loom is the most suitable for linen, according to Breniquet, because the tension of the threads is moderated and the weft is beaten horizontally. But the larger fabrics, for example the *kipû* measuring two meters by six meters may have been made with another type of loom. The warp weighed loom can be used with linen. Another hypothesis is the use of a vertical

---

75 *Kipānu*: plural of *kipû*. This text contains the only occurrence of this word according to the CAD K, 401.


77 Madānu is the chamberlain of Marduk, the great god of Babylon.

78 Zawadzki 2006, 104.

79 According to the text Peek 2; 750 hands of flax are used to make two fabrics of 12m², so 31.25 hands of flax gives 1m² of linen fabric. According to this equivalence, the linen *salḫu* fabrics of the text Nbn 164 have the following dimensions: 3.5m², 5.76m², 9.6m² and 3.5m². This calculation is an approximation: the weight of one hand of flax can vary and the *salḫu* can be of different qualities.

loom with two beams. This loom is used to weave flax in Egypt and is known in Mesopotamia
during 1st millennium BC.81

After weaving, fabrics are sometimes sewn together. The texts indicate that some fabrics were
used to make another one. The expression is, in Akkadian: “fabric one for fabric two” (ana) or
“fabric two from fabric one” (ša). The technical process behind these expressions is not mentioned.
The first fabric may have been tailored, sewn, decorated or arranged differently to make the second
one. For example, two linen salḫu fabrics are used to make one linen curtain for a canopy called
dallat šamê, at Sippar, according to the text BM 64591.82 The Uruk text FLP 1613 perhaps refers
to the sewing of a linen curtain; it mentions thread given to the craftsmen for ‘stitching’ the linen
curtains gildû.83

Decoration
At Uruk and Sippar, the statues of the gods wear not only rich garments but also ornaments in gold
and precious stones.84 Golden sequins of various shapes are sewn onto the garments. According to
Uruk documentation, four clothes are adorned with sequins.85 Only one of them, the pišannu, may
be made of linen, although its meaning remains unclear.86 However, linen was used as wire for
the necklace of goddesses, because of its strength and resistance. The text YOS 6 216 describes: “a
necklace (for Istar) of 88 beads, grenade shape, in striped agate (with) a gold frame (and) 88 golden
lions, carnelian beads and a turquoise bead in the middle, held between two golden buttons on a
linen wire”.87

Usually linen fabrics used for worship are white. In the temples of Uruk and Sippar, dyeing is
the work of the wool weaver, whereas linen weavers are specialised in bleaching. But some linen
garments could also be colourful. One text mentioned a coloured linen tunic salḫu (BM 61025).
Linen is not easy to dye, the colour is pale and is not fast. However, linen was sometimes dyed in
Mesopotamia, according to the poem The Bridal Sheet.88 In Egypt, linen can be dyed too.89 Linen
weavers occasionally receive dyeing materials, as in the text YOS 6 74: “64 linen fabrics [...] and
15 minas of ḫurātu dye,90 one pi (36 litres) of uqnātu dye,91 offering from Šamaš-mukīn-aḫḫi the
ša-reši officer, have been delivered by Šamaš-iddin, bleacher”.92 Here, the quantity of dye is very

81 “The only clear representation of a Mesopotamian loom is an horizontal loom and one must wait the 1st millennium
to see the mentions of “superior” and “inferior” beams”, Breniquet 2008, 179.
82 Text edited by Zawadzki 2006, 136–137.
83 “A-na ta-ki-pi gid-da-la-nê-ê”.
85 Oppenheim 1949, 179.
86 The pišanu is preceded by the determinative « gada » (linen) in the texts BM 63912, Nbn 213, BIN 2 126, CT
56 388 and BIN 1 145. But instead of being a garment, it could also mean a basket adorned with linen and coloured
wool, which was used to store jewels.
87 YOS 6 216, date: Nbn 14.VI.10; edition: Beaulieu 2003, 146: “(1) 1 gú 88 na₅ nu-ûr-mu-û babbar-dil (2) man-di-tu₇,
kû-gi 60+28 kur-šu-û kû-gi (3) na₅ gug na₅ aš-gi-gi-šâ bi-rit (4) ina 2 pi-in-gu kû-gi ina dur gada-ḫa șa-bit”.
88 “Inanna: Brother, when you have brought it to me already doubled up, who will dye for me? Who will dye for me?
Who will dye its thread for me?” Jacobsen 1987, 14.
89 Goyon 1996.
90 The ḫurātu dye may be gallnut (Joannès 1984, 143) or madder (Stol 1983, 533).
91 The uqnâtu might derive from unqû, a word meaning lapis-lazuli. It could be a dye of the same colour.
92 YOS 6 74; date : Nbn 15.XI.06; “ (1) 1+šû 4 gada₅² la-êx’ ù (2) 15 ma-na ša-bab (3) 1 pi ú-qu-na-a-ta (4) ir-bi šâ
lu-tu-du-šeš (5) šag lu-tu-mu (6) lu-pu-ša-a-a (7) igi-ir”.
large. Alum is used as a mordant. But even if linen weavers can receive dye, it does not mean that linen was dyed with it.

Another technique can produce a coloured tunic *salḫu*, the embroidery of linen with coloured wool. Some clothes are made of wool and linen. For example, in the text GCCI 2 381, Amēl-Nanaia, the bleacher, received blue purple wool and combed flax to make the šiddu curtains of the goddess Nanaia. The text Nbn 349 indicates that blue purple wool is given to weavers for making the mutattu of a linen *kibsu*. The *mutattu* means, during the Neo-Babylonian period, a headband of dyed wool, or a headdress. It also may be a woven strip of coloured wool sewn onto the linen fabric, or embroidery, for example a braided trim. Embroidery is well known in ancient Mesopotamia. It is an easy technique for creating patterns on fabrics. A rare text, Cyr 232, shows that garments of the gods can be decorated with complex patterns, line 25: “a cloth (made of) red wool (with) a lion pattern” (1 túgḫi-a sígḫé-me-da ur-maḫ).

Taking care of the linen garments and fabrics

Linen garments and fabrics have to be presented in perfect condition at the time of ceremonies. Linen needs to be regularly bleached. The bleaching process decolorises all the elements remaining on the linen cellulosic fibre, without damaging the fibre itself. Bleaching comes after weaving in the Sumerian poem *The Bridal Sheet*. It is difficult to bleach linen thread without altering it, and it is easier to bleach an entire fabric. Bleaching can go wrong if the craftsmen do not take enough precautions. It is a long process that requires a lot of practice. An apprentice bleacher has to learn the art of bleaching with a master over six years, according to the text Cyr 131:“Nabû-šum-iddin son of Arđia son [of ……… and ] Īna-Esaqil-bêlet daughter [of] Šamaš-ilû, his wife, have given to Libluṭ, son of Uššāia, Nidintu, [their slave], for six years, for (teaching him) the profession of [bleacher]. He will teach him the complete bleacher work.”

Cuneiform texts indicate that alkali and oil (Nbn 502) are used for bleaching. The alkali is derived from tamarix, a tree whose ashes give soda. Alkali mixed with sesame oil gives soap. Juniper resin can be added to improve the smell. The bleaching process is not described in the texts. In preindustrial Europe, linen fabrics are soaked in a bath of fermented water with germinated barley
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94 CAD M/II, 312 “a headband” (meaning two); AHw/III, 689 “Half (Hälfte)”.
96 Breniquet identifies in Mesopotamian iconography some bands or strips which may have been manufactured with tablet weaving. This technique allows to make woollen braid trims with elaborate patterns. (Breniquet 2008, 186–192).
97 For example, fragments of linen fabrics found in royal tombs at Nimrud, dated to the second half of the 8th century BC, are made of linen tabby and embroidery playing with the natural colour of linen (beige and brown) to create patterns. (Crowfoot 1995, 113)
100 The apprenticeship contracts in 1st millennium Babylonia are analysed by J. Hackl in Jursa 2010, 694–725.
102 The word used in the texts is the Sumerian giš-naga. According to Zawadzki 2006 63–64, it is not the equivalent of the Akkadian *uḫulu* (alkali) but it had to be read gad-šu-naga, equivalent of the Akkadian *bīnu* (tamarix).
103 According to Zawadzki, text BM 83647 (Zawadzki 2006, 65).
for two days. Then, fabrics are put in a vat with boiling water, ash and oil. They are washed, while water is regularly thrown on them. Fabrics are finally hung out in the sun and dampened, over several days. The process must be repeated many times to obtain a shade more and more white.104

Linen textiles also need to be washed. It is a less complex and shorter process than bleaching. The process is described in a Sumerian humoristic story “At the fuller”.105 The fabric is placed in water, beaten, plucked and washed with soap. Then it is ‘tumbled’: rinsed and wrung thoroughly. The clean linen fabrics are dried with special care of the edges.106 This process is repeated several times. The same technique is attested in Egypt and in pre-industrial Europe.107 The activities of the washer are not described in the cuneiform texts, but the materials they receive are precisely recorded. They have a higher status than linen weavers and they prepare the garments for worship. At Uruk, washers received precious aromatics.108 They may use them to perfume the clothes. Indeed, the smell is part of the god’s radiance in Babylonian religion.

After being worn, linen garments need to be repaired by the menders. The condition of the garments is often specified in the texts. New (eššu) garments are given to the most important gods and goddesses. Old ones (labīru) are given to minor deities. ‘Old’ garments do not mean that they are in bad condition. Fabrics can be called ‘open’ (peṭu), a term used only for linen fabrics. These fabrics are not torn because a new fabric can be called ‘open’ (BM 60307:6). An open fabric might be a cloth voluntarily split, to make a tunic, or a type of very loose weave which let the light pass between the threads, as is often the case with linen. The menders have to repair the garments and to finish them, because they also receive new garments. Washing and bleaching alter the fabric, the threads must be tightened, and holes must be mended. The linen garments are precious, so they are reused several times. The existence of a specialised craft industry of linen in the temples of Uruk and Sippar shows the value of the material.

**Uses of linen textiles in 1st millennium BC Babylonia**

**Linen fabrics of the gods**

Statues of the gods, in Babylonian temples are dressed with rich garments. The furnitures for worship is also decorated with precious fabrics. Linen has a special place in the worship.

**Linen garments and fabrics**

At Sippar, three standard linen fabrics are regularly offered to the gods: the salḫu, the kibsu and the hullānu. The three words are preceded by the determinative gada meaning linen. The salḫu109 is very common. Most of the time, it is white, but it can also be coloured (BM 61025). In this case, it may have been dyed, as the text NCBT 1069 indicates line 20: “one salḫu which is given for dye”. The size of the salḫu varies from 3.5m² to 5.76m² according to Zawadzki, and it weights

104 Baines 1989, 162–163. She describes the bleaching as it was done in the region of Harlem, in Holland, during the 18th century.
106 Waerzeggers 2006, 94.
107 The same process is described by Baines 1989, 161 for 18th century Europe. The important steps are also depicted on Egyptian wall painting, in an idealized form (Vogelsang-Eastwood 1992).
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between 1.4 and 5.5 kilograms.\textsuperscript{110} It is woven by linen weavers of the temple (Nbn 164 and 164). But its production and circulation are not limited to the sanctuaries. A \textit{salḫu} can be purchased on the market (CT 57 259) at Babylon (TBER Pl 68–69) or imported from the Levant (YOS 6, 115). The word \textit{salḫu} is never preceded by the determinative túg, so it is not a complex garment. The \textit{salḫu} is probably not cut, assembled and sewn, but it is worn draped around the body.\textsuperscript{111} Indeed, linen is a lightweight fabric suitable for underwear. All the statues of the gods of Sippar and some of the gods of Uruk including Ištar (PTS 2094\textsuperscript{112}), are wearing a \textit{salḫu}. It can also be used as fabric, during the processions (Nbk 312), and to cover furniture for the worship: a throne (BM 63909),\textsuperscript{113} a canopy (BM 64591),\textsuperscript{114} a carriage (CT 55 815). In the text NCBT 1069: the \textit{salḫu} is used as a sail for a processional boat and as an altar cover. The word \textit{salḫu} applies then to a linen fabric of standard size and rectangular shape, suitable for various uses.

The \textit{kibsu}\textsuperscript{115} is closely linked to the \textit{salḫu}. The expression \textit{salḫu ana kibsu}, (one \textit{salḫu} for one \textit{kibsu}) or \textit{salḫu ša kibsu} (one \textit{salḫu} from one \textit{kibsu}) are common (Nbk 312, Nbn 164). The \textit{kibsu} is a fabric more advanced in the production stages than the \textit{salḫu}.\textsuperscript{116} The \textit{salḫu} may be cut to make the \textit{kibsu}; the text BM 64591\textsuperscript{117} mentions that the \textit{kibsu} is smaller. The \textit{kibsu} may also be more decorated. The text Nbn 349 indicates that the \textit{kibsu} can be trimmed with a \textit{muttatu}. The \textit{kibsu} is given to numerous deities at Sippar. It is used also for covering altars of divine symbols (Nbk 312:20), chariots (CT 55 815) or thrones (Nbk 312:26). The word is rare at Uruk and appears in three texts, TCL 12 109 and PTS 2687 with the writing \textit{ki-ba-su}\textsuperscript{118} and NCBT 1069 where it is associated with the \textit{salḫu}. The \textit{kibsu} is a fabric made with the \textit{salḫu}, decorated and mostly used as a furniture fabric.

The meaning of \textit{ḫullānu} has been discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{119} According to text Nbn 164, 1650 hands of linen are required to weave one \textit{ḫullānu} which means that it weighs 20.6 kilograms. The \textit{ḫullānu} is made by the linen weavers in smaller quantities than the \textit{salḫu} and the \textit{kibsu}. It appears in lists of garments at Sippar, but it is only worn by the two main deities: Šamaš and Bunene. It is also associated with bedspreads in the texts Nbn 115:12–13 and Nbn 252. At Uruk, the \textit{ḫullānu} is preceded by the determinative túg and given to numerous deities according to PTS 2094. This heavy fabric is used as a garment for the main deities at Sippar and Uruk. It can also be transformed in a bedspread. We do not know if the \textit{ḫullānu} is made of linen at Uruk.

\textsuperscript{111} Zawadzki 2006, 105–109.
\textsuperscript{112} Partly edited by Beaulieu 2003, 53, 180, 202, 220, 244, 258, 277, 284.
\textsuperscript{113} Bertin 1292.
\textsuperscript{114} Edited by Zawadzki 2006, 136–137.
\textsuperscript{115} “A piece of linen fabric” CAD K, 339; “a cloth (ein Kleidungsstück)” AHw/II, 472.
\textsuperscript{116} The \textit{kibsu} never appears in the working order for the manufacturing of linen fabrics. It is not manufactured directly by the craftsmen but made from a \textit{salḫu}.
\textsuperscript{117} Edited by Zawadzki 2006, 136–137.
\textsuperscript{118} Most often, the word is written \textit{kib-su}. The writing \textit{ki-ba-su} appears in this two Uruk texts and in BM 63909, a text from Sippar.
\textsuperscript{119} “A blanket or a wrap of linen or wool” CAD H, 229 and Beaulieu 2003, 15; “blanket (Decke)” AHw/II, 354; “coverlet or shirt”, Zawadzki 2006, 109–111.
Linen curtains

In the temples of Sippar and Uruk, curtains for the deities’ *cella* are always made of linen.\(^{120}\) The linen *šiddu* is the most common curtain in the documentation.\(^{121}\) The weight of the *šiddu* varies between 20 minas or ten kilograms (Nbn 502, Camb 36) and 35 minas or 17 kilograms (BM 84054).\(^{122}\) Their size must be important. This curtain is made by the linen weavers (Nbn 163) but it can bear some decoration of wool. The text GCCI 2 381 says that a *šiddu* is made of 305.3 shekels of combed flax and 31 shekels of blue purple wool. The text CT 4 27:14 mentioned that the *šiddu* can have a woollen braided cord (*nīrī*). According to the CAD, the *šiddu* curtain masks the offering during the rituals (RAcc 22, 4), or surrounds the statues during the new-year festival (RAcc 115 r.6).

The *gildû* curtain exists at Uruk and Sippar.\(^{123}\) It can be made of other linen curtains: two (or two pairs) of *šiddu* curtains are sent to the city of Baṣ for making one *gildû* (CT 56, 10). According to NBC 8350, 30 minas (15 kilograms) of combed flax are used to make one *gildû*. At Uruk, their manufacture is controlled by contracts between the temple and the craftsmen (YBC 3715, GCCI 1 412, PTS 3053).\(^{124}\) According to these texts, the *gildû* is employed as a veil to close the doors of god and goddesses’ *cella*.

The giš-ig an-e or *dalat šamê* is a canopy with linen curtains. Some texts mentioned the *kitû ša dalat šamê*, the linen of the canopy (BM 72810:14, Nbn 1121:12 and Camb 415:9). In the *cella*, the gods’ statues stand under linen curtains. According to Zawadzki, the size of this curtain varies between height and 13 cubits length.\(^{125}\) The *dalat šamê* is not woven by the craftsmen but it is made of another linen fabric: the *salḫu* (BM 64591:11–126 and BM 66166:11).

Sippar texts show the circulation of linen fabrics, in two directions. Firstly, they circulate from major deities to minor ones. Secondly, linen fabrics can change their function and their aspect during their life. A linen tunic *salḫu* can become a curtain or a cover. The life of a linen fabric is long because of its solidity. This process of recycling can be explained by the price of the materials. Even in the temples, nothing precious must be wasted.

Textiles made of linen or wool.

Some textiles are made of different materials. The *sūnu* is a strip.\(^{127}\) At Sippar, the word is not preceded by a determinative. The *sūnu* can be made of linen fabrics as the *kibsu* or the *salḫu* (BM 63503:22, Camb 412:5, Nbn 848:12). It also can be woven by the linen weavers (BM 65592:12). But the text YOS 17 254 indicates that half a mina of purple wool is used to make one *sūnu*. At

---

120 The different curtains are all preceded by the determinative gada meaning linen.
121 The CAD Š II, 407 propose the translation “cloth, curtain”, but the word is never mentioned as a garment in the Neo-Babylonian texts. AHw/IV 1230 “side, edge, curtain (Seite, Rand, Vorhang)”.
123 According to the CAD, the *gildû* is “a string (of garlic)”; according to the AHw/II, 287, it is a “twisted cord (gedrehte Schnur)”. The writing varies a lot (gi-da-li-e BM 84054 and CT 4 28, gi-di-il-’ CT 56, 10, gi-da-la-ú CT 55 439, gi-da-la-ú NBC 8350, gi-da-la-né-e YBC 3715 and FLP 1613, gada-lá GCCI 1 412 and PTS 3053).
125 See the discussion about the size of the *dallat šamê* of Zawadzki 2006, 135–136.
126 Edited by Zawadzki 2006, 136–137.
127 “A piece of clothing or part thereof” CAD S, 388 and Beaulieu 2003, 15; “II cloth, bandage (Tuch od Binde)” AHw/III, 1059; “the *sūnu* might have been a head covering” (…) “in lists of Šamaš garments it could have been a kind of a belt” (…) it could have “a loincloth function” even if its “function change in response to specific circumstances” Zawadzki, 2006, 102–105.
Sippar, the *šūnu* is made of linen or/and wool. At Uruk, the word *šūnu* is always preceded by the determinative túg (cloth) and nothing proves that it is made of linen.

The *taḫapsu* is a tablecloth or a blanket. At Sippar, even if the word is never preceded by the determinative gada (linen), the *taḫapsu* is always associated with the linen *salḫu*, *kibsu*, and *ḫullānu*. The *taḫapsu* can be made of a *salḫu* or a *kibsu* (Nbn 696:11–12). But wool is also used to manufacture the *taḫapsu* according to the texts Nbk 240, Nbn 948 and Nbn 494.

The *guḫalsu* is a scarf or a braid. At Uruk the word is often preceded by the determinative gada (linen) and followed by the expression “of purple wool” (YOS 17 301:17–18, YOS 19 270:13, GCCI 2 121:16). The text YOS 7 183:7 mentioned “a guḫalsu of black fabric and thread” (*guḫalsu ša mud u ūtimu*). The *guḫalsu* could be a strip of linen with woollen embroidery, or a braid made of linen and wool. Numerous linen fabrics and garments have some elements made of coloured wool.

The material of a garment can vary depending on its uses and on the city’s traditions.

**Rare linen garments.**

In the temple archives, the linen fabrics and garments offered regularly to the gods are always the same. They are less numerous than woollen ones. In some rare texts other linen clothes appear. For example, the text BM 91002 from Sippar mentions a *mezēḫu ša gada*. It may be a scarf occasionally made of linen, especially when the cloth is given to Šamaš. The *gada-šuppatu* appears in three texts from Sippar, BM 61731, Nbn 731, CT 55 792. The *šuppatu* is made with one mina of linen according to BM 61731. But the word can also be preceded by the determinative sig for wool. In CT 55 792, it is delivered by a dyer and weighs 5.1 minas (2.5 kilograms).

Some linen garments are mentioned only once, such as the gada-kišpu (Peek 2) and the gada-šarīpu. The gada-šuru (NCBT 597) may refer to byssus. At Sippar and at Uruk, all the deities wear a linen tunic *salḫu*. At Sippar, Šamaš and Bunene wear a linen coat *ḫullānu*.

At Sippar, linen is suitable for Šamaš because the god Sun wears only white garments, and linen is whiter than wool. With the exception of *salḫu* tunics, linen is more often used for furniture than for the garments. The *salḫu* and *kibsu* at Sippar are often transformed into blankets, altar cloths, or curtains. Linen curtains are very important in worship, especially at Uruk, according to the documentation. They are spread at the doors, on the canopy or in front of the statues of the gods and goddesses. In the Neo-Babylonian *mis pî* ritual, a linen curtain must be placed in front of the statue of the god. Linen is a perfect material to make curtains because of its solidity, its fineness and transparency. Behind a linen curtain, the statue is at the same time hidden and visible. It represents the real but supernatural presence of the god in the *cella*.

---

128 CAD T, 40 “a woollen or linen blanket or stole”; “blanket” Beaulieu 2003, “ a blanket for horse (eine Decke für Pferde)” AHw/IV, 1301; “a blanket or a coverlet”, Zawadzki 2006, 134–135.

129 “A special type of garment, perhaps a scarf, also a kind of coloured thread or a braid” CAD G, 123; “a scarf or a braid”, “wire, braid (Draht, Borte)” AHw/II, 296; Beaulieu, 2003, 15. Zawadzki differentiates the *guḫalsu* and the *guḫalsētu* (Zawadzki, 2006, 111–114).

130 Zawadzki 2009

131 “A scarf or a belt” CAD M II, 46; “sash (Schärpe)” AHw/III, 650; Beaulieu 2004, 16, Zawadzki 2006 , 151–152.

132 CAD S, 249 “a strip of carded wool”, AHw/IV, 1112 “spread carded wool (Lage gekämmte Wolle)”.

133 Not mentioned in the CAD.

134 AHw/I, 143; CAD B, 350 *buṣu* meaning D.

135 Zawadzki 2006.

Linen in Babylonian society

The garments worn by the statues of the gods are archaic in their fashion and do not correspond to the garments of contemporary peoples. The letters, marriage contracts, rituals, and lists shed light on the use of linen in several spheres of Babylonian society: clergy, soldiers and notables.

Priests occasionally wear linen cloth. According to the ritual UVB 15 40, linen is reserved for some of them. The consecrated lamentation priest (gala) and the chief of lamentation priest (gala-maḫ) wear the linen garment ḫalpu. A woollen ḫalpu is worn by another priest. Therefore, the use of linen depends on the function of the priest, not on the kind of cloth. The ḫalpu is a garment attested only in this ritual. The king also wears a linen garment during this ceremony, the nahlapṭu gada. The nahlapṭu is a shawl or a coat and belongs to the god’s wardrobe. The two terms come from the same root: the verb ḥalāpum which mean “to cover, clothe”. White linen has a sacred value, helping the king to be in contact with the gods during the ritual.

Linen clothes appear in lists of soldiers’ equipment. The karballatu, a headgear, can be made of linen. The karballatu is often mentioned with the šir ’am, and pertains to the basic military dress. Usually, the word is not preceded by a determinative. But in TCL 9 117, the karballatu is said to be ‘of linen’ (ša gada). This text is a long list of supplies the author has sent to his lord. The lord is an administrator of the temple who bears the title of bēl piqitti. We do not know if the purpose of this equipment is military or civil. The karballatu is written with the determinative gada in one marriage contract (Cyr 183). But most of the times, the word is preceded by the determinative tūg for ‘cloth’, and could be made of another material. According to the attestations, only notables or officials wear a linen karballatu. The šir’ am cloth is another very common cloth worn by the soldiers and by workers. Usually, it must be in wool or in leather. Only two texts mention linen šir’ am. The same letter TCL 9, 117, where it is associated with the linen karballatu, and Nrg 28, a list of all the effects of an official travelling to Babylon. The list includes two šir’ am for men, and one šir’ am for women. Only the second one is “in linen” (ša gada). In the text TCL 9, 117, a qablu ša gada is listed with the karballatu and the šir’ am. The word qablu means ‘the hips’ or ‘the middle’. This cloth is probably a linen belt. According to these texts, some elements of military dress can be made in linen, but it seems exceptional and reserved for persons of high distinction.

The marriage contracts (nudunnû) list the property given by the family of the wife to the husband. The dowry includes cash, real estate, and personal items. The wife brings with her objects for the comfort of the household, including clothes. However, the items listed in these contracts are only the valuable properties, belonging to the heritage of the family. The objects of everyday use and low value are not mentioned. Several contracts detail the garments and fabrics contained in the dowry. Three of them include linen clothes. In the marriage contract CT 49 165 from Babylon, dated to the Seleucid Era, many garments are listed. Most of them are made of wool, but there is one gadaṣiprētu, a dyed linen fabric. The contract Cyr 183, from Sippar, dated to Cyrus’ reign,

137 “Wrap, outer garment” CAD H, 48; “robe, coat (Gewand, Mantel)” AHw/III, 715; “a kind of decorative shirt or blouse, an outer garment”. Zawadzki, 2006, 114–116.
138 CAD Ḫ, 34, ḥalāpu A meaning (2).
139 “A piece of linen headgear for soldiers” CAD K, 215; “(pointed) cap – (Spitz) Mütze” AHw/II, 449.
141 M. Roth 1989, 1–2.
142 The word siprētu is attested in another text during the Neo-Babylonian period, according to the CAD Š, 204 in the
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Fig. 12.6: Attestations of linen garments for profane uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text/Edition</th>
<th>Date/Place</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Linen fabric or garment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM 76968/72</td>
<td>Ant 23.XI.108 (204 BC) Borsippa</td>
<td>Marriage contract</td>
<td>3 linen fabrics (3 gada(h^i)-a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 gada-a-mur-sak-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 linen cloth for the head (kitû šá muḫḫi qaqqadu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 gadašārsili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 49 165</td>
<td>Ant 20.XII.[x] Babylon</td>
<td>Marriage contract</td>
<td>dyed linen (gadašiprēti)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyr 183</td>
<td>Cyr 10. ?. 04 (535-534 BC) Sippar</td>
<td>Marriage contract</td>
<td>2 linen headgear (2 gada(karballu)tu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 76136:6</td>
<td>? Sippar</td>
<td>Inventory of objects for worship (garments and vases)</td>
<td>2 gada-a-mur-sak-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nrg 28</td>
<td>Nrg 16.IX.01 (559 BC) Sippar</td>
<td>Inventory of the properties of an official of Sippar travelling to Babylon</td>
<td>1 gada-tūg?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 linen šir'am for women (1 ūgšir'am ša gada amīltu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCL 9 117</td>
<td>? Uruk</td>
<td>Letter to a lord, inventory of the goods sent to him.</td>
<td>1 ša qablu gada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 linen šir'am (1 ūgšir'am ša gada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 linen headgear (2 ūgkarbalātu ša gada)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YBC 3941</td>
<td>Nbk 22.IV.42 (562 BC) Uruk</td>
<td>Inventory of objects of a house</td>
<td>1 tūg-gada bāqqu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mentions two linen karballutu in the dowry. This linen military garment is recorded in the list after silver, objects in bronze and iron, and furniture. It does not occupy the first place in the list. On the contrary, in BM 76968, linen garments are recorded first. In this marriage contract from Borsippa, dated to the Seleucid Era, the clothes are listed before silver, bronze objects and furniture. Of thirteen garments, seven are in linen: three linen fabrics (gada\(h^i\)-a), a gada-a-mur-sak-ku,\(^{143}\) a linen cloth for the head, perhaps a turban, a veil or a headdress (gada ša muḫḫı qaqqadı), and a gadašārsili. The meaning of some of these garments is difficult to determine without other attestations.

Some inventories mentioned linen garments. The text BM 76136,\(^{144}\) dated to the Seleucid Era, is an inventory of garments and vases, probably for the cult, and mentions the linen a-mur-sak-ku. In the text YBC 3941, an inventory of commodities of a house from Uruk, dated to Nebuchadnezzar’s reign, appears a tūg gada bāqqu. The meaning of this word remains obscure. In the text BM 61494,\(^{145}\) a goldsmith receives several clothes including a linen maššanu. But the attestations of craftsmen’s clothes are rare. There is no other mention of these two last words. According to the sources at our disposal, linen garments in Babylonian society seem to be scarce and reserved for specific uses.

expression šiprētu ša šupātu (Camb 235), the word may be derived from širpu, “dyed wool”. The šiprētu could also be the plural of šipru: “comet tail” and mean a kind of train, maybe doubled. Thanks to F. Joannès for this interpretation.

\(^{143}\) See Zawadzki 2010, 415.

\(^{144}\) Zawadzki 2010, 409–429. This text comes from Babylon or Borsippa.

\(^{145}\) Zawadzki 2010, 423.
In 1st millennium BC Babylonia, wool is still the most common textile material. But linen has a special place in Babylonian society. Flax is grown in the vicinity of cities like Uruk, Sippar and Nippur, but its cultivation is rarely mentioned in cuneiform documentation. Flax is also imported from the Levant and from Egypt. It is one of the goods exchanged in Babylon. The relatively important use of flax and linen in Babylonian sanctuaries can be explained by the wealth of the temples, their vast land holdings, and also by the growth of trade and long distance import channels to Babylonia. At the end of the Achaemenid period, the Murašu archive show that linen cultivation is promoted by private entrepreneurs.

The production of linen textiles is known in the context of the Babylonian temples of Sippar and Uruk. Some fabrics and garments of the gods are made of linen. Specialised craftsmen are in charge of their manufacture, decoration and care. The technical study reveals the peculiarities of their work: the making, the bleaching, the storage of linen are specific. Despite the technical constraints, the linen weavers are able to produce very large and heavy linen fabrics. They know also how to decorate them with coloured wool. They have a very advanced technical knowledge. The appearance of the profession ‘linen weaver’ at Sippar in the 1st millennium BC shows that this craft industry was of special importance during this period.

Linen fabrics could have been appreciated for their strength, their fineness, and their whiteness once bleached. Linen fabrics for worship are diverse in their aspect and use. Linen seems to be preferred for undergarments, for furniture, but also for prestigious garments for Šamaš at Sippar, and for the king and priests during rituals. Outside the temples, linen clothes are mentioned in the dowries and in various inventories. If wool is always the major textile fibre, linen occupies a significant place. Linen is present in almost all spheres of society to which texts give us access.
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13. Two Special Traditions in Jewish Garments and the Rarity of Mixing Wool and Linen Threads in the Land of Israel

Orit Shamir

Thousands of Roman textiles were discovered in the Land of Israel. However none of the textiles studied from Jewish sites show specifically Jewish characteristics. Hebrew texts make clear the extent of foreign influence on clothing: the Talmud Yerushalmi \(^1\) and the Babylonian Talmud \(^2\) both list eighteen essential garments for men and the terms are almost entirely based on Greek or Latin words. \(^3\)

Thus, the basic items of clothing worn by Jews did not differ significantly from those worn by other inhabitants of the Graeco-Roman world. \(^4\) Although the basic items of clothing are the same, there are two traditions in Jewish garments that are distinctive:

a. The laws of \textit{sha’atnez} – Jewish law forbids the weaving of woollen threads together with linen: This is mentioned twice in the Bible:

   It is written in Leviticus 19:19 …Nor shall you wear a garment of cloth made of two kinds of material”. The prohibition of hybrid material is mentioned in the context of other hybrids such as cattle breeding and planting of different species together in a single field. \textit{Sha’atnez} garments are mentioned but the materials are not listed.

   In Deuteronomy 22:11 it is written – “You shall not wear cloth of wool and linen mixed together”. \textit{Sha’atnez} applies only to sheep’s wool and linen. However, any other combination of textiles does not create \textit{sha’atnez} such as the combinations of materials like cotton, silk, camel wool and mohair.

b. \textit{Tzitzit} – tassels at each corner of the mantle. The Torah states: “Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them, that they shall make themselves fringes on the corners of their garments throughout their generations, and they shall put on the corner fringe a blue (\textit{tekhelet}) thread”. \(^5\)

\(^1\) Shabbath 16.5.  
\(^2\) Shabbath 120a.  
\(^3\) Sheffer and Granger-Taylor 1994, 241.  
\(^4\) Roussin 1994, 183, 188.  
\(^5\) Numbers 15, 38; Babylonian Talmud, Menahoth 38–52; Yadin 1963, 182–187.
Sha’atnez

Although thousands of textiles in the Land of Israel were examined by the author, not one piece of sha’atnez was found at Roman Jewish sites. This stands in contrast to other sites like in Syria e.g. Dura Europos and Palmyra, and in Coptic Egypt which yielded great quantities of textiles made of mixed linen and wool.

The few examples of mixed wool and linen (sha’atnez) textiles dated before the Byzantine period in the Land of Israel include:

1. Kuntillat ‘Ajrud is located on an isolated hill, on the border between the southern Negev and Sinai Peninsula, nowadays in Egypt, near the junction of ancient roads traversing the Sinai desert from the first half of 8th century BC (Iron Age II). The linen textiles in general and the sha’atnez in particular, reflect the religious function of Ajrud, as a site inhabited by priests and probably these sha’atnez textiles belonged to them. Two of the sha’atnez textiles are undyed and undecorated, and made of linen warp and wool weft. The third textile is made of linen ornamented with selfbands and red wool (madder) and blue (indigo) linen threads in the warp. This textile was explained by A. Sheffer and A. Tidhar as a type considered by Bible commentators as reserved for the high priest (Fig. 13.1) (see discussion below).

2. Wadi ed-Dâliyeh is located 15 km north of Jericho, consists of caves. 56 textiles catalogued including: linen (36), wool (12), linen mixed with wool (3), camel hair (3), camel hair mixed with wool (1), linen braids (3). These three sha’atnez textiles belonged to Samaritan refugees are dated to 365–335 BCE. They have warps of linen and wefts of wool bands. One of them (No. 2) is a woman’s scarf or veil, with the remains of a fringe at one end. It is decorated with shaded bands in grey-green, purple, blue and red. No. 3 has blue-green bands, No. 4 has a red band. The Samaritans are a religious sect based in the Nablus area, and the Torah – the Five Books of Moses – is their holy book. They still live in Israel today and keep the same religious rules. Their temple was at Mount Gerizim near Nablus. The Samaritans rebelled against Greek rule, but were suppressed with great cruelty. Some of their leaders fled to caves in Wadi ed-Dâliyeh and were killed there. It is possible that among them were their priests who were allowed to wear sha’atnez.

3. In Nabataean burials at ‘En Tamar dated to Roman period 2nd–3rd centuries CE, there is a small group of linen textiles decorated with wool red bands (Fig. 13.2). The Nabateans controlled the Spice routes joining Petra and Gaza northwards to Syria and westwards to the Mediterranean.

There are few examples of linen sewing threads on a wool textile: Cave of Letters (No. 45) and Masada (two textiles). The Cave of Letters located at Nahal Hever, Judean Desert (Fig. 13.3) dated to the Roman period – Jewish Bar Kokhba revolt (132–135 CE) against Rome. It is a highly inaccessible cave and was used as refuge and not for dwelling.
The priest’s girdle (belt)

In view of the biblical prohibition against wearing mixed wool and linen garments, it seems surprising to find these remnants of sha’atnez at Kuntillat ‘Ajrud.13 The strong northern-Israelite influence is reflected in the finds, showing that ‘Ajrud was actually an Israelite and not Judean site.14 According to the excavator, Prof. Ze’ev Meshel, it was established in order to demonstrate the control of Israel and the God of Israel over the road leading to the Red Sea and over the kingdom of Judea, just like the border-temples of other periods and along other borders demonstrate this dominance. The Israeli king (Joash) settled a group of priests and Levites from Israel there, who would fulfil both his commands as well as commandments of God: “…for every matter pertaining to God and affairs of the King”.15 It was the priests and Levites who gave the site its national and religious character and were responsible for at least some of the inscriptions mention various deities which were discovered at the site.16

---

14 During the Iron Age, two kingdoms of Hebrews emerged as important local powers in the ancient Levant: Israel in the north emerged in the 9th century BCE and Judah emerged in the 8th century BCE in the south.
15 1 Chr. 26, 32.
16 Meshel 2012, 69.
The Bible does not explain why it is forbidden to mix these two fibres together, but ancient and modern interpreters gave different explanations. One explanation is connected with the priests’ garments. The priests were allowed to wear sha’atnez. Why is sha’atnez need in the Temple? Why were the priests obligated to dress in clothes made of wool and linen together?

In order to distinguish between the priests’ worship and the Jewish public worship, sha’atnez was forbidden only for the public – the prohibition was designed to separate priestly from public practice. Additionally, the prohibition was a way of setting aside this fibre blend only for holy purposes.

Josephus Flavius (Joseph ben Matityahu, 37–100 CE) wrote in Antiquities of the Jews that wearing sha’atnez was prohibited and was reserved for the priests of Israel only.

Although the High Priest’s garments were different from the ordinary priest’s garments, all of them wore sha’atnez. Ordinary priests wore sha’atnez only at their girdle.

Sheffer and Tidhar noted that the priests were required to wear linen in the Temple, never wool: “It shall be that when they enter at the gates of the inner court, they shall be clothed with linen garments; and wool shall not be on them while they are ministering in the gates of the inner court and in the house” In Mesopotamia, where the dominant fibre was wool, the priests were dressed also in linen. But The Bible instructs that the High Priest’s vestment should be highly decorated and coloured, for honour and for beauty: “And you shall make sacred garments for Aaron your brother, for honor and for beauty”.

The Bible describes the priest’s girdle: “And the sash of fine twisted linen, and blue and purple and scarlet material, the work of the weaver, just as the Lord had commanded Moses”. Rabbinic Judaism maintains that sha’atnez was permitted in the case of the priest’s girdle, in which linen was woven with purple, blue, and scarlet yarn. According to the Rabbis (Judaic studies teacher, religious authority in Judaism), the purple, blue, and scarlet was made from wool.

Although the High Priest’s garments were different from the ordinary priest’s garments, all of them wore sha’atnez. In order to distinguish between the priestly worship and Jewish public worship sha’atnez was forbidden for the public.

Besides, the High Priest is only one person and probably his location and worship was at the Kingdom of Israel which had two central temples: Dan and Bethel.

**Missing weft threads (spaces)**

A few textiles were found with missing weft threads:

a. On one linen textile (a tunic sheet or headscarf) from the Cave of Letters there are two thin ‘bare bands’ where weft threads are missing. Yadin thought that they had been removed (Fig. 13.4). We re-examined the textile and did not find any remains of fibres. The ‘bare bands’ have remains of one single thread all along the width of the textile at each of the bands. Parallel to the ‘bare bands’, c. 15cm from them there are two self-bands made of linen. I think the missing threads are linen self-bands that were taken apart to be used for sewing or another purpose.

---

18 Ezekiel 44, 17–18.
19 Exodus 28:2.
b. Several textiles with elaborate fringes at Qumran (Nos. 2, 3, 17, 31, 57) have an open space of missing weft threads, then a woven strip, and long fringe ends. No trace of wool or another filling was found in the space.

c. A linen textile from Avior Cave near Jericho has remains of red wool in the area of the missing weft threads.22

There are a number of explanations for this phenomenon:

a. Religious explanation:
Yadin, Precker and Sheffer23 assumed that wool threads had been intentionally removed from linen textiles. They think that these textiles had probably been bought by Jews from the Romans, and in order to avoid sa’atnez, they took out the threads.

b. Technological explanation:
This space e.g. at Qumran could have accommodated the upper rod of the warp-weighted loom, to help start the weaving with a tight, straight, well-arranged warp (Fig. 13.5).24

c. Aesthetic explanation:
It was a decoration25 when the open bands are deliberately left empty as at Palmyra.26 This practice of leaving an open space at both ends of a cloth was observed in Syria, such spaces are incorporated in fringes on headcloths for men and women.27

---

24 Crowfoot 1951, 31, Cat. No. 1.
26 J. P. Wild, pers. comm.
d. Preservation explanation:

At Palmyra some linen textiles have open bands near fringes, where the wool has disintegrated.\(^{28}\) In this case we usually will find remains of fibres such as in the textiles of Kasr al-Yahud near Jericho\(^ {29}\) and ‘En Tamar.\(^ {30}\)

**Sha’atnez conclusions**

The concern to avoid *sha’atnez* during the Roman period, despite the hardship of war against the Roman army and the certain temptation to buy these textiles from non-Jews at the markets is impressive and caused technical weaving problems.

Stitching wool textiles with linen threads or vice versa is also forbidden in *sha’atnez*. Their presence in the Cave of the Letters can be explained by the harsh siege conditions of the Roman army.

Another important fact is the almost complete absence of mixed wool and linen (*sha’atnez*) textiles at non-Jewish sites, except in a few cases in the Roman period in a Nabatean burial at ‘En Tamar\(^ {31}\) suggesting that most of the textiles in Israel during the Roman period were produced by Jews and purchased by the non-Jewish population. There is a great resemblance between the Nabatean and Jewish textiles (1st–2nd centuries CE), including shaded bands and the number of threads per cm.

The linen textiles in general and the *sha’atnez* in particular, reflect the religious function of Ajrud, as a site inhabited by priests and probably these *sha’atnez* textiles belonged to them.

---

\(^ {28}\) Crowfoot 1951, 30–31

\(^ {29}\) Shamir 2005.

\(^ {30}\) Shamir 2006.

\(^ {31}\) Shamir 2006.
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**Tzitzit—Ritual Tassels**

In the following I will present the material findings.

**What is Tzitzit?**

The Hebrew noun *tzitzit* is the name for specially knotted ritual fringes worn by observant Jews. *Tzitzit* (Fig. 13.6) are attached to the four corners of the *tallit* (mantle). Wearing the *tzitzit* is commanded in Deuteronomy: 32 “You shall make yourself twisted threads, on the four corners of your garment with which you cover yourself.” According to the Torah, the purpose of wearing *tzitzit* is to remind Jews of their religious obligations. In addition, it serves as a reminder of the Exodus from Egypt. 33 The tassel (*tzitzit*) on each corner is made of four strands bearing knots (Fig. 13.7). There are different interpretations concerning the number of strands but they are beyond the scope of this work. Women were exempt from this commandment.

---

32 Deuteronomy 22:12.
33 Numbers 15:40.
Blue (tekhelet) Dye

Determining what exactly tekhelet would have looked like has been the subject of conjecture and curiosity among rabbis, religious commentators and scientists for centuries. The story of the search for the source for the dye tekhelet – Biblical blue – is one of intrigue, deception, and deduction. It weaves together clues from Torah scholarship, archeology, and chemistry, and its major players include the great Chasidic Rebbe, a former Chief Rabbi of Israel, archeologists, marine biologists and chemists.

As mentioned above, tzitzit or part of it was dyed blue (tekhelet): “Rabbi Meir said: Whoever observes the mitzva of tzitzit is considered as if he greeted the Divine Presence, for tekhelet resembles the sea, and the sea resembles the sky, and the sky resembles God’s holy throne.” There are also other interpretations of the meaning of tekhelet but they are beyond the scope of this work.

This explains why among the commentators, who base their comments in part on those images, there is no consensus about the blue tint, and colour ranges from blue to green and black. The dye originated from sea snails as required by Jewish law.

Textiles Found in Israel dyed with Tyrian purple

Although thousands of textiles have been examined by the author and others, up to the present time the true dye (tekhelet) from a breed of murex trunculus was found in only two textiles from Masada. One is blue and the other is purple. Three more were found recently at Wadi Muraba’at. Most scholars assume that the tekhelet was produced from murex trunculus.

The Finds

A single detached fringe was found at Kuntillat ‘Ajrud (among scraps of fabric and threads). It was knotted from few undyed linen threads. It could be a tzizith or a regular tassel at the edge of a garment.

But what is the meaning of the tassels discovered at the Cave of Letters? Three separate tassels, identified by the excavator Prof. Y. Yadin as tzizith (Fig. 13.8), were found in the Cave of the Letters. They were found with a bundle of dyed unspun wool fibres (Fig. 13.9) in the Letters-skin contained bundle of Bar-Kokhba letters. They were wrapped in a piece of woollen mantle decorated with H-shaped design (No. 38) and a linen cloth (No. 80).

The tassels, unconnected to any garment, are made of undyed linen threads, S-spun, tied before dyeing to purple unspun wool fibres. The fibres beneath the tying, near the fold, had not been dyed.

---

34 Kraft 2011.
35 http://www.tekhelet.com/brochure.htm
36 Sifre, Shelach, 15, 39.
38 Shamir 2007.
40 Sukenik, Iluz, Shamir and Amar 2013.
41 Sheffer and Tidhar 2012:299, Fig. 9:12.
43 Yadin 1963, 237, 263.
44 Yadin 1963, 183 describes the knots in details.
As a bundle the tassels were double-dyed with madder and indigo.\textsuperscript{45} Double dyeing is complicated because it is difficult to determine the exact amount of each dye colour. It is not possible to know which dye was used first, blue or red.\textsuperscript{46} These fibres are not dyed with blue dye which originated from murex as required by Jewish law. This dye was very expensive, and according to Talmudic sources often imitated with the help of less expensive plant dyes.\textsuperscript{47}

The absence of tassels on the mantles was explained by Yadin in the following way: that some of the mantles were used as shrouds and the Jews used to take the tassels of the deceased’s mantle before burial. However, not all the mantles found at the Cave of the Letters were used as shrouds and none of them had \textit{tzizith}.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{The Absence of \textit{tzizith} at Qumran}

\textit{Tzizith} have not come to light at Qumran. If they had been used they would probably have survived like other organic materials.\textsuperscript{49}

The sectarians, dwellers of Qumran, wore only linen garments.\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Tzizith} made of wool tied to a linen mantle is \textit{sha’atnez}.\textsuperscript{51}

Another explanation is that the textiles at the Qumran caves are in secondary use and perhaps the Jews removed the tassels when the mantle went out of use.

\textbf{\textit{Tzizith} Conclusions}

Over the years the Rabbis, scientists and others visited the storeroom of the Israel Antiquities Authority in Jerusalem where all these artefacts were kept and we had many discussions about them.

\textsuperscript{45} Koren 2005, 199; re-examined by Sukenik, pers. comm.
\textsuperscript{46} Sukenik pers. comm.
\textsuperscript{47} Yadin 1963:185.
\textsuperscript{48} See discussion in Magness 2011:112.
\textsuperscript{49} E.g. textiles and phylactery cases, Shamir 2008.
\textsuperscript{50} Shamir and Sukenik 2010, 2011.
\textsuperscript{51} Babylon Talmud Menachot 40, 1, but see discussion below.
Tzizith have not been found at any other Jewish site and this is not accidental and raises doubts about Yadin’s interpretation of the findings.

Tzizith is spun and plied but at the Cave of Letters they are not. Yadin\textsuperscript{52} thought this was because they were not yet finished, but after they have been tied to the linen threads it is impossible to spin and ply them.

Yadin also relied on the dye analyses made by Abrahams and Edelstain\textsuperscript{53} who identified the dyes as indigo and kermes. As kermes dye was not found in any of the woollen textiles of the Cave of the Letters, Yadin\textsuperscript{54} came to the conclusion that these tassels are tzizith. But Koren\textsuperscript{55} and then Sukenik\textsuperscript{56} later identified it as madder. Besides, kermes has been found only in three textiles in Israel, all from a Nabatean site.\textsuperscript{57}

Yadin\textsuperscript{58} also noted that according to the Talmudic sources, the dye for the tzizith must be solely for this specific purpose. As described above, the tassels were found with a bundle of the same fibres and dye.

Linen does not absorb any dye (except of blue produced from indigo) and Sukenik recently made an experiment of dyeing linen with different sources of dyes and arrived at this conclusion.\textsuperscript{59} It can be perhaps assumed that it was used for ‘checking’ the dye in order to see what dye was obtained, and the linen, which does not absorb any dye, used in contrast to the dyed fibres.

Yadin\textsuperscript{60} also considered the question and wrote: “Could they have served for ‘checking’ the dye, prior to dyeing the entire bundle?...”. But he developed this idea in another direction to explain why tzizith could be made of wool and linen (sha’atnez).

Or these tassels were samples that the dyer wanted to present, demonstrating his wares and his dyeing abilities, as mentioned in the Jewish sources.\textsuperscript{61}

The dyer may deliberately combine linen thread and wool fibres because the fibres are designed to be used as examples only, or attempts to dye, but not to be worn and therefore there is no fear of sha’atnez: There is only a prohibition of kilayim regarding thread that has been spun and woven, as it says ”You shall not wear Sha’atnez”.\textsuperscript{62}

It might be assumed that the woman from the Cave of the Letters who was found with fleece among her belongings (Fig. 13.9), bought it in market with the samples from the dyer.

Josephus and Philo do not mention tzizith\textsuperscript{63} and maybe the majority of Jews didn’t wear it. The Rabbinic sources criticize ordinary Jews for not observing these commandments.\textsuperscript{64}

\begin{enumerate}
\item Yadin 1963, 186.
\item Yadin 1963, 182.
\item Yadin 1963, 183.
\item Yadin 1963, 185.
\item Koren 2005.
\item Koren 2005 and then N. Sukenik pers. comm.
\item Yadin 1963, 185.
\item N. Sukenik, pers. comm.
\item Yadin 1963, 183.
\item Tosefta, Shabbat 1, 5.
\item Mishnah Kilayim 9, 8.
\item Magness 2011, 237.
\item Magness 2011, 236.
\end{enumerate}
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